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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

OFFICE OF EDUCATION,
Washington, D. C., June, 1933.

SIR: Within a period of 30 years the high-sOool enroll-
ment has increased from a little over 10 per cent of the
population of high-school age to more than 50 per cent of that
population. This enrollment is so. unusual for a secondary
school that it has attracted the attention of Europe, where
only 8 to 10 per cent attend secondary schools. Many
European educators have said that we are educating too
many people. I believe, however, that the people of the
United States are now getting a new conception of education.
They are coming to 1Qok upon education as a preparation for
citizenship and Tor daily life rather than for the money return
which comes from it. They are looking upon the high school
asll place for their boys and girls to profit at a period when
they are not yet acceptable to industry.

In order that we may kno;v where we stand in secondary
education, the membership of the North Central Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools four years ago took the
lead in urging a study. It seemed to them that it was wise
for such a study to be made by the Goverment of the Unitise,'
States rather than by a _private foundation, fdr if such an
agency studied secondary éducation, it might be accused
either rightly or wrongly of a bias toward a special interest.
When the members of a committee of this association ap-
peared before the Bureau of the Budget in 1928, they received
a very courteous hearing. It was impossible, so the Chief of
the Budget ,Bureau thought, to obtain all the money which
the commission felt desirable; with the money whicji was
obtained, $225,000, to be expended over a 3-year period, it
was found impossible to do all the thingssthat the committee
had in mind. -It was possible, however, to study those things
which pertained strictly to secondary education, that is, its
organization; its curriculum, including some of the more
fundamental subjects, and particularly thobe subjects on
which a comparison could be made between the present and

I ix I
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

earlier periods, its extiacurriculurn, which is almost entirely
new in the past 30 years; the pupil population, and adminis-
trative and, supervisory problems, peisonnel, and activities.

The handling of this survey was intrusted to Dr. Leonard
V. Koos, of the University of Chicago. With great skill he
has, working on a full-time basis during his free quarters
from the University of Chicago and part time during other
quarters, brought it to a conclusion.

This manuscript constitutes one of the lafger monographs
Qf the Survey. It was written by Francis T. Spaulding of
Harvard, a part-time expert, a I. Frederick, a full-time
specialist, and Leonard V. Koos, the associate director. It
contains three parts, namely, the reorganized secondary
school, recent growth and present status of public junior
colleges, and special reorganizations of school 4ystems.

Attention, is caned to the fact that reorganized schools
practically 'did not exist in 1910 but that they had a rapid
growth after that date. It is assumed that "a school's

ift organization comprises all the arrangements which the school
makes to furnish 'a form of work for effective education."
These arrangementstre for the purposes of this study classi-
fied under the following nine"' major features of organization:
(1) The admission and promotion of pupils; (2) the arrange-
meta of instruction in terms of departmentalization, size of
classes, the length of school sessions, the use of standardized
tests, and the adoption of special schemes designed to care
for individiial differences of pupils, (3) the scope and arrange-
ment (but not the detailed content) of the program of studies;
(4) the scope and arrangement of the extracurriculum;
(5) guidance of pupils; (6) articillation of the school with
other school units; (7) composition of the teaching staff;
(8) supervision of instruction; (9) housing and equipment..

Schools were scored on the comprehensive and con,
sistency of their organization. As described in Chapter I,
comprehensiveness consists in the number of arrangements
made in these respects. Consistency is the balance main-
tained among the nine major features. For example, a
school which provides both individual and group guidance

,,for entering pupils is conkdered superior to school which
--11 provides group guidance alone. Likewise the ichool which

provides for standardized achievement test scores in addition
[ x
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

to .the teachers' exaniinations in subjects is superior in organ-
ization to the school which provides only one of these. And
the school which has elective courses in twelfth-grade Eng-
lish in addition to required courses is considered better organ-
ized than the school which offers required work only. Such
scoring in the various nine provisions gives us the compre-
herisiveness of the organization. On the other hand, one
school may have elaborate arrangements for the extracurricu-
lum and very mediocre arrangements for the curriculum pro-
gram. Or one or two of the features mentioned may be very
highly developed and several other features practically ig-
nored. The extent to which any school makes adequate
provision for all of its major features at one time is considered
a measure of its consistency of organizktion. These two
standards statistically applied 'constitute the first and major
portion of this bulletin.

Schools of various organizations and various sizes and types
are measured by these two standards. In general it is found
that the 3-3 junior-senior high school organization is to be
preferred to any other type although in the smaller schools
the 6-year undivided schuol is a little the better. However,
so much variation was discovered that in many cases the old
organization is found superior to the reorganized schools.
Exceptions occur in almost every classification.

The second part, consisting of two chapters, has to do with
the rather recent development of the junior college. It is
found that California, in 1931 had 33 public junior colleges;
Iowa, 27; and Texas, 17. These c?lleges exist, however, in
some 17 States, 136 of them having been found exclusive of
those for Negroes. Of the 39 State junior colleges, 11 are
found in Mississippi an4 7 in Oklahoma. The private junior
colleges are more numerbus than the public and State junior
colleges combined, but typically they have fewer pupils
enrolled.

The third part ot this Survey gives attention to spècial
types of organization deviating in significant Wks not only
from conventional systems but also from reorganized plans.
The reorganizations effected at Kansas City, Joliet, Salt
Lake City, Concord, Tulsa, Baltimore, and the jaboratory
schools of The University of Chicago are treated from the

e



LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

standpoint of their purpose to save time. Reorninizations
aiming principally at integration are thcke at Pasaden.a,
Ventura, and Compton, Calif.; Moberly, Mo.; Hillsboro,
Tex.; John Tarleton Agricultural College, Stephenville, Tex.;
Stephens College, Columbia, Mo.; and the recently planned
4-year college at The University of Chicago.

This monograph is most suggestive and I respectfully
recommend that it be printed as a publication of ale National
Survey of SeCondary Education.

I' Respectfully submitted.
Wm. JOHN COOPER,

Commissioner.
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.
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THE REORGANIZATION OF SECONDARY
EDUCATION

PART I : THE REORGANIZED SECONDARY
SCHOOL

BY FRANCIS T. SPAULDING AND O. I. FREDERICK

CHAPTER I : FUNDAMENTAL ASSUMPTIONS AND
PROCEDURES

J. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

The purpose of this study..The chief purpose of this study
has been to determine what. existing forms of American
secondary-school organization are of greatest promise. The
study las,sought, in particular, to discover the effects of the
junior high school movement upon practice in school organi-
zatibn, to secure objective evidence as to the comparative
merits of reorganized and conventionally organized secondary
schools, and to provide a basis for estimating the relative
promise of various types M junior and senior high schools.

No generally accepted standards have thus far been'
formulated by which- the worth of various type's of school
organization may be measured. The most commonly receg-
nized standards are those of the North Central Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools. The regulatiohs of this
association embody criteria on the basis of which member
schools are accredited. The criteria deal, however, only
with minimum essentials of organization. Like the standards
proposed by other 'accrediting agencies and by individual
specialists in secondary education, they afford small basis

I for distinguishing among schools which are well ablve a
merely minimum level.

Need for clarifying basic assumption8.In view of its basic
purpose, the present study has been faced with the necessity
of devising methods by which prolifising forms of organiza-
tion might be distinguished from forms of less promise. It
has had to adopt ceftin standards necessatily subjectively
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determined, so far as basic assumptions were concerned as
to superiority and inferiority in school organization. In so
doing it has passed beyond the bounds of survey procedure,
narrowly conceive4, and has entered to some extent into the
field of educational theory. Hence there is particular need
for describing at, the outset the major assumptions and defi-
nitions which the study has involved, and for indicating its
fundamental procedures. .

The most important iissumptions which the study has made
are those underlying the definition of the term "organiza-
tion," the classification of the major features of secondary-
school organization, and the means used for judging the
effectiveness of school organization. --

Definiiion of " organiaition."The study has asAumed that
a school's organization comprises all the arrangements AvMdt
the school rnakes to furnish a framework for effective education.
The study- has avoided a definition of organization in terms'
orthe subject matter or the process or the results of teaching.
It has assiumed that organization does not in and of itself offer
a complete guaranty 6f effective education. It has assumed
lurther, however, thattthere is likely to bet positive reltItion-
shill between quality of organization and quality of instruc-
tion, so that organizatión--defined. in terms of-the arrange-
ideas which piowvide oppqrtunity for effective instructiQn
is a matter of immediate ed*tional concern.

Major featutes of school organization.Adopting this gen-
eral concePtion, the study has recognized line major features
of school practice which should be tii.keisi into account
in'.'Vescribing the ,oiianization of any single chool. These
features are, resPectively: (1) The admissio and promo-
tion of 'pupils', (2) the tirrangement of instruction, in terms
of departm'entalization the size of .elasg-es, the length of
school sessions, the use of sttlindaidized tests, and the adoption.
pf 'special schemes which make possiOé direct attention to
individual differences; (3) the scope.and arrangement (but
not th'e detailed *marl ) of the prograhrof stu s; (4) the
scope and arrangement (but no4he detailed cont nt the
program of extracurriculum activities; (0 , the school's
provisions for the e'ducatiopal and vocational' guidance of
its pppils; (6) provisions for the articulation. of the school
with other school units; (7) the composition of the tetwhing
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REORGANIZATION OR, SECONDARY EDUCATION

staff; (8) arrangements for the supervision of instruction;
and (9) the school's housing ánd equipment.

In thus classifying the component features of a school's-
organization, the study has tried not to prejudice in any way
th# answèr to the question of what is a "good" organization.
The various features of orgailization as here defined have
had an important place in, determining the standards of
organization adopted in ,the stticly. In the m.ain, however,
the classification of the malor features has been used merely
for convenienee in comparing data on individual schools, and
for assurance that the study was leaving out of consideratioh
no major part of the school's educational fitamework.

Measures of the effectiveness of school organization.
Though the study has conceived school prganization as pro-
viding opportunity for effective education, ratter than as
furnishing a guaranty of effective education, it has recog-
nized that the most valid measures 6f the quality of organi-
zation are probably to be found in certain direct outcomes
of instruction. Comparative measures of pupils' school
achievoment, measures of pupils' general growth in interests,
abilitiels, and attitudes, measures of -pupils' tendencies to
take advantage of what the school may have to offer=these
represent the basis on which the effectiveness of school
organization ought largely to be judged.

Any such presumably direct measures of the effectiveness
of organization are, however, exc,eedingly difficult to obtain.
The difficulty arises in part from the fact that the various
elements involved are so complex as to hinder exact d'efini-
tion and analysis'. In part also the difficulty is due to the
present limitations of educational measurement. In even
greater degree it is due to the practical impossibility of
establishing a definite causal relationship between any given
outcome and the organization with which that outome is
associated. As a result of all these factou, the few lone-
kale attempts which have been made to evaluate school
organization in terms of pupils' measurable, gains have thus
far proved strikingly inconclusive.' -

The problems involved in making evaluations of this sort are disetksed in detail by
Ifancroft beatley in Achievement in the Junior High School (Harvard University Press,
193V). In Ch. II Wills study Beatley presents a stimmary and critical analysis of earlier
investigations in which the results of junior high school instruction have been directly com-
pared with the results of instruction in conventionally organized schools.
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Indirect evaluations of effectiveness are fortunately less
difficult to make than are direct evaluations. The most ob-
vious basis for an indirect evaluation is to be found in the
specific practices which schools include or fail to include in
their organizations as means of bringing desired results to
pass. The use of standardized tests in the guidance pro-
gram, the holding of conferences to promote the integration
of subject matter between the elenientary school and the
junior high school, the provision of a wicri variety of oppor-
tunities for extracurriculum activitiesthese are examples
of the practices in question. The presence or absence of fea-
tures like these offers no exact measure of the effectiveness
of a school's instruction. It does, however, afford a clue
to the relative promise of the school's organization, in that
actual effectiveness is probably correlated with possibilities
for effectiveness.

For want of direct measures of effectiveness, this study has
been forced to rely on indirect measures in terms of the prac-
tices which various types of organization commonly provide.
Its conclusions areqhus based off the assumption that per-.
formance is roughly measured by practice. Conclusions
foudded on such an 'assumption can obviously furnish only
hints, and not proof, as to the direction in which progress
lies. They may, however, furnish hints of substantial value.

Means of comparing Ow effectiveness of various typei of
vrganization.The study has been faced with the necessity
for making two further assumptions of major importance.

Urh
Since it has undertaken to discover what forms of organiza-
tion are in general most promising, it has had to adopt means
for securing blanket measures of the value of any given type
of organization. The further assumptionAtprovide a basis for
such measures.

The study has assumed, first, that the more arrangements
a school makes in connection with any one of its major
features the better organized that school is likely to be with
respect to the feature in question. The school which, for
example, provides boili individual and group guidance for
its entering pupils may be held to be better organized so
far is guidance is concerned than the school which provides
group guidance alone or which furnishes no systematic guid-
ance at all. The school which has traditionally promoted

[4)
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its pupils on the basis of a single arrangement for seeing that
Alley have passed teachers' examinations in all subjects may
be considered to have improved its organization for promo-
tion when it adds an arrangement for taking standardized
achievement-test scores into account. The school which
offers elective work as well as required work ini-twelfth-grade
English may be heldother things being equaito have a
better organized program of studies than tja,..e.ischool which
offers required work only. Thus the total number of specific
practices in effect' in a school in connection with any single
feature of organization offer; a measure of the pdssible

*.effectiveness of the school's organization in that feature.
Measures of this sort may be thought of as referring to com-
prehensiveness of organization. The study has adopted such
measures as the first means of estimating the value both of
individual organizations and of general types of organization.

The study. has assumed, second, that a school which does
approximately equal justice to all of its major features is
better organized as a whole than a school which builds up
certain featUres at the expense of others. Of two hypo-
thetical -schools, one may provide comprehensive.' arrange-
ments in connection with each of the'nine major features of
organization. The second may make highly elaborate
arrangements for extracurriculum activities, but may give
scant attention to securing comprehensiveness in its program
of studies. Assuming that the two schools achieve equal
comprehensiveness in all features except the extracurriculum
and the program of studies, the first school may fairly be
judged better organized than the second. Serious neglect
of one or more major features can not be completely atoned
for by expansion in other features; each .one of a school's
major features ought to be adequately provided for if the
school is to be judged well organized as a whole.. .The extent
to which a school makes adequate provision for all of its major
features at once has accordinglY been adopted as a second
measure of the value of organization. This measüre is here-
after referred to as a measure of consistency of organization.

Justification of assumptions as to superiority of certain, forms
of organization. The schemes. Which have been used for
securing objective ratings of comprehensiveness and consist-
ency of organization will be described in connection with the
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NATIONAL SURVEY OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

general methods of investigation employed in the study.
For the present the assumptions underlying these measures,
rather than the means of putting the measures into effect,
deserve attention.

It is obvious that the validity of these assumptions mgy
be open to serious question. Comprehensiveness on the one
hand and consistency on the other may notat least as
they are here definedoffer thoroughly acceptable measures
of the quality of a school's organization. Both measures
are clearly open to the criticism that they rest upon subjee-
five judgment as to the value of the specific practices which
are used as counters. The measure of consistency is oPen
to the further criticism that it involves subjective judgment
as to what the "major features" of organization are, among
which consistency is to be achieved. Thus the proposed
gage of superiority or inferiority is admittedly a thoroughly
controversial one.

In defense of the use of this gap it should be said that the
specific práctices involved are ttommonly recognized as
desirable in secondary-school organization. Books and
articles on the major phases of organization have been
thoroughly canvassed to determine the practices which'
might most appropriately be used for the purpose in hand.
It has proved fruitless to try to evaluate particular prac-
tices in terms of frequency of mention, since few specific
practices are mentioned often enough by any large number
of writers to. give a dependable clue to their importance.
The measures of comprehensiveness and consistency may
be assumed to be based, nevertheless, on practices which at
least in theory have gained wide approval.

Furthermore, the.value of the measures is to some extent
attested by the fact that they actually work. When various
types of schools are compared on the suggested basis notable
differences appear among the forms of organization repre-
sented. Differences in general comprehensiveness and con-
sistency, moreóver, can be traced to statistically reliable
differences in the extent to which the schools employ, or
fail to employ, specific practices; so that the merits of the
schools in question may in the last analysis be judged in
tprms of these practices.

4
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REORGANIZÁTION OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

The complete soundness of the study's assumptions is,
nevertheless, not to he taken wholly for granted. The
conclusions of the study are therefore reported on a two-
fold basis. Certajn conclusions are expressed in terms of
superiority and inferiority, defined on the basis of the amount
of comprehensiveness and consistency possessed by a given
type of organization. Conclusions are reported also in
terms of specific practices. For those who are inclined to
accept The basic assumptions the citing of practices will
serve to illustrate and support in detail the more general
conclusions. For those who are unwilling to accept these
assumptions the citing of practices will allow the applica-
tion of any other measures of superiority or inferiority that
may seem justifiable, granting only Mat these measures,

-like the measures employed in the study, gage quality of
ormmization in terms of definite, arrangements for effective
instruction.

Summary of basic assumptiou.Briefly summarized, the
major assumptions which the study has been obliged to
make consist in the definition of school organization as the
whole body of arrangements through which the school 'pro-
vides a framework for its instruction, in the recognition of nine
major features of practice as-component parts of the organ-
ization of any single school, and in the assumption that
comprehenskyeness and consistency represent valid criteria
for judging the possible effectiveness of _séhool organization.

S. THE GENERAL PLAN OF THE STUDY

On the basis suggested by its fundamental assumptions,
the study has undertaken to compare various forms of school
organization. The comparisons have centered chiefly about
common type8 of schools. The value of case studies of
individual schools litis been clearly recognized; such studies
have, indeed, been given an important place in the iniTesti-
ga Lion as a whole. Studies of groups of schools possessing sig-
nificant features in common have seemed, however, to' prom-
ise conclusions of wider signifcance than have studies merely
of individual schools. . Pence the methods of procedure
adopted have been in large measure suggested by the neces-
sary requirements and limitations -of group investigation.
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The plan of the study has called for three major types of
group comparisons. Frrgt, the study has sought to contrast
reorganized schools in general with conventionally organized
schools in general. Second, the study has undertaktn a
comparison of the most common existing types of reorgan-
ized schools with each other. Third, the 'study has at-
tempted to compare various-sizes of reorganizeA schools,
irrespective of type. From these various comparisons, supple-
mented .by detailed investigation of outstanding individual
schools, the study 'has sought to draw conclusions as to the
types of organization likely to be of greatest general promise.

Because of their bearing on these conclusions, certain
characteristics of the data used in the study are of special
importance. The means of securing information concerning
the organization of individual schools, the probable relia:
bility of the information obtained, the representativeness of
the schools supplying this information, and the methods
employed in interpreting the infórmation need particularly
to be commented on.

3. MEANS OF SECURING DATA ON SCHOOL ORGANIZATION

Source of the data.The data which form the basis for the
group comparisons were secuieed by means of an extended
check list.' The check list was designed to call forth from
the principal of any given school a fairly exact description
of his school's internal and external workings. It was so
arranged as to provide for at least a sampling of the school's
activities under each of the nine major features of practice
recognized as component parts of school organization. The
check list did not call for information which would have
required extensive research on the principal's part; to have
done so might haveresulted in so large a proportion of in-
complete returns as to have invalidated the study's original
data. Nor did the check list ball always for mathematically
exact information ; estimates were frequently permitted, when
estimates seemed Ito be reasonably indicative of the way in
which the school functioned. The check list was definitely
arrawed, however, to emphasize thin:: actually done in each
school as contrasted with things w h Might be "contem-

1111.111
I Examples of the items Wanda(' in the cheek list may be found in tbe various lists of

practice presented in Ch. X.
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plated" or merely "provided foi"in such a way as to bring
out the active elements of the school's organization.

To insure the adequacy of the check list the list as a whole
or in certain of its parts was submitted for criticism to six
members of the survey staff other than those who were
responsible for formulating it, and to two oiitside specialists
in secondary education. The list of items under each head
Was so arranged, moreover, as to provide space for the prin-
cipal's insertion of significant items not explicitly mentioned.
The fact that practically negligible use was made of most of
these spaces suggests that principals, in general, found the
list complete as it applied to their schools.

Means for oblaining cooperation of school principals.The
principal's active cooperation in filling out the check list was
sought by sending the check list only to principals who,
having been previously informed in detail both of the pur-
poses of the study and of the niture of the information de-
sired, had agre9c1 to supply the necessary data. The fact
that information was secured only from schools whose
principals promised active cooperation had an undoubted
effect on the representativeness of the schools finally included
in the study. A certain amount of departure from random
sampling was believed, neveriheless, to be preferable to more
representative sampling gained under pressure, at the risk
of ill-considered and inaccurate returns.

Reliability of the data secured.Each check-list return as it
was received was s&utinized for internal consistency. Items
in various parts of the check list had been so iirranged as to
constitute checks *upon ea.ch other. IncQnsi ies could
occasionally be coriected by reference to prints materials
supplied by the school concerned; where this was possible the
check list was edited to remove any obWous errors. Check
lists wliA included errors so numerous ot so flagrant as to
throw suspiCion on the reports as a whole were discarded.

As a -gage upon the general accuracy of the reports, 25
schools of various types were visited and ingpected at first
hand after their check lists had been returned. Separate
study of these schools showed that the check lists had de-
picted their organizations with remarkable exactness. Spe-
cific items had occasionally been misunderstood, but no ex-
tensive errors in reporting were anywhere apparent the hon-
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esty with which individual principals had testified to weak-
nefpes in their school organizations was a matter of particular
notice. There was a little evidence that schools of relatively
complex organization had tended to minimize somewhat the
number of activities in which they Nwe engaged. Schools
of less elaborate organization appare y tended, by contrast,
to give themselves the benefit of doubt with respect to the
number of practices which were in active use. Tendencies
of this sort seemed, however, not seriously to affect a ranking
of the schools in terms of the practices reported.

In the light both of the measures taken in advance to insure
accuracy of reporting and of the results of attempts to gage
the trustworthiness of 'reports through visits to selected
schools, it may probably be fairly assumed that the reports
as a whole represent as accurate a return of the information
for which they asked as could be gained by any method short
of extended firsC-hand study of each individual school.

4. REPRESENTATIVENESS 9F THE SCHOOLS REPORTING

Attempt made to select representative schools.Whether the
schools described in thl check-list returns represent a fair
sampling of the groups of schools to which they belong can
not be altogether definiteiy established. The representative-
ness of the schools involved must inevitably have an important
bearing on the interpretation of group comparisons. It will
be well, therefore, to describe at least briefly both the methods
used in selecting schools for study 4nd the eventual composi-
tion of the groups of schools from which data were secured.

The study sought to obtain data from a random sampling
both of reorgh.aized schools and of conventionally organized
schools. The method used in securing represenlkatives of
reorganized schools was somewhat different from that used,
in gepuring representatives of conventionally organized schools,
so that the two methods need to be separately described.

Method of selecting reorganized schools.The reorganized
schools which were asked to make réports were selected in such a
way as to provide a sampling from each of the most prominent
tYpes of grade organization (6-3-3, 6-2-4, 6-6, and the like),
from each of five major-size groirl§s of communities, and from
all sections of the country. With two major exceptions,
schools of each type of grade organization were chosen in

[ 10 I
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mathematical proportion to the existing distribution of the
various types among the several States and among the various
population groups.

The first exception concerned types of schools of which
fewer than 100 were to be found in the country as a whole.
There was reason to believe that the percentage of replies
would not be high enough to provide a sampling of, these
schoolá sufficiently large for use in group comparisons. As
a result of this exception, approximately 7 per cent of the
reorganized schools of which the Office of Education had
record were not directly represented in the iist of schools
from which detailed inforination was sought. These schools
were, however, includeti in a separate investigation in which
a special inquiry was afldressed to each school.'

The second exception concerned the selection of schools
within any single population group. In general, at least 50
schools of each type to be studied were chosen from each
population group. If ewer than 50 schools of a given type
were to be found in aiáyr one population group, then all the
schools of the type irA question in that population group were
included. Since reorganization has been more extensive in
the large$opulation groups than in the smaller, this excéption
affected chiefly the representation of the smaller centers. As
a result of the method used, the original list of schools to be
studied included a disproportionately lalge representation of
schools in small communities.

Certain further exceptions were made to prevent over-
burdening individual schools with requests for cooperation
in the survey. The major departures from completely im-
partial selection were, however, the two which have been
cited. The plan of selection as a whole resulted in a prelim-
inary list of 1,702 reorganized schools, rep6senting eight
different types of grade organization. The distribution of the
selected schools by types was roughly proportionate to the
actual distribution of the eight types included among all the
schools of these types existing throughout the United States.

Reorganized schools submitting ckaa.To the schools
selected, letters were addressed asking the cooperation of
school principals in supplying the data needed in the study.
FortyLfive per cent 9f the principalg- promised cooperation.

I Bee Ch. IV, sec. 1.
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Sixty-five per cent of this number (30 per cent of the total)
returned usable check lists. The 506 schools from which
these check lists were received were distributed according to
types of grade organization, sections of the United States, and
sizes of communities, as shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Distriution of reorganized schools supplying detailed data
on o4anization

Types of organization and grades
included (12-grade systems)

7-9 junior
7-8 junior __________ _ _ _

7-10 junior_
7-9, 10-12 junior-senior_
7-8, 9-12 junior-senior
7-12 undivided
10-.12 senior

-9-12 senior

All types

All schools

2

IIMM=.011110

Percentages of
schools in various
sections of the
United States

rao

7

pa
8

Percentages of
schools in various
sizes of communi-
ties

1

111.

10 11

133 26- 13 Z3 9 38 17 8 14 21 24 33
47 9 26 6 13 32 23 9 40 26 19
14 3 7 43 43 7 0 100 0 0 0 0
73 15 8 25 15 38 14 25 37 12 8 18
40 8 20 20 8 35 17 57 30 13 0 o
60 12 8 15 10 55 12 61 20 5 2 12

97 19 13 20 8 44 15 4 14 27 30 25

42 8 26 17 5 43 9 14 *50 20 7 9

14 1 20 11 40 15 23 24 18 10 19
1

1503 100

Read as follows: Of the reorganized schools supplying data Or the study, 133 (26 per oent of
the total 506) were 3-year junior high schools containing grades lE through 9. Thirteen per oent
of these junior kligh schools were situated in New England, etc. Eight per cent of these Junior
high schools were situated in communities of fewer thaD42,600 population, etc.

Analysis of their distribution shows thitt*these schools are

not proportionately representative of the various types of
reorganized schools throvhout the country as a whole.'
Each of the eight selected types of organization is represented
among the schools which finally submitted reports, as is

each major geographical divisidn and each of the five size
groups of communities. Undue weight is given, however, to
the separate junior and senior aganizations, especially in
comparison' with the undivided 6-year organization. Fur-
thermore, the Western States have an exaggerated represen-
tatioit and the Southern States too small a representation.
The less populous communities, in spiCe of the special effort
to bolster the number of their returns, have fewer than their

4 Tables 4 and 6 in OIL II present corresponding data for all secondary schools Intl* Unitad
States.
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due share of examples. Schools of exceptional types of or-
ganizationthat is, schools wiiP other than the eight com-
mon type§ of grade groupingare of course not represented
at all, as a result of the intentional omission of such sthools
from the original list.

General characteristics of the reorganized 8chool,8. From the
facts here given certain inferences máy be drawn as to the
relative superiority or inferiority of the schools included in
the study, compared with reorganized schools in general.

The disproportionate representation of schools according to
types of grade organization seems unduly to emphasize
neither especially superior nor especially inferior types of
organization, as superiority and inferiority have3been défined

.,in the study. The study's comparisons tend to suggest that
3-year god 6-year schools are in general more comprehensively
organized, and more consistent in their organizations, than
are the other types The priesencé of an undue number of
3-year schools in the group as a whole, however, seems to
be approximately balanced by a dearth of 6-year. schools
and an overemphasis on certain less promising types of or-
ganization. That certain unusual types of organization are
not included at all among the schools chosen for group study
does not seriously affect the representativeness of the group.
The exceptiodal. organizations, whether superior or inferior,
would in any case have been present in such sinall numbers
as to have changed only slightly the level of the total group.

The effects of the disproportionate geographical distribu-
tion would seem to °have favor64 superior schools. Such data
as the study has gathered stiggest that, in organization,
schools in the West hde in general progressed notably
further than those in other sections of the country, and that
southern schools have to some extent lagged behind. An
unduly large representation of western schools, coupled with
too small a representation of southern schools, would there-
fore tend to raise the group level.

A similar tendency is. observable in connection 4iith the
exaggerated representation of the larger population grotips.
The drtiwing of a disproportionate number of schbols from
the larger centers has meant that the gchools cooperating in
the study have on the average somewhat gfeater enrollments

t' Bee Ch. IX, see. 2.
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than schools in general of-the types to which these schools
belong. It has probably meant also that tlie schools in the
study are on the average more favored financially than
schools of their types in general, since the relative amount
of money available for school expenditures is likely to increase
as the size of the community supporting the school increases.
In-the analyses made in the study, size of enrollment seems
to have a direct positive effect on quality of organization.
It is obvious that the relative amount of a school's financial
resources may have a corresponding effect. For both these
reasons one may fairly infer that schools inthe larger conic
munities are likely to be better organized than those in t e
smallerpnes. The presence of an undue proportion of scho s
from the larger centers thus offers another reason for believing
that ihegroun.of schools included in the study is on the whole
a superior one!' .

Geographical distribution and sizes of communities thus
seem to have favored the' inclusión suPerior schools. It
can not be assumed, however, that titiee factors have had
mutually 'independent and hence cumulative effects. More
probably 'the disproportionate representation in each respect
is itself a product of a single fundamental factorthe type
of principals who submitted reports on théir schools' organ-
ization. Since no school was pressed for a check-list return
unless its principal had promised cooperation in advance, it
seems probable that the principals who made re-turns repre-
sented the more progressive and professionally interested of
their group. The fact that the information sought 'came
most often from notably gressive sections of the country
and from the larger Populati centers may be, in other /kords,
simply a reflection of the quality of leadership in ihe schools
representeda quality which in itself would favor superior
schools.

In the light of these considerations two facts stand out
fairly clearlythat the reorganized schools in the study have

a

O Evidence that superior schools were represented in large numbers in this group appeárs
from a suppleentary investigation. Returns were secured from-40 schools not included in
the list of 1,702, which had been mentioned by writers in educational journals, State super-
visors, specialists in secondary education, and others, as being outstanding schools. None
of these schools proved to be superior in organisation to the best of those represented in the
study. Moreover, though nearly all these schools ranked high in terms of organisation, few
of them obtained ratings comparable to the ratings of the upper fifth of the schools in trio
group studied.
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a somewhat larger average enrollment than that of the typical
reorganized school, and that the ,schools in the study in all
probability represent the better schools of their types in
greater proportion than the average or poorer schools.
These facts need to gbe taken in'to definite account in inter-
preting the results of group comparisons.

Method of selecting convenVonally organizedj:schools.The
conventional schools wl0h ,supplied data for the study, like
the reorganized schools, comprise a group whi0 is probably
mit, so faithfully representative of its% type as the original
plans for the study sought to make it.

Conventional schools were'selected in the beginning ac-
cordihg lo a scheme similar to that used with reorganized
schools. The original list of convéntionaliy organized schools
comprised 253 4-year high schools and 361 elemetitary school
chosen in proportion to the actual distribution of,such schools
among the various States and the mtijor population groups.
The ratio of number of schools chosen to number of schools
existirrg was of course not po larg9 aA in the case of the
Teorganized school& Among the conventionarschools, how-
ever, no exceptims had to be made for special forms of
organization. or for small numbers of schools in certain
population groups.

Conventional schools submitting daia.----Of the principals of
the 253 4-year high schools, 44 poi cent promised coöpera-
Lion with the study. Forty-seven pèr cent of.those who agreed
to cooperate (21 per cent of the totta Rumbex) returned
usablelpports on the organization of their schools. Though
the first response was thus practically the same as from the
principals'of reorganized schools (44 per cent in the one case
as compared with 45 per ceut in the other), the usable re-
turns from principals of conventional schools were only two-
third as frequent (21 per cent as compared with 30 per cent)...
The differgnce was due in part to a misunderstanding of
instructions which made necessary the rejection of a number
of returns. It may have been due in part' also tò a feeling
bye* the principals of conventional schools that they were
beink placed on the defensive in 'being asked to supply data
for a comparison of their schools with reorganized schools.

Returns from elementary-school principals proved even
more difficult_ to sieve than returns from 4-year high-school .NN.

[15]
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principals. Since the Office of Education maintains no &-
rectory of individual elementary schools, letter; were att-
dressed to school superintendents, asking that inclosures
(similar in form tc the letters sent to high-school principals)
be brought to the attention of an elementary-school principal
in each superintendent's district. Only 18 per cent of the prin-
cipals 'approached in this manner offered reports from their
schools. Of the number responding, only 46 per cent (8
per cent of the total number) supplied usable returns. From
the standpoint of numbers the elementary schools are ihere-
fore the least adequately represented of the major types of
schools included in 'the study.

The evenfual returns from conventionally organized schools
comprised reports from 52 high schobls and from 30 elemen-
tary schools. The distribution of schools reporting, in terms
of the sections of the country and the sizes of the communi-
ties in which they were fdund, is Presented in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Distribution of conventionally organized schools supplying
detaiiM data on organization

a

Types of organization and grades
inclpded (12-grade systems)

All schools

Percentages of
schools in various
sections of the
United States

2 e

Elementary school, grades 7-8
High school, grades 0-12

Both types

30
52

82

37
83

100

20
13

16

30
31 4

7

27
35

32

20
17

18

Percentages of
schools in various
sires of communi-
ties

ts

1s 11 13

17 17 17 10
36 23 35 4

28 21 28

13

4

17

daisRead as follows: Of the conventionally organired schools supplying for the study, 30
(37 cent of the total 82) were elementary schools which reported on their seventh and eighth

. es. Twenty per cent of these elementary schools were situated in New England, etc.
venteen per cent of these elementary schools were situated in communities of fewer than

2,600 population, etc.

Genera characteristics of the conventional schools.--Because
of their small numbers, it is more difficult to determine for
the conventional schools than for the reorgand schools
how representative they are of the general types from which
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they are drawn.' The fact that the proportionate return
from these schools was relatively low in itself suggesis a
considgrable, measui"e of selection.

The av.erage 'enrollment of the 4-year high schools, like
that of the reorganized schools, is somewhat above the
enrollment of the averAge school of their type. Hence the
high schools included in the study probably posgess organi-
zations which are at least slightly superior to those of high'
schools in general. Neither superiority nor inferiority can
fairly .be inferred from the geographical distribution of the
selected high schools, in view of the small number of schools
reporting. Superiority may again be inferred, however, from
the fact that the high-school principdis who submitted data
on their schools are presumably, like the 'principals of reorgan-
ized schools, an especially interested and active group. It
is probably safe to conclude that on the whole the high schools
follow the general pattern of the reorganized schools in com-
prising a somewhat better than average body.

The elementary schools would seem also to be schools of
relatively superior organization. The general level of their
organization is indeed probably higher, as compared with
that of elementary schools in general, than is the level of the
high schools as compared with that of high schools in general.
The elementary schools have the sa4ne characteristics of
relatively large enrollment and of presuirgably superior leader-
ship, and they have in addition one characteristic not foreseen
when they were asked to submit reportsthe fact that 13 of
their number are in systems in which certain school units
have already 'been reorganized. The inclusion of these latter
schools undoubtedly affects the general level of organization
represented in the group as a whole, since 11 of the 13 schools
in question surpass all the remaining 19 schools in the com-.
prehensiveness and consistency of their individual organiza-
tions. It is probable, therefore, that the 30 elementary
schools together represent an especially outstanding group.

Whether the selection of the high schools and elementary
schools is equivalent to tliat of the reorganized schOols is not
clear. Enrollment in the conventional schools is on the
whole somewhat smaller than that in the corresponding

7 Data on the numbers and distribution of conventional high schools in general (no such
data are availeble for individual elementary schools) are presented in Tables 4 and 6 in Ch. II.
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grades of the reorganized schools. Thisjs as it should be,
however, if conventionaLsehools in general Eire to be compared
with reorganized schools in general, since reorganization has
thus far taken place predominantly among the larger schools.
There is no reliable basis for comparing qualities of leadership
in the two types of schools; though the fact that the 'conven-
tional schools may have felt themselves on the defensive has
perhaps brought about a greater selection of superior schools
from this group than from the reorganized group. The only
clearly distinguishing factor is to be found in the indirect
influence of reorganization upon nearly half the conventional
elementary schools. In general, it is perhaps safe to assume
that the conventional schools as a group are no less superior
representatives of their type than are the reorganized schools
of their type. Comparisons between the two groups are,
indeed, likely to give the benefit of any doubt which may arise
to the older type of organization rather than to the newer.

E:ffects of disproportionate representation on interpretation of
group comparisons.The effects of disproportionate repre-
sentation which need most definitely to be taken into account
are twothe possible influence of an especially high degree
of selection among the conventional elementary schools and
the effect of insufficient representation of small schools. The
first of these effects is explicitly recognized in the comparison
which the study has undertaken between conventional and
reorganized schools. To assure fair domparisons between
schools of varibus sizes, the factor of size has been at least
roughly equated by a method which is explained in detail
in a later chapter.' Thus the major discrepancies in sampling
are dealt with directly in the comparisons which they affect.

Except in the matter of these two discrepancies, the regatta
of comparisons between the various types of schools can
probably be accepted at approximately their face value.
The fact that the schools represented in' the study are ap-
parently a better-than-average group means, of course, that
the description of any one type of organization as represented
by these schools can not be strictly interpreted as a de-
scription of usual practice. Comparisons of the schools of
various types may 'possibly give a somewhat inexact notion
of ths ways in which usual schools differ from each other.

Ch. IV, sec. 4.
[18]
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In the main, nevertheless, it seems safe to assume that the
differences between the sOaools included in the study furnish
a reasonably reliable index of at least the more important
distinctions in general practice.

5. METHODS EMPLOYED IN INTERPRETING DA TA

Need for a scoring plan.There remains to discuss one
further point in connection with the basic Procedure of the
studythe method used in interpreting the detailed informa-
tion supplied by individual schools.

To put into active effect the study's assumptions as to
what constitutes superiority and inferiority in school organi-
zation a plan had to be evolved for computing summary
scores for individual schools. The plan finally adopted had
two parts: First, a scheme for evaluating the total number
of arrangements *. which made up a given school's organiza-
tion, and, second, a system for tarig into account the way
in which the arrangements were distributed among the major
features of organization. These two parts represented means
for providing the measures of comprehensiveness and of
consistency, respectively, which were implied in the study's
assumptions; Because of the possible bearing of the plan upon
other investigations of school organization, the procedures
which it involved are here described in some de ;

»leasurement of comprehensiveness of organi ion. The
method of securing a measuze of the comprehensiveness of
any given organization consisted essentially in a scheme of
scoring by which credit was granted for each single arrange-
ment reported in the check-list return for the orglinization
in question. Under each of the nine major featuies of
organization represented in the check list, the scheme pro-
vided, in the main, for equal credit for each item checked.
Scores under the separate features were not totaled, since
the gross score for a given school was believed to be less
significant than a series of scores relating to the major
phases bf the school's work. Thus the plan in skeleton form
consisted simply in counting the nurriber of arrangements
checked under each major head, and reeording total scores
for each of the nine major features.

As is likely to be the case in any attempt to obtain sum-
mary scores for highly complex arrangements, the plan as
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outlined could Rot always be strictly adhered to. Certain
items, for example, seemed enough more important or more
significant than other' items to warrant the use of appro-
priate weightings. 'Thus the Provision of guidanc6 classes or
classes in occupations was given a score of 5, as compared
wig' a score of 1 for the use of self-ratings by pupils as a
part of the guidance program. Arrangements reported to
be in active use, moreover, seemed more valuable than
arrangements which were reported to be only occasionally
used, the former were commonly scored 2, qs compared with
a score of 1 for the latter. According to a like scheme,
scores for "activities" and "aencies," which were sepa-
rately classified under certain heads (supervision, for in-
stance), were so arranged.as approximately to balance each
other, so that a school might not gain more credit for the
form of organization Ulan for its substance. Again, the
extent to which specific arrangements were used by pupils
or teachers seemed worth taking into account. Where
principals had been asked to indicate extent df use, scores
were given in proportion to whether the use was by "some"
pupils or classes, or by "many," or by "a laige majority."
A plan of weighting was used also in scoring the program
of studies; 5 points were given for a basic offering in a given
grade in any given subject, and only 1 point for each addi-
tional offering in the same grade and subject. Under
various of the major heads, finally, a scheme was used by
which certain subheads were appropriately balanced against
each other in obtaining the total score. Thus, under the
heading "Organization of instruction" appeared subordi-.
nate headings referring to practices in the departmentaliza-
tion of teaching, the use of standardized tests, and the like,
each of which was to plq a part in the summary ratine.
In this instance and in ()them like it the total possible
scores for the subheads were so weighted as to do what
seemed 'to be reasonable justice to their relative importance.
Thus the plan in detail, while holding to the principal of a
simple totaling of separate practices, involved of necessity
various exceptions to the general rule.

Validation of the scorfng system.To test the effectiveness
of the scoring system in distinguishing various degrees of

[20]
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excellence of organization three separate methods of valida-tion were employed.
The first of these methods was used in the construction ofthe scoring system. A test group of 20 schools was selected,

representing various sizes and types of organization and
including a nAmber of schools with which the investigators
were more or less intimately acquainted. As soon as a planof scoring had been devised for a major feature of organiza-tion, the plan was tried alit on threports from this testgroup of schools. Modifications were then m'ade, in weight-itigs or in methods of scoring individual items, until the
scores obtained by the schools were j'ucla as to rank the
schools in a way which seemed to tilé Orgestigators to be in
keeping with the relative comprehensiveness and flexibilityof each school's organization under the major feature in'
question. The assignment of values to individual items orgroups of items was thus not purely arbitrary, but was madein terms of a pragmatic test of results.

A second method of validation was employed after largenumbers of schools had been scored according to the plan
finally adopted. Twenty-two of the twenty-five schools
which were visited as a means of gaging the accuracy of
check-list returns were used also for testing the trustworthi-
ness of the scoring system. Each school, after it had beenvisited for one or two days, was assigned a rank in relationto the other schools visited by the same investigator, on thebasis of what the investigator had learned about the school's
organization and what he had been able to judge of its general
effectiveness. When the schedule of visits had been com-
pleted, the ranidngs obtained were compared with rankings
established on the basis of the scaring system. That a laigeamount of agreement should have been found between thetwo sets of rankings was probably 'to be expected, since the
persons who did the visiting were those who had been respon-sible for developing the scoring system. More importantthan the fact of extensive agreement was the fact that careful
analysis of the few cases of disagreement revealed no groundsfor any basic change in the scoring system. The discrepan-
cies between the two seta of rankings brought to light certainminor instances in w4ich different methods of scoring would
'undoubtedly have produced more accurate measures; but

128466*-113-8 21 j(
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the general plan of scoring seemed sound enough to warranta considerable measure of reliance upon it.These two methods of validation were, of course, highlysubjective in nature. The third method rested on a moreobjective basis. It consisted in selecting a group of 25schools which ranked high in organization in terms of thescoring system used, a second group of 25 schools whichobtained average scores, and a ihird gr9up of 25 schoolswhich 'scored among the lowest of those studied. The firstgroup ,v.as compared with the second and the second withthe third, to determine whether the schools in the successivegtoups reported specific practices to sIgnificantly differentextents. \Because of limitations on the resources of thestudy, th statistical computations which this method ofvalidation required could Tiot be carried through to comple-tion.9 Computations were carried far enough, however, toshow that shools ranied high by the scoring system differedindisputably from schools ranked average in a large numberof the specific practices which they reported, and that theaverage schopls differed similarly from the schools rankedlow. The oNective method of validation thus agreed withthe more subjective methods in indicating that the scoring.system did in fact distinguish among at least certain majorgroups. of schools on the basis of reliable differences.The fact that these three methods of validation all tendedto support tNti system of i s used in) the study does notmean, of course, that the sys :m is to be accepted as entirelysatisfactory. As has already been suggested, careful analysisof the results of ihe scoring. system indicated a number ofspecific point* at which the method of scoring might profitablyhave been modified. The use of weightings, in particular,seems to htve been carried farther than was necessary toindicate z+11* 'cant diffe : ces among individual schooli;stricter : I I erence to the an of simple counting wouldapp; 0 ti3i have produced quite as(reliable results. A con-sidera e !lumber of items have proved, moreover, to be notespeciallY indicative of quality of organization. Though,9 These oonatations, and others bearing on the validity and reliability of the scoring systemused, have subsequently been completed independently of the Survey. They are publishedin connection witn a revised form of the original check list and scoring system in Frederick,0. I.: Two Standardised Check Lists for the Organisation of Secondary Schools (Ann ArborPress, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1933),
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many of these items need to be included in any comprehensive
description of the organization of an individual school, they
serve no important purpose in distinguishing the better from
the poorer organizations. Given further opportunity for
experiment*tion than the scope of the present study allowed,
these defects, and no doubt others as well, might be largely
removed.

The fact that the various methods of validation in the
main siipport the system which was used means that the
results of this system, in spite of its defects, are likely to
have a considerable degree of significance. Particularly when
detailed analyses of practice support the gerieraL ratings, the
summary scores for major features of organization are worthy
6f careful attention.

Establishment of norms for comprehensiveness of organiza-tion.to aid in the-interpretation of the summary scores, the
study has derived two sets of tentative norms. One set
presents upper-quartile, median, and lower-quartile sores for
the 506 reorganized schools which have been used in gioup
comparisons, classified in six size groups regardless of type.
The other set presents corresponding scoies for the 588 schools
of all types, classified according to type groupp regardless of
size. In both sets of norms scores for the organization of the
junior high school grades are presented separately froqi scores
for the organization of the senior high school grades. In both
sets of norms, likewise, the scores are presented in terms of
each of the nine major features of organization, rather than
as single scores for school organization as a whole.

These norms have not been checked for the statistical relia-
bility of the differences among the scores for various sizes of
schools and types of organization. That figures are not givén
for the reliability of differences is due to no overconfidence in
the validity or dependability of the norms. The norms have
been used in the study merely as indications of possible differ-
encesdeserving investigation. The question of whether the dif-
ferences are 1 ' real " in a statistical sense, hasybeen dealt with in
terms of tile specific practices reported for the various typesand sizes tf schools. Critical ratios have been calculated on
the basis44 the frequency of thew practices, and the differ--
ences suggested by the norms have been checked against the
reáults of the detailed calculatiorts. Th-e norms alone, in other
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Words, are not to be regavrded as wholly reliable staiadards for
school organization. They offer Terely certain approximate
indications of the extent of compreherisiveness of organization

---.4fti/found in*the schools of the study , ools which, it should be
recalled, are probably a somewhat elected group.

Measurement of consistency of organization.The scoring
methods thus far described yield measured only of the total
number of arrangements provided by any given school in
connection with the major features of its'organization. Meas-
ures Of consistency of organization have been separately
arrived at.

The study hips made no 71t,t,empt to devise a systen1 of
scores for consistency which can be applied to individual
schools. Since the -study has been concerned primarily with
good organization rather than with mediocre or poor organ-
ization, a system has seemed adequate which would indicate
how many schools of a given group were " good " in the sense
that they achieved reasonable consisté.ncy combined with
better-than-average comprehensiveness.

The singling out of schools of this sort has been accom-
plished by selecting those schools which stood at or above
the median sCores indicated by the norms in each of their
nine features of organization. The norms used for-the pur-
pose have been 'the norms for the varioufb sizes of schools
irrespective of type. Each school has been judged, that is to
say, in relation to all other schools OW8 own size includli in
thé study. The underlying assumption has been that a
school may fairly be regarded as consistent in its organizaiion
when it does at least as much justice to each of its major
features as is commonly done by otlier schools with equal
capacity for effective organization. Though the selected
schools include a number of schools which have provided
much more comprehensively than the average for some fea-
tures, they include no schools which have seriously neglecied
any one of their features.

Surprisingly enough, this criterion for consistency has
proved very difficult for certain types of schools to meet.
In order to provide sufficient *numerical representation to
allow the comparison of all types of sools, the study has
therefore relaxed the criterion to infflhde two additional
groups of schools, It has selected, first, the schoóls which fell
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below the Median, but at or aboN.Tie the lower quartile, in not
more than I one of their features, and, second,. the schools
which similarly departed from the standard in not more than
two of dieir features. Each succeeding group thus selected
indudes all the schools in the preceding group, plus the
schools added by lowering the standard. The number of
schools in each group is separately reported to allow com-
parison of the degrees of consistency attained by the'various
types of schools.

InterpMation of mecmures of comprehensiveness as related to
measures of consiitency.The measures of comprehensiveness
-and the measures of consistency are obviously related to
each other, in that both are dependent-on the basic scoring
system. Because of this dependence, the cpnclusions sug-
gested by the latter measures, like those suggested by the
former, must ultimately stand or fall in terms of ihe tnist-
worthiness with which the scoring system indicatts reliable
differences in schools' specific practices.

The measures of comprehensiveness and of consistency
.serve to reveal, however, somewhat different characteristics
of the groups of schools to which they are applied. The
extent to'whicka given group of schools reaçhes or surpasses,
as a group, the 'norms for the various features ot organization
indicates the degree of probablity that', a given school of that
group will stand at or above Vle median in any single feature.
But a given school may attain high standing in one feature
at the expense of its standing in others; so that the scores
for a group of schools may often be achieved by exceedingly
"spotty" attainments pn the part of the individual schools
composing the group. The measures of consistency of organi-
zation indicate the exte4t to which the attainments of indi-
vidual schools are not "spotty." They thus provide an
important complement to the measures of group attainment=
an indication of the proportion of each group which is com-
posed of individual schools well organized a8 Wholes.

Each of these measures is important in suggesting the
possibilities of various forms of organization. The measure
of consistency is, however, the more dependable of the two
as it gage of the extent to which "good" organization is
likely to be attained by an individual school of any given
type. For this reason the stiidy has givt.m particular atten-
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tion tó this measure. Though with improvement in the
scoring system the measure of consistency would undoubtedly
be more valuable than it now is, it seems sufficiently reliable
even in its present form to support a number of significant
conclusions.

6. THE PLAN OF THIS REPORT

For convenience in réference the report of the conclusions
to which the study as a whole has led has been divided into
three major divisions.

Division f comilrises two chapters in which are presented
data on the status of the movement for secondary-school
reorganization. Facts as to status aré set forth only in
sufficient detail to make the outlines of the plesent situation
clear. No attempt has been made to analyze the data in
all possible parOculars, since the major concern of the study,
like that of most other projects of the survey, has been not
with present status as such, but with prornisilfg departures
from, usual practice.

Division II congists of a number of chapters in which are
4 presented the results of an analysis of various forms of school

organization. Comparisons of organization in various types
of schools constitute the phase of the study to which chief
attention has been given. The data used in the comparisons
have therefore been reproduced in as much detail as the scope
of this report permits. The principal conclusions drawn
from the data are summarized in the final chapter of this
division.

In Division III are described certain procedures in second-
ary-school organization which seem to be especially promis-

, ing. To afford illustrations of outstanding practice, Division_
III includes a chapter devoted to des4riptions of a number
of exceptionally well organized schools.

The three divisions of the report contain no extensive
restatements of the fundamental assumptions of the study.
In order that the data and the conclusions of the study may
be presented as compactly as possible the detailed discussion
of basic assumptions and protedures is confined to this
introductory section. The report should be read, therefore,
with due -reetgnition of the points of view presented in the
preceding pages.

[26]
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DIVISION I : THE PRESENT STATUS OF SECONDARY-SCHOOL
REORGANIZATION

CHAPTER II : THE SPREAD OF THE MOVEMENT
FOR REORGANIZATION

1. THE EFFECT OF REORGANIZATION ON THE
CLASSIFICATION OF PUPILS

Tht background of reorganization reorganized second-
ary school has thus far played a relatively brief part in Ameri-
can educaiional history. Proposals for drastic modification
of the conventional 4-year high-school orgaifization were
made as early as 1893 through the medium of the famed
Committee of Ten. The recommendations of this committee
and the proposals of later official and semiofficial groups
began to bear tangible fruit, however, only a little more than
two decades ago. In -1910 some few reorganized schools had
been established in scattered cities and towns throughout the
United States. Twelve years later the number of such
schools had. grown to nearly 4600, and school systems which
had bee4 reorganiztd or partly reorganized were to be found#.
ill every section of the country. In 1930 the United Statesf Office of Education received reports from 5,619 reorganized
schools, representing all 48 States and the District of Colum-
bia. Despite the brevity of its existence, the movement for
reorganization has thus shown a growth hardly less phenom-
enal than that of the original movement for the establishment
of public secondary schools.

The purpose of this chapier.It is the purpose of this chap-
ter to describe the present status of reorganization and .the
present trends of the wivement as a whole. The discussion
treats only of schools for white pupils; the reorganization of
secondary schoòls for colored pulils has been dealt with
separately in another project of the survey.' To allow a
description of present statualarthin relatively brief compaás,

I The final check revealed that 5,777 rearglUdifti high schools sent metes to the Office of
Education for 1931% this winiber is !winded in the Biennial Survey of Edupstion, 19X-193M

I Bee Monograph No. 7.
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no attempt has been made to set forth all the aspects of the
vement as it has affected the separate States. The geo-

graphical spread of reorganized schools is considered in some
detail, but the distribution of such schools according to their
enrollments and to the sizes of the communities in which
they are found has been analyzed only for the eountry as a
whole. The omission of a large amount of detail will, it is
hoped:result in a somewhat clearer presentation of out-
standing features in the immediate situation.

Types of reorganized 8choo18.--From the beginning the
movement for reorganization has had the effect of producing
a variety of special types of grade-grouping. The abandon-
ment of the 8-4 system has usually meant a downward exten-
sion of thé f---econdary-school grades to include what were
originally the seventh and eighth grades of the elementary
school. The reorganized system has thus ordinarily included
two divisions of six grades each. Under this scheme the
secondary disivion has comprised sometimes a single unit and
sometimes two units of varying numbers of grades.

The variety of grade groupings has been increased by the
fact that a large number of school systems have found them-
selves unablé to establish a 6-year secondary division, or have
been =convinced of its desirability. Such systems have
frequently set up 5-year secondary divisions, which again
have been administered sometimes as single units and some-
times in two separate units, including varying numbers of
grades. In other instances school systems have recognized
either more than six grades or fewer than five grades as
representing their secondary. divisions, and have undertaken
a reorganization on the basis of one dr more school units
within these divisions.

All these variations are to be found4within 12-grade sys-
tans. Corresponding readjustments have taken place
within 11-grade and 13-grade systems, thus increasing still
more the number of different types of schools which alike are
tZrmed "reorganized."

In spite of the diversity of special grade groupings, reor-
ganized secondary schools can be classified in general accord-
ing to three main types. The first of these types comprises
schools in which the secondary grades are administered in
separate junior and senior units. Within this type fa separate
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junior and senior high schools organized as 1-, 2-, 3-, or 4-year
units. Within 5- and 6-year secondary divisions the separate
junior and senior units together ordinarily include the second-
ary school grades without overlapping, though 4-year junior
high schools in systems not offering work beyond the tenth
grade frequently rely on the 3-year senior high schools in
neighboring systems for the completion of the secondary-
school program. A second type consiits of undivided 5- or
6-year secondary schools, in which all the work of the secondary
division is organized within a single school unit. The third
type comprises 5- or 6-year junior-senior high sc&ools---a form
of organization representing a compromise between separate'
junior and senior high schools and undivided schools. The
junior-senior schools combine both junior and senior' high
school grades in a single organization under which these
grades use the same school plant and are administered by
the same principal. Junior-senior schools tend, however,
to preserve a clear distinction between the junior and senior
units, assigning certain teachers especially to the separate
units, frequently arranging for separate programs of extra-
curriculum activities, and often allocating certain parts of
the school building exclusively to one unit or the other.'

The present- extent of reorganization in terms of the school
grades affected.One result of .the variety of grade groupings
adopted by reorganized sòhCiols has been to make exceedingly
difficult any attempt to generalize about secondary schools
or secondary-school pupils. With 4-, 5-, and 6-year second-
ary systems operating side by aide, pupils even neighboring
communities may begin their' secondary education at very
different periods. While the seventh grade represents the
first high-school grade in most reorganized systems, pupils in
many such systems do not enter the secondary school until
the eighth grade, and pupils in conventional systems are nbt
classified as high-school pupils until they enter the ninth
grade.

I For a description of the-junior-senior higt school organization is distinguished from theundivided 6-year organisation, see Bristow, W. H., Reorganization of 8eoondary Educationunder State Supetvision, School Life, 14 : 173-176, Mai, 1929. A description of a junior-senior
organization which pruvides for more marked separation of junior and senior units than issuggested by Bristow may be found in Brown, W. W., The Possibilities of AdmiaistrativeOrganization of the Junky High School under a SixYear Organisation, Educational
!ideation and Supervision, 10 : 4W-413, October, 1934
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The effect of these differences in classification on the school
population for the country as a whole is shown in Table 3.
This table is so aganged that the six grades oxelinarily con-
sidered secondary-school grades in reorganized sch9ols are
included under the same headings whether the schools re-
ported are in 11-, 12-, or 13-grade systems. Thus the last
grade of high schools in either 11: or 13-grade systems is
reported as grade 12, and the lower grades are correspond-
ingly moved up or down.

Three mitjor facts are apparent from this table: First,
g
reorganized schools accotinted in 192940 for a larger pro-
portion of the pupils enrolled in grades 9 through 12 than
of the pupils enrolled in the preceding grades; second, there
was wide variation the Proportions of pupils -enrolled in
the varicius types of reorganized iichools, third, in spite of
the phenomenal growth of the newer organizations, the
pupils enrolled in conventional elementary schools and 4-year
high schools still outnumbered the pupils enrolled in the
corresponding grades of reorganized schools by tore than
2 to 1. These facts deserve brief comment.

e tht effect of tran4er8 of puiiis from conventional to reor-
ganized 8choo18.The fact that reorganized schools account
for a. larger proportion of the pupils enrolled in the upper
grades than in the lower is clearly evident in the percentages
shown at the head of Table 3. All types of reorganized
schools together enroll more than a third of the secondary-
school pupils in the four upper grades,_ whereas such schools
enroll only a little more than a fourth of the pupils in grades
7 and 8. In each of the major types of reorganized schools
there is similarly a greater proportionate number of pupils
in' the uppir grades.

This fact may be variously explained. In most instances
the relative gain in enrollment in the reorganized Khools is
no doubt chiefly due to transfers of pupils from conventional
schools. Such transfers obviously take place between the
seventh and eighth grOes of systems which do not begin
secondary-school work before grade 8. Transfers take place
alsoparticularly between grades 8 and 9----from small school
systems supporting no high-school grades to larger systems
which have been reorganized. Within single systems which
have been only partially reorganized, morever, there may
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TABU!: 3.-Percentages of white pupils, by grades, in various types of
schools, 1929-30

Type of school

All types (number) _ _

All elementary, all reg-
ular high

All reorganized

Reorganized

All Junior, all sen-
ior

7-9 unior, 10-12 senior..
7-8 unior, 0-12 senior.._ _

6-8 unior, 9-11 senior__ _

Other junior, other sen-
ior

All 5-year and 6-
year

7-12 undivided 6-year__ _

S-12 undivided 5-year___
7-9; 10-12 junior-senior_ _

7-8; 9-12 Junior-senior_ _

Other 5-year and 6-year.

Grades

7 to 12 7 8 9 10 11 12

2 4 1 6 7 8

-1-ACp---
7, 724, 566 1, 929, 385 1, 787, 652 1,409, 489 1, 102, 284 829, 061 666, 695

67. 9 72. 9 71. 4 62. 2 64. 9 65. 0 64. 8
32. 1 27. 1 a 6 37. 8 35. 1 35. 0 35. 2

20. 0 18. 4 19. 4 23. 6 20. 0 19. 4 19. 5

)8. 1 15. 2 15. 6 19. 4 15. 6 15. 2 15. 2
2. 1 1. 8 1. 9 2. 1 2. 2 2. 3 2. 4I. 1 . 7 .18 1. 0 1. 6 1. 6 1. 0

4

1. 1. 7 1. 1 . 6 . 3 . 3

,
12. 1 8. 7 9. 2 14. 2 I& 1 15. 6 15,7

4. 8 3. 7 3. 8 b. 5 5.8 8. 0 & 1
. 2 . 2 . 4 . 4 . 4 .44.4 3. 2 3. 2 5. 0 5. 6 & 8 & e

2. 2 1. 6 1. 8 2. 7 2. 7 2. 9 & 0
. 5 . 2 . 4 . 6 . 6 . 7 . e

Grades in 11-grade systems are moved up 1 grade and grades in 13-grade systems are moveddown 1 grade to conform with this classification.
Read as follows: Of the 1,929,385 whit. pupils in grade 7, 72.9 per cent are in elementary

schools and 27.1 per oent are in reorganized high schools. This Z7.1 per oent is the sum of the18.4 and 8.7 per cent, etc.

be transfers from a conventional elementary school to a
reorganized ninth grade, or from a junior high school to the
tentlrgrade in a conventional high school.4 Analysis'of the
detailed data from many individual school systems suggests
that the effect of transfers may be so great as to account for
nearly, if not quite, all the relative gains Fhich the reorgan-
ized schools show.

The holding power of reorganized and conventional 'school,8.-
It is possible, however, that a greater holding power on
the part of the reorganized schools has something to do with
their relative gains in enrollment. The data available for
study has not allowed rigorous investigation of this possibil-
ity. The absence of gain in the three upper grades of the
reorganized schools nevertheless throws some light on the

4 Transfers of tbe latter sort probably account for the decrease of telative enrollment in nor-
ganized schools between grades 9 and W. For the purposes of Table 3, 4-year high schools in
partially reorganized 64-3 systems have been classified as oonventional schdola even though
many of the pupils in the three upper grades of such schools have been promoted from grade I
of a junior high school.
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NATIONAL SURVEY OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

matter. Transfers of pupils from one type of school to another
,

are 'infrequent in these grades, and the transfers which occur
are quite as likely to take place from reorganized schools to
conventional schools as in the opposite direCtion. The fact
that the proportionate enrollment of tho reorganized schools
remains constant at about 35 per cent in the three upper
grades, and that it remains fairly constant also in each of the
separate types of reorganized schools, suggests that reorgan-
ized and conventional schools exert about the same degree
of retention in these grades. What is true for the three upper
grades may,.of course, not hold true for the lower grades as
well. But in view of the fact that shifts of enrollment can

(very largely be explained in terms of transfers, the figures
here pre,sented give no substantial support to the aásumption
that reorganized schools have extraordinary virtues in the
matter of retention.

Re lo,live enrollments in various types of reorganized schools.
the second fact illustrated by Table 3that wide variations
exist in the proportions of pupils enrolled in the various types
of reorganized schOolsis significant in the present connec-
tion chiefly because it emphasizes the small place now occu-
pied in the total educational system by any one type of
reorganization. Of the newer schools only the separate

1 3-year junior and senior high schools have become widely
hP1 enough established to deal with any large proportion of the
i secondary-school enrollment. No other single type of reor-

ganized school enrolls more than 1 in 20 of the total number
of pupils in the grades which it includes, alukcertain types of
schools enroll fewer than 1 in 100. ,

Among t,,jr reorganized schools themselves Table 3
clearly indicates the predominance of the separate -junior and
senior high schools. The -various schools of these types
account for approximately two-thirds of the reorganized
school enrollments in the three lower grades and for well over
half. the enrollments in the upper grades. The enrollments
of the various types of schools as compared with each other
will be considered in more detail in the following section.

Proportionate enrollmenis in reorganized and conventional
schools.Table 3 is chiefly significant for the light that it
throws on proportionate enrollments in reorganized and
conventional schools. ,

[ 32 )
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REORGANIZATION OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

Comparisons which have been made in the past between
enrollments in various types of secondary schools halre for
the most part used figures contiined in the reports of the
successive biennial .surveys of the United States Office of
Education. It has been found impracticable in the biennial
surveys to obtain data from individual elementary schools.
Hence grade-by-grade statistics have usually been given
only for high schoQLs. These have been of two kinds. In
the first place, the enrollments in the last four years of
reorganized systems have been compared ,ivith the enroll-

. ments in 4-year conventional high schools. In the second
place, comparisons have been instituted between the total
enrollments in reorganized schools and the total enrollments
in 4-year conventional schools. On the latter basis in particular,
the reorganized schools have displayed a much larger propor-
tionate enrollment than would have been shown if they had
been compared with 4-year high schools and the seventh
and eighth grades in elementary schools together.

The disparity between the results of the two methods of
comparison may be readily illustrated. Table 3 shows that
of the total school population of tie six upper grades in 1930,
67.9 per cent were enrolled in conventional elementary
schools and 4-year high schools, and only 32.1 per cent in
reorganized schools. !Igure 1 in the following section shows
that of the total high-school population in 1930, 49 per cent
were enrolled in reorganized schools. The latter comparison
suggests a reorganized school enrollment half again as large
as that indicated by the former.

Both types of comparison, of course, have meaning.
Because of the difficulty of obtaining accurately classified
returns from elementary schools, the remaining comparisons
presented in this chapter are of° the second typethey indi-
cate the ratios between reorganized school enrollment and
the total high-school enrollments. The difference between
the two ,types 'of comparisons needs to be kept clearly in
mind. It is to be not(0, on the one hand, that practically
half the present high-school population is found in reor-
ganized schools. It is also tto be noted, on the other hand,
that slightly less than one-third the population of th.e six
upper grades is as yet in these schools.
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That no larger proportion of the school population has been
directly affected by reormization is hardly a cause for dis-
couragement. Orr the- ontraur, the fact that within the
space of approximately 20 years the movement for reorgani-.
zation has touched as many as one-third of the pupils whom
it was intended to reach is indeed remarkable. The figures
here presented give some evidence, nevertheless, of how far
the movement has yet o go before reorganized schools will
have supplanted the tradStiona1 form of organization.

f. TIIE GEOGRAPHICAL PREAD OF THE MOVEMENT

The eeent of reorganization in the various States.In
Figure 1 are shown the percentages of all secondary-school
pupils enrolled in reorganized schools in 1929-30 for each
of the five principal sections oi the United States and for
each of the States, and the corresponding percentages of
reorganized schools compared with the total numbers of
secondary schools.5 Sections and States are listed in de-
'mending order according to the proportions of pupils enrolled
in reorganized schools.

It is appai-ent that kll the States have been touched to
some extent byri the movement for reorganization, though in
widely varying degrees. Sections of the United States have
been affected unequally also, but the range of variations is
less extreme than in the case of the individual States. New
Edgland leads in both the proportion of pupils affected and
the proportion of schools reorganized. The Western States
iank seçond as a group in tile proportion of high-school
pupils enrolled in reorganized schools, but are third in the
proportion of schools affected. The middle western and
middle Atlantic sections occupy the third and fourth posi-
tions, respectively, in terrhs of the percentages of their
pupils in reorganized schools. The Southern States, which
rank last in both measures, are noteworthy for their varia-
tions in extent of reorganizaticih. Of the total list of States,
the three States most affected And the three States least
affected are found in the southernigroup.

It should be noted that Fig. l does not show the number of school systems in which either
partial or complete reorganization has taken place. Slime reorganization commonly involves
the establishmetk of separate junior high schools, a school system is likely to have more sec-
ondary schools after reorganization than before. The propordon of communities affected by
reorganization in each State is therefore smaller than the proportion of reorganized schools.

[ 34 ]
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UNITED STATES
ECT1ONS:

NEW ENGLAND
WESTERN
MIDDLE WESTERN
MIDDLE ATLANTIC
SOUTHERN

STATES:
ALABAMA
FLORIDA
ARKANSAS

MICHIGAN
UTAH

VERMONT

MASSACHUSETTS
COLORADO
WEST VIRGINIA
RHODE ISLAND

PENNSYLVANIA
IOWA

OHIO

CAUFORNIA
KANSAS

NEW HAMPSHIRE
MINNESOTA

OKLAHOMA
INDIANA

DELAWARE

MISSISSIPPI

NEVADA

WISCONSIN
WYOMING

NEW MEXICO

MISSOURI

TEXAS

CONNECTICUT
WASHINGTON

KENTUCKY

DIST. OF COLUMBIA
GEORGIA

NEW JERSEY
NEBRASKA

MARYLAND

NEW YORK
MAINE

VIRGINIA

NORTH DAKOTA
TENNESSEE

IDAHO

ARIZONA

OREGON

MONTANA
ILLINOIS

SOUTH DAKOTA
NORTH CAROUNA
SOUTH CAROUNA
LOUISIANA

Plimakip d
Polls kW* 0

49 26

60 48

52 27

51 24

45 31

44 24

83
81
79
79

70
69
67

66
6

60
59
59
59
58

56
56
54

52

49
49
45
43
43

42
42
42
41

41

40
40
40

39

39

37
36

34

34
32

32

zs
27

25

24

13

12

4

70

64

57

67

60

65

43

59

X
27

34

4
13

43

18

16

47

30

18

19

23

13

14

13

X
17

22

64

10

39

14

13

26

7

12

30

13

11

9

5

3

3

PERCENTAdE OF REORGANIZATION
20 40 EC 10D

holm 1.Extent of reorganization of schools for white pupils in the varioui States, 1929-30.
(Rectangle, the percentage of secondary schools which ars reorganized; line, the percentage
of secondary-school pupils who are in reorganised schools.)
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NATIONAL SURVEY OF SECONDARY EDUCATION
t.

Besides showing the varying degrees to which reorganiza-
tion has been adopted in the various States, Figure 1 suggests
the extent to which reorganization .has affected large schools
as compared with small. With few, exceptions, the propor-
tions 6f pupils ell:tro1le4-4e reorganized schools are greater
than the proportions of schools reorganized. The ratio of
percentage of pupils to percentage of schools does not accu-
rately 'indicate the relative size of reorganized and conven-
tional schools. The difference between the sizes of the schools
is in each case, however, in the directiOn suggested by this
ratio. As the graphs in Figure 1 indicate, and as will be
showk later with rilbri, exactness, the movement for reorgani-
zation has thus far affected primarily_ the larger schools.,,

Types of Trganiadion most frequently adopter1.In Table
4 are listed lie numbers of reorganiz. ed.chools of various types
report s o he Utlited States Office ipf plucation in 1929-30.
Each type of reorga sclioctewhichlinsWded 100 or more
represeitatives in the Chided Sta a Sinamle is separately
listed. The tablet: $,E; the distriOptiv of thise schools by-vsStates and sections the country7'not w terms of the num-
bers of pupils enrolled in the various types of schools, but
in terms of the numbers of ipdividual schools reported.

For purposes of comparisbn the total ntiffilters 45f conven-
tional high schools are also shown. ,141 the Irnited States as
a whole two-thirds , of the convendonai schools included
grades 9 through 12; one-sixth included grades 8 through 11_
Of the remaining schools, three-fourths: were schböls nhich,
though nominally parts of 12-grade systems, included. only
three grades or fewer, the rest were schools of call& more
`or less than four grades, forming parts of 11- *or 13-wa4e
systems. The vast majority of the conventional schools
were thus 4-year schools preceded by either a 7- or in 8-grade 4
elementary school.

The total number of different types of grade grouping
represented among the reorganized schools .is extensive.6
Only 8 types of schools, however, are represented by as
many as 100 separate organizations. In the order of their
frequency for the country as a whole, these 8. are undivided
6-year schools, 3-year separate junior high scb.00ls, 64-3

For a list of the types of schools classified under "Other" orginizations in Table 4 no
Table 8, Ch. IV,

L38 I
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and 62-4 plan junior-senior schools, 3-year separate sehior
high schools, 2-year and 4-year separate junior high schools,
'and 4-year separate senior high schools. All oth'er types of
reorganized schools together include fe.v.v'er schools than., any
one of these types except the 2-year and 4-year junior high
schools and the 4-year senior high schools.

In the United States as a whole undivided 5- and 6-year
schools and junior-senior high schools together outrank all
other types of reorganized schools by more than 6 to 5. In
the Middle Atlantic, Southern, and Middle Western States
the proportionate numbers of combined schools are even
greater tharrthis. Only in New England and the Western
States are separate junior and senior organizations the more
numerou5.7

The degree to which the various types of schools are dis-
tributed among the States corresponds a general to the
relative tgtal numbers of the schools of each type. Undi-
vided 6-year schools, 6-3-3 and 6-2-4 *Alan junior-senior

thigh schools, and separate 3-year junior and senior high
schools are reported by five-sixths or more of the 48 States.
Tworyear junior high sclools and 4-year senior Iligh schools
are f,p4nd in two-thirds of the States. The least widely
repre'sented of the eight principal types are the 4-year junior
high schools. These are reported by 25 States in all, but 3
StatesPennsylvania, Florida, and Mississippiaccount for
more than half that' number. Because of its extensive reor-
ganization within an 11-grade system, Texas is more largely
represented than any other State by unclassified types of
schools, though one or more such schools are reported by
three-fourths of the States.

As between the 0-3-3 and the4-2-4 plans of organization,
the 6-3-'3 plan is clearly tle more faliored throughout the
country as a whole, even when the undivided 6-year schools
are disregarded. If =divided schools are considered parts
of a 6-3-3 'system, this sytem appears as the predominant(
scheme of organization in each of the five principal sections
9f the country as well. Thirty-three of the 48 States have
adopted either the 6-3-3 or the 6-6 organization in the%.

These statemehis refer again to numbers of reorganized schools and not to numbers of
school system affectM: Were school systems rather than individual schools to be considered,
the numerical advantage of the copbined orgaziizations would be still ¡rester than is here
ibdicated.
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NATIONAL SURVEY OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

majority of their reorganized schools. Four of the 15 States
which do not dearly favor reorganization on this basis
(Louisiana, South Carolina, Arizona, and New Mexico) each
report totals of fewer than a score of reorganized schools, so
that their variance from the normal practicels not in itself
highly aignificant. North Carolina, Texas, and Virginia
report modifications of the 3-year and 6--year organizations
within n-grade systems. Mississippi combines these types
of organization with a relatively large number of 4-year
junior high schools. New Hampshire, Vermont, Illinois,
Iowa, North Dakota, Colorado, and Montana, though
reporting numerous 3- and 6-year schools, tend strongly
taward the 6-2-4 plan of organization.

The small number of different types of reorganized schools
in extensive 'use, the numerical predominance of combined
schools over separate junior and senior high schools, the
widetspread adoption of nearly all the principal 'types of
schools among the various States, and the overwhelming
preference for the 6-3-3 as contrasted with the 6-24 plan of
organizationthese constitute the most striking character-
istics of the movement for reorganization as the movement
is depicted in Table 4.

Distribution of pupils among variou8 types of reorganized
schools.In Table 5 are shown the percentages of secondary-
school pupils enrolled in various types of schools in each
State and in the five principal sections of the United States.
The preceding table allowed an estimate of the relative
importance of the various types of organization in terms of
the numbers of individual schools affected. . Table 5 indicates
the proportionate numbers of pupils subject to each form of
organization, irrespective of the numbers of separate schools
involved.

As judged by the numbers of their pupils, the eight types
of organization listed earlier again stand out so the most
important. Their order of importance changes, however.
On the basis of relative Aments separate 3-year junior
and senior high schools occupy first and second places,
respectively; 6-3-3 plan junior-senior high schools and undi-
vided 6-year schools are tied for third place; 6-2-4 plan
junior-senior high schools and 4-year senior high schools

[42]
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REORGANIZATION OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

rank fourth and fifth; and 2- and 4-year junior high schools
fall at the end of the list.

The large enrollments of the sepqrate schools are especially
striking Despite the fact that inf. vidual juniefit-senior high
schools and =divided schools toge outnumber all others,
the combined enrollment of these schools for the country as
a whole hardly more than equals the enrollment of the 3-year
junior high schools alone. The junior-senior and undivided
schools attain their largest proportionate enrollmehts in the
Southern and Middlè Western States. Even in th1: States,
however, the combined schools account for fewer pupils than
do the various forms of separate organizations. Separate
schools, and particularly 3-year junior and senior high schools,
unquestionably occupy a predominant place as far as enroll-
ments are concerned.

The Ifact that the 6-3-3 plan is the generally accepted
scheme of organization stands out eiren more clearly when
enrollment is used as an index than whenvumbers of indi-
vidual schools are thus used. For the United States as a
whole, 32 per cent of the secondary-school population are
enrolled in 64-3 plan schools, with an additional 7 per cent
in undivided 6-year schools. Only 6 per cent are in schools
organized on a 6-2-4 bas* Eách of the principal sections of
the country likewise enrolls a greater number of pupils in
6-3-3 than in 6-2-4 organizations. Of the separate States,
only fourNew Hampshire, Vermont, Miisissippi, and Mon-
tanarepresent clear exceptions to the general rifle; though
in one other StateArizona---enrollments are about equally
divided between 6-3-3 and 6-24 plan schools.

On the basis of total enrollments the 4-year junior high
schools and the various types of "other " organizations
occupy much less important positions than when they are
judged in terms of numbers of schools involved. Four-year
junior high schools account for only 1 per cent of the second-
ary-school population of the United States as a whole. Even
in the States in which these schools are most numer-
ousPennsylvania, Florida, and Mississippithey enroll not
more than 3 per cent of all secondary-school pupilsX9ther"
organizations likewise have to their credit only 1 per cent of
the total high-school group. The largest proportionate
enrolliiients in such organizations are found in Texas, where,

[43]
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NATIONAL SURVEY OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

-as has been previously noted, the 3-year and 6-year grade
groupings have been widely adopted within an 11-grade
system.

The geographical spread of reorganization &scribed in sum-
mary.To describe the geographical spread of reorganization
in summary terms is not an easy task, because of the differing
ways and differing degrees in which the movement has
affected various parts of the country. Variation in the extent
of spread is in itself an element which demands recognition.
In spite of this variation the movement for reorganization
has attained at least three present characteristics which 'are
sufficiently widespread to lend themselves to a general
statement.

First, the movement has been attended thus far by the
more frequent adoption of combined junior and senior schools
than of separate schools as the units of reorganization. More
individual schools have been reorganized on the junior-senior
or undivided 6-year basis, and more school systems have
adopted one of these forms of organization, than have
adopted all other types of organization together.

Second, the greatest numbers of pupils attending reorgan-
ized sChools are found at present in separate junior and
senior high schools. Three-year junior and senior high schools
alone account for more than half the total reorganized school
population.

Finally, the 6-3-3 and the 6-6 organizations represent
unmistakably the most popular types of grtide groupings.
More than two-thirds of the reorganized schools of the country
are organized on one or the other of these plans, and four-
fifths of the total-number of reorganized sch.oól pupils attend
such schools.

3. THE SIZE OP REORGANIZED SCHOOLS

The size of communities supporting various types of schools.
Conventional (4-year) high schools, in spite of the fact that
they are found in large numbers within city school systems,
are typically small-town schools. Eighty-six per cent of all
the conventional schools in operatiQn in the United States in
1929-30 were to be found in communities of fewer than 2,500
inhabitants, whereas only two conventional schools of every
100 were in cities of 100,000 or more.

[ 441
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REORGANIZATION OF SECONDARY EDUCADAN

Reorganized schools, by contrast, are more largely city
schools. Though 49 per cent of the reorganized schools in
existence in 1929z-30 were in rural and village communities,
one-eighth of the total number were in cities of 100,000 popu-
lation or more, and nearly one-third were in towns or cities
of more than 10,000.

TABLE 6. Distribution of various types of secondary schools for white
pupils according to size of community, 19f9-50

Type of high school

All types
All regular
All reorganized

Reorganised

All junior

12-usde systems:
7-9 junior

junior7-8
7-10 Junior

11-grade systems:
6-8 junior

Other junior

AU 6-year and &par
Live& imams:

II-3
2-4
6-year undivided
5-year undivided

Other junior-senior and undivided

senior_ ____..__ ....... _ .......
10-12 senior
9-12 senior
9-11 senior
Other senior

Number!
of schools

Ansionlw

Percentage of schools in 5 population
groups

Fewer 2,500
tbad to
Z500 9,999

10,000 30,000
to to

29,999 99,999

100,000
OT MOTO

3

21, 522
15,903

5, 619

7&
86. 3
48. 6

7

4. 7
2. 3

11. 6

& 0
. 7

9. 3

4. 7
* 2. I

12.3

1, 792

1, 288
304
196

60
44

3,179

21 9 11.9

17. 8 9.2
12.8
82. 7 6. 1

6, 0
l& 9 4. 6

1a. 6 19. 9 27. 7

71. 0 2a 5

16. 3
29. 4
& 6

20. 0 8. 3
20. 4 47. 7

84. 4
8. 8
1. 5

46. 7
11. 4

6 L I 2. 9

936
637

1, 4466
96

62. 5
73. 0
76. 1
76. 9
57. 9

26. 0
21. 8
11 6

7. 7
2& 8

6. 8 L
3. 3 . s
& 3 . 8
& I & 2
& 4 3. 2

69 263 30.9 2117

& 2
1. 6
& 2
3. 1
4. 221===

162
464
142
42
10

& 0
10. 6
2. 4

21 0

74. 0
43. 6

8
10. 0

IA 6 24. 2
34. 5 8.6
19.1 21.4
40 0 XI. 0

19.2
1 8

33. 3

A slight discrepancy appean between the numbers of "other'' schools of various tu rwikd in Tables 6 and 7 and in Figure 9, and the numbers of such schools asin Table 4. The difference is due to the fact that certain schools isth unusual tradegrouping., which are classified in Table 4 as separate junior and senior high schools are-istarclassified as combined schools inlay* of the data has shown that tridficatim woulduce no change in the essential conclusions to be drawn from the tables. In view oftime and expense which a recalculation of tbe tables would have involved, the (Merv-ancy has therefore been allowed to stand.
Read es follows: Of the 21,522 high schools of all types, 70.5 per cent are in oommunitiss witha population of fewer than 2,500; 11.1 per cent we in communities with 2,600 to 9,999 inhabit-ants; etc.
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NATIONAL SURVEY OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

The distribution of the principal types of schools among
communities of varying sizes is shown in Table 6. The major
conclusions to be drawir, from tVis table in addition to those
already set forth may be surnmhrized as follows:

Separate 3-year junior and senior high schools are found
predominantly in communities of at least moderate. size.
Approximately three-fourths of their number are in towns
and cities of 10,000 population or more.

Separate junior and senior high schools organized on a
6-2-4 basis are relatively widely distributed among communi-
ties of all the major size groups. They tend, to be foundfin
smaller propoition than the 3-year schools in yery hirge
communities, and they tend to be found in greater proportion
in towns of fewer than 10,000 population.

Approximately nine-tenths of the junior-senior high schools
are in communities of fewer than 10,000. A larger percentage
of the 6-2-4 system junior-senior schools 'than of the 64-3
.system schools are in rural and village communities.

Undivided 6-year schools are, with relatively few excep-
tions, supported by towns of less than 10,000 population.
Three-fourths of their number are in communities of fewer
than 2,500 inhabitants. Though a few 6-year schools are
found even in the larger cities, only 4 such schools of every
100 are in cities of more than 30,000 population.

Four-year junior high schools even more extensively than
the '6-year schools are village schools. 1ighty-4hree per cent
of their number are in communities of fewer than 2,500
inhabitants.

Finally, the schools classified as "other" organizations
'tend in general to be distributed in the same way as the
common types of organization which they most closely
parallel. Thus, the unclassified junior and senior high schools
are largely found in the more populous communities, while
the unclassified 5-year and 6-year schools 'tend 'to be repre-
sented predominantly in the smaller cdmmunities.

This summary of the distribution CA various types of reor-
ganized schools throw further light on the relation between-
reorganized schools in general and conventional schools. The
reorganized schools which tend to be city schools are for the
most part separate junior and senior high schools.. Separate
3-year sthools in particular account for a major proportion

[46)
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REORGANIZATION OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

of the reorganized schools found in large communities.
Though the remaining types of schools tend to have a larger
proportion of their number in populous communities than
do the conventional schools; the 5 and 6 year reorganized
schools, like the conventional schoola, are predominantly
small-town and village schools.

TABLE 7 . Distribution of various types of secondary schools for white
pupils according to size of school, 1929-30

Type of high school Number
of schools

Percentage of schools in 6 enrollment groups

10-49

All types
All regular
All reorganised

All junior
Reorganized

12-grade systems:
7-9 junior
7-8 junior
7-10 Junior

11-grade systems:
6-8 jun!or

Other junior

All 5-year and 6-year_

12-grade systems:
3-3 junior-senior
2-4 junior-senior
6-year undivided
5-year undivided

Other junior-eenior and undi-
vided

All senior

10-12 senior.
0-12 senior
9-11 senior
Other senior

21, 522
15, 903

5, 619

26. 2
33. 7

& I

50-99 100-199

4

27. 4
32 8
13. 6

20. 8
19. 7
217

200-499

_ 14. 1
9. 2

2&

1 000 or50C1-999 more

7 8

6. 5
2 5 ,

17. 7

1, 792 11. 1 9. 3 9. 5 24. 4 27. 2

5. 0
2. 6

11. 9

l& 5

1, ZS 7.0 7. 5
204 94. 7.9
196 4& 6 28.5

00 1. 7 1. 7
44 9. 1 2. 3

3, 179 2. 6 1& 3

7.2 23.5 31.7
24. 0 44. 6 14. 2
11. 2 5. 1 6. 1

5.0 31.7 36.6
6.8 31.8 40.9

36. 4 29. 4 9. 5

23. 3
9. 1

4. 8

936 1. 2 13. 9
637 & 1 l& 2

1, 446 3. 0 2a5
65 10. 8 32. 3

96 2. 1 20. 0

30.8 33.8 13. 2 7. 1
31 2 36. 0 8. 3 2. 2
41.4 24. 1 6. 9 4. 1
27.7 9.2 113 7. 7

17.9 36.8 17.9 5. 3

648 . 8 2 0 5. 6 31.2 31. 9

454 . 2 2. 2
142 . 7 2. 2
42
10

5. 7. 28 2 31. 5 32. 2
3. 5 42.2 35 2 16. 2
7. I% 2&6 23. s 40. 5

20.0 20.0 40.0 20.

Read as follows: Of the 21,522 high schools of all types, 26.2 per omit enroll 10 to 49 pupils;
27.4 per cent enroll 50 to 99 pupils, etc.

Enrollments in reorganized and conventional schools.-
Especially in communities of fewer than 10,000 inhabitants
the size of the communities in which schools are located may
be expected to bear a direct causal relationship to the size of
the schools themselves. That the sizes of the various types
of schools tend to parallel closely the sizes of the communities
in which they arkfound will be evident from an inspection of
Table 7. In this table are listed the proportions of the total
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numbers of individual schools of each major type which fall
in various enrollment groups.

Of all the conventionally organized high schools in the.
United States, two of every three in 1929-30 enrolled fewer
than 100 pupils. Of the total number of reorganized schools,
fewer than one in five had enrollments of less than 100, and
nearly three in every five enrolled more -"than 200 pupils.
Almost seven times as large a proportron of "regular " high
schools as of reorganized schools enrolled fewer than 50
pupils; nearly five times as large &proportion of reorganized
schools as of "regular" schools enrolled more than 1,000
pupils. The typical conventional school is clearly a small
school. The typical reorganized school, by contrast, is a
large school.

The 8ize8 of various type8 of reorganized schools compared.
Among the ieorganized schools themselves, the largest tend
to be the &Tear senior high schools and the 3-year junior
high schools.' Nearly two-thirds of the 3-year senior high

k schools in 12-grade systems enroll 500 pupils or more; fewer
than 1 in 12 have enrollments of less than 200. The junior
high schools are smaller than the senior high schools, pre-
sumably because one seniqr unit is frequently served by two
or more junior units. More than lialf the 3-year junior high
schools, nevertheless, enroll more than 500 pupils, and only
one in seven enrolls fewer than 100 pupils.

Next in order of size come 4-year senior high school; and
2-year junior high schools. Apprwdmately half the former
have enrollments or more than 500, and nearly all the re-
mainder enroll at least 200 pupils. Since the lower schools
enroll only two grades to the upper schools' four, the differ-
ences in enrollment between the junior and senior units in
this group are considerably greater than among the separate
3-year schools. Yet three of five among the 2-year junior
high schools enroll 200 pupils or more, and only one in eight
enrolls fewer than 100 pupils.

Three-year junior and senior high schools in 11-grade systems tend to be even larger than
those in 12-grade systems. In 1929-80 the average enrollments in the 00 junior high schools

through le,comprising grades 5 through 8, and in tbe 42 senior high schools comprising grades 9
were 609 pupils and 1,007 pupils, respectively. The oorresponding averages for 8-year schools
in 12-grade systems (shown in Fig. 2) were 858 pupils and 883 pupils. The numerous large
3-year schools in 11-grade systems are reflected in the high percentages of unclassified schools
in the upper enrollment groups.

[48]
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Junior-senior high schools tend to cover the whole range of
enrollment groups, though, like the separate schools, these
types of schools are more frequently represented in the upper
groups than in the lower. As between 6-34 plan and 6-2-4
plan junior-senior schools, the former are moral frequently
large schools. One in five of their numbervis compared
with one in ten of the 6-2-4 plan schools, enroll 500 pupils or
more, and only 15 per cent of the former, as compared with
21 per cent of the latter, enroll fewer than 100 pupils.

Like the junior-senior high schools, the =divided 6-year
school& tend to cover all the size groups. .Undivided schools
are more frequently small schools than are junior-senior
schools of either type. Nearly two-thirds of their number
enroll fewer than 200 pupils, and less than one in nine has
an enrollmsnt of 500 or more. -

The smallest schools among the classified types are in gen-r`
eral the 4-year junior high schools. Though a few such
schools are reported with enrollments of more than 1,000
pupils, nearly half have enrollments of fewer than 50.

Among the schools grouped -as "other" organizations, the
tendencies are in the 'Vain similar to those noted for the prin-
cipal types of separate andtombined schools. The majority
of the separate junior and senior high schools in the unclassi-
fied group enroll 500 pupila or more. The combined schools
ihclude nuiperous representatives in all the six size groups,
with approximatply as many schools enrolling fewer than
200 pupils as enroll more than that number.

Just as the reorganized schools which tend to be city schools
were identified as separate junior and -senior high schools, so
the greatest number of large schools are found to belong to
these types. Combined junior and senior organitatioris were
shown to be primarily associated with small communities.
In spite of their inclusion of more grades than the separate
schools, these schools tend in general to be schools of n9 more
than moderate size.

Range in size among schools of various types.The relative
sizes of the various types of schools are somewhat differently
presented in Figure 2. This figure shows, first, the range
in size of the middle\50 per cent of the individual schools
of each type, and second, the range in size of the schools in
which the middle 50 per cent of the pupils attending each

.[49]
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REORGANIZATION OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

type of school are enrolled. The one measure may be thought
of as indicating the sizes of schools most common for each
type, the other, ,as showing the sizes of schools to wh*
pupils ill any one of the types are most likely to be exposeid.

Figure 2 brings out clearly a fact not directly shown in
the preceding tablethat the median school of each one of
the maj9r types is very much smaller than the school which
the median pupil attends. One-half of the "regular" high
schools in the United States, for example, enrolled fewer
than 75 pupils each in 1929-30, whereas half the pupils en-
rolled in such schools attended schools of 424 pupils or more.
Similarly, half the reorganized schools were schools of fetter
than 281 pupils, but the blehools attended by a majority of
the reorganized-school pupils were at least three times as
large as this. A corresponding difference may be observed
in the case of each separate type of reorganized school.

The explanation of these differences is to be found, of
course, in the fact that each type of school includes certain
relatively large schools which, though kw in number, ac-
count for more pupils than many small schools together.
I-low effective a few large schools may be in determining the
size -of school which the majority of pupils attend is shown
especially clearly in the case of the 4-year junior high schools.
Nearly half these schools, as already noted, -enroll fewer than
50 pupils. Seven of the schools, however, enroll more than
1,000 pupils each. These seven, together with others which
have enrollments above the median, care for so large a pro-
portion of the total enrollment of the 4-year schools that the
median pupil is to be found in a school of more than 600.
To a less extreme degree the same influence is at work among
the other types.

Summary.As a result of the various influences which
affect the size of individual school units, the present system
of American secondary schools may be somewhat paradoxi-
cally interpreted. The system is one in Which the majority
of schools are small schools, situated in small communities.
At the same time the system is one in which the majority
of pupils are educated in large schools.

Reorganized schools as a group provide an exception to
the paradox, in that most reorganized schools are at pres-
ent relatively large schools. Even .among the reorganized

[ 51 ]
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schools, howevdr, there is at present a vast difference between
the size of the avérage school and the size of school in which
the aveiage pupil is educated.

4. TRENDS IN REORGANIZATION OVER A 4-YEAR P4Rloto

Sources of infonnation.Comparison of the status of reor-
ganization as revealed by the Biennial Survey of 1929-30
and its status as shown by the Survey of 1925-26 points to
certain definite trends in the movement for reorganizations
whiai are of significance in any attempt to forecast probable
developments in this field.° Changes in the numbers of
various types of sChools, in their relative total enrollments
and in the average size of the individual school units,re of
particular importance.

Growth in number8 of 8choo18.----In Figure 3 are shown the
total numbers of schools of each of the various major types
reported to the United.States Office of Education in 1925-26,
1927-28, and 1929-30. Schools are classified as in the pre-
cediJag_ Aguies, except that certain relatively uncommon
types of schools have been separately listed in order to allow
their change in numbers to be accurately traced.

It is apparent that there has been a steady increase in the
total nuinbers of nearly every major type of school over the
4-year period represented. The sole decrease of importance
occurs in the case of the 5-year undivided schools in 12-grade
restems, which fell from a total of,100 in 1925-26 and 118 in
1927-28 to a total of 65 in 1929-30.1°

4,-, Increase in numbers has been accompanied, however, by
a note%vorti;y change in the ranking 'of the schools. Through-

The development of the movement is here traced only for a 4-year period because its earlier
stages have already been fully described in educational literaffus. In the order in which they
ere listed the followincrefecences provide successive descriptions of.the status of reorganisation
at various stages:
Bunker, F. F. Reorganisation of the Publio-School System. U. 8. Bureau of 4dacation

Bulletin, 1916, No. 8.
Douglass, A. A. The Junior High School. National Society for the Study of Education.

Fifteenth .Yearbook (1916), Pt. m. .6%

Smith, W. A. Junior High School Practices in Sizty-four Cities, Educational, Administra-
tion and Supervision, 6: 139-149, March, 1920:

-Survey tifrducation, 1925-26. U. 8. Bureau of Education Bulletin, 1928, NO. 25,

Matthews, C. O. Program in Junior High School Education, 1939-83, Educational Adminis-
tration and Supervision, 16: 661-674, November, 1930.

t Whether this decrease was due to the abandonment of 5-year schools in favor of other

types of reorganization or to the reversion of certain 5-year schools to the conventional 4-year

organization can not be determined on the basis of available date. (See the further discussion

of 6-year schools in Oh. III, sec. 1.)

[ 52 ]
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out the period for which data are presentedethe 5- and 6-year
schools together were more numerous than the separate
schools. But whereas no single type of school outranked the
separate 3-year junior high schools either in 1925-26 or in
1.927-28, these schools were exceeded in number in 1929-30
by the undivided 6-year schools. The growth in the total
number of undivided schools has been so geat as to raise this
type of organization from fourth place to first within the
4-year period.

TYPES OF
HIGH SCHOOLS

NUMBER OF SCHOOLS REPORTING
0 -300 600 1200 1500

12-GRADE SYSTEMS
1925-26 1927-19 I924ao

7-8 jurior 148

7-10 junior 70

7-9 junior 798

114RADC SYSTEMS
6.8 junior

155

133

997

34

204

1%

1,288

60

W51

12-GRADE SYSTEMS

13 *WIWI 714

2-4 *Nogg GOO

Porr 463

Sou upulkidsd 100

724 436

sn 637

1156 1,445

118 65
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t2izameameessen
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)241tADIE SYSTEMS
*12 slier 127

1012 weir 251
114It ADC smuts

major 23

TOTAL
ALL JUNIOR 1,082

ALL 5-YEAR AND 6-YEAR 1,950

ALL SENIOR 411

130 142

328 454

30 42

1,313 1/92
2.348 3.1 79

64$

ALL REORGANIZED 1443
ALL KOLAR 131143

ALL TYPES 17286

4199 5.619

UAW 15.903
17.608 t1.522

Minx 3.---Fcr 11 maj i. types of reorganised high schools the number of schools reporting
to the United Rates Office of Education for the three bienniums 1925-26, 1927-28, and 1920-
30. (Heavy line 1925-26; narrow rectangle, 1927-28; wide rectangle, 1929-30)

The increase' of the numbers of schools of various types is
shown on a percentage basis in Figure 4. The relative growth
in the 'lumbers of 4-iear juniot high schools in 12-grade
systems, and of 3-year junior high schools in 11-grade sys-
tems, as well as of the 6-year undivided schools, is particu-
larly striking. There were two and three-fourths times as
many 4-year junior high schools and junior high schools or-
ganized under a 5-3-3 plan in 1929-30 as in 1925-26. There
were more than three times as many undivided 6-year schools.
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It sIould be noted that the types of reorganized schools
which have increased least rapidly in numbers are those or-
ganized on a 6-2-4 basisthe schools, that is, which have
adopted a scheme of organization departing only in slight
degree from the conventional 8-4 plan.

Growth in numbers of pupils attending various types of
schools .Figure 4 shows also the percentages of increase in

TYPES OF
HIGH SCHOOLS

PERCENTAGE INCREASES
0 a 40 60 83 100 120 140 160 180 200 220

ALL TYPES

ALL REGULAR

ALL REORGANIZED

SCHOOLS PUPILS
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15

63

ALL JUNIOR
1 2-GRADE SYSTEMS

7 9 pre

7-8 pow

7-10 paa
I I -GRADE SYSTEMS

64 pima

OTHER JUNIOR

ALL YEAR AND 6-YEAR
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24 snrsealot
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AND LINN Y100
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011111110.
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er

FIGOILIL 4.For 12 major types *reorganized and regular high schools the percentage in-
ceme in number of schools and in. number of pupils from 1926-26 to 1929-30. (Rectangle,
schools; heavy line, pupils)

a

the numbers of pupils attending the various types of schools.
As might be expected, the types of schools which show the
greatest increases in total enroh.nt are the types which
have increased most in numbers. Irlftease in enrollment is
notlilways in due relation to increase numbers, however.
Wahin the 12-grade systems the 2-year junior high whools
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and the 3- and 4-year senior high schools have added pro-
portionately more pupils than schools. The 4-year junior
high schools and the undivided 6-year schools have tended in
the opposite direction, increasing in numbers of schools more
rapidly than in total enrollments. Though among both re-
organized and conventional schooLs enrollments have in
general grown faster than the numbers of school units, cer-
tain types óf schools present significant exceptions to the
usual trend.
` Changes in 8ize of schools of variow type8.Differences be-
tween growth in numbers of schools and growth in enroll-
ments obviously point to changes in the size of school units.
The extent of such changes is shown in Figure 5.

In spite of the large increase in the number of secondary
schools of all types between 1925-26 and 1929-30, the aver-
age size of high schools has increased apprecia41y during the
4-year period. The increase in size is unquestionably due in
part to the addition of school grades previously classified as
parts of elementary schools. It seems to be due also, how-
ever, to an almost universal increase during this period in the
numbers of pupils of secondary-schoor age attending school.
Because of the latter factor an increase in size might fairly
have been expected of every type 'of sec6ndary school if the
number and distribution of such schools had remained un-
changed.

But various types of schools have shown greater increases
in average size than can be explained on thebasis merely of
general growth in the high-school population. This would
seem to be especially the case with the 3-year senior high
schools and the separate junior and senior high schools
organized on the 6-2-4 plan.

Certain olher types of schools have either decreased in
tiverage size or have failed to show the increases that might
normally be expected. The greatest decreases occur among
the 5-year and 6-year undivided schools aiid the 4-year
junior high schools. Three-year junior high schools in both
.11-grado and 12-grade systems, and 3-year senior high
schools in 11-grade systems, have remained' practically
stationary in size. Junior-senior high schools organized on
a 6-24 busis have increased in average enrollment, but the
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increase is probably no more than is to be expected from th
general growth in the high-school population."

The changes in size have biSbn accompanied by increases
in numbers, it will be recilled, among all the major types of
schools except the 5-3ear high schools. The changes may
fairly he assumed, therefore, to have resulted in part from
the addition of new schools varying somewhat consistently

TYPES OF
HIGH SCHOOLS

PERCENTAGES OF INCREASE OR DECREASE
IN AVERAGE ENROLLMENT PER SCHOOL

-30 -20 -10 0 10

ALL TYPES i lA

ALL REGULAR 19

ALL REORGANIZED IS

AA1.0.!]

ALL JUNSOR -GA

1 2 -GRADE SYSTEMS

r 0.3

74 Omit 25.6

7-10 par -1.9

1 1 .-GRADE PITONS
WI *Or -03

OTHER JUNIOR 9.8

ALL 5-YEAR AND 6-YEAR -43
1 &GRADE SYSTEMS

3-3 Osiemirs -0.6

24 *mew 3.9

6-yew abided -ILI

soes softied -212

OMER JUNIOR- SENIOR 863
AND UNDMDED

ALL SENIOR 19.3

1 &GRADE SYSTEMS

1012 senor 1S.3

9-12 senior 217

1 1 -GRADE SYSTEMS

9-11 senor -03

TTITTTITT T171 ULTTT-T-T T-T-T T 1" TTTT T-T-T I T T-T7

x

TT T fiTTTT

wor ,05.,7 A

FIOURS 5fr-- For 13 major types of high schools the percentage increase or decrease in average
size ol school from 1025-26 to 192o-3o

in enrollment from the schiols of the original groups. Hence,
it seems evident that the 2-year junior high schools and the
3-year and 4-year senior high schools within 12-grade systems
have been tending to become to an increasing extent large

IL Exactly how great this general growth has been can not be determined for the secondary-
school population as a whole because of the abeenoe of comparable data on elementary-school
and 'reorganised high-school enrollments.
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city schools. Undivided 5-year and 6-year schools and 643
plan junior-senior high schools have apparently grown in
number through the addition of small schools in the less
populous communities. Three-year junior high schools in
12-grade systems, and both junior and senior high sctools in
11-grade systems, would seem likewise to have spread larkely
in the smaller communities, though to a less extent than the
combined schools. Among the 6-2-4 plan junior-senior
high schools and the conventional 4-year high schools
there is no clear evidence of any important change in relative
distribution.

The changes in average enrollment thus indicate a marked
downward extension of the reorganization movement in
terms of both the size of schools and the size of communities
which the movement affects. It should be recalled that in
spite of this trend reorganized schools are still toredominantly
l&rge schools located in towns and cities of at least moderate
size. Assuming no untoward interference with the tend-
encies of recent years, however, there is-reason to expect that
the pext decade may witness the widespread development of
remianized schools in much smaller communities.

5. SUMMARY

The preitent status of the movement for secondary-school
reorganization and the recent trends in the movement may
be briefly summarized as follows:

The movement for secondary-school reorganization among
schools for white pupils has produced a wide variety of special
types of grade grouping. The great majority of reorganized
school systems have adopted either a 6-34 or a 6-6 plan of
organization, with occasional use of the 6-2-4 plan. Present
tendencies increasingly favor the 64-3 and 6-6 pians. The
grade combinations under these plans have resulted in three
major types of reorganized schools: Separate junior and
senior high schools, undivided 6-year schools, and combined
junior-senior high schools. The latter represent a compro-
mise between the first two types, providing for *a distinction
between junior and senior units, yet allowing the administra-
tion of both units v)ithin a single school.

Riorganized schools for white pupils enrolled in 1929-30
approximated one-third of all such pupils enrolled in grades
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6 through 12. Elementary schools and conventionally organ-
ized high schools accounted for the remaining two-thirds.
Of the total number of individual secondary schools, reorgan-
ized schools constituted one-fourth. The pupils attending
reorganized schools comprised nearly half the total second-
ary-school enrollment. Both the total number of reorgan-
ized schools and the rela0e numbers of pupils enrolled in
such schools have increased markedly since 1925-26.

In the proportion of its secondary-school pupils enrolled
in reorganized schools New England ranked first in 1929-30;
the Western, Middle Western, and Middle Atlantic States
fell next in order, the Southern States were last. Among the
major types of reorganized schools in existence throughout the
United States, junior-senior and undivided 6-year schools were
more numerous than separate junior and senior high schools.
Recent tendencies have been in the direction of an appreci-
able increase in the number and total enrollments of each of
the principal types of schools. There have been especially
marked increases in the case of undivided 6-year schools.
In spite of the numerical importance of combined schools and
the striking increase in the number of 6-year schools the
majority of reorganized school pupils in 1929-30 were enrolled
in separate junior and senior high schools.

Data gathered w 1930 show that most reorganized schools
are relatively large ?,chools as compared with conventionally
organized high schools. With the exception of 4-year junior
high schools, separate junior and senior high schools tend in
the main to be city schools. Junior-senior high schools are
found predominantly in small communities and communities
of moderate size. Undivided 6-year schools and 4-year junior
high schools are typically rural and village schools. Changes
in the average sizes of the combined schools and the 4:-year
junior high schools between 1925-26 and 1929-30 indicate a
growing downward exténsion of the movement for reorganiza-
tion. As judged by the growth in the numbers of small
reorganized schools, rural and village communities are tend-
ing in increasing measure to abandon the conventional
high-school organization.

ir
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CHAPTER III : THE RESULTS OF REORGANIZATION IN
THE TYPICAL SECONDARY SCHOOL

1. PRACTICE IN THE TYPICAL JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Significance of practice in the " average" reerganized school.
The effects of the junior high school movement can not be
completely gaged without some analysis of the influence of
the movement on the details of practice in individual schools.
Two questions in particular deserve attention in this connec-
tion. First, what types of practice have acconlpanied re-
organization in the average school? Second, how does the
vganization of the average junior and senior high school
compare with that of the corresponding grades of conven-
tional elomentary schools and 4-year high schools?

Basis for descriptions of typical practice.For reasons
already pointed out the reports from individual schools
which form the basis for the present study do not allow a
description of practice in either the " average" reorganized
school or the " avérage" conventional school. The schools
which supplied data for the study seem on the whole to be
somewhat better-than-average representatives of their types.
Descriptions of prevailing practice even in better-than-
average schools may, however, give some indication of what
the average school is like.

The descriptions which follow are based on check-list
reports from 506 reorganized schools, from 30 elementary
schools, and from 52 conventionally organized high schools.

, In the case of the reorganized schools, practice in the junior
high school grades is described separately from practice in the
senior high school grades. The descriptions of junior high
school practice are drawn from the reports of 367 individual
schools; tliose of senior high school practice from the reports
4312 individual schools.

To 'obtain these descriptions the practices reported by the
schools of each group were tabulated to show their relative

I The results of the most important previous studio of these questions are summarued in
Raw* W. C. Evaluation of the Various Units of the Publio-School System. Review of
Educational Research, 1:17S-179, June, 1931.
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frequencies. The practices listed as typical of the schools of
each group areithose which were reported by at least half the
schools in question. Where no specific practice was agreed
upon by half the schools, but where it was clear, nevertheless,
that one of a group of related practices had been adopted in
most of the schools, the practice reported by the largest num--
ber was selected as typical. Each description thus includes
the practices most likely to be found in the type of .school to
which it refers as these schools are represented in the study.

Size, grade organization, and equipment The typical
junior high school, as it is revealed in the check-list replies
from schools including junior high school grades, is a school

mprising grades 7, 8, and 9, and enrolling slightly less than
400 pupils. It has a staff of approximately 17 teachers.
The school has been in existence since 1926; before that year
the system of whichit is now a part was organized on the
84 basis. The junior high school is housed in a building
erected specifically for its use. Senior high school grades
are housed in the same building, but the junior
and or high school grades are under separate adminis-
trations. In the opinion of the junior high school principal
the school equipment as a whole is reasonably adequate for
junior high school purposes. The principal finds that the
provisions for health and physical education are not entirely
satisfactory, however, and usually certain other features of
the plant have, in his judgment, not been well cared for.

Admission and promotion.The typical junior high school
admits to its seventh-grade pupils promoted from the sixth
grade of the elementary school, on the understanding that
these pupils have satisfactorily completed all their sixth-
grade work. In exceptional cases the junior high school
grants admission to overage pupils who are recommended by
elementary-school teachers as capable of profiting by junior
high school work, even though such pupils may not have
completed the required courses of the elementary grades.
The typical junior high school makes no systematic use
either of standardized achievement tests or of intelligence
testa as a basis for admission.

Promotion in the typical junior high school is annual.
The school employs some form of prpmotion by subject, but
there 'is no agreement as to vihether promotion by subject
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shall apply to all subjects, to "major" subjects only, to
"minor" subjects only, or merely to such subjects as the
schedule of classes may allow in individual cases. Promotion
is ordinarily contingent upon a passing mark in the subject in
which advancement is sought, together with the teacher's
judgment that the pupil who is to be promoted possesses the
ability to do the work of the succeeding grade. Industry
and application are occasionally taken into account in
individual cases, and a pupil's chronological age is sometimes
a deciding factor. As in the case of admission, achievement
tests and tests of intelligence are not employed.

Organization of instruction.The typical school provides a
schedule of classes under which each pupil works with six
different teachers in the seventh ?4 : s e, with six in the eighth
grade, and with five in the nini:i gradethe reverse of a
gradual introduction of departmentalization. Each junior
high school teacher is responsible, usually, for only a single
subject, though the average teacher must present that subject
in all three grades. .

Classes in the typical school enroll ordinarily about 30
pupils. The smallest class usually enrolls 14, and the largest
(a class in a nonacademic subject) enrolls 49. Seven class
periods, each approximately 45 minutes in length, make up
the usual school day.

Tests both of achievement and of intelligence are used for
sectioning pupils in certain classes, and occasionally for the
diagnosis of difficulties in learning. The school does not
employ such tests for assigning pupils to specialized subjects
or curriculums, for prognosis or guidance, or for research.

% The typical school employs individual instruction tech-
niques in some of its classes. In some of its classes, likewise,
it pays special attention to so-called "socialized" methods of
teaching. It has adopted some form of ability grouping in a
considerable number of classes. Provisions for individual
coaching of slow pupils in certain subjects represent its only
additional arrangembnt (so far as ita general organization
is concerned) for meeting individual needs. Bright ptipils
receive no special attention, except as they are provided for in
ability groups; no make-up or opportunity classes are offered
for slow pupils or for pupils who have failed; and no predit is
given for out-of-school projects or stucnea.
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Program of sill&es.The typical school's program of

studies is of either the constants-and-variables type or the
multiple-curriculum typemore commonly the latter.
Except for an elective in music, all seventh-grade subjects are

, required; the list of subject-fields includes English, social

studies, mathematics, science, art, required as well as elective
work in music, home econ'omics for the girls and industrial
arts for the boys, and physical training. Foreign language
is added as an elective in the eighth grade, and art is offered

in this grade for a half year only the other eighth-grade sub-

jects are continuations of those offered in the .seventh grade.
In the ninth grade English, social studies, mathematics,
science, and physical training are required; foreign language
continues as an elective, art disappears from the program;
music, home economics, and industrial arts are placed entirely
on an elective basis. The list of separate subjects which are
electitre thus consists of one subject in the seventh grade,
two in the eighth grade, and four in the ninth grade. Agricul-

ture is not commonly offered, either as a required subject or
as an eléctive; nor is business training, though when the
program of studies is of the multiple-curriculum type a com-
mercial curriculum appears among the basic curriculums, as

well as college-preparatory, general, industrial arts, and home
economics curriculums.

Articulation in subject matter and methods of teaching. The
break between the seventh grade of the typical junior high
school and the sixth grade of the elementary school is not
a sharp one so far as concerns the number of different sub-
jects which appear in each pupil's program, or the opportunity
for election of subjects. Promotion by subject, however, is

suddenly introduced and the difference in the extent to
which teaching is departmentalized in the two grades is a
notable one. The junior high school sometimes modifies the
subject matter offered in its seventh-grade classes to meet the
special needs of pupils admitted from the elementary school.
Its general supervisors and certain of its subject. supervisors
give occasional attention to the integration of subject matter
and methods of teaching between the sixth and seventh
grades. Otherwise, the typical junior high school pays no
direct attention to articulation with the elementary school

in the matter of itsIormal (curriculum. No conferences are
[021
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held between the teachers of the two school units, nor is the
curriculum in either unit a product of committee deliberation
in which teachers of the other unit have had a share.

Articulation with the senior high school is somewhat more
directly cared for. The number of subjects in each pupils'
schedule, the opportunity for promotion by subject, and the
extent of departmentalization, tend to be apProximately the
same in the tenth grade as in the ninth. The opportunity
for election of courses is considerably greater in the tenth
grade. Provision is frequently made by which pupils
promoted to the senior high school may take certain junior
high school subjects to meet their special needs, though
junior high school *pupils can not anticipate senior high school
work. The articulation of subject matter and teaching
methods is presumably advanced by thé faet that certain
teachers are engaged in teaching in both the junior,high
school and the senior high school, that senior high school
teachers are appointed as members of committees on the
subject matter of junior higS sc*ol courses, that conferences
are held between the teachers of the two school units, and
that the junior and senior high school grades have in cCia!non
both general supervisors and subject supervisors who give
at least occasional attention to the integration of subject
matter and methods. It is to be noted, however, that articu-
lation between the schools seems ordinarily to take place
from the top down; senior high school teachers commonly
have a voice in the formulation of junior high school courses,
but junior high school teachers tend to have no corresponding
influence upon Nnior high school work.

Extracurriculum program.The typical school's program
of extracurriculum activities is an extensive one. Practically
all the pupils are enrolled in home-room organizations; a
considerable number engage in club , extracur-
riculum Athletics, and pupil-conducted assemblies, and at
least some pupils are active in a general school iovernment,
in musical organizitions, school publications, and school
social affairs, and in school exhibitions and graduations.
Pupil activity is encouraged by the fact that pupils áre either
required to take part in some form of activity or aril given to
understand that if they do not choose to participate -they
must devote their extracurriculum periods to study or to
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other assigned tasks. Participation in extracurriculum
activities does not, however, carry credit toward promotion
or graduation, nor is it required for promotion or graduation.
Three half-hour periods Per week are regularly set aside for
extracurriculum activities, of which one is devoted to home-
room activities, one to clubs, anti one to pupil assemblies.
Other activities are conducted outside of school hours.
Financial support for the- extracurriculum is obtained from
dues, sales of tickets to entertainments, subscriptions to
school publications, the sale of advertising, and the like.
Prom the financial standpoint, both the extracurriculum
program as a whole and the separate activities of which it is
composed lead a largely catch-as-catch-can existence.

Between the extracurriculum of the typical junior high
school and extracurriculum activities in the elementary

.-school there is no apparent connection whatever, except that
me of the activities offered in the junior high school are

offered also in the elementary school. The gap betwben
junior and senior high schools is, by contrast, not a marked
'one. The program of extracurriculum activities of the tenth
grade closely parallels that of the ninth. But the only defi-
nite provision made to articulate the extracurriculums of the
junior and senior high schools consists in an arrangement by
which certain teachers act as sponsors of extracurriculum
activities in both schools.

Guidance activilie8.The guidance program of the typical
junior high school includes a slight attentionbut only slight
attentiontoothe guidance of elementary-school pupils before
they enter the junior high school. Sixth-grade pupils have
the work of the jimior high school explained to them
by their elementary-school principal or teachers, and occa-
sionally such pupils are given assistance in choosing specific
subjects which will be open to them when they enter.the
juniór high school. Elementary-school pupils do not visit
the junior high school prior to their admission to the school,
and no measures are takim to acquaint any considerable
number of their parents with the nature of the junior high
school program.

Once enrolled in the typical junior high school, pupils are
, given group guidance by their home-room teachers both dur-
ing the first two or three weeks of school and more or less con-
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tinuously ,thereafter throughout the junior high school
period. They receive no systematic individual guidance
when they first enter the school; nor, indeed, can the majority
of pupils count on receiving individual guidance during the
junior high school period. When such guidance is given, it
comes, as in the cas.e of group guidance, from the home"om
teachers. Major emphasis in guidance is placed on the
choice of specific subjects of study, but some attention is
devoted also to participation in extracuniculum activities,
to vocational choices, to ethical conduct and etiquette or
"manners," to health, to methods of study, and to use of
leisure time. Though ihe parents of practically all the
pupils are kept inforiked concerning their children's special
problems, the use of printed reports furnishes the chief
means of communication with the home; parents are not
reached in any large number of cases either through indi-
vidual interviews -or thrgugh.group meetings.,

The guidance of junior high school pupils with respect to
their future activities in the senior high school is less exten-
sive than their guidance in strictly junior high school matterti.
Ninth-grade pupils have the work of the senioi high school
explained to them by their junior higli school principal or
teachers; occasionally they visit the senior high school.
Their introdliction to senior high school problems consists
almost Aclusively of assistance in the choice of the specific
subjects oz curriculums which they are to pursue in the tenth
grade. Their parents receive printed or mimeographed ma-
terials describing the senior high school requirements and
program of studies. Except in these ways, the juniör high
school ; not 'directly concern itself with its pupils' senior
high school plins. .

Agencie8 of guidanci.The provision of a comprehensive
program of guidance is no doubt handicapped, in the typical
junior high school, by the fact that the school has no special
guidance staff; whaaver 'guidance is offered must be pro-
vided by the principal and the regular classroom teachers,
with no outside assistance. The school keeps detailed cumu-
lative records concerning individual pupils, on which appear
(in certain cases, at least) scores from standardized tests of
achievement and ability, reports of physical examinations,
and teachers' ratings of pupils' achievement and general
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schOlastic ability. Conferences are occasionally held with
individual pupils and their parents; the conferences are sup-
plemented with formal notices and reports and occasional
personal letters to parents. Group guidance is offered
through home-room periods, assembly talks by the principal
or members of the faculty and by laymen, excursions to
observe workers in specific vocations, and the school's pro-
gram of extracurriculum activities. The school (gem no
systematic guidance classes or classes in occupations; it
makes no direct use of exploratory or try-out courses in its
guidance program; it maintains no cohtact with parents
through visits to pupils' homes; it has no arrangements for
following up pupils who have left the school.

The typical junior high school makes no provision what-
ever for the articuilation of its guidance program with the
program of the elementary school. A degree of continuity
is achieved between the programs of the junior mid senior
high schools, in that certain of the teachers who take part in
the junior high school program take part in the senior high
school program as well. Furthermore, occasional conferences
are held between junior and senior high school teachers con-
cerning the guidance of individual pupils in the senior high
school grades. Otherwise,-the Junior high school guidance
program is formulated without direct reference to its inte-
gration with that af the senior high school:

Teaching 8taff.--It has been noted that senior highthool
teachers have more direct voice in the formulation of junior
high school courses than have junior high school teachers in
the formulation of senior high school courses. This fact is
perhaps in part explained by the composition of the junior
high school teaching staff. No junior high school teacher in
the typical school is paid it salary as high as that of the best-' paid senior high schoohteacher in the same system, and the
lowest junior high school salary is lower than the salary of the
most poorly paid senior high schoohteacher in the system.
The difference between junior and senior-high -school stand-
ards is reflected within the junior high school itself, in that

i.e. teachers appointed to ninth-grade positions must bold college
degrees, whereas seventh-grade and eighth-grkall) teachers
need not be college graduates. Frio; teactlineexperience is

not insisted on in the case of junior high school appointments.
[ 66 ]
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All teachers must, however, have had at least 15 semester-
hours of professiond training. As a result of these require-
ments (some of them only recently put into effect), only 1

out of every 5 of the junior high school teachers fails to hold a
college degree, only 1 in 17 has had no professional-training,
and only 1 in 17 again hap had no previous teaching experience.
Five teachers of every six have previously taught in this
same school. One-third of the teaching staff are men.

Supervision.---Finally, the general supervision of the work
of the typical junior high school is carried on by the superin-
tendent of schools, the junior high school principal, and
certain 'special-subject supervisors. There is no assistant
principal. The principal is the only supervisory officer who
devotes his attention primarily to the junior high, school.
The superintendent of schools has obviously a &versified
responsibility, 'and the special-subject supervisors are ordi-
narily as much concerned with either the elementary 'school
or the senior high school as with the junior high school. All
the supervisory officers engage in classroom visitation and in
conference with individual teachers. Both general faculty
meetings find departmental meetings play a part in the
school's supervisory program. Curriculum revision, the sys-
tematic examination of new textbooks, and the use of school_
" visiting days " are commonly employed as meads -for the im-
provement of teaching during the schoól year; summer study
is emphasized as a further means of increasing efficiency.

Summary of practice in the typical junior high 8chool.This,
then, is 4:te organization of the typical junior high school,
in so far as prevailing practice among the schools included in
the study may be considered typical. Of course no single
school actually exists which is exactly like the school that
has juf,t, been described. The data gathered in the study
offet abundant evidence that one of the most notable char-
acteristics of present junior high schools is the exqeme
variety of their internal organizationsa variety so great
that few of the praptices reported by the schools of the/study
failed to be reported by at least as many as one-tenth of all
the sChools, The description here given is adescription merely
of the usual features of organization in the junior high schools
of the study; the features noted as absent are thosW which a
majority of the xlipols failed to report. 4
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It is apparent that the arrangements that are commonly
provided are not all that might be desired. The typical
junior high school affords opportunity for a surprising variety
of extracurriculum activities, it is true; classroom groups are,
on the whole, not unduly large; slow pupils and overage
pupils are provided for in a measure through certain schemes
for the adjustment of teaching to their individual needs; the
program of studies allows some degree of differentiation;
the teaching staff has for the most part been professiorrally
trained. But the curriculum as a whole still retaips a pre-
dominantly academic cast; the extracurriculum seems to
be maintained quite as much by administrative mandate, as
by its own inherent appeal to pupils' interests; provisions for
individual differences largely neglect the brighter pupils;
the school makes small use of potentially valuable instru-
ments of measurement and diagnosis, arrangements for
articulation with the elementary school-below and the senior
high school -above are in almost no particulars highly deveh
oped, and in important phases of the schoòl's work are entirely
lacking; and provision for the guidance of pupilsa major
function of the junior Gigh schoolhas gone little beyond a
rudimentary stage. All this is true, it must be remembered,
of the organization typical of a group of junior high schools
which are presumably somewhat better organized than the
average. In the light of that fact, more impressive evidénce
than this could hardly be found in support of the thesis that:
no mere formal adoption of a junior high school pattern will
produc reorganization worthy of the name.

I. PRACTICE IN THE TYPICAL SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Appraisal of senior high school necessary.Facts as to the
organization of the typical junior high school present, of
course, only a partial view of tke results of reorganiation.
Though the junior high school grades have been the focal
point for reorganization, the movement for change has been
expected to affect the senior high school grades as well.'
Practice in the senior high school deserves no less attentionthan practice in the junior high school, in any serieius effort
to appraise the reorganized school.

Size, orade-organization, and equipmentThe typical
senior high school, as depicted in the check-list reports from
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schools including senior high school grades, is a school com-
. prising grades 10, 11, and 12, and enrolling approximately

320 pupils. It is thus a. smaller school than the junior high
s.chool, but it employs a staff of equal size-17 teachers in all.
Like the junior high school, it was established in 1926 as a
result of a change from the 84 system. It is housed in a
building erected specifically for senior high school purposes.
Occasionally it shares the building with the junior high
school, but the two schools are under separate administra-
tions. The senior high school principal reports a school
plant which on the 'whole is reasonably Adequate, although
(as in the case of the junior high school plant) there are note-
worthy defects in the provisions for health and physical

a education.
Admission and promotion.Admission to the typical senior

high school is ordinarily based on pupils' completion of a
major part of their ninth-grade work. In exceptional cases
pupils' chronological age is taken into account. The typical
senior high school, lik'e the junior high school, makes no
systematic use of standardized achievement or intelligence
tests in sèlecting pupiis for admission.

Promotion in the senior high school is more commonly
annual than semiannual or oftener, though there is less
agreement among senior high schools than among junior high
schools as to the frequency of promotion. The typical senior
high school employs pitomotion by subject in all its subjects.
The standard for promotion is ordinarily subject completion
as indicated by teachers' marks; but teachers ' estimates of
pupils' ability to do the work of the succeeding grade, and
pupils' industry and application, are occasionally recognized
as determining factors in individuál cases. Unlike the junior
high school, the senior high school takes .no account of chron-
ological age in granting promotion from grade to grade. The
senior high school follows typical junior high school iiractice,
however, in making no use of standardized intelligence tests
or tests of achievement as a basis for its -promotions.

Organization of indrudion.The schedule of classes in.the
typical senior high school rpquires each pupil to work ordina-
rily yirith four different teachersone less than the number
usually assiKned to ninth-grade pupils. Senior high school
teachers, liké junior high school teachers, are commonly
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called on to teach 'only a single subject, though the average
teacher is assigned classes from all three grades.

Classes in the typiCafenior high school are notably smaller
than classes in the junior high school. The usual senior high
school class enrolls approximately 25 pupils, as compared
with 30 pupils in the usual junior high school class. The
smallest senior hig4 school class ordinarily contains only 9.
The largest class (one in physical training or music) usually
enrolls 47. Class periods are approximately 45 minutes in
length. As in the junior high school, 7 such periods make up
the school day.

In the organization of its instruction the typical senior high
school rarely makes tise of standardized tests of intelligence.
When it does use such tests it employs them for diagnosis of
difficulties in learning and occasionally for prognosis and
guidance. It uses standardized tests of achievement some--

what more frequently, chiefly in studying pupils ' difficulties
in learning in connection with certain classes, and sometimes
as a means for the evaluation of temhing efficiency. It does
not employ tests of either type for arr4nging class sections,
for assigning pupils to4specialized subjects or curriculums, or
for research or experimentation. Its reliance on standardized
tests is on the whole less extensive than that- of the junior
high school.

Ill its provision for ihdividual differences the typical senior
high school piovides homogeneous grouping in fewer classes
than does the junior high school. This is presumably due to
the fact that tika greater extent of elective work in the senior
high school, and ihe division of the work into specialized cur-
riculums increase the difficulty of sectioning pupils accord-
ing to ability. Otherwise the procedures are the same in the
two schoolsuse of individual instruction techniques in some
classes, occasional use of "socialized " methods of teaching,
individual coaching of slow pupils in certain subjects. The
procedures not used are also the same. There is no special
provision for the brighter pupils, make-up or opportunity
classes are lacking; no'credit is given for out-of-school projects.

Program of studie8.The program of studies in the typical
senior high school is of the multiple-ctuTiculum type. The
basic curriculums are only three in number: College-prepara-
tory, general, and commercial. Though the school provides
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courses in home economics and industrial arts, it does not
treat these courses as cores for specialized curriculums. The
opportunities which it offers for curriculum specialization are
therefore less numerous than are those of the average junior
high school which has adopted a multiple-curriculum
arrangement.

Except in English, the social studies, and physical training,
all compes in the typical senior high school are elective.
English is required in all three grades; a course in the social
studies is required in grade 11, followed by a further required
course in grade 1 2 ; physieal training is required in grades
10 and 11, and is not offered at all in grade 12.

The elective courses comprise twelfth-grade English (in
addition to the required work in this subject) , socid studies
in all three grades (likewise in addition to the required work),
and three years of work each in mathematics, science, foreign
language, fine arts, music, business training, home economics,
and industrial arts. The elective courses in English, the
social studies, science, fine arts, home economics, and indus-
trial arts consist in each case of a single course in each of the
grades in which these subjects are offered. The school is
likely to provide two or more courses in each grade in music
and foreign language. It provides two or more courses also
in twelfth-grade mathematics and in eleventh-grade and
twelfth-grade business training. As in the junior high school,
courses in agriculture are not represented in the program.

The senior high school prograni thus parallels the program
of the typical junior high school in its primary emphasis on
academic subjects. Except in physical training, the senior
high school provides opportunity for election each year of
all the subjects included in the junior high school program.
The senior high school gives only minimum attention, how-
ever, to the newer fields oflptudy.

Articulation.The arr Sgements made for articulation
of the work fof the junior and senior high schools have
already been described in the 'account of the lower school's
organization.'

t The articulation of the senior high school with higher institutions has not been dealt with
in this project of the survey. For a discussion of articulation between high school and college
see Monograph No. 10 in this series.
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Eztracurrieulum.The extracurriculum of the typical
. senior high school is almost exactly equivalent in scope to
that of the junior high school. Home-room organizations,
general "school government, clubs, musical organizations,
school publications, extracurriculum athletics, school exhi-
bitions, and graduation exercises all clain a share of partici-
pation from the senior high khool pupils, to approximately
the same extent in each case as from junior high school pupils.
The only notable differences between the programs of the
two schools consist in somewhat greater participation by
upper-school pupils in school social affairs (parties, dances,
and the like), and their somewhat smaller participatipi in
school assemblies.

In the senior high school as inlhe junior high school, puPils
are either required to take part in some form of activity or
are given a choice between participation and study. The
senior high school follows the practice of the junior high school
in giving no credit for extricurricillum activities toward pro-,

motion or graduation, and in not requiring such activities for
promotion or graduation.

The senior high school differs from the junior high school
in providing only two half-hour periods each week for its
in-school program of extracurriculum activities as contrasted
with three in the lower school. Of the two senior high school
periods, one is devoted to assemblies and the other to
miscellaneous ac tivi ties.

Financial support for the extracurriculum is derived in the
senior high : boo!, as in the junior high school, fr9m a some-
what haph o variety of sources. .

Guidance adivitie.The guidance of junior high school
pupils in preparation for their senior high school work has
already been described.

Once enrolled in the typical senior high school, pupils
receive guidance during the first two or three weeks of school
both from the principal and from their home-room teachers.
Guidance thereafter is given by the principal alone. Guid-
ance is for the most part on a group basis, though systematic
individual guidance is occasionally given. Major emphasis
is placed on choice of subjects and curriculums, participation
in extracurriculum activities, further education following
upon senior high school work, vocational choices, health, and
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methods of study. The parents of pupils are reached, as in
the junior higlischool, chiefly through printed reports, though
interviews with individual parents occillionally form a part
of the systematic guidance program.

The outstanding difference between the gui4ance activities
of the typical junior an(1senior high schools concerns the
parts played by the principal and the home-room teachers.
In the junior high school the teachers are immediately re-
sponsible for most of the guidance work; in the senior high
school the responsibility is borne chiefly by the principal.
This difference probably means that somewhat less time per
pupil is devoted to guidance in the senior high school than
in tin. lower 'school.

Agencies of guidan ce.The teachers' relative lack of
responsibility for the senior high school guidance program is
reflected in the fact that the typical senior. high school
provides no guidance or home-room periods. In nearly all
other respects its arrangements are identical with those of the
junior high school. It keeps cumulative records of the
work of individual pupils; it makes at least some use of
pupils' scores on standardized tests of achievement afid mental
ability; it takes account Rf the results of piaysical examina-
tions; it uses teachers' ratings of school achievement and
general scholastic aptitude; it arranges for occasional con-
ferences with individual pupils and their parents; it offers
extracurriculum activities which may contribute tti guidance;
it provides assembly talks by the principal or members of
the faculty and by laymen, it conducts excursions to ob-
serve workqrs in various vocations, it sends out formal
notices and reports and occasional personal letters to parents.
in addition, the senior high school uses newspaper publicity
and *articles in school publicationstwo agencies not em-
ployed in the lower schoolas a part of its guidance pro-
gram. It follows the junior high school, however, in making
no systomatic use of guidance classes, exploratory courses,
visits to pupils' homes, or follow-up procedure.

Teaching ataff.The teaching staff of the typical senior
high school is -selected in terms of the same standards as
those used for the appointment of ninth-grade teachers in
the junior high school: newly appointed ti&schers must be
college graduates and must have had 15 semester-hours or
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more of professional training'>wj iaeed not have had prior
teaching experience. The number of teachers who have been
reappointed to positions in the school (five of every six) is
'the same in the senior high school as in the junior high school.
One teacher in six in the senior high school, as compared with
one in five in the lower school, does not hold a college degree.
One in twenty of thb senior high school teachers has had no
professional training, as compared with 1 in 17 in the junior
high school staff. More of the senior high school teachers
than of those in the lower school lack previous teaching ex-
perience: the numbers are 1 in 11 and 1 in 17, respectively.
The sénior high school has, however, a staff of whom three-
eighths are men, as contrasted with a staff of whom only one-
third are men in the junior high school. In training, the
staffs of the two schools are thus roughly equivalent, in
experience the junior high school staff would seem to have an
advantage, in its proportio4 of men teachers the senior high
school is in the lead.

Supemision.In supervisionthe last of the major fea-
tures of organization to be consideredthe organization of
the typical senior high school likewise closely parillels that of
the junior high school. The chief diffierence between the pro-
visions for supervision in the two schools consists in the fact
that the senior high school appoints department heads for
academic suhjects (no department heads are recognized in the
typical jimior high school) and that special supervisors take
a less active part in supervision in the upper school than in
the lower. Classroom visitation and conferences with teach-
ers are ted in the senior high school by the principal
and the s erintendento of schools. Like the junior high
school, the typical senior high school has no assistant princi-
pal. The various supervisory officers are frequently as much
concerned with the junior high school grades as with the
senior high school grades. Gefteral faculty meetings, de-
partmental meetings, curriculum revision, the systematic
examination of new textbooks, schodl " visiting days," and
summer study by teachers play a part, as with the junior
high school, in the school's supervisory program.

Summary of practice in the typical 8enior high school.It
should perhaps be said again that individual reorganized
schools follow no such pattern as that which is here described.
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Practice among the schools submitting data for the study
proved to be so varied that no existing school could be singled
out as a fair example of reorganized schools in general. The
description of the typical senior high school, like that of the
typical junior high school, represents no more than a listing of
the practices which prevail among the group of schools in-.
cluded in the study.

Yet practices in senior high schools in general may be
roughly surmised from this description. The points to be
especially noted in the senior high 'school .organization are
strikingly similar to those which attract attention in the
junior high school. On the one hand, senior high school
classes iii general are apparently not overlarge; efforts are
obviously being made to adapt methods of teaching and the
organization of classwork to pupils' individual needs; the
senior high school program of studies tends to permit a high
degreq of differentiation, even though it seems still to be
òverloaded in favor of the student with purely academic
interests; the school provides an extensive and varied extra-
curriculum program, and the teaching staff is predominantly
college trained and professionally trained as well. On the
other hand, the school neglects guidance, provisions for the
brighter pupils, the use of standardized tests, attention to the
nonacademic elements of its program of studies, the develop-
ment of purely voluntary extracurriculum activities, and the
articulation of its work with that of lower school units, to no
less an extent than is charaCteristic of the junior high school.

3. THE TYPICAL JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL AND THE TYPICAL
SENIOR won SCHOOL COMPARED

The fact that practice in the senior high school corresponds
closely to practice in the junior high school is of interest for
the light which it throws on the results of the movement for
reorganization. In spite of its having been centered chiefly
on the lower secondary-school grades, the movement has
borne fruit in the upper grades as well. Thar the senior high
school in some respects falls behind the junior high school is,
of court* not to be overrooked. The upper school makes
more limited use of standardized tests than does the junior
high school ; it often fails to provide tile fields of specialization
foreshadowed in the junior high school's introductory ciaurses
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it affords somewhat less time for extracurriculunt activities
than does the lower school; and it seems to offer, in the main,
a less flexible guidance program. Yet the senior high school
has certain advantages which ought also not to be over-
looked. It has a more flexible system of promotion than the
junior high school; its classes are notably smaller; its teach-
ing staff consists more largely of men. The relative merits
and defects of the schools' organization may, of course, not
be directly reflected in the results of their instruction. From
the standpoint of organization in and of itself, however, there
would seem to be less ground than has sometimes been as-
sumed for comparing the juhior and senior high schools to the
disadvantage of the latter. The two school units are appar-
ently more alike in organization than they are different, and
they share their major merits and dlects in common.

4. PRACTICE IN THE TYPICAL REORGANIZED SCHOOL COMPARED VTE
PRACTICE iÑ CONVENTIONAL SCHOOLS

The data from conventional schools.:-----The original plans for
the present study called for check-list reports from a group
of 8-year elementary schools and 4-year high schools which
could fairly be compared with the reports from reorganized
schools. The data actually secured from conventional
schools, however, possessed certain seriousjimitations.3 For
this reason comparison of the conventionat schools and the
reorganized sch9ols in minute detail will probably serve no
very useful purpose. Even so, a statement of the major
respects in which the two groups of schools differ may be of
some value. The statement which fsillows is based on a
tabulation of practice in conventional schools similtir to the
tabulation for junior and senior high schools.

Artitulation.The most striking difference between reor-
ganized schools and conventional schools as the two are here
represented appears in connection with articulation. Meager
though the provisions for articulation appear to be betimen
the ninth and tenth grades in the typical reorganized system,
they are natal* more exténsive than the usual provisions for
articulation between the eighth and ninth grades of.the con-

,ventiònal systems. Arrangements for integrating subject
matter and teaching methods in the conventional schools
ordinarily consist only in the appointment of general super-

11 Bee Ch. Iowa 4.
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visors, or special-subject supervisors, for the elementary
school and high school in common. There is an abrupt
break in the number of subjects included in pupils' schedules,
in the opportunity for promotion by subject, and frequently
in the extent of departmentalizationmattses in which the
typical reorganized school provides a gradual transition at this
point. There is a similar break in the organization of the
extracurriculum in the conventional schools. Pupils devote
considerably more time to extracurriculum activities, and are
given notably greater freedom in their choice of such activi-
ties, in the ninth grade than in the eighth, the only tie be-
tween lower-school and upper-school extracurriculum pro-
grams consists (as with the reorganized school) in the fact
that certain teachers occisionally serve as sponsors in both
schools. The integration of the guidance program alone seemt
ordinarily to be no more poorly provided for in the conven-
tional schools than in the reorganized schools; but the fact
that the twQ types of schools are on a par in this respect is
not so much a matter of the merits of either type of organiza-
tion as of the.' defects of both.

Articulation is commonly better provided for, however,
between the sixth and seventh grades of the conventional
schools than between the sixth and seventh grades in the
reorganized systems. The differences here consist chiefly in
the fact that thé elementary schools report frequent confer-
ences on subject matter and teaching method between
teachers in the two grades, in addition to the contacts main-
tained through supervision, and that certain elementary-
school teachers act as sponsors for extracurriculum activities
in both grades. So far as articulation directly affects the
pupils' programs, the transition in the curriculum at this
point seems to be of the same general nature in both types of
schools, the transition in the extricurriculum lippears to
involve a less sudden break in the conielitional schoolp than
in the reorganized schools. Arrangements for the articula-
tion of the guidance programs are lacking in both types of
schools, though the programs themselves correspond closely
in the seventh and eighth graaes.

To balance the gain in ar*ulatiairwhich reorganization
, has apparently brought about at the top, against lhe loss in

articulation which it seems to have produced at the bottom,
77
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is a task that must be undertaken with caution. In so far as
the data here presented give a reliable indication of present
conditions, they would suggest a net gain rather than a loss.
The data do not reveal the extent to which reorganized
schools have achieved effective articulation within the upper
and lower units. The tradition of separation between the
eighth and ninth grades in particular .no doubt still affects
reorganized-school practice, as is shown by the common
difference in requirements for appointment to teaching
positions in these grades. Moreover," the establishment of
the junior high school has, in a sense,' produced two gaps
where only one existed before. Yet in' the main there is
reason for believing that the arrangements which the typical
reorganized school provides promise on the whole a more
effective integration of school work than that which exists
under the conventional school organization.

Guidance.Less striking than the differences in articula-
tion, but of some importance, nevertheless, are certain
differences between reorganized and, conventional schools in
the organization of their guidance programs.

In the seventh and eighth grades of the elementary schools
the usual arrangemepts for guidance are in general parallel
to those of the typical junior high 'school. Only three note-
worthy differences appear. To the credit of the elementary
schools is the fact that they provide more frequently ihn
do the junior high schools for interviews with parents and for
visits to pupils' homes, and that, unlike the typical junior
high school, the elemeritary schools tend to use standardized
tests of both achievement and intelligence in their guidance
programs. To the disadvantage of the elementary schools
is the fact that they tend to make no systematic use of guid-
ance periods in their programs.

Differences in the guidance programs of the two tipes of
schools from the ninth grade on are more numerous than in
he lower grades, and tend on the whole to favor the reor-
ganized rather than the coliventiohal schools. In the 4-year
high schools the home-room teachers take no part at all in the
guidance program, and no home-room periods are set aside
for systematic guidance. The guidance which is offered is
provided by the principal, with occasional assistance from
class advisers. The difference between the two types of
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schools with respect to the têachers' responsibility for guid-
ance is more marked in the ninth grade, however, than in the
upper grades, since the typical senior high school also makes
no systematic use of home-room pvriods, though it does
occasionally arrange for guidance by home-room teachers.
Throughout all the upper grades a further difference appears
in that the problems dealt with as subjects for guidance tend
to be somewhat fewer in number in the conventional schools
than in the typical reorganized school. Other noteworthy
differences consist in the fact that cumulative records are not
ordinarised in connection with the guidance program in
the Vear high schools, and that standardized tests and
rat¡ings of pupils' general scholastic abilitY are not reported
as 'elements in the program.

It is doubtless unsafe to regard these detailed differences as
characteristic of reorganized and conventional schools in
general. The data may not unreasonably be interpreted,
hoivever, as pointing to general differences in the attention
paild to guidance in the two, types of schools. Except in the
pWce given to guidance periods in the schools' schedules, the
differentes are not marked in the seventh and eighth grades;
bui from the ninth grade on it seems fair to conclude that
re4rganized schools are likely to make notably more exten-
sive provisions for guidance than are conventional schools.

i'rogram of studies.A further important difference be-
twieen the two types of schools is to be found in the programs
of !studies. Here again the contrast is chiefly in the upper-
griilde organizations.

tIn the seventh and eighth grades the conventional-school
*gram ordinarily provides no opportunity whatever for
ellection, and does not include foreign language among the,
offenngs. The program of the typical reorganized school,
. ;

10 contrast, furnishes a gradually increasing opportunity for
ection, and introduces foreign language in the eighth grade.
he subject fields represented in the required courses,under

he two programs are identical, though in all probability
/differences in content exist within the fields.'

I From the ninth grade on increasing differtn2es appear in
the types of subject matter especially empha4zed. In their
four upper grades the conventional schools t9lid to offer more

i Fa an analysb of curriculum content see Monographs No. 20226 in this series.
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work in the social studies, in science, and in mathemittics
than is found in the corresponding grades of the typical re-
organized school. But the conventional schools %frequently
do not present at all certain COUr888 commonly offéred in
reorganized schools; they tend to give less atteniion tow

business training in grades 11 and, 12; they provide no elec-
tive English and no home economics in grade 12; they omit
physical training not merely in the twelfth grade, where it is
lacking in the typical senior high school, but in the eleventh
grade as well; and they offer no courses whatever in fine arts.
Their attention is on the whole even more narrowly devoted
to the purely acadeniic elements of the program than is that
of the reorganized schools.

Iii g: s eral terms it may be said of the two types of schools
that t a rogram of studies in the typical reorganized school
tends to be increasingly broader than atat of the conventional
scirol as the grade level rises. In the lower grades the re-

.
rgamze

.
opportumtschOol o ers an or e ection of su jects

which is notably absent in the co entional school-, in the
upper grades it provides ins extensively than the_ con--
ventional school for electioiii m nonacademic fieIds, though at
a sacrifice of some opportunity for academic specialization.

Extracurriculum program.--The elementary schools and
4-year high schools furnish somewhat less extensive oppor-
tunity for extracurriculum activities than do the reorganized
schools. The elementary schools tend to allow no pupil
participation in schodkgovernment, and to offer only two
25-minute ax*ivities periods each week, as contrasted with
three 30-minute periods in the typical jimior high scluiol.
The 4-year high schools commonly have no home-room
organizations, and tend to provide shorter activities ptriods
than the reorganized schools. Except in the matter of pupil
participation and hi-in-I-cr.-11)am_ activities, the types of activities
reported in the conventioilal organized schools are
essentially the same.

Teaching staff.In the composition of their teac
the conventional high schools seem to have a slight advantage'-N
over the reorganized upper khools. Ninety per cent of the
4-year high-school teachers commonly hold college degrees,
as compared with only 83 per cent of the teachers in the
typical senior high school. Only 6 per cent of the average
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conventional high-school staff have not taught before, as
compared with 9 per cent of the senior high school staff.
The proportions of men teachers and of teachers who have
had professional training are the same in the upper schools
for both types of schools.

At the junior high school level, however, the reorganized
school seems to hold the advantage. One-third of the junior
high school teachers are men, as compared with only one-,

seventh of the teachers in the elementary schools. More-
over, four-fifths of the junior high school teachers hold college
degrees, as compared with fewer than one-fifth of the elemen-
tary-school teachers. Against these advantages is to be set
only the fact theat 16 per cent of the junior high school
teachers, as compared with 9 per cent of the elementary-
school teachers, have served less than a year in their present
positions.

The balance of advantage would seem to favor the reorgan-
ized schools. Tlie smaller proportion of college-trained
teachers in the senior high school grades of these sChools may
be due in part to the fact that the reorganized-school program
of studies calls for a larger number of tqac ers who have had

72other than a formal liberal arts training possibility which
, minimizes the apparent advantage of the 4-year high school

over the senior high school. Even leaving this Possibility
out of account; however, the net gain in the quality of the
junior high school staff may fairly be judged greater than the
apparent loss in training and experience among the senior
high school teachers. _

,

Mi8cellaneous differences. In addition to these major
differences-between the two groups cif schools," there appear
diffefences in certain small items of practice which are of
sufficient interest to be repprted, but which affect major
features of organization only somewhat incidentally.

Seventh-grade and eighth-grade classes in the conventional
schools tend to be larger and ninth-grade classes to be smaller
than julior high school classes in the corresponding grades.
Classes in grade4 10 to 12 are of approximately the same size
m re

Though class sc
the same in both types of schoo
schools tend to include seven periods of on

d çonventional schools.* or git 41".
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r grades 9 to 12 are essentially
hedules in elementary

minutes each,
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as compared with seven 45-minute periods in the typical
junior high school schedule.

The elementary schools commonly offer promotion in the
seventh and eighth grades by grade only, instead of by
su6ject, but tbey tend to atone for this disadvantage by
allowing semiannual promotions, and by using achievement
'tests (which the typical junior high school does not employ
for this purpose) as a partial basis both for promotion and for
admission to the seventh grade.

The conventional schools provide for somewhat less exten-
sive departmentalization than does the typical junior high
school. Unlike the.staff of the junior high school, the staff of
the conventional elementary school is npt ordinarily engaged
in any systematic revision of the curriculum. The staffs of
most ,pf the 4-year high schools and of the typical senior high
school Are both reported to be definitely concerned with
curriculum problems.

Finally, the principals of the conventional schools (both
elementary and high) commonly report buildings in which the
shop equipment is seriously inadequate. Most of the reor-
ganized-school principals seem not to 1* dissatisfied with
this feature in their school plants. Surprisingly enough, the
conventional-school principals ordinarily express no dissatis-
faction with their equipment for health and physical educa-
tion, though this equipment is a source of common complaint
on .the part of the reorganized-school principals. The ap-
parentirtconsistency of the reports on equipment makes ex-

.

4k "ArQmely hazardous any attempt to estimate the real differ-
ences betweén the two types oi schools on this point.

Is the typical reorganized school superioi to the conventional
school t To balauce these various differencessome of them
Apparently to the advantage of the reorganized school 'and
others to its disa4vantageis no easy talok. The task is
complicated in the present instance by the fact that ueither
the conventional schools nor the reorganized schools used to
determine the differences are wholly representative of their
types. Any conclusions which`can fairly be drawn as to the
relative merits and defects of the contrasting organizations
in general must be less clear-cut than might be desired, be-
cause of the nature of the basic data. Yet, certain goneral
conclusions are perhaps reasonably defensible.
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With due allowance for the limitations of the present study,
it seems fair to- conclude that reorganization has been at-
tended in most schools by at least some increise in the pro-
visions for articulation between the upper high school unit
and the preceding school unit, in the arrangements for system-
atic educational and vocational guidance, in the flexibility
and perhaps also the comprehensiveness of the program of

studies, in systematic attention to the development of

extracurriculum activities, and in the qualifications of teachers
in the lower secondary-school grades. Reorganization seems
also to have resulted in smaller class enrollments and some-
what longer class periods in the seventh and eighth grades,
and in more systematic attention to the improvement of the
curriculum by teachers of lese grades.

Against these presumable gains is to be set an apparent
Ross in the usual provisions for articulation. between the sixth
and seventh grades, and in the qualifications of teachers in
the upper grades. There may have been a slight loss also in
the flexibility of admission requirements to the seventh grade.

The data at hand show no clear differences between re-

organized and conventional &tools in the matter of their
equipment, their provisions for individual differences through
various methods of class org4nization, or their general ar-
rangements for supervision.

Considered as whole, the differences seem definitely to
favor the reorganized school. Though, in the typical school,
reorganization has not accomplished all that has been hoped
fram it, it has in all Probability resulted in numerous changes
likely to contribute to more effective instsuction.

Progress in junior and senior high school reorganization corn-

pared.In concluding this analysis of the differences between
reorganized and conventional schools, two further points
need to be briefly dealt with. One has to do with the rela-
tive amounts of change in organization in the junior and
senior high school grades, respectively. The other concerns
the possibility of introducing the specifiopractices employed
by reorganized schools within the conventianal form of
organization.

In connection with the descriptions of practice in the typ-
ical juniortnd senior high schools, it was pointed out that
though the senior high school appears on the whole to offer a
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less comprehensive and flexible organization than the lower
school, the differences between the schools are not so marked
as is sometimes assumed. It now becomes apparent that
both junior and senior high schools are commonly better
organized than the conventional schools included in the
study. The difference between the typical junior high school
organization and the organization of the elementary schools
is, however, notably less than the difference between the
organization of the senior high schools and that of the
4-year high schools. The senior high schools, that is to say,
would seem in general to have accomplished relatively more
than the junior high schools.

The apparent contrast between the gains of the two types
of schools can not be taken quite at its face value. The
elementary schools included in the study are probably a
more highly selected group than the conventional high
schools, so that the junior high schools may have been placed
at a disadvantage in a measurement of relative gain. Yet
the disparity in the apparent gains of the junior and senior
high schools is great enough to deserve at least passing notice.
In view of the nature of the groups of schools used in the
comparisons, perhaps this much can fairly be sai*hat- the
relative gain in organization at the senior high scfiool level
has been probably no less than the gain in organization at the
junior high school Ibvel.

Improvement of practice in coitventional schoole.In con-
nection with the possibility of introducing reorganized-school
practices within- the onventional form of organization, cer-
tain further facts are of interest.

By definition the conventional schools could not, of course,
avail themselves of the forms of grade grouping adopted by
the reorganized schools. Except in the matter of grade
combinations, every one of the practices reported by reor-
ganized schools was reported by 'one or more of the conven-
tional schools. No feature of internal organization was dis-.
covered, in other words, which had not been put into active
use in some conventionally organized system.

Moreover, a considerable number of conventional schools
reporteà all the practices reported in the typical reorganfzed
school, and other practices as well. Though no conventional
schools were superior to the be4t reorganized schools, numer-
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ous\conventional schools had more comprehensive organiza-
tions than the average reorganized school.
.4k One conclusion is clearly suggested by these factsthat

reorganization in the sense of changed grade grouping is in
itself no guaranty of superiority. But more important than
this conclusion is a fundamental question which the facts
suggest. If conventional schools can provide, and in certain
cases do provide, each of the specific practices which are
suPposed to be characteristic of reorganized schools, why
should not conventional and reorg4anized schools in general be
equally well organized?

It is possible, of course, that the apparent supentty of the
reorganized schools is ä result merely of a high degree of
willingness on the part of the communities supporting these
schools to provide a comprehensive and flexible scheme of
education. Yet the form of organization in itself probably
has something to do with this superiority. Though the con-
ventional organization does not prevent desirable practice,
reorganization may quite conceivably make such practice
easier to achieve. If this is the case, the more comprehensive
organization of the reorganized schools is readily explained.

The assumption that reorganization facilitates desirable
practice is obviously in keeping with the 'arguments used by
the proponents of the junior high school movement. The
validity of this assiimption can not be definitely established
by the data which this study has gathered. There is value
in noting, however, that the facts tiere reported do not conflict
with the assumption. They are indeed entirely consistent
with the theory that the junior and senior high school arrange-
ment is likely to prove definitely more serviceable than the
conventional form of organization.5

I Further evidence as to the relative oomprehensiiness of the junior and senior high school
organization appears in a comparison of the organization of public schools with that of private
seoondary schools. Reports on their organization were received from &IWO of 706 private
schools, distributed through all the principal sections of the United step representing
nonsectarian, Roman Catholic, and other denominational schools. Data from these reports
are not here presented in detail, since the reports revealed no outstanding practices in organ-
ization which oan not be duplicated in numerous public schools. The reports have been
analyzed, however, on the same basis as the reports from public schools. 'The major con.
elusions supported by this analysis are as follows: (1) The individual private school tends to
be much smaller, is measured in terms of both enrollment and numb& of teachers, than the
average public school included in this study. (2) Though a few private schools have adopted
forms of grade grouping 'corresponding to those of reorganized public schools, the majority of
private secondary schools are organized on a 4-year high-school basis. (3) Even the ,private
schools which have adopted some ot her than a 4-year grade grouping give scant evidenoe of
systematic reorganization as reorganization is interpreted in public-school systems. (4) The
internal organization of most private schools (including those which have departed from the
triditional organization) is in certain major respects lm flexible and comprehensive than
that of even the average conventional public school included in this study; and in no major
respects
public,

is it equivalent in oomprehensiveams and flexibility to that of the typical reorganized
school.

]
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S. THE RESULTS OF THE MOVEMENT FOR REORGANIZATION

Conclueions which the data clo not support.The data re-
ported in this chapter represent an attempt to provide a very
general estimate of the results of the movement for secondary-
school reorganization. The fact that this estimate is a gen-
eral one perhaps needs emphasis, since the temptation is ever
present to interpret broad conclusions as if they held true in
every particular instance. The conclusions here advanced
are not intencW to be applied to particular instancet That
the conclusions may be fairly interpreted, it seems appro-
priate to indicate first certain things which the data do not
show, before setting -down in summary terms the things
which they do seem to show.

The data do not show that every school of a given form
of organization has the characteristics ascribed to the
" typical " school of that form of organization. No single
school htis been discovered which is exactly like any one of
the various " typical" schools here described. Individual
junior anti senior high schools provide sometimes more
arrangements, sometimes fewer arrangements, than those..
whiçh ipse listed for the typical reorganized school; and in
every case they provide at least slightly different arrange-
ments. Individual elementary schools and unreorganized
high schools likewise differ in particulars from their type
patterns. The differences are especially marked in the case
of schools much larger or much smaller, than the " typical"
school; but even among schools pf average size local cir-..

cumstances may enter to produce extensive variations.
The data do not show that a majority of the pupils attend-

ing a given type of school are subject to the arrangements
described as usual in that type of school. Since the unit of
organization is necessarily the school, and not the pupil, the
typical school has bien determined by reference to the num-

tot ber of individual schools included in the study, and not by
reference to the number of individual pupils affected by these
schools. If the typical school were to be defined as the school
which the average pupil attends, the forms of ¡rule grouping
here described would still be the same, but the sizes of the
typical schools, and hence their internal organizations, might
be notably different.

[86]
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REORGANIZATION OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

The data do not show that any individual school of a
supposedly superior type is necessarily better organized than
any individual school of a supposedly inferior type. An
individual elementary school, for example, may provide a
much more flexible and comprehensive organization than_ thee
great majority of existing junior high schools, or an individual
senior high school may be notably inferior in organization
to a great many " traditional " high schools. The margin of
difference between the average schools of the various types
is so small as to permit very wide overlapping.

Finally, the data do not show whether the particular prac-
tices commonly associated with any type of school are d
able or undesirable. The fact that a certain practice i as
been adopted by most junior high schools, for example, does
not in itself mean that the practice in question ought to be
adopted by all junior high schools or by other types of
schools. Nor does the fact that another practice is not
usually found in junior high schools mean that the latter
practice is of small value. The question of what should be
done and what should not be done in any school can not be
soundly answered merely by reference to what schools in
general do.

Conchutions suggested by the daia.What the data do sug-
gest is that certain results have tended, more often than
not, to accompany the movement for reorganization as the
movement has affected individual schools throughout the
United States. , These results appear, first, in the practices
commonly adopted in reorganized schools, and, second, in
certain differenctis in practice which are likely to distinguish
most reorganized schools from most conventional schools. o

As gaged by dAspecific practices which reorganized schools
have put into eff4t, most reorganized schools seem to have
adopted only a liitted number of the varied adjustments to
pupils' needs urged by active proponents of reorganization.
In the majwity of junior and senior high schools, emphasis
has apparently been more directly placed on the develop-
ment of the extracurriculum than on any other major feature
of the schools' organization. The adoption of a comprehen-
sive guidance program, the use of reliable measures of ability
and achievement, and the provision in the school organiza-
tion for the special needs of the brighter pupils seem in par-
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ticular totthave received less than their.due share of atten-
tion. Though junior high schools have commonly adopted a

somewhat more comprehensive and flexible organization than
that of mosi senior high schools, the major points of empha-
sis and lack of emphasis in both school units seem to be
approximately the same.

The organization of most junior and senior high schools
probably compares favorably, in spite of its weaknesses, with
that of most conventionally organized schools. No one of

the practices characteristic of reorganized schools has failed
to be adopted in some conventional school. The adoption of
various desirable practices seems, nevertheless, to be more

common in reorganized schools than in conventional schools.

In no major features are reorganized schools usually less well
organized than most, conventional schools; in articulation,
provisions for guidance, the program of studies, the extra-
curriculum, and the composition of the teaching staff the
reorganized schools tend to provide a more promising organi-
zation than that offered by most conventional schools.

Significance of the8e conclusion,8.These conclusions are in

part encouraging, in part discouraging, in their revelation of
the effects of the general movement for reorganization. In
so far as the movement has produced the changes in organi-
zation that were hoped from it, there are obvious grounds,
for satisfaction. But the description of the typical reorgan-
ized school has shown all toqhclearly that many of the hoped-
for changes have not yet been commonly made, even in

schools which have professed definite allegiance to the move-
ment. The failure of such schools to incorporate supposedly
desirable features may not in all cases point to any funda-
mental weakness in their organizations. It may mean sim-

ply' that features desirable in theory have not in all cases

been found desirable in practice. To what source the ab-
sence of special features should be attributed can be deter-
mined only by sareful analysis of practice in outstanding
schoolsan analysis which is attempted in a later section of
this report.°

As a background for such analysis, the descriptions of

typical practice serve a valuable purpose. They indicate, in

effect, the place which reorganized schools in general have

Bee Ch. X.
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REÒRGANIZATION OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

reached in their effort to incorporate desirable practice.
Granting a reasonably clear perception of the direction
which further reorganization should take, the descriptions
of practice may thus help to suggest the definite things which
ought next to be done.

I
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DIVISION rl THE COMPARATIVE PROMISE OF VARIOUS

TYPES OF ORGANIZATION

CHAPTER IV : THE RESULTS OF REORGANIZATION IN
/ SCHOOLS OF VARIOUS SIZES AND TYPES

I1. DEVIATIONS FROM COMMON FORMS OF GRADE GROUPING

Need for distinguishing among various types of reorganized

schools.Though a description of practice in reorganized
schools in general mayluggest certain widespread results of
the movement for reorganization, such a description has
obvious limitations. In particular, it fails to discriminate
among the numerous types of schools which have professed
to be reorganized.

The present chapter sets forth the results of comparisons
between various special types of organization. The compari-
sons deal with summary ratings of the various types of organi-
zation, and not with detailed practices in individual schools.

In succeeding chapters will be found analyses of the ways ip

which certain types of schools differ in detail. This chapter
is intended to provide only a general view of such differences,
in order to suggest the types of organization which may most
profitably be subjected to special analysis.

Frequency of deviations from usual grade grouping8.The
data presented in Chapter II have shown that the predomi-
nant forms of grade grouping among reorganized schools are

the 3-year and 6-year groupings comprising grades 7 to 9, 10
to 12, and 7 to 12. Of the 5,619 reorganized schools included
in the Biennial Survey for 1928-1930, more than 7 in every
10 (73.5 per cent of the total number) represented title or

another of these forms of grouping. Not quite 2 in every 10

(17.4 per cent) were parts of 6-2-4 systems of organization.
Approximately 1 in 10 (512 schools of the 5,619) had adopted
a scheme of grade grouping which departed in some note-

worthy degree from either the 6-24 organization or a modi-
fication of the 6-3-3.

Deviations from usual practice may offer a fertile field for
the development of especially promising procedures. It has

ier
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seemed' worth while, therefore, to attempt to find out why
certain schools have adopted unusual forms of organization,
and whether these forms possess features which are of par-
ticular value.

Distribution of exceptional forms of organization.At the
time at which data were secured from exceptional schools the
tabulation of returns from the Biennial Survey of 1928-1930
had not been completed. Exceptional organizations had to
be identified, therefore, on the basis of returhs from the pre-
ceding biennial survey. The available data made it' possible
to list a total of 476 schools possessing unusual forms of organi-
zation. One hundred and thirty-five of these were 4-year
junior high schools comprising grades 7 to 10, inclusive.
The 4-year schools represented a sufficiently large group fo
warrant an effort to include them in group comparisons;
their form of organization will be discussed later, in compari-
son with more usual forms of organization adopted by schools
of equivalent sizes.' The remaining 341 exceptional schools
provided a great variety of grade combinations, with no form
of organization represented in large enough numbers to allow
a judgment of its merits by means of group comparisons..

To each of these 341 schools there was mailed a special
letter asidng for a brief report as'to tihe exact form of external.
organization which had been adopted, the reisons for its
adoption, and any special advantages which the organization
seenied to offer. One hundred and fifty-one of the schools
(44.3 per cent of those addressed) responded to the letter of
inquiry. The forms of grade grouping represented by the
schools which returned usable reports were distributed as

shown in Table 8.
Thirty-one of the 151 respondent schools are not represented

in the table. Of the schools ncit listed, 23 were found to have
changed from the exceptional organizations previously re-
ported to some more usual type of organization, and 8 schools,
earlier reported as 5-year schools comprising grades 8 through
12, now reported themselves as including the four upper
grades on1ST.

8oe the norms later presented in this chapter, and the general conclusions presented4n
Oh. X.
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NATIONAL SURVEY OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

TABLE 8. Distribution of exceptional forms of organization
(Read as follows: Of 120 schools reporting forms of organisation, 1 was ahigh school comprising grades 8 and 7 and form part of an 11-grade system, etc.; 111:fterjunior high schools in 12e-gride syst4ms, 28 were jun or high schools in 11-grade systems, 1 wasa junior high school in a 13-grade system, making s total Af 35 junior high schools, which repre-sented 78) per oent-of the total number of schools reporting, etc.)

4.

Types of grade combinations

Schools in- All schools

12-
grade

systems

11-
grade

systems systems

1

Jullbf
6-7._ _

7-8
8-0
6-7-8 _ _

7; 8-9

All junior

Senior
9-10-11
84-10-11 1'-
9-10-1 1-12
10-11-12-13 '41

AU senior

Jusior-ivtior
6-7-8; 9-10
7-8; 9-10-11
7-8-0; 10-11
8; 9-10-11-121
84; 10-11-12
8-9-10k 11-12
6-7; 8-9-10-11
6+8; 9-10-11

. All junior-eenior_

Undivided
744-10-11
8-4-10-11-12 'It
9-10-11-13-13
6-7-8-9-10-11
1 through

3

13-
grade Num-

ber
Per
cent

6

1

2 2
4

25
2
1

29

All undivided

All schools:
Number
Per cent

23
13
2
1 ......

I I I mmlo

3
2
1

1

4
1

4

1 39

1

4
1

3
2
1

3
4

......

...... Om MP

13 19

1

16

1

1

1

1

4
17

1
4
1

......

18 27

120

The aingle-starred figures indicate schools whose organizations parallel within 11-gradesystems the 6-8-3, 6-6, and 6-2-4 groupings commonly found in 12-grade.systems.es Types of organization double starred include schools whose principals claimed specialadvantages for their forms of grade grouping.

Junior-college grades are not included in the grade combi-nations here presented.' Except in the case of one stshool
For a discussion of junior-oollege organization, see the report in later portions of this mono-graph, entitled "The Status and Redent Growth of the Public Maim College." The finalportion of the monograph, Special Reorganizations of School Systems, deals primarily withsystems in.which the reorganization of secondary schools included or al some tin* contem-plated the inclusion of funioroollege yean.
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REORGANIZATION OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

reporting an undivided 11-grade organization, the grade
combinations listed include only the strictly secondary-
school grades. Three schools including a twelfth grade and
one school including but 10 grades are listed as belonging to
1 1 -gr ade systems. One school providing 11 grades is listed
as belonging to a 12-grade system. These are schools which
have departed from the systems nominOly in effect in their
States'or sections.

Though reports were received from fewer than half the-
total number of schools applied to, at least one school is
included in the table for each variant form of organization of
which the Office of Education had definite record, the range
of variations is therefore presumably complete.

Tendencies among variant schools.Three tendencies sug-
gested by the data in this table are of particulltr interest.

First, the number of actual variations from established
practice is 'surprisingly small. Eleven-grade systems account
for nearly three-fourths the variations represented. In a
large number of instances the forms of organization adopted
in these systems are based on obvious attempts to parallel
the usual 6-3-3, 6-6, or 6-2-4 systems. This is true, for
example, in the case of the junior high schools including
grades 6 through 8, the senior high schools including grades

thr . s 11, and the 6-year schools including grades 6
thro h 11.8 In not more than 15 of the 87 schools in 11-
grade systems do the variations represent clear departures
from established practice. Thus the table presents in one
sense not 120 variants, but only 48.

4.
Second, the majority of the significant variations are toward

a 5-year secondary school. If the 72 nonvariant 11-grade
schools are subtracted from the total number, the remaining
48 schools distribute themselves as follows: Separate junior
high schools, 9; separate senior high schools, 3; junior-senior
high schools, 12, undivided schools, 24. Six of the nine
junior high schools, 'all _the 12 junior-senior high schools, and
22 of the 27 undivided hchools are so organized as to provide
for five years of secondary education above the el. fa entary-
school level. Only 8 of the total 48 variant schools 4re based
on some other than a 5-year pattern.

The forma of organisation which parallel more usual arranginenta are indicted by the
single gars in Table 8,

1 93
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A

Third, the significant variations center about some form of
combined junior-senior school, rather than about separate
junior and -senior units. With the noRvariani 11-grade
schools omitted, 38 of the 48 exceptional organizations are
either junior-senior high schools or undivided schools.
Whether the trend which is thus suggested represents a
conscious criticism of separate junior and senior units or is
due simply to the sizes of the schools involved, the data do
not make clear.

when4 All three óf these tendencies are apparent the total
number of exceptional schoolsthe 190 which did not report,
as well as the 151 which. didare classified according to their
various grade groupings. Approximately two-thirds of the
whole list represent atftempts to apply the 6-3-3f the 6-6,
or the 6-24 system within 11-grade organizations, largely in
the Soah. Among the remaining schools some 0-oupin
of the five upper grades represents the ,predominant form of
organization. These grades are organized sometimes in °two
separate units, but more commonly in a combined junior
and senior school.

Permanence of the exaptional forms of organization.The
reports from the principals of the__ exceptional schools
listed in Table 8 indicate that the &ganization of approxi-
mitely 85 per cent of these schools is not likely to be changed
within the next five years. As might be expected, a larger
proportion of the 11-grade organizations than of those in
12-grade systems are looked upon as relatively permanent;
the figures are approximately 90 per cent and 70 per cent,
respectively. All three of the 13-grade organizations are
regarded as permanent.

Of the 15 per cent of sclrols which expect shortly to mo;clify
their organizations, approdmat,e4r three-fifths plan to çhange
to one of the more usual forms of organization. The remain-
ing two-fifths contemplate a change to some other excep-
tional type of organization. The, tendency to change is
least marked among the 11-grade schools which already
approximate ividely recognized forms of grade grouping;
otherwise it seems to affect no one type of organization to a
aignificajltty greater degree than the others.

The relative permanence of most of these organizations
can not in itself be taken as a sign of their general value,
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since many of the schemes of grade grouping may have arisen
out of the purely local needs of the tommunities in which
they are found. The principals' reports on the presumable
advantages of their organizations throw -direct light on this
point.

Are the variant organizations of general valuerNearly. two-
thirds of the principals reporting (63 per cent) make no claim
whatever for any advantage in their organizations over the
more usual forms of grade grouping. They describe their
organizations as compromise attempts to parallel more usual
grade combinations. Thecompromises are reported as dic-
tated for the most part by the local financial situation, by
local building problems, or by local difficulties in transporta-
tion. The principals of variant schools which are included
in 12-grade systems are the most united in their agreement
that their organizations have no general value; 22 of the 30
principals involved so indicate in their reports. The princi-
pals in 11-grade systems are less of one mind, apparently
because many of them feel that the 11-grade arrangement in
itself has special merit; yet three-fifths of their number (53
of 87) claim no general importance fof their organizations.
In the case of a large majority of the variant organizations
it is clear that no widely significant issues are believed to be
at stake.

The reports from most of the 44 prinèipals who felt that
their organizations were worthy of widespread adoption
unfortunately did uot bear directly on the point at issue.'

.Claims of special advantage were made by the principals of
eight 12-grade-system schools, thirty-four 11-grade-system'
schools, and two 13-grade-syst:ein schools. The majority of
these claims resolved themselves, however, into an exposition
of the general merits of reorganization, without reference to
the particular form of grade grouping adopted. The state-
ments from 11-grade systems frequently contained, in addi-
tion, some defense of the omission of one grade from the usual
12, with an explanation that this omission accounted for
grade combinations which were in effect the same as those
commonly found in 12-grade systems. The only reports
which dealt directly with an exceptional grade combination

Forms of organizations for which special actvantages were claimed are indicated by double
stars in Table 8. vs.
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and which offered clear explanations of its advantages came'
from two principals of small undivided 5-year high schools in
12-grade systems. One of these schools was situated in
Belleville, N. Y., and the other in Maple Valley, Wash. The
statements from théir principals were nevertheless identical
in substance. The 5-year high gthool, so the statements
indicated, offers a valuable compromise for certain rural
communities between the 4-yéar traditional school and the
completely. reorganized school. A school of this type is
particularly advantagéous where local finances do not permit

A thoroughgoing reorganization at once, or where the local
community is unwilling to allow younger pupils to be trans-
ported long distances to school. Under these conditions the
addition of the eighth grade tó the high-s-dhodl unit may give
pupils a °foretaste of secondary-school work befoie the at-,
tendance law permits them to leave school, and may ate the
same time provide an opening wedge for later reorganization
on a more extensive scale.

SignifiNnee of the reports from variant organizations.The
probable significance of the reports from the. 151 variant
organizations can be summed up in a single sentence. In
spite of the current impression that reorganized secondary
schools provide a fertile ground for experimentation of every
sort, one important aspect of reorganizationthe grouping of
gradeshas apparently ceased to receive any widespread
attention on an experimental baisis.

Promising cli.3p4rtures from staudard practice often go
unrecognized. Failure on the pa.rt of Ake principals of

va4ant organizations to show that these organizations are
important can xiot be taken wholly at its face :lue. It may
be evidence .4s,imply that the-. potential advant. of certain
unusual grade combinations have not become appalient.
The principals' replies clearly suggest, -however, that, so far
as the administrators# themselves are concerned, current
issues in grade grotiping have become distinctly limited.
The issues seem to ennter about two questions, and two
questions only. First, 43'11all reorganizatfofi be ca ed all the
way; to some form of 3-year or 6-year grouping, r
stop At some halfway stageadoption of the 6-2-4 organiza-
tion, for exatnple, or establishment of a 5-year high- school?
Second, of the three Possible forms of 3-year or 6-year group-
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ingseparate junior and senior high schools, junior-senior
high schools, and undivided 6-year schoolswhich one shall
be adopted? Of active experimentation with other forms of
external organization, there is so little that the experimenta-
tion now going on makes almost a negligible showing in
current, practice. The 3-year And 6-year schools are the
dominant figuresdominant to such an extent that their
value seems hardly to be questioned.

Implications cm to furthfr reorganization.This pre-
eminence of the 3-year and 6-year organizations is open to
various interpretations. It may be regarded. by some
observers as merely additional evidence in supPort of a fact
which has already been well establishedthe fact that any
new movement tends to build up in time a set of forms of its
own, and to make those forms just as " traditional "---*ust as

at neWuncritically acceptedas the older forms which
movement has sought to displace. Other& observers may
interpret present tendencies in the4ight of the majority opin-
ion which they representa clearly-expressed opinion that
the 6-6 or the 6-3u3 form of organization is the best and the
ultimate form of organization, and hence is the form to be
sought whenever an option is permitted. Still other observers
may find' the present situation a cause for alarm because ot
the lack of progressive development which it suggests. All
these interpretations and others may be advanced. There
is little in the Wets 'alone which points to any single inter-
pretation as being the most tenable.

Yet, at least one inference the facts do obviously allow
that any serious attempt to re-form the external organization
of American secondary schools is likely to be attended with
tremendous difficulty. Reorganization has added to the
forms which secondary schools may take. The anew forms
are in a fair way, however, to become as conventionally
established as the old. Advocates of changed grade corn-

_

binations which will furather the spread of junior colleges'
the 6-44 system in particularmust reckon with, this fact.
The 3-year and 6-year junior and senior high schooir organi-
zations may not be here to stay; they may; indeed, be in
nearly as much need of modification as was the 4-yea, high-
school .9rgaiiization which preceded them; but to substitute
some other organization in their place will in all probability
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be no less difficult a task than was the original task of re-
shaping the traditional 8-4 system.

Need for further study of variant organizations.---Unfortu-
nately the scope of the present study has not allowed detailed
analysis of any _large number of variant organizations. A
group of 4-year junior high schools are later compared with
2-year and 3-year junior high schools. Detailed information
was sought from certain other exceptional schools which
seemed worthy of investigation, but so small a number of
replies were received, and the data contalted Sin the replies
proved to throw so little light on the matter of relative
superiority or inferiority of organization, that the attempt tit
special analysis was largely fruitless.

This report can offer, therefore, no definite judgments as
to the value of exceptional forms of organization. There is
obvious need for further study of variant organizations.
Further investigation might prove fruitful both in discovering
the special conditions for *hich such organizations may pro-
vide an appropriate remedy and in determining whether
particular forms of variant organika. tion are in general more
effective or less effective than the usual grade combinations.
The fp,ct that the present study dismisses such organizations
without further analysis implies' no lack of recognition of
their possible worth.

I. COMPREHENSIVENESS OF ORGANIZATION IN SCHOOLS
OF VARIOUS TYPES

Method of summarizing practice. The tenacity with which
certain grade groupings have established themselves in pro-tte fessional thinking makes all the more necessary a critical
evah4tion of the forms 'of organization which these grade
combinations involve.

Some method of summarizing practice is desirable if any
one form of organization is to be compared in. general with
any other. To provide such a method, the study has ems-
ployed a system of sebving by which summary ratings have
been given to schools for each of their major features of or-
ganization.5 These ratings indicate the number of arrange-
ments provided by a school to insure the effectiveness of its
instruction. When the ratings characteristic of one group

For the assumptions underlying the scoring system and for an account of the methods of
soaring used, see Ch. I.
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of schools are compared with those characteristic of another,
they allow at least a tentative estimate of the relative corn-
preherisiveness of organization of each group in connection
with each major feature.

Groupings of schools adopted for comparisons.The schools
siudied have been grouped, for purposes of comparison, ac-
cording to two major classificationsfirst, type of organiza-'
tion, and, second, size of enrollment.

Other factors than size and type unquestionably affect the
organization of an individual school. Some of these other
factors have already been mentioned or implied in relation
to the differences among schools revealed in the precedin
chapter. The attitude of the community supporting a given
school, the degree and quality of leadership exercised by
administrative officers, the local building situation, the avail-
able taxable wealthany one of such matters as these may
have no less to do with school practice than may the type of
external organization or the size of the school enrollment.

But type of organization and size of enrollment represent
factors which areiprobably more uniform in their effects than
are most other matters. The importance of other factors is
likely to be variable enough from school to school so that in
group comparisons their special influence may be expected
to be largely .equated. Hence type and size alone have been
used in the present study as the bases for classification.
Other factors have been given all the recognition that has
been feasible in the interpretation of results. They have not.,
however, been taken into immediate account in the major
comparisons.

Forms for various types of organization.Classiped ac-
cording to type of organization, without respect to sike of
etirollment, the schools of the study gain ratings for their
major features of orftnization as shown in Figure 6. This
figure presents the ranges of scores for the middle 50 per cent
of schools of each of the most common types. The scores
are separately recorded for junior '.'and senior high school
grades. Scores for the =reorganized 4-year high tichools
have been computed in terms of the ninth grade considered
by itself, and in terms of the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth
grades as a unit analogims to the senior high school, in order
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REORGANIZATION OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

to allow a readier comparison of conventionally organized
schools with the 3-year and 6-year reorganized schools.

The scores alone provide, of course, only an indication of
relative comprehensiveness. To allow an estimatè of what
the various schools actually do in their organizations, the
figure shows the scori;s gained by the typical junior and senior'
high schools described in the preceding chapter. The scor.es
for the typical schools are indicated by vertical lines under
each of the major features of organization. Schools repre-
sented at4he right of one of these lines make more arrange-
ments under the head in question than does the .typical
school. Schools represented at the left of the line provide
less comprehensively than does the typical school for the
phase of organization under consideration.4

Relative comprehensiveness of organization in junior and
senior high schools.Perhaps the most obvious inference to be
drawn from this figure is one which has alrea0y been discussed
in thé preceding chapterthat senior high school organiza-.
tion is in general not essontially inferior to junior high school
organization in its range and flexibility. The figure offers a
graphic presentation of certain differences already pointed out
in the description of the typital junior and senior high schools.
The only matter which requires special attention in this con-
nection is the apparent difference in articulation between the
two school units. As presented in the figure, junior high
school scores for articulation reprèsent a composite of the
scores for artieulation between grades 6 and 7 and between
junior and senior high schools. Senior high school scores
represent articulation only between junior and senior high
schools. Since the two school units attain the latter articula-

..tion in common, their scores for purposes of comparison are
identical on this feature. In matters other than articulation,
the differences between the units as shown in the figure
correspond to the summary statement of such differences
given in Chapter III.

Relative comprehensiveness of various types of organization.
Of more immediate interest are the differences in scores
ámong the various types of: school organization. In the

s As noted at the beginning of this chapter, suooeeding chapters (V to VIII) discuss the
differences &mans various types of schools in terms of detailed practices. In Ch. X will be
found an analysis of practice in a group of outstanding schools.

128466°-33---8 [ 101 I
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scores for two of the major features -tio differences occur
which seem in themselves to be characteristic of different
types of orpinization. These features are the provisions fa
admission and promotion, and the organization of instruction.

connection with each of the seven remaining features
there are noteworthy contrasts among the various groupetf
schools.

The differences suggest, first, 'that 3-year separate4schoo1s
, and 3-3 junior-senior high schools tend in the main to be
more comprehensively organized than other types of schools.
The median 3-year school falls below the typical reorganized
school only in articulation. The median junior-senior school
is inferior to the typical school only in the scope of its ninth-
grade program of studies. In the scores for their programs
of extracurricultim activities, their provisions for guidance,
the composition of their teaching staffs, and the compre-
hensiveness of their programs of studies, the superiority of the
3-year and junior-senior schools is particularly noticeable.

The data suggest, second, that 3-3 junior-senior high
schpols are superior to separate 3-year junior_ and senior
schools in their provisions for articulation. The junior-
senior schools are apparently less 'comprehensively organized
than the separate schools in their progrAms of studies.'

Third, the data indicate that 6-year undivided schools
maintain in their junior high school grades a position generally
approximating that of the typical reorganized school. In
their senior high school grades tilese schools fall in general
definitely below the typical school. Six-year schools show
noteworthy superiority only in articidation; and even in this
phase of organization they rank below the 3-3 junior-senior
schools.

Fourth, the scores suggest that schools adopting a 2-4 or
8-4 system of organization, whether reorganized or unreor-
ganized, are difficult to distinguish fronT each other on the
basis of their internal arrangements. The 2-4 reorganized
schools and the conventional schools take varying ranks on
separate features of organization. Except, however, that the

7 The analysis presented in Ch. y suggests thatthe apparent advantage of tbe 3-year schools
in this feature of organization is due to their greater emphasis on required courses. The
junior-seniag schools provide greater flexibility through thel more extensive provision of
elective courses. The above statement holds true, however, iMbope Cone is used as the basis
for comparison.

ow) yi
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REORGANIZATION OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

elementary schools achieve *surprisingly wide range of scores
on certain featurew, there seem to be no consistent major
differences by which one of the types is distinguished from
the others.'

Finally, the scores indicate that 4-year junior high schools
rank in most features among the least comprehensively or-
ganized of the various types. The scores for these schools
are especially low in connection with the program of extra-
curriculum activities, guidance, supervision, and the program
of studies.

Significance of differences among types of organization. It
should be emphasized that the scores here presented refer to
differences among schools of various types without regard
to other factors than type itself. The neglect of size of en-
rollment is especially important. Schools of the types con-
sidered differ greatly in average size, and apparent differences
among the types may be due less to type as such than to the
sizes characteristic of the schools involved. Hence the data
given do not permit the inference that type of organization
is ih itself a principal cause of differences in practice.

The data do permit the inference, however, that reorgani-
zation has made notably greater headway among certain types
of schools than among others. The apparent superiority of
the separate 3-year schools and the 3-3 junior-senior high
schools is particularly worthy of attention. Whether the
differences which distinguish these schools from the others
are due to type of organization or to some othei nAtter, the
fact that the differences exist is in itself significant.

S. COMPREHENSIVENESS OF ORGANIZATION IN SCHOOLS
OF VARIOUS SIZES

Norms for organization in se/too/so of various etzes. The
extent to which a school's organization may be affected by
the size of its enrollment, as distinct from' its type of organi-
zation, is suggested by the data presented in*Figure 7. This
figure gives the ranges of scores for the middle 50 per cent
ot each of six different size groups of schools. Reorganized

I The high scores in articulation gained by the three upper grades in conventionally organized
high schools are due to the fact that these wont; represent only the articulation between grades
9 and 10. The score for grade 9 alone is a oomposite of the scores for articulation between grades
8 and 9, and 9 and 10. The fairest measure of articulation between the separate units in the
conventional system is to be found in the scores for the elementary grade&
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REORGANIZATION OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

and conventionally organized schools alike are included, ex-
cept that to avoid certain relatively profitless difficulties in
calculation the separate scores for the ninth grades of the
conventional schools have not been taken into account.

Size groups used as a basis for classification.The size
groups used in this figure require a brief explanation.

Schools have been grouped not on the usual basis of total
enrollments, but in terms of average enrollments per grade.
Average: have been determined for junior and senior high
school grades separately. Average enrollments have been
adopted as a basis for classification in order to allow as fair

comparison as possible between types of schools including
different numbers of grEideé; e. g., 2-year and 4-year junior
high schools. Though lertain differences are later analyzed
in terms of total enrollnients as well as average enrollments,
th'e groupings according to average enrollments have seemed
to provide the most generally useful type of classification.

In determining the size intervals for the six enrollment
groups used, an effort Jigs been made to . guish sizes of
schools in terms of ore than a pu y arbitrary classifica-
tion. Thus, Group I, h inclus schools with an average
of 30 pupils or fewer in eac i ; e comprises schools which
have not tore than one fair-6ized class per grade. Gioup
II, including schools averaging 31 to 60 pupils per grade,

v comprises schools which are likely to bave two recitation
classes in each grade. Group IIIschals enrolling 61 to
100 pupils per graderepresents schools having in general
three or four such classes per grade. For the groups with aver-
age.enrollments of more than 100 pupils an arbitrary classifica-
tion has been adopted: Group IV includes schools of 1.01-200
pupils; Group V, schools of 201-333 puPils, and Group VI,
schools of 334 pupils or more. Except among small schools,
there is little reason to presuppose marked efféct from the
adoption of any particular interval, so that .for the larger
schools the classification used has been determined chiefly
by convenience.

Features of organization showing characteristic differences.
The sizb norms reveal steady increase in scores from group
to group in provisions for supervisioR, housing and equip-
ment, the organization of the teaching staff, and the kogram
of studies. Among bpth junior and senior high schools in-

[ 105 ]
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NATIONAL SURVEY OF SECONDARY EDUCATION e

crease in comprehensiveness of organization seems in these
matters to bear a direct and positive relation to increase in
size of school.

In provisions for admission and promotion there is a
general increase in scores in the junior high school grades.
Among the senior high schools the changes with respect to
thiA feature are on the whole in favor of the larger schools.
The changes among the senioithigh schools are not extensiye,
howevel.,. and tend to be notably irregular from group to
group.

Scores for the organization of instruction rise on the whole
from small schools to large, but the differences from group
to group are in this case also somewhat irregular..

With certain possibly significant exceptions, there is an
increase in scores for the extracurriculum and for guidance.
Under these features the increase appears uncertain in. the
senior high school grades .of the larger schools. The sum-
mary scores alone provide no suie basis for judging the sig-
nificance of the apparent falling off in the rati, of increase.
The scores suggest a question, however, as to whether in-
crease in size of scho beyond a certain point results in any
importaia gains xtracurriculuiii activities or in guidance.

Under the remaining headthat of articulationthe
sc.ores show a definite and fairly steady decrease as average
grade enrollments increase. In connection with this feature
the evidene points overwhelmingly to a lessening compre-
hensiveness of organization with increase in school enroll-
ment.

&ores for schools of various eizes grouped according to total
enroliments.Norms have been calculated in terms 'of total
enrollments as well as of ayierage grade enrollments. The
scores for total-enrollment groups are not listed in this
report, since they do not add any significant evidence to that
already presented. It will suffice to note that except in
certain respects in which the different bases for classifica-
tioh produce differences between the two sets of scores, tho
scores for total enrollments substantiate the conclusions
drawn from the scores for average enrollments.

It shatild be borne in mind that these coliclusions are based
on data from various sizes of schools without respect to types
of organization, The conclusions suggest what is likely toitk
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REORGANIZATION OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

be true of the average school of efth size group. They do
not take into account possible advantages or defects which
may be characteristic of special topes of schools.

4. COMPREHENSIVENESS OF ORGANIZATION IN SCHOOLS OF
EQUIVALENT SIZE

Method of equating influence of size.The possibility that
type of organization and size of enrollment affect school
practice somewhat independently of each other suggets the
need for taking account of both these factors at once. The
effects of one factor need to be equated or eliminated in order
to allow a wholly just estimate of the effects of tbe other.

To equate the influence of enrollment in comparing the
various types of organization, schools of approximately
equivalent sizes have been compared with each Wier. These
comparisons have been accomplished by segregating the
schools o7iFeach type under the six major size groups based on
average enrollments per grade. Separate groupings have
been made according to junior and senior high school enroll-
ments. For each type of school within each group the num-
ber of schools has then been determined, which reach 'or sur-
pass the median scores 9 for all schools of that size. The
resultant figures, translated into percentages for each type of
school, indicate the proportions of schools of any given typeI.
which have at least as comprehensive an organization as is.
usuall3kto be found among schools of their size.

ConOrehensiveness of organization in schools of equiimient
average grade enrollment.The summary figures for each
type are presented, in Figure 8. The most striking fea-
ture of this figure is the high 4nking which it gives to the
3-3 junior-senior high schwas. In both junior and senior
units this type of school stands out in general above all the
others, with an average of 63 per cent of its schools reaching
or surpassing the median scores for the separate features of
organization. The junior-senior schools are not particulárly
successeil in meeting the norms for three phases of their
programsprovisions for junior high school admissions and
promotions, the junior high school program of studies, and
the senior high school teaching staff. But in the orge.nation
of instruction, the senior high school program of studies, the

That is, tbe norms given in Fig. 7.
( 107 1
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REORGANIZATION OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

extracurriculum, guidance, articulation, and senior high
school supervision, more -of the 3-3 junior-senior schools than
of any other type attain median or better than median scores:

Scarcely less striking is the place which this figure gives to
the undivided 6-yéar schools. Rated without respect to size,
these schools occupied only an average position. With size
taken into account they surpass all other types 6f -schools
except the 34 funior-senior high schools in the pfoportionate
number of their schools r9tiching the median scores. Their
standing in guidance, artiCuration, the composition of their
teaching staffs, and their arrangements for supervision is
partipularly high.

Grouping the schools according to size *alters the place of
certain other types of schools. Though their average position
is not greatly changed, the g-4 junior-senior schools gain in
cerfain features of organization a somewhat higher rating ff
than that suggested by the scores for type alone. The 2-year
junior high schools and the 4-year senior high schools stand
notably lowdefinitely lower, in fact, than the conventionally
organiut schools, from .which they ware difficult to dis-
tinguish' when size was not taken into account. The 4-year
jiinior high schools gise from the lowest p6sition to about a
median rank. Most surprising of all, the 3-year separfkte
schools show to lesser advantage than on the ofiginal basis?
They still maintain a better-thin-average position, but they .

are sprpassed in general by both ther.3-3 junior-senior sckools
and the =divided schools; and in thseir senior units- they are
no pore than even with the conventional At-yerg hig4 schools.'°

The fares given in Figure 8 refer, as has been said, tosthe
numbers of schools attaining a normal rating, and not to the
average ratings which the schools of the various fypes secure.
For comparative purposes, however, these scores may safely
be taken as showing the 'schools, relative standings in compre-
hensiveness of organization.- They indicate -that note-
worthy cliffe;entes exist among various types of organizatioii,
even when the factor of size- is discounted. txternal organi-
zation, quite apart from size, apparently bears a significant
relationship to the comprehensiveness of a school's internal
arrangements.

14) The,av standing of the latter schools is somewhat increased by the method of rating
their for articulation. Bee the earlier note on this wild,. ,,
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NATIONAL SURVEY OF SECONDARY EDUCATIQN

Comprehensiveness of organization in schools of equivalent
total enrollments.jhe plan of grouping schools according to
average grade enrollments does not qfford a completely
satisfactory basis -for comparing certain types of schools.
The defects of this plan may be shown most readily through
an illustration. A hypothetical community has 2,000 pupils
to provide for in the secondary-school grades. The comt
mtmity plans to establish two secondary schools, organized
on a 6-3-3 or 6-6 basis. It finds itself faced with three
alternatives.. It may set up two undivided 6-year schools,
each enrolling approximately 1,000 pupils; or it may estab-
lish two junior-senior high schools of similat size; or it may
erect a separate junior high school to accommodate slightly
more than 1,000 pupils and a separate senior high school 'to
¡Irovide for something under that number. As between the
undivided 6-year schools and the--junior-senior schools, tlie
lattérs are likely to have the more comprehensive organiza-
tion if the schools follow the tenancies characteristic of the
schobls of this study. 'But as between the separate junior
and senior high schools and the- junior-senior schools the
comparisons tkus far presented do not show which will tend
to. be better organized. The separate junior and senior
high schools will be twice as large as the junior and senior
divisions of the two combined schools. JFbe compcirisons
have 'assumed appmximately equal size 'n[] the units being
compared. To throw light on the situa ion described, com-
parison* need to be made between separate and combined
schools not with equally large junior and senior units, but
with approximately equal total enrollments.

Figure 9 presents data for such comparisons among theL
three types of schools mentioned." The figlires giveh show
the percentage of schools of each type which reacb or surpass
the median scores for all schools of their total enrollments.
In computing the medians, five size grsoups of schools have
been used. Group I has included schools of fewer than 151
pupils in tbeir total enrollment; Group II, schools of 151-300
pupils; Group III, schools of 301-500 pupils; Group IV,
schools of 601-1,000 pupils; and Group V, schoolf; of more

11 Data are not presented for the separate and combined 2-4 organisations because the prob-
lem described is unlikely to arise as between these types of organization,
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NATIONAL SURVEY OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

than 1,000 pupils. The procedure in comp\aing percentages
has been identical with that already described.

The differences between the separate schools and the
junior-senior and combined schdols are «less marked in this
comparison than in the preceding one. The advantage of
greater size in the junior and senior units of the separate
schools makes up in part for whatever disadvantage may
attach to the separate form of organization. It enables the
separate schools, indeed, to take a higher rank than the
undivided 6-year schools. Moreover, it increases the lead
of the separate schools over both the combined organizations
in the compiehensiveness of the program of studies.

But if the average percentages shown at the right of
Figure 9 provide a fair index of comprehensiveness in general,
the separate schools still lag ,behind the junior-senior high
schools. In the organization of instruction, provision for
the senior high school extracurriculum, guidance, articula-
tion, the composition of the junior high school teaching staff,
arrangements for senior higb school supervision, and housing
and equipment, the junior-senior schools maintain a note-
worthy advantage. They attAin at least median compre-
hensiveness of organization, in other words, not merely
oftener than separate schools of equivalent enrollments in
junior or senior units, but oftener than separate schools
which have practically twice the combined school enrollment
in these units.

General conclusions as to comprehensiveness of organiza-
tion.The several comparisons which have been presented
offer summary views of the relative comprehensiveness of
organization of various types and sizes of schools. The
comparisons do not show in what detailed items of practice
the schools differ from each other; that is a matter which
will receive attention in later chapters. Nor do they show
how gie'at the likelihood is that any single school of a given
type will achieve high standing in all its phases of organiza-
tion. They clearly indicate, however, that when groups of
schools are considered, widely different degrees of compre-
hensiveness in the major features of organization are to be
tixpected from schools of different types.

M e..1 specifically, the comparisons póint to a definite
superiority on the part of the 6-3-3 and 6-6 organizations as
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REORGANIZATION OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

contrasted with other types. The factor of size is of so much
importance, however, that its influence considerably obscures
the effect of form of external organization.

Whether or not size is taken into account, the 3-3 junior-
senior high schools stand out. Their advantage over the,
other types of schools distinctly increases 'when they are
compared with schools of equivalent enrollments in the junior
and senior units. Even when they are compared with sepa-
rate junior and senior high schools of equivalent total enroll-
ments, they show suPerior comprehensiveness of orpinization
in most of their major features.

The separate 3-year junior and senior high schools attain
their highest rank in comparisons in which size is not taken
into account. Contras.ted with other schools of equivalent
size's, these schools appear to less advantage. Their com-
prehensiveness of organization is apparently due more largely
to size of enrollment than is the case with the junior-senior
schools. .

The undivided 6-year schools achieve only average com-
. prehensiveness of organization as compared with other schools

without respect to size. When their size is considered the
comparisons are distinctly to their advantage; they then
rank close to the junior-senior schools.

The remaining types of schools-4year jtinio4high schools,
2-4 reorganized schools, and unreorganized 84 system
schoolsoccupy varying positions, depending upon the basis
governing the comparison. In general these schools do not
rise above a median rank. With size of enrollment' taken
into account, the 4-year junior high schools and the conven-.
tionally organized schools tend to stand above the 2-4 sys-
tem reorganized schools.

6. CONSISTENCY OF ORGANIZATION IN SCHOOLS OF
VARIOUS TYPES

Method of 'measuring consistency of organization.Com-
prehensiveness represents only one of the two criteria by
which it has been assumed that school organization may
properly be judged. The other criterion is that of consist-
ency." For the organization of a given school to be re-
garded as reasonably consistent, the study 'has assumed that

II For a discussion of this criterion, and of the methods used in computing relative oonsist-
ency, see Ch. I.
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no one of the school's major fea¡tires of organization shoiildhave been emphasized to the neglect of othersor, to putthe definition more positively, that each feature of organiza-tion should have been devéloped to an acceptable minimumstandard.
Consistency of organization can not be measured by thescores on separate features of organization obtained by agroup of schools. It refers to the performance of individual

schools as wholesnot to the composite attainments of agroup. In each group of schools certaiv individual schools,
however high their standing on one or more features of or-
ganization, have proved to hive a relatively low standing onother features. These schools have been regarded as incon-sistently organized. Other schools have attained at least '-minimum standards in all their major features.. The relative
number of the lattet schools found in each group funiishes anindex of the consistency of organization characteristic of the
various groups.

In measuring consistency of organization the study hasbeen handicapped by the lack of any generally acceptedstandard of minimum achievement in the 'separate features
of organization. IA, has been obliged, therefore, to derive its
ovirn standards from the norms for various sizes of schools.
The median scores on the separate features of organization
for schools of a given size have been arbitrarily taken as
representing acceptable minimum achievement for schools Qfthat size.'3 Schools have been classed as thoroughly con-sistent in their organization if in each of their major features

s, they have reached or surpassed the median-score for the size
group to which they belong.

The measures of consistency, like those of comprehenve-
ness, have been based on two diffeitat size classifications.The measures derived from the.use of norms for schools ofcertain average grade enrollments, and those based on norms
for sehools of certain total enrollments, need to be separately
presented.

Consistency of organization among schools of equivalent
average grqde enrollments.Ifi the right-hand column of

Is These scores ari given in Fig. 7. In Judging consistency of organisation, composite scoreshave been used for the program of studies as a wholethe Qomposite scores taking into accountthe grades represented in various types of schoolsinstead of the grade-by-grade scores pre-Noted in the figure.
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REORGANIZATION OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

Figure 10 are shown the pertentages of the schools of various
types which meet the standard for consistency of organization
in terms of norms based on average grade enrollments. That
the standard is a difficult one to attain is clear. Among the
conventional elementary schools and 4-year high schools no
individual schwls whateker reach median standing in all their
features. The 2-4 junior-senior high schòols are represented

TYPE OF SCHOOL
Number

Grades of
schools

-JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
GRADES

3-3

3-Yeer 'junior

juniorsenkr

6-year undivided

.7.9 133

71 73

7.9 60

.4 PER CENT OF SCHOOLS
Not more than Is

phases of organization
as low as quartile 1

Not more than it phase of

phase of organization organization below

as loos as quartile 1 the median

15

21

15

2-year jurior

24 junior4enix

7-8 47

7-8 40

4-year juricr 7-10 14

Dumbly

9th grade arriorPnWd

11111111112

le

voro 23werrimmi.

9 52

SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
GRADES

SeriOt 1101 2i 94

*omelet 10-12 72

amor12milm
21

6-Year Orthided 4 1012 60.......4
Ow senior

2nior*nat.-4 ju°

, 9-12 42

912 39

11' 20

10

100020 grades wiraxganizsd 1012 52

le

15

11

7

0

10

511

10 15 20 25 0 5 10 15 20 0 15
SCALE VALUES (PERCENTAGES) .

Floualt 10.Pereentages of schools of various types attaining various sttndards for con-
sistency, of organization. (Comparisons on the basis of average enrollment per grade.)

by a single school consistently organized in its junior high
school grades, and by no schools which achieve consistency in ,

the orginization of their senior 'high school grades,/ The
4-year junior high schools, though their proportionate repre-
sentation is relatively large, have only one school in the
consistently organized group. The separate 2- ad 3-year
junior high schools, and the 3- and 4-year senior high schools,
are about as sparsely represented. Only the 3-3 junior-
senior schools and the 6-year undivided schools muster any
considerable number of representatives. Of the junior-
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senior bigh schools, at least four or five times as large,a pro-
portion are consistently organized as of any other type except
the 4-year junior high schools and the 6-year schools. Of
the 6-year schools, at least twice as large proportion meet

f the standards as of the other types.
-To permit further analysis of the differences among the

various schools, percentages are also given in Figure 10 for
the schools of each type which attain certain less severe
standards. In the second column from the right are shown
the pércentages of schools which reach the median scores for
their sizes in at least eight of their major features, but which

atin some cases have scores falling between the first quartile
and the median in one feature. Such schools include those
represented in the right-hand column. In the next column
are listed the percentages of schools which have not more
than two scdres betwéen the first quartile and the median,
the remaining seven or more scores falling at or above the
median. , .

"With a single noteworthy exception, increasing relaxation
of the standard rpsults in no important change in the relative
positions of the various types of schools. The exception is
found in the group of elementary schools. Allowed to fall
below the median in two phases of organization, these schools
are represented by nearly a fourth of their number with
scores at or above the median in the remaining features.
This fact lends strong supporifto a theory already discussed
that conventionally organized schools suffer in comparison
with reorganized schools not because of their inability to
adopt any one of the major features of reorganization, but
because of difficulties which they encounter in attempting
to do justice to all these features at once. The elementary
schools included in the Kesent study afford graphic illus-'
tration of orgánizations a*te average in particular phase's;
but unsuccessful in achieving a Iistently high standing.

Consistency of organization a scitools of equivalent iota
4nrollrnent8.For the reasons #siet fort4 in discussing compre-
hensiveness of organization, the schools organized on a 6-3-3
and 6-6 basis need to be compared in terms of total enroll-
ments 4s well as of average grade . enrollments, The per-
centages of consistently organized schools among the schools
of these types, selected through the use of the norms for
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REORGANIZATION OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

_schools of various total enrollments, are presented in
Figure 11.

Here again the junior-senior sAools and the undivided
schools lead. The advantage of the junior-senior schools
over the separate schools is, indeed, noticeably grea6Nnhan
their advantage when comprehensiveness alone is con-
sidered." The undivided schools tend to be less clearly
superior to the separate schools in the mtanization of their
senior trnits, but in the junior units their scores are almost
identical with those of the junior-senior high schools. As
with comprehensiveness of organization, even, the grea.ter size

TYPE OF SCHOOL

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
GRADES

lyear tumor

13 pm-senior

&year undivided

Grades

7-9

Numter
of

schools

132

73

59

PER CENT OF SCHOOLS
Not more than

phases of organization
as low as quartile 1

Not more than st ri9 phase of
phase of organization organization beiow
as low as Quartile 1 the median

SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
GRADES

ayear senior

3-3 iunror-senior

&year undivided

10-12 73

60

13

le

15

14

19

15

9

14

9 4
III=1111

14

12 5

10

10 15 20 .25 0 5 10 15 20 0 5 It 15
SCALE VALUES (PERCJENTAGESI

FIGurtE 11.Percentages of certain types of schools attaining various standards for con-
sistency of organization. (Comparisons on the basis of total enrollment.)

of the separate schools, unit for unit, dee4ot allow the
separate schools to attain the standards reached by the
combined organizations.

Defects in organization which prevent schools from achieving
eonsisteney .The phases of organization which are most
likelj to keep any given type of school fi:om attaining con-
sistency are, of coursé, those phases in which the type of
school in question tends least frequently to reach a median
score. What these phases are for each, type of school can be
readily &ermined by referring agaiaL to Figures 8 and 9.
The 3-34 junior-senior schools*are most likely to bé handi-
capped irlimior high school adNssion and promotion, the
junior high school program of studies, and the senior high

Cf. Fig. 9.
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school teaching staff. Undivided 6-year schools -are at a
disadvantage in admission ande wpmotion, the program of
studies, the extracurriculum, and ousing and equipment.
The separate 3-year schools ar nost likely to be weak in
articulation, but they are hand capped also in the junior
high school feaching staff. and in -56nioy high school extra-
curriculum activities, guidance, and supervisiQn.

1 t is apparent that no one feature of organization represents
the sole stunfoling-block for any of these, types of schook
The separate junior and senior high schools, for example, are
not kept from attaining consistency merely because they
tend to have left scores in articulation other phases of oigani-
zation also enter in. Nor, from the opposite point of view,
does any one type of school seem to achieve consistency
merely because its schools as a group have relatively high
scores in separate features. The undivided 6-year schools,
for instance, fall definitely bekiihr the 3-year schools when both
types are scored for comprehensiveness on the basis of total
enrollments; yet on this same basi§4he rating of the 6-year
schools for consistency is higher than that of the 3-year
schools.

It seems safe to assume, therefore, that the scbres for
consistency represent a measure which is at lea:st in part
digtinct from the measure of comprehensiVeness. Schdas of

.

a given type mayand doattain-I-higher ratings by one of
these measures than by the other. IThe fact that the junior-
senior high schools achieve outstanding. rank through both
measures is therefore a matter of no small signi4cance.

General conclusions as to consistency of organizatio4.
Analysis of consistency of organization tLus tends to reinforce
in a number of respects the tentative conclusions already
reached. The analysis indicates that schools well organized
as wholes are more likely to be found among the 3-3 junior-
senior high schools than among any other group. It suggests
further that the undivided 6-year schools, when their size is
taken into account, tend individually to be better organized
than any other type except tile jimior-senior schools. The
separate 3-year schools find a place not greatly above the
leiel of the 2-year and 4-year r %Ionized types. The
,conventional schools rank lowest of : . when the individual
schools are considered as wholes.

fb,
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dp- SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DATA PRESENTED

Summary of major condugions.This chapter ha's offered
an analysis in somewhat general term6 of the results of
reorganization in schools of various type, and sizes. To
summarize the conclusions of the chapter in detail is probably
unnecessary, in view of the summaries provided in connection
with each of the major topics discussed. Tliet conclisions
need to be briefly reviewed, however, in order to indicate their
hearing on certain questions to be dealt with, in succeeding
chapters.

Study of the distribution of schools according to form of
organization has shown the 6-3-3, 6-6, and 6-2-4 organiza-
tions to be the dominant types. Other foirns of organization
are' relatively rare. School administrators bare apparently
committed in general to the 3-year and 6ryear organizations
as the most promising forma of grade-groupin:TlieVI:74
forms of grouping, and the various exceptional forms, serve
as compromise arrangements when the niore widely used
grade combinations can not be enployed, or tis half-wany.-,
steps in a process of more eAlensivaa.reergrmintion.

When the various common types are rated
in terms of the comprehensiveness and consistency of their
internal organizations, the undivided 6-year schobls and the
junior-senior high schools organized on a 6-3-3 basis stand
out above all the other types.. The separate 3-year junior
and senior high schools seem to owe whatever advantage
they obtain largely, though not entirely, to the size of their
enrollments. Unieorganized schools prove superior corn-
'prehensiveness of organization io the 2-year and 4-year
reorganized schools, they are unsuccessful, however, in
achieving a consistency of organization comparable 'to that
of the reorganized schools.

The plan of Ow following chapiers.Conclusions expressed
in terms of comprehensiveness of organization and of coia-
sistency of organization, though significant of general trends
among groups of schools, inevitably conceal important
details of practice. Conclusions as to comprehensiveness
anti caísistency of organization, moreover, must Perforce
be derived from more or less subjective inierpretations of
school practice. For both these reasons it is desirable that
the specific school practices on which these conclusions are

e
I.
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based should be subjected tO further analysis. The follow-
ing chapters present such an analysis, in the form of detailed
lists of the practices in vhich schools of various types and
various sizes differ from each other.

Comparisons of detailed procedure have had to be limited
in certain important respects. To study in detail all the
individual schools which have submitted reports on tbeir
organization has been found impracticable. Chief attention
has been given, iOderefore, to those types of schools having
enough representlatives to supply adequate data for group
comparisons, and to the types most prominent in the magye-

ment for reorganization. To list all the warys in which the
various groups of schools differ from o another has like-.
wise proved impracticable. Hence the erences presented
are for the most part only those large enough to be statisti-

_

cally substantial. Finally, a thorough analysis of the effect
of size, as.distinct from type, has proved out of the question.
Comparisons of schools of different sizes have therefore had
to be based on size groups regardless of type. The compari-
sons of various types of organization have, however, takin
size of enrollment into account, so that important inferences
have been possible as to the effect of size as a separate factor.

Though the need for restricting the comparisons in these
Ways has meant greater attention to certain types of schools
than to others, the comparisons afford an important supple-
ment to the general conclusions with respect to all types of
schools. They should serve a threefold purpose: First, to
give concreteness to the conclusions which have been arrived
at in the pfesent chapter; second, to bring evidence to bear
on the viiiidity of the conclusions as(to comprehensiveness
and consistency of orgahization; ana third, to provide a

basis for reasonable conjecture as to why, as well as how, the
various types of schools differ in their organization.

'AL

;*-
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CHAPTER V :.SEPARATE 3-YEAR JUNIOR AND SENIOR
HIGH SCHOOLS COMPARED WITH JUNICR-SENIOR

H IGH SCHOOLS

I. COMPARISONS OF SCHOOLS HAVING EQUIVALENT ENROLLMENTS IN
JUNIOR AND SENIOR 'UNITS

SCHOOLS REPRESENTED IN TIlE COMPARISONS

One hundred and thirty-three 3-year junior high schools,
67 three-year senior high schools, and 73 junior-senior high
schools orkanized on a 3-3 basis submitted detailed reports
on their organization for use in this study. .prouped ac-
cording to average enrollment per grade in the junior and
senior units separately, these schools were distributed as
shown in Table 9.

TABLE 9.Distribution of 3-year junior and senior high schools and
8-8 junior-senior high schools, in terms of average enrollment per grade
in junior and senior units

Average enrollment per grade

Grade and type of organi-
zation Group 1, Group 2, Group 3. Group 4,30 or 31-60 61-100 101-200fewer

.Iunior high school grades

Junior high_shools
Junior-seniar schools.......

. Senior high school trades

Senior high schools
Junior-senior schools....

2

2
14

a

3 4

4 18
10 15

33
20

Group Group All
groups201-333 more

34
ls

7

38
3

4
13

6
12

25
21

22
12

3s

133
73

97
73

The comparisons preOnted in the preceding chapter have
ilayolved the scores for organization obtained by all these
schools. The ichools included ie certain 'size groups have
obviously been few in number. Through the use of sum-
mary scores, however, inter.POred in. relation to the norms
for each size group, it has been possible to take each schoól
intò account in the general comparisons, no matter how few
the other schobis In its group.
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In comparing specific practices in these schools the same

procedure can hardly be followed. The effects of size of en-

rollment must, as far as possible be equated, if the effects of

different types of organization are to be clearly apparent.
This means that practices in the different types of schools

must he compared group by group. Where few schools of

either bne of the types are represented in any one size group,

chance variations among the schools included may have so

much weight ,as to render the comparisons of slight signifi-

cance. Comparisons can profitably be made, therefore,
only within size groups in which the representation of each

type of school is reasonably large.
Hence the comparisons of specific practices among sepa-

rate junior and senior high schools have had to be limited

to comparisons of the schools falling in groups 3, 4, and 5 in

their junior high school enrollments, and.of the schools fall-

ing in groups 4 and 5 in their senior high school enrollments.

The results of the comparisons are separately presented for
the junior and senior units.

L. DIFFERENCES IN THE ORGANIZATION OF TIIE JUNIOR
111011 SCHOOL GRADES

Interpretation of critical ratios in connection with spec')

practices.In Table 10 are shown the major differences in

the specific practices of the two types of schools in their jun-
ior high school grades. The " types of practice " listed in this

table are drawn from the check-list reports received from the

individual schools. Items checked in the returns were tabu-

lated for each type of school within each size group, and the

percentage of schools of each type cflecking- each item was

calculated for the separate gtoups. ,The items included in

the table are those in which the differences in the returns for

the two types of schools were large enough to be especially

significa,nt.
The figures given at the right of the table indicate the criti-

cal ratios of the differences on the specific items. The stand-

ard errors of differences between the percentages of response

for the two types gf schools have been computed by the use

of Yule's formula for the standard *exTor of differences in

simple samplings of attributes.' The ratio between a given

I Yule, O. U. An introduction to the theory of statistics (Lippincott, 1924), p. 289.
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difference and the siandard error of that difference provides
a measure of the reliability of the difference of the proba-
bility, that is to say, that a corresponding difference would
be found again if comparisons were to be made between
other schools similar to those used in the study. A ratio as
high as 3 to 1 (indicated as 3.0 in the table) implies that the
chances are 99.9 in 100 that further comparisons would re-
veal a difference in the same directionL--though not neces-
sarily of the same sizein the practice to which the ratio
refers. Higher ratios imply even closer approaches to cer-
tainty. Ratios of less than 3 to 1 may indicate a degree of
probability large enough to be worth taking into account,
but lack of-space has prevented the inclusion in the table of
ratios below 3.

TABLE 10.Differences between 8-year separate junior high schools and
junior high school grades in 8-8 Junior-senior high schools. (Data are
for schools enrolling averages of 61-100, 101-200, and 201-888 pupils
per grade)

Types of practice shoiving substantial
differ4.Ces

Admission and promotion:
Number of factors taken into account

in determining admissions
Admission Is based in part on esti-

mate of teachers of the preceding
grade as to the pupil's ability to do
the work of the grade to *hich he is
to be admitted

Number of factors taken into account
in determining promotions

Promotion is based in part on tea-
chers' estimates of pupils' abilty to
do the work of the next grade

Organization of instruction:
Number of grades in which the average

teacher offers instruction
Number of different instructional prob-

lems in connection with which
standardised tests of achievement
are used_

Standardised testa of achievement are
used for

Diagnosis of difficulties in learning _

E valuation of teaching efficiency -

Critical ratios favoring

Junior high schools Junior-senior high
schools

81-100
pupils

per
grade

(18
schools)
,.

101-200
pupils

per
grade

(33
schools)

201-333
pupils

per
grade

(34
schools)

81-100
pupils

per
grade

(15
schools)

101-200
pupils

per
grade

(20
schools)

201-333
pupils

per
grade

(18
schools)

2 $ 4 5 6 7

.

4 9

3 8

4 0

4. 0 ..

_ J. _

r
10. 2 3. 0

5. 0

4
-. 3.8

3.1

1231 1

1
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TABLE 10. kifferetices between 3-year separate junior high schools and
junior high school grades in 8-3 Junior-senior high schools. (Data are
for schools enrolling averdges of 61-100, 101f00, and 201-888 pupils

, per grade) Çonti.ritied

Types of practice showing substantial
differences

1

Program of studies:
The program of studies is organized on

a constantsandvariables basis
Required courses

Number of required courses included
in ninth-grade offering

Foreign language is required in grade8.
Mathematics is required in grade 9

Elective courses
Number of elective courses included

in eighth-grade offering _

Number of elective courses included
in ninth-grade offering

s A course in physical training is elec-
tive in grade 7

A course in mathematics is elective in
grade 9

Ertraen rricutu in program:
The administration of funds for tbe

extracurriculum program is on A
budget basis

The form of the pupil organization is
adapted to meet special local condi-
tions

Number of types of activities in which
the pupil organization is engaged

The pupil organization is engaged in
promoting--

Clubs and similar activities
School social affairs

Club activities have been initiated by--
An interested group of pupils
An interested teacher

Guidance:
Number of provisions for offering guid-

ance to junior high school pupils
with respect to senior high school
activities

Junior high school pupils are given
guidance with respect to ethical con-
duct in the senior high school

Class advisors take part in the guidance
program

Home-room advisors take part in the
guidance program

Number of different methods and mate-
rials used in guidance

Assembly talks are given by the prin-
cipal or members of the faculty

Critical ratios favoring

Junioehigh schools

81-100
pupils

per
grade

(18
schools)

4 1

101-200
pupils

per
grade

(33
schools)

3

201-333
pupils

per
grade

(34
schools)

Junior-senior high
schools

61-100
pupils

per
grade

(15
srtools)

5

111

3 1

'3 0

4 5

3 0
4 8

101-200
pupils

per
vade

(20
schools)

201-333
pupils

per
grade

(18
schools)

7

3.

3.

*3.

.5.

0

1

0

2

3. 1

3 9
4.

3.

41.3.9

"3. 0

1

4

'45. 1

'4. 7

1.-

3.1

3. 3

4. 5

°A single star indicates that a given practice is reported by less than 10 per cent of the group
of schools reporting that practice least often.

**Practices marked by double stars are reported by more than 90 per cent of the Junior-
senior high schools. None of the practices listed is reported by as many as 90 per cent of the
separate junior high schools.
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TABLE Differences between 8 lear separate junior high schools and
junior high school grades in 3-3 lunior-senior high schools. (Data are
for schools enrolling averages of v,-loo, 101-WO, and 2W-333 pupils
per grade) Continued

Types of practice showing substantial
differences

Articulation:
Number of arrangements for articula-

tion of subject matter and meth-ods
Between junior high school and ele-

mentary grades
Junior high school teachers are

members of elementary-sehool
curriculum committees

Between junior and senior high
school grades

The senior high school regularly
employs teachers who are at the
same time teaching in the junior
high school

The senior high school employs
teachers drawn for temporary
service from the junior high school.

The junior high school employs tea-
chers drawn for temporary service;
from the senior high school

Junior high school teachers aril
schoolmembers of Anior high

curriculum committees
Conferences on articulation ere

held between junior and se*ior
high school teachers

Number of arrangements for articula-
tion of extracurriculum acti ties
between junior and sen
schools

Ninth-grade and tenth-gradq pils
Engage in about the samd umber

of different ex tracurr ic activ-
ities each week

Devote about the samØ time to
extritcurriculum acti ties each
week

Certain sponsors fort tenior high
school activitie4 se&e as sponsors
for junior high schOol activities

Junior high school teachers are mem-
bers of committees gn *Igor high
school activities

Senior high sch teachers are mem-
bers of com tees oil junior high
school activi

Conferencet II the extracurriculum
are held een junior and senior
high sch 'teachers

Certain su s. rvisors give attention to
the in :lion of junior and senior
high el activities

Critical ratios favoring-

.lunior high schools

G.a 100

.per
Orade

(18
schools)

2

101-200
pupils

per
grade

(33
schools)

3

201-333
pupils

per
grade

(34
schools)

'Junior-senior hich
schools

Pupils
per

grade
(15

schools)

4

3.7

3.1

3 0

4. 0

101-200 201-333
pupils

per
grade

(20
schools)

6

4. 9

"6. 4

3. 8

low
3. 7

'5. 0

5. 8

3.1

'4. 3

3.7

3. 6

pupils
per

grade
(18

schools)

7

5. 1

6. 0

3. 3

7. 4

3. 1

.3. 8

4. 5

4. 3

3.0

3.9
'A single indicates that a given practice is reported by less than 10 per cent of the groupof schools r rting that practice least often."Practi marked by double stars are reported by more than 90 per oent of the junior-senior hi schools. None of the practices listed is reported by as many as 90 per cent of theseparate or high schools.
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TABLE 10. Differences between S-year separate junior high schools and
junior high school grades in 3-8 junior-senior high schools. (Data are
for schools enrolling averages of 61-200, 101-200, and 201-335 pupils
per grade) Continued

Types of practice showing substantial
differences

Critical ratios favoring

Junior high schools

61-100
pupils

Per
grade

(18
schools)

2

101 -2oo
pupils

per
grade

(33
schools)

201-333
pupils

Per
grade

(34
schools)

Junior-senior high
schools

61-100 1 1Q1-200
pupils pupils

per per
grade grade

(45 (20
schools) schools)

201-333
pupils

Per
grade

(18
schools)

5

ArticutationCont inued.
Number of arrangements for articula-

tion of guidance between Junior and
senior high schools

Certain counselors or advisers serve
in both junior and senior high
schools

Both junior and senior high school
teachers are members of corn-

, mittees
On senior high school guidance
On Junior high school guidance

Conferences are held between junior
and senior high school teachers

On the senior high school guidance
program

On the junior high school guidance
Program_

On the guidance of individual sen-
ior high school pupils

On the guidance of individual jun-
ior high school pupils

Certain supervisors give attention to
the integration of junior and senior
high school guidance

Teaching gaff:
Number of teachers holding college

degrees
Less than college graduation is accepted

as a qualification for appointment to
ninth-grade positions

Leas than 15 semester hours of profes-
sional training are required for ap-
pointment to seventh-grade and
eighth-grade positions

Certain teachers employed in the Jun-
ior high school receive salaries as
high as the highest in the senior high
school__ _

Supervision:
The school employs an assistant prin-

cipal
The program of supervision involves

curri um revision throughout' the
school_ _

General supervisors are concerned
equally w th the Junior and senior
high school grades

Housing and equipment:
The school is housed in a building op-

taining only its own grades

*3.2

4.5

-4%446

7. 7

*4. 7

4. 5

3. 7

4. 6

7

14. 4

'6. 4

*4. 8
'3. 3

6. 2

5. 3

5.3

*7. 9

6.1

3. 5

3. 3

1.=a.

'4.9

4.1

'3 9

3
'A single star indicates that a given practice is reported by less thanfip per cent of th.e group

of schools reporting that practice least often. . i

"Practioes marked by double stars are reporsed by more than 90 per cent of the junior-
senior high schools. None of the practices listed it reported by sr many u 90 per cent of the
separate junior high schools.
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It should perhaps be emphasized that the critical ratios do
not indicate extent of practice in the items to which they
refer. Differences between returns of 10 per cent and 40 per
cent and between returns of 90 per cent And 60 per cent, for
example, may ke reflected by the same ratio. The ratios
show only that practices differ between the two types of
schools, and that the differences are large enough to be at-
tributed to something more than chance.

Extent of differences in specific practices.In. order to show
the extent to which the various practices are employed by
the schools in question, certain of the figures indicating dif-
ferences in practice have been starred.

A single star in connection with a given practice indicates
that that practice is rarely reported by one of the two groups
of schools being compared. The fact that it is reported often
enough by the other group to form the basis for a substantial
difference means that it is not rare in the schools of the latter
group. Thus, the guidance of junior high school pupils with
respect to ethical conduct in the senior high school (to use
as an example the first starred difference found among the
smallest schools) is reported by 6 per cent of the junior high
schools and 34 per cent of the junior-s.enior schools. Differ-
ences starred in this way are worthy of special notice in that
they point to things done by one group of schools which are
almost never done by the other group.

Double stars have been used to indicate practices reported
by almost all the schools in one of the groups. Though such
practices are not likely to be rare among the schools of the
other group, they tend to represent arrangements which
have not become thoroughly established. The regular em-
ployment in the senior high schooj of teachers who are ht, the
same time teaching in the junior high school, for example
(choosing an illustration again from the smallest schools), is
reported by 94 per cent of the junior-senior schools and by
38 per cent of the 4eparate ochools. Differences of this type
indicate advantages or disadvantages based on well-estab-
lished practice in one of the two groups.

The unstarred figures indicate differences in practices
which are neither rare on the one hand, nor almost universal
on the other hand, in the schools of either group. Practices
of this sort represent matters with which both groupa are
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collnmonly concerned, but with respect to which one group
takes more frequent action than, the other.

Differences among schools enrolling 60-100 pupils per-grade
in their junior units.Substantial differences among the
smallest of die schools are found only -in the organization of
instruction, guidance, articulation, and supervision.

In* the organization of instruction the sole difference of
importance consists iikthe fact that the average teacher in
the separate scbools offe instruction in two different grades,
whereas the average t cher in the combined schools is
responsible for teaching in three different grades. The dis-
tinction is presumably a reflection of the greater latitude in
teaching assignments which the junior-senior organization
maRqs possible.

In guidance the differences are based on such minor items
of practice as to favor clearly neither type of school. In the
separate junior high schools more often than in the junior-
senior schools, the guidance program includes assembly talks
by members of the faculty; but this. procedure is commonly
reported by both types of school. The guidance of junior
high sclrol pupils with respect to ethical conduct in the senior
high school, though reported frequently by the junior-senior
schools and rarely by the separate schools, offers in itself nd
very important basis for distinction.

The differences in articulation are more noteworthy. The
separate schools surpass the junior-senior high schools both
in the number of arrangements which they make for articu-
lation °with the elementary school, and in the specific fact
that their teachers sometimes take an active part in formu-
lating the elementary-school programa procedure rarely
reported by the juynior-senior schools. The latter, however,
tend to make distinctly more numerous provisions for articu-
lation between junior and senior high schools. In almost all
cases certain of their junior high school teachers maintain a
contact with the senior high school through teaching assign-
ments in the senior high school *des. Differen6es in other
speciffc practices are not great enough to afford a distinc-
tion betten thftwo types of schools. The number of prac-
tices employed by the junior-senior schools in the articula-
tion of extracurriculum activities and guidance is, however,
appreciably to their advantage.
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In supervision the most notable difference is in favor of
the separate schools. Reports from these schools indicate
frequent attention to curriculum revision throughout the
school, as contrasted with very rare employment of this pro-
cedure among the junior-senior high schools. That general
supervisors are more often concerned equally with the junior
and senior high schools grades in the combined schools than
in the separate junior high schools is a natural consequence
of the junior-senior form of organization.

The fact that few differences are found which are large
enough to be listed may be due in part to the small numbers
of schools available for comparison. inspec)ion of the
detailed returns reveals certain further differences which,
though less -extensive than those reported in Table 10, may
be significant.2 The junior-senior high schools tend in
general to providp annual promotions, whereas the junior
high schools tend to promote semiannually. Twenty-two
per cent of the junior high schools employ thp single-curricu-
lum type_of program of studies; more than half the junior-
senior schools have established a multiple-ourriculum or
constants-and-variables organization, and the remainder use
a combination type. The activities of the pupil organization
and of the extracurriculum clubs in the junior-serlior schools
are noticeably more extensive than in the separate schools.
But even when these smaller differences are added to the
differences which are more reliable, the contrast between the
two types of schools is by no means great.

It may fairly be concluded, therefore, that among small
junior high schools and junior-senior schoOls the organization
of the junior units is much alike. The junior high schools
have the advantage of more arrangements for articulation
with the elementary school, of more frequent use of curricu-
lum revision, and perhaps of somewhat greater flexibility in
providing for individual differences through the use of semi-
annual promotions. The junior-senior high schools seem to
be superior in their provisions for articulation with the senior
high school, and possibly also in the flexibility of their pro-

>

9 In this comparison and in the comparisons presented in succeeding chapters, differences
reported in the text but not in the tables have a critical ratio of 2 to 1 or more. This means
that the chances are at least 98 in 100 that such differences would reappear iu similar compari-
ions of the same types of schools.
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grams of studies and in the range of certain of their extra-
curriculum aaivities.

Differences among schools enrolling 101-200 Pupils per grade
in their junior .Substantial differences in the next
larger group of schools appear in connection with all the major
features of organization except ptovisions for admission and
promotion and the program of studies.' The differences are
so numerous that it will no doubt be sufficient to call atten-
tion to their general Waldo instead of taking them up in
detail. For the specific items the reader is referred to
Table 10.

In the organization of 'mstruction there appears the dif-
ferentbe already noted between the smaller schools of the two
types, in the nuinber of. grades in which the average teacher
offers instruction:

The differences, in the extracurriculum-are clearly to the
advantage of the junior-senior high schools. In three of the
four items in frhich these differences occur, the combined
schools report almost universal use of practices which are
found by no means universally in the separate junior high
schools. .

In guidlince the differences consist less in the relative com-
prehensiveness of the guidance programs, than in the methods
of administering guidance. The junior high schools 'tend
more frequently than the combined schools to use home-room
advisers; the junior-senior schools often employ class
advisers who are rarely found in the separate schools.

In articulation the junior high §chools repeat the tendency,
discovered among the snialler schools of their type, to provide
more comprehensively than the junior-senior high schools for
articulation with the elementary school. The difference is,
however, less m lied in this larger group. In contrast, the
differences in arti ation between the junior and senior bigh
schools are more arly marked. The junior-seni9r schools
proyide more numerous amangements than the sepapite
schools, and report various specific practices more frequently.
Among these practices are to be found several which are-
nearly universal in the combined schools, together with others
which are common in the combined schools and very rare in
the separate schools.
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The differences in the composition of the teaching staff,
though in one case they appear in the junior high school
column in Table 10, all favor the junior-senior schools.
Standards for appointment to junior high school teaching
positions tend to 1313 higher in these schools, and the oppor-
tunity to receive it salary equivident to that .of senior,high
school teachers is apparently mater. The nature of these,
differences suggestp that the separate schools are subject
more often than thie junior-senior high schools to the tradi-
tiemal differences in stedards between the elementary and
secondary grades.

In supervision the sole difference is one already noted in
connection with the smaller,ochoolsthat general supervisors
in the junior-senior high schools are more frequently con-

cerned equally with the junior and senior high schòol grades.
There is particular significance in the fact that ihis difference
is starred. It does not appear among the largest schools,
and it is prominent among the sllools in the present group
chiefly because the practice to which it refers is rare among
separate schools of this size. This would seem to mean that
the junior-senior high schools of 101-200 pupils per grade
are the largest schools of their type in which general super-

.

visors are commonly expected to deal on the same terms with
both school units.

The difference in housing and equipment indicates that
the junior-senior schools are almost universally located in
buildings of their own, whereas the' junior high schools;
though separate in organization, must frequently share their
buildings with other grades.

As among the smaller schools, there are certain differences
not large enough to be reported in Table 10 which are never-
theless worth noting. In the organization of the program of

studies, 47 per cent of the junior-senior schools, as compared
with 13 per cent of the junior high schools, are committed
to the multiple-curriculum arrangement. Among these
larger schools the junior high schools .tend to abandon the
single-curriculum organization in favor of a constants-and-

dariables or combination type. The difference in standards
'Tor the appointinent of teachers in the combined and separate
schools extends to the'ninth giade as well as the seventh and
eighth grades, though it is less pronounced in the upper
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grade. Approximfitery a third of the combine'd-school
teachers are men, as-contrasted with only fourth of the
teachers in the separáte schools. These represent the
principal contrasts not noted in the table.

Considered in terms of the advahntage which they give
to each type of school, the differences in this size group chiefly
faVor the junior-senior schools. The separate junior, high
schools again provide more extensively for articulation with
the elementary grades. But in their programs of extra-
curriculum activities, in articulation with the senior high
school, and in the composition of their teaching staffs the
combined schools offer more extensive arrangernents than
the separate schools. In a number of important mtters,
mordovero the combined schools almost universally report
procethir0.3 which are not fuliy eAttblished in the sépárate
schoo .

A
Differences amon ols en1 01 pupils pergrade in

their juniorunitst Anlông the hir :.:t.schoolsthe differences are
ri.still more extens han in the I roup. Differences are

fouild in every major .feature except housing and equipment.
It In admission and promotion the separate junior high

schools take more factors into account, dip do the. combined
schools. The separate schools employ no piactices, however,
which are not extensively found in the combined schools,
nor are the separate schools universally committed to any
distinctive practice.

In the organization of instruction the junior-senior high
schools make notably more extensive use of standardized
tests of achievement, particularly in connection with the
diagnosis of difficulties in learning and the evaluation' of
teachers' efficjency.

Differences in the program of studes center chiefly about
the attention paid to required and elective work. The
separate's schools, adopting the .constants-and-variables plan:
of organization more frequently than the combined schools,
tend to require more courses in the ninth grade. Their
specific requirétnents show a tendency to emphasize formal
academic work. The junior-senior high schools commonly
provide fora greater amount of election in the eighth and ninth
grades, though their programs are not e§sehtially broader than
those of the separate schools.
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Tv. In the extracurriculum the advantage rests with the com-
buried schools, both in the number of certain types ol.actiyities
which they offer and in their apparent provision for pupil-.
initiated activities.

The advantage in arrangements far guidance rests also with
the combined schools. The distinction in the methods of
providing guidance which appeared among the smaller schools
is no longer apparent. There are, moreover, no highly sig-
nificant individual practices in which the combined and sepa-
rate schools differ. Both the number of provisions for offering
guidance, however, and the number of different methods and
materials us i&-i6vor the junior-senior schools.

In articulation the differences between the schools are so
numerous-asto Make detailed comment unnecessary. Among
these largest schools the junior high schools no longer hold
any noteworthy advantage in atrangements for iirticulation
with the elementary school; though inspection of the check-
list returns 4uggests that their equality vailh the combined
kchools in this matter is due to the relative absence of provi-
sions by either, rather than to an improvement id the organ-
ization of the junior-senfor 'schools. In practically all phases
of a ation with the senior high school the combined
schools report more arrangements than do the separatS
schools. Almost universally they list certain arrangements
wfiich have not become well established in the separate
schools, and in a ntimber of instances they report arrange-
ments which are generally lacking in the separate schools.

The difference with respect to the requirement of college
graduation for appointment to ninth-grade teaching positions°
suggests, as in the case of the si aller schools, a handicap .
imposed on the seplarate school y their inability to over-
throw tradition. This di rence is clearly reflected in the
composition of the teaching staffs iii the two types of schools:*"
85 per cent of the combined-school. fetichus, as compared%
with ónly two-thirds of the teachers in the separate schools,/
are college graduates.

In. supervision the only subst4ntia1iglifference consists in
the inore -freq-uent /tmployment of an assista4t principal in
the combined schoolsa natural m4secitiencd of the greattr
total 6rollment of these schools'.
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Three other possibly noteworthy differences are not.sug-
gested by the figures given in Table 10. The junior-senior
high schools make greater use of staiidaidized tests of mental
ability than do the separate schools, thus increasing the
advantage of the former schools in the organization of instruc-
tion. The number of different persons taking part in the
guidance program, as well as the number of different methods
and materi:als used, tends to be greater in the combined
schools than in the junior high schools. The number of dif-
ferent types of supervisory officers tends likewise to be
greater in the combined schools.

In summary, the separate junior high schools would seem
to be superior to the combined schools in this group only in
their provisions for admission and promotion. There are no
substantial differences in the housing and equipment of the
two types of schools. The junior-senior high schools offer
noteworthy advantages in the organization of instruction,
the provision of elective courses in the program of studies, the
extracurriculum, guidance, articulation, the compoition of
the teaching staff, and supervision.

Differences persisting throughout the comparisons.The fact
has been noted that the differences between the two types of
schogls tend to increase both in number and in variety as
the sizes of the schools increase. The arrangement df Table
10 allows the development of these differences from group to
group to be readily traced.

In two major features of organization their programs of
extracurriculum activities and their provisions for articulation
with the senior high schoolthe junior-senior high schools
maintain an advantage in all three size-groups. Their supe-
riority in articulation grows from group to group. In the
flexibility of the program a studies they seem also t6 have a
persistent advantage, though differences in this feiture are
less apparent in the middle group of schools than aznong the
smallest and the- largest schools.

Beginning with the middle group, the composition of the
teaching staffs tends likewise to favor the juniorlenior
schools. The major differences in this feature pers t among
the largest schools.

In the largest group the advantages of iture compre ensive
arrangements for the organization' of instritetion, for. guid-

0
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ance, and fór supervision are added to the advantages already
noted. Taking on these new adva.Vages, the larger junior-
senior schools do not relinquisl any major advantage*
sessed by the smaller schools.

While the differences which favor the junior-senior hig?.
schools tend to increase from group to group, differences--
favoring the separate junior high schoqs run an opposite
course. Among the smallest schools tM junior high schools
lead in their arrangements for articulation with the elerrvn-
tary school, for curriculum revision, and for flexible promo-
tions. They maintain their advantage in articulation among
the schools of the second size group-Omit the other advantages
disappear. The advantage in articulation disappears among
the largest schdols. In this group the separate schools stand
out only in their arrangements for admission and promotion.

It should be noted that the schools'compared in no case
exceed an enrollment of 1,000 pupils in the junior high school
grades. As between schools enrolling fewer than 1,000
pupils in these grades, it may be'concluded, in summary, that
junior-senior schools prdvide an organization which becomes
increasingly more comprehensive than that of separate'
junior high schools as the size of the schools increases.
Among the smallest schools studied, each type of school
possesses certain advantages not offered by the other.
With increasinisize the separate schools tend to lose their
advantages, until among the largest schools the differences
are almost entirely in favor of the junior-senior organizations.

3. DIFFERENCES IN THE ORGANIZATION OF THE SENIOR
HIGH SCHOOL GRADES

Grmos of schools induded. The numbers of schools ava
able for study allow comparisons to be made between seni
high school units in only two size groupsgroup 4, containin
Khools averaging 101-200 pupils in each of their senior high
school grades, and group 5, containing schoots* averaging
201-333 pupils in these grades. Table 11 shows the major

6 differences in practice between the separate senior high
schools and the senior units of the junior-senior high schools
included in each group.

Differences among schools enrolling 101-200 pupils per
grad4 in their tenior uniteSubstantial differences among the
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smaller schools are found in all features of organization except
provisions for admission and promotion and the program of
studies. Except for one item in connection with articulation,
the differences are in every case to the advantage of the
junior-senior high schools.

In the organization of instruction the junior-senior schools
make more use a standardized tests both of achievement
and of mental ability than do the separate senior high schools.
A number of the combined schools, moreover, report the use
of achievement tests for research or experimentationa use
to which such tests seem to be rarely put among theseparate
Khoo ls.

In the extracurriculum activities of the two types of
schools the differences large enough to be listed are not
extensive. The junior-senior schools have an advantage over
the separate schools chiefly in the number of types of activities
in which their pupil organizations are engaged.

TABLE 1 1.Differences between 5-year separate senior high schools and
senior high school grades in 3-3 junior-senior high schools. (Data are

- for schools enrolling averages of 101-200 and 201-383 pupils per grade)

Types of practice showing substantial differences

Admission and promotion:
[No differences showing critical ratios as high as 3.0.1

Organization of instruction:
Number of different instructional problems in connec-

tion with which systematic use is made of
Standardized tests of mental ability
Standardized tests of achievement ,

Standardized tests of achievement are used for
Diagnosis of difficulties in learning
Research and experimentation

Program of studies:
we differences showing critical ratios as high as 3.01

Ertranarkta!I 171:

Number of major types of activities included in the
extracurriculum

Number of types of activities in which tbe pupil organi-
zation is engaged

'T.itical ratios favoring

Senior high
schools

Junior-senior
high schools

101-2,40
pupils

per
grade

(25

201-333
pupils

per
grade

(22
hools) schools)

It 3

101-200
pupils

per
grade

(21
schools)

4. 8
5 0

'3 6

201-333
pupils

Per
grade

(12
schools)

a. 7

4. 8

3. 1

& 4

Practices marked by a single star are reported by less than 10 per cent of the separate senior
high schools.
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i gh scloo grades in
S-year separate

Junior-senior h8iegnhiasrchh0.1:1,14.8.etaaandre
TABLE T1

for schools enrolling averages of 101-91L%J and 20 1-SSS pupas per
grade)Continued

Critical ratios favoring

Types of practice showing substantial differences

Guidance:
Junior high school pupils aregiven guidance with respect

to ethtml conduct in the senior high school
Numbeiiof provisions for offering guidance to senior high

school pupils
Pupils receive group guidance during the first fe*

weeks of school trom home-room teachers
Pupils receive group guidance throughout the senior

high school period from a special counselor
Pupils receive individual guidance throughout the

senior high school period from
A special counselor
Home-room teachers

Pupils receive guidance in
Vocational choices
Ethical conduct
Health
Use of leisure time

The school employs a special counselor
Home-room advisers take part in the guidance program
Number of different methods and mateeials used in

guidance

Articulation:
Number of arrangements for articulation of subject

matter and methods between junior and senior high
schools ,

The senior higslithool regularly employs teachers who
are at the time teaching in the junior high
school

The senior high school employs teachers drawn for
temporary service from the junior high school_

Junior high school teachers are membersNof senior high
school curriculum committees

Conferences on articulation are held between junior
and senior high school teachers

Number of arrangements for articulation of extracurric-
ulum activities between junior and senior high
schools

Certain sponsors for senior high school activities serve
as sponsors for Junior high school activities

Both junior and senior high school teachers are mem-
bers of committees on

Senior high school activities
Junior high school activities

Conferences on the extracurriculum are held between
junior and senior high school teachers

Certain supervisors give attention to the integration of
junior and senior high school activities

Senior high
schooLs

101-200
pupils

per
grade

(25
Fchools)

201-333
pupils

per
grade

(22
schools)

3

Junior-senior
high schools

101 -200
pupils

per

1

schools)

4

201-333
pupils

per
grade

(12
school')

*t 6

3. 9

"4. 1

5. 6

6.7

8

4. 5

3. 1

m 10.

Practices marked by a single star are reported by less than 10 per oent of the separate senior
high schools.

" Doyble stars ipdicate that a given practice is reported by more than 90 Der cent of the
group of schools reporting that practice most often.
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TABLE 11. . Di erences between 3-year seplairatt senior high schools and
wnior high school grades in 34 junior-pnior high nhods (Data are
for schools enrolling averages of lOpt00 and t01-333 pupils per
Frade) Contin ued

Types of practice showing substanti14erexires

1

A rtictiiatw*Cont n tied .

Number of arrangements for art Lion of guidance be-
tween junior and senior higirKhools

Certain counselors or advisertNrve th boa' talliOr and
senior high schools. _

Both junior and senior high ire GO. teachers are mem-
bers of committees on

The senior high school Ice prograni
The junior high school dance program

Conferrnces are held bet i junior and senior high
school teachers on

The sen;or high school idance program
The junior high seta. -dance program

Conferences are held een -junior% and senior high
school welchers OD '

Cuidance of indivi wrikw high school pupas
Gpidanoe of indiviN junior high school pupas

Certlain supervisors e attention to the integration of
junior and senior school guidance

Taxiing staff:
Certain teachers

mire salanes as
.

St:_p,rri,icni.-
Nurnher of

T factiklol e oys
The superv

paged of 4

yed in the juninr high school re-
as the higbest n the senior tagti

t types of supervisory ofti
an awistant principal _

gaff includes a school
meat heads

Critical ratios favoring

Senior high
schools

I 10! -370
pupils

Per
grade

iscboob)

2

Junior-senior
high schools

201-333 101-200
Pupils Pupas

Per Per
grade grad.

(22 (21
schools)

z 4

711 -333
PuPas

Per
grade

(12
schools)

& 5

3, 7

4_ 6

& 3

4. 6

Housing and pnicaf:
The wind reports serious inadequacies in

Roorn4 rener3J purpws
Ronnie home economics
Pro if. for health and physical education. _

higk

Ow ow. W.

3. 5 __ _ .41)*..
4. 1
S. 9 =1.

1. 9

'I 0

marked by a single star are reported by less than 10 per cent of the separate senior

erences in the guidance programs relate to the number
of ¶ rovisions for offering guidafice, the number of different

thods and materialA employed, and certain specific prac-
ri in guidance. The fact that the junior-senior high

hools frequently employ a special counselor, whereas the
separate schools only rarely do so, is worthy of attention.
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In articulation with the junior high school the corn-v

bined schools repeat thé advantages which were apparent in

the reports on thè organization of their junior units. The
senior high schools here represented are not drawn in all
cases from the same systems as the junior high schools
previously studied. This fact accounts for certain variations
in the specific practices reported. In the main the differences

are of the same general nature as those earlier presented.
Differences in the composition of the teaching staff reflect

again the greater tendency to set up different standards for

teaching in the junior and senior units of the separate schools.

In their supervisory organization, the junior-senior high
schools are commonly at an advantage through having a

larger number of different types of supervisory officers. )

e Finally, the junior-senior schools W. frequently than the
separade senior high schools report serious inadequacies in
particular features of the school plant. .

To these differences may be added certain others not large
enough to find a place in the table. The junior-senior high

schools make notably more comprehensive arrangements for

admission and promotion than do the separate schools. The
junior-senior programs provide more extensively for elective
courses, particularly in the tenth grade, than do the senior
high school programs. The methods of supervision reported
by the combined schools tend to be more numerous than those
reported by the separate schools. These further differences

obviously support those presented in tabular form in favoring
the junior-senior organization.

Differences among schools enrolling 201-333 pupils per grade

in their senior units.Among the larger schools, though no

substantial differences appear in connection with four of
the major features of organization, the differences which are
large enough to be listed in Table 11 are without exception to
the advantage of the combined schools.

In the organization of instruction, the extracurriculum,
and supervision, the differences are similar to those which

characterize the smaller schools. The differences in guid-
ance are more extensive than among the smaller schools;
they include differences in a number of procedures which
are practically universal in the junior-senior high schools
but much less common in the separate senior high schools.
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The differences in articulation are notably 1e,Es extensive
than among the schools of smaller enrollment, and consist
less often of differencgs in specific practice. In the compo-
sition of the teaching staff and in housing and equipment
no major differences are apparent.

Noteworthy differences not listed in Table 11 include a
generally more extensive use by junior-senior schools of
standardized tests of achievement, and more frequent em-
ployment of special features of organization designed to
provide for individual differences. The combined schools
again tend to offer more elective work than the separate
schools, particularly in grade 10. Furthermure, the com-
bined schools again report a greater number of different
methods of supervision. Fifty-five per cent of the- senior
high schools, however, as compared with only 17 per cent of
the junior-senior schools, require two years or more of ex-
perience as a qualification for appointment to senior high
school teaching positions; and a somewhat larger proportion
of the senior high school teachers than of the teachers in
combined schools are college graduates. Xmong these larger
schools the majority of the less extensive differences thus
still support the junior-senior organization, though the
difference in requirements for appointment to teaching posi-
tions suggests that the combined schools may be at a dis-
advantage ii the composition of their staffs.

Differences persisting throughout th:e comparisons.With
only two size groups of schools available for study thére can
be no dependable analysis of the persistence of differences
among senior units of various sizes. The lack of tschools
having relatively small senior units is_ a particular 'handicap;
it prevents the examination of differences among schools
corresponding to the smallest of the junior high schools
studied. The most that can be said, th,erefore, is that the
junior-senior high schools seem to maintain no less an
advantage over the separate schoors in their senior units
than in their junior units. In thé organization of instruc-
tion in the senior high school, in the extracurriculum, and
in guidance, articulation, and supervision the advantage of
the junior-senior schools appears to be well established. It
is less assured in the matter of housing and equipment,
though here also the differences seem to favor the combined
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5choo1s. The only important feature of organization in
which these schools are likely to be at a disadvantage is in
the relative experience and academic training of the teach-
ing staffs in the larger schools.

4. THE COMPARATIVE MERITS OF TIIE SEPARATE ANñ COMBINED
ORGANIZATIONS

Conclusions expressed in terms of total enrollments.Com-
parisons of separate reorganized schools and of the junior
and senior units of combined schools have been restricted,
as has already been noted, to schools enrolling fewer than
1,000 pupils in each of the units in question. The total
enrollment of a junior-senior high school is not likely to be
exactly twice that of either its junior or its senior unit.
There is little risk, however, in interpreting the re,§ults of
the comparisons in terms of junior-senior high schools
enrolling a total of approximately 2,000 pupils or fewer.3 A
summary of results in these terms may prove more service-
able than a summary on the basis of average grade enroll-
ments. In terms of total enrollments, the comparisons indi-
cate that when junior-senior high schools of enrollments up
to at least 2,000 pupils are compared with separate schools
of the same size as the junior and senior units in the com-
bined schools, the junior-senior high schools are likely to
exhibit a generally greater comprehensiveness of organization.

Comparison of detailed differences with differences suggested
by summary scores.In Chapter IV the separate 3-year
junior and senior high schools and 3-3 junior-senior high
schools were compared on the basis of summary scores for
their major features of organization. The conclusions
reached in that chapter correspond exactly with the general
conclusions set forth in the present chapter, except in the
matter of the program of studies. The summary scores for
schobls of equiv,alent average enrollments indicated that the
junior high school program of studies was less comprehensive
in the coinbined schools than in the separate schools, and
that the senior high school program of studies was more
comprehensive in the combined schools. Critical ratios for
differences in specific practide do not support this distinction.

3 The largest junior-maim high schools included in this study report total enrollments
ranging to a maximum of approximately 2,000. Cf. Sec. II-1 of this chapter.
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The variance in the two sets of conclusions may be due, of
course, to the fact that they are drawn from somewhat
different groups. The conclusions of Chapter IV are bas'ed
on scores for all the separate and combined schopls included in
the study, whereas the conclusions of the present chapter
apply only to the schools of certain size groups. Differences
among other groups of schools, could they be analyzed in
detail, might offset the differences here found.

In all probability, however, the differences are due in
part to the method of scoring eniployed. The scoring system
seems not to have given wholly adequate recognition to
emphasis upon elective courses as contrasted with required
courses. his in their greater attention to required work that
the separate-school programs of studies stand out above the
programs of the combined schools, whereas the juriior-senior
high schools tend to excel in their greater provision for elec-
tives. This qualification applies strictly, of course, only to
the groups of schools which have here been analyzed in

k

detail. There is nevertheless some probability that it applies
to differences in the programs of studies of the schools in
other size groups as well.

Possible expkzAations of the differences between the two types
of school s.Lists of the practices employed by contrasting
types of schools, however detailed those lists may be, supply
in themselves only an explanation of how the schools differ.
They do not show in any conclusive way why the schools
differ. Yet the occurrence of specific differences may allow
at least plausible conjectures as to their causes. In the case
of the junior-senior high schools and the separate junior and
senior schools, the apparent superiority of organization in
the junior-senior schools may not unreasonably be attributed
to a number of such causes. .

First, it is probable _that the combination of junior and
senior units in one organization serves to stimulate the
reorganization of both units. Organized as a separate unit,
the junior high school may introduce desirable features
without their being recognizedto say 'nothing of being
adopted, .by the senior high school. This is likely to be
especially true of features in the developmefit of which the
junior high school has taken a leading pi _ the use of
stAndardized testa, the provision of various types of elective
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work in the program of studies, the emphdsis upon educa-
tional and vocational guidance. It applies most obviously,
of course, to the development of articulation between the
two school units. The senior high school, likewise organized
by itself, may retain desirable features which have grown up

*in the traditiorial 4-year high school organization, without
communicating them to the newer secondary-school unit.
A well-coordinated system of supervision, and an insistence
on high standards in the appointment of teachers, are
features of this sort. With the two school units thrown into
close contact, examples of progressive pradtice found in either
are more likely to be communicated to the other.

Second, the combination of the junior and senior units
probably facilitates certain arrangements which are not
impossible, but which are usually difficult to make within
separate organizations. Putting the units together obviously
allows provisions for articulation seldom found in separate
junior and senior high schools. Combining the staffs of the
schools may permit both units to obtain services which neither
would get if they were sepaiately organizedthe use of a
special counselor, for exanwle a more extensive supervisory
staff; a broader program for the use of standardized tests;
perhaps more elaborate physical equipment, even among
relatively large schools. Finally, combining the staffs may
allow more effective use of teachers' varied interests and
abilities in the development of the extracurriculum.

Third, the adoption of the combined organization is likely
to free the junior high school grades from certain' hamper-
ing effects of tradition which still cling to the separate
schools. This is especially the case in the commition of the
junior high school teaching staff; but it may also have a bear-
iqg on the development 'of many of the newer features of
organization.

These are possible explanations of the more comprehensive
organization of the junior-senior high schools.4 The superi-
ority of the separate-school organization in certain respects
should not be lost sight of.

4 For a further discussion of t145 advantages and disadvantages of the junior-eenior organisa-
tion see Bristow, W. H. Reorganisation of Secondary Education under State Supervision.
School Life, 14:173-176, May INO; Whitney, F. P. The 6-Year High School in Cleveland.
School Review, 37:267-271, April 1929; and Grace, A. G. Choosing an Organisation Plan.
The Nation's Schools, 9:29-32, May 1932.
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It is probable that the combination of junior and senior
units, focusing attehtion as it does on the strictly secondary-
school grades, tends to draw attention away from the problem
of securing continuity between the elementary school and the
secondary school. The better provisions for articulation
between the sixtli and seventh grades under the separate
junior high school organization offer pointed evidence of such
a tendency.

It is probable also that combination of the junior and senioi
units, while making possible the raising of standards for junior
high school teaching appointments, tends to lower somewhat
the standards for the upper school. The effect on the actual
quality of teaching may be more apparent than real, yet the
possibility of lessened effectiveness in the senior high school
grades deserves attention.

II. COMPARISONS OF SCHOOLS HAVING EQUIVALENT TOTAL
ENROLLMENTS

1. SCHOOLS REPRESENTED IN THE COMPARISONS

Need for compari,sons on the basis of total enrollments. Com-
parisons on the basis of equivalent average grade enrollments
do not provide a wholly adequate measure of the relative
merits of 3-year and 6-year organizations. The need for
further comparisons in terms of equivalent total enrollments
was pointed out in. Chapter IV. In the following page& are
presented data on the differences between separate 3-year
junior and senior high schools and 3-3 junior-senior schools of
equivalent total size.

Numbers of schools in the various size groups.Grouped
according to total enrollments in the grades which they in-
clude, the schools available for study are distributed as shown
in Table 12. In group 1 there are too few schools to warrant
detailed comparisons. Though the numbers of junior-senior
high schools in groups 2 and 3 are undesirably small, compari-
sons have been made between the 'junior and jimior-senior
schools in groups 2, 3, 4, and 5, and between the senior and
junior-senioi schools in groups 3, 4, and 5.

Maximum sizes of schools compared.Except for a single
school enrolling 2,500 pupils, the knior-senior high schooN
included in group 5 are well distributed in size from 1,000 to
2,000 pupils. The separate junior high schools cover a range
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in enrollment of from 1,000 to approximately 2,500. The
upper limit among the separate senior high schools (except
for one stphool enrolling more than 3,600) is approximately
3f00-0 pupils. General conclusions drawn from comparisons
of the largest schools of each type are thus to be interpreted
as aWying to schools within these limits.

TABLE 12.Distribution of 8-year junior and senior high schools and
3-8 junior-senior high schools, in terms of total enrollments

Type of school

Junior high schools__ _

Junior-senior high schools
Senior high schools

4Tota1 enrollment

Group 1,`0 roupor((twee 151-300

2

7
4

21
11

8

Group 3, Group
301-500

4,
501-1,000

4

21 45
12 20
18 29

Group 5,
1,001 or
more

39
23
38

All
groups

7

133
73
97

s. DIFFERENCES IN THE ORGANIZATION 6F TIIE JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL GRADES

Tabular presentation oj.differences.In Táble 13 are shown
the major differences in the specific practices of the separate
and combined schools in their junior high school grades.
This table should be interpreted in the same manner as those
already presented.

TABLE 13.Differences between S-year separate junior high schoôls and
junior high school grades in junior-senior high schools. (Data are for
schools having total enrollments of 151-800, 801-500, 501-1,000, and
more than 1,000)

Types of practioe showing substantial
differenoes

Critical ratios favoring-

Junior high schools Junior-senior high schools

au" gg a,. csj)D8 2/3113 75.3 ° 0
R8 8.8

":.011 2118 /a8 Cale4g

CP 1C1
43 gI o Ch .0. a A 7,1 ta,ig

lo

3

Admission and promotion:
Admission is based in part on estimate

of teachers of the preceding grade as
to the pupil's ability to do the work
of the grade to which he is to be
admkted
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NATIONAL SURVEY OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

.TABLE 13:IDifferences between S-year separate junior high schools andjunior high school grades in junior-senior high schools. (Data are forschools having total enrollments of 151-800, 301-500501-1;000, andtnore than 1,000) Continued

Types of practice showing substantial
differences

1

Critical ratibs favoring

Admiagion and promotionContinued.The school employs
A nnual promotions
Semiannual promotions
Promotions when justified, regard-less of fixed periods.The school employs promotion bysubject in major subjects only

Promotion is based in part on teachers'
estimatps of pupils ability to do thework of the next grade

Organization of instruction:
Number of teachers under whom eachpupil studies
Number of grades in which the averageteacher offers instructionNumber of pupils enrolled in the usualdigs in recitation subjectsNumber of different instructionalproblems in connection wjth which

standardized tests of mental abilityare used
Tests of mental ability are used forresearch and experimentationNumber of different instructionalproblems in connection with whichstandardized tests of achievementare used
Standardized tests of achievement

4 are used for diagnosis of difficultiesin learning
upils are grouped according tospecialized curriculums

Program of sludges:
The program of studies represents aoombination of the multiple-cur-riculum and constants-and-variablestypes
Required courses

N umber of required courses includedin seventh-grade offering
Science is required in greFine arts is required in grade 7Music is required in grade 7Physical trning is required in grade
Foreign language is required in grade8

Junior high schools iJunior-senior high schools

2

*4. 7

3

& 1

3 0

'3. 3

3.0

3.4

3. 4

& 6

OM.

& 1

"4 7 3 0

8

3 6

D.)

CC Zee.)
°

-+ Z4.2

RED 4f)

o gi

9

6. 6 4.0

4. 3

8. 0

4. 3

& 1

& 9

6

& 3
&

&

'3. 0

'3.0

'A single star indicates that a given practice is reported by less than 10 per cent of the groupof schools reporting that practice least often.**Double stars indicate that a given practice is rePorted by more than 90 per cent of tingroup of schools reporting that practice most often.
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'TABLE, 13.Difference8 between-3-year separate jior high schools andjunior high schooi grades in junior-senior high shooL. (Data are forschools having total enrollments of 1514,-800, 301-500, 501-1,000, andmore than 1,000)Continued

Types of practice showing substailtial
differences

F.

1

Critical ratios favoring

Junior high schools Jtinior-senior high schools

2

Program of studiesContinued.
Required coursesContinued.

Mathematics is required in grade 9.. 7
Business training is required in grade

9
Elective courses

Number of elective courses included
in seventh-grade offering 3 1

A course in foreign language Ls elec-
tive in grade 8

A course in music is elective in grade
9 .

Ertracurrkulum:
Usual length of activity periods . I
The extracurriculum includes pro-

vision for home-room organizations
The form of the pupil organisation has

been changed within the past year
The form of the present pupil organiza-

tion has been adopted to meet special
conditions in the local school situa-
tion

The pupil organization is engaged in
promoting

Beauty of school building or grounds
Clubs and similar activities

Club activities have been initiated by
an interested group of pupils

Guidance:
N Limber of provisions for offering

anoe to junior high school pu
with respect to senior high school
activities

Junior high school pupils are given
guidance with respect to

Participation in eztracurriculum
activities in the senior high
school_

Vocational choices
Ethical conduct in the senior high

school
Class advisers take part in the gutdanbe

program
Number of different methods and

materials used in guidanoe
The guidance program provides for

Assembly talks by laymen
Use of standardized tests of spe-

cialized vocational aptitude
Use of school manual or handbook

3

o o ivr)
c'D

I0.g wz-c
o
0 (mtAI> a..5)J

4

------

Mal AN,

3. 0

'3.

3. 9

6 7 8

ea

4111

OP

alB

"1 2

3. 0

"6. 2

"4. 0

11

'3. 5

349

ay
& 0

3.7

3. 1

6.6

6.6

4.0

A single star indicates that a given practice is reported by less than 10 per fent of the groupof schools reporting that practice least often.." Double stars indicate that a given practice is reported by more than 90 per cent of thegroup of schools reporting that motive most often.
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TABLE 13.tDifferences between 3-year separate junior hig
junior high school grades in junior-senior high schools. (D
schools having total enrollments of 151-300, 801-500, 501-1, 0,more than 1,000) Continued

chools and
are for

and

Yrypes of factice showing substantial
differences

1

Critical ratios favoring

Junior high achOoLs Junior-senior high schools

2 3

Articulation:
Number of arrangements for articula-

tion of subject matter and meth-ods
Between junior high school and ele-

mentary grades 4.1
The junior high school grades offer

special classes in elementary-
:grade subjects for pupils deficient
in those subjects *3. 5

Between junior and senior high
school grades 4. 7Junior high school pupils may take
certain senior high school sub-
jects in the senior high school

The senior high school offers cer-
tain junior high school courses_ _ _ 3 1

The senior high school regularly
employs teachers who are at the
same time teaching in the junior
high schoo "3. 9 *6. 8 7". 8l....

The senior high school employs
teachers drawn for temporary ser-
vice from the junior high school_ 4. 6The junior high school employs
teachers drawn for temporary ser-
vioe from the senior high school_ 3. 5Ttnifor high school teachers are mem-
bers of senior high school curricu-
lum committees

Conferences on articulation are held
between junior and senior high
school teachers .8. 6

Sixth-grade and seventh-grade pupils
engage in about the same number of
different extra curriculum activities

f=ti week
ber of arrangements for articula-

tion of extracurriculum activities
between junior and senior high
scho6ls

I 5. 4 5. 4 6. 5Ninth-grade and tonth-grade pupils
Engage In abolit the same num-

ber of different extracurriculum
activities each week **a. 4Devote about the same time to
extracurriculum activities each
week "8. 8Are granted about the same free-
dom in their choice of extracur-
riculum activities *MO

'A single star Indicates that a given practice is reporte-di ltig_than 10 per oent of the groupof schools reporting that practioe least often.
"Double stars indicate that a given practice is reported by more than 90 per oent of thegroup of schools reporting that practioe most often.
t This practice is reported by more than 90 per cent of the junimbenior sobo;ls and byless than 10 per cent of the junior high schools.

8

7.4

4.3

vir

f12.1

*4.2

*3.7

3.1

9.6

3. 8

14. 2
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REORGANIZATION OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

TABLE 13. Difference., between S-year separate junior high schools andjunior high school grades in junior-senior high schools. (Data are forschools having total enrollments of 151-800, 801-600, 601-1000, and
more than 1,000)-Continued

Types of practice showing substantial
differences

Critical ratioi favaiing-

Junior high schools

Articulation-Continued.
Certain sponsors for senior high school

activities serve as sponsors for junior
high school activities

Both junior and senior high school
teachers are members of oommittees

Oa-
Senior high school activities
Junior high school activities

Conferences on the extracurriculum
are held between junior and senior,
high school teachers

Certain supervisors give attention to
the integration of junior and senior
high school aetivit es

Number of arrangements for articula-
tion of guidance between junk* and
senior high schools_

Certain counselors or advisers serve
in both junior and senior high
schools

Both junior and senior high school
teachers are members of oommit-
tees-

On senior high school guidance
program

-On.janior high school guidance
Conferenoe'sare held between junior

and seniot.high school teachers-
On the senior Wgh school guidance

On thA junior higbochool guidance

On mt%rrguidance ot, individual
senior high school pupils

On the guidance of iNlvidual
junior high school pupils:\

Certain supervisors give attentian to
the integration ofjunior and sebi
high school guidance

Teaching staff:
Relative number of men teachers.,

collw
Relative grreesber Of totaled- holdrzig

Less than colifte graduation is ao-
cepted as a qtWification for appoint.-
ment to ninth-grade positions

Local residents are given preference in
appointments to junior high school
posiiions

2

ow) Ca
we. k d

CO 0.

Ph8 0.8z 4.0

o c:62oto

4

JunioNsenior higfi schools

7 8

4

A

'4. 7

6. 0 3. 1

4

awl

5. 6

3. 3

9. 8

4. 2

4. 1

4. 7

3. 4

'4. 3

3. 9

3. 5

4841A

4. 2
'4. 5

'4. 4

4. 3

15. 4

'8. 2

4. 5
'4.4

5. 4

8. 0

3. 0

4. 5

'A single star indicates that a given practice is reported bi4ess than 10 per oent of the groupof schools reporting that practice least often."Double stars indicate that a given practice is riported by iimre than 90 per oent of thegroup of schools reporting t hat practioe most often.
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NATIONAL SURVEY OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

TABLE 13. Differences between 3-year separate junior high schoo* and
junior high school grades in junior-senior high schools. (Data are for
schools having total enrollrnentskof 151-300, 301-500, 501-1,000, and
more than 1,000)Continued '

ONtish

O

Types of practice showing substantial
differences

1

supervision
The supervkoory staff includes

Directors, supervisors. or assistant
superintendents in general charge
of special subjects

A school council or corresponding
roup composed of department

The program of supervision involves
Classroom visitation by the princi-

pal or assistant principal
Individual conferences between

teachers and
Superintendent, director of second-

ary education, or assistant super-
intendent

Principal or assistant principal
General supervisors are concerned

Equally with the elementary grades
and the junior high school grades_ _

Equally with the junior and senior
high school grades______

Special supervisors are concerned
Primarily with the junior high

school grades

Housing and equipment:
[No differences showing critical ratios

as high as 3.01

Critical ratios favoring

Junior high schools

t18

§f;):
I c.4

2

744:4"

I -4

3

*3. 3

*3.3

*3. 0

*3 0

Junior-senior high schoo

*3- 0

*6. 9

8

§fa4

7 8

*3. 0 3.8

4_ 2

10. 6

*A single star indicates that a given practice is reported by less than 10 per cent of the group
of schools reporting that practice least often.

**Double stars indicate that a given practice is reported by more than 90 per cent of the ,
group of schools reporting that practice most often.

Differences between the junior units of schools enrolling 151-
300 pupils.Among the sinallest schools as clässified by total
enrollment, differences in the program of studies appear to
the advantage of the separate junior high schools. These
schools tend to offer certain required courses which are less
frequently found in combined schools and to include a greater
number of elective courses in their seventh-grade programs.

In articulation the advantage rests with the junior-senior
schools. Their practice differs from that of the separate
schools not merely in the employment of certain specific
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procedures but in the greater number of procedures which
they tend to use.

The differences in admission and promotion, in the oigani-
zation of instruction, and in superxision represent distinctions
which are worth noting, but which can not 1:eadily be trans-
lated into advantages or disadvantages. In promotion the
combined schools almost universally employ annual promo-
tions, whereas the separate schools use semiannual promotions.
In the organization of instruction, the combined schools ordi-
narily require their teachers to offer instruction in four
different grades, whereas the average junior 'high school
teacher offers instruction in only three grades. The separate
junior high schools, moreover, commonly group their pupils
according to specialized curriculumsa practice rarely
lowed in the junior-senior schools. In supervision the prae-
tices of the two types of schools reflect a closer connection
with the senior higlitscho91 by the junior units of the combined
schools, and with the elementary school by the separate
junior high schools.

The remaining phases of organization show no differences
large enough to be listed. Less extensive differences, not
recorded in Table 13, stiggest that the separate schools tend
to make ¡pre extensive usb Of staridardized tests than the
combined schools; that they provide in more ways for pupils'
individual needs, that they tend to offer a greater number of
elective courses in the eighth and ninth grades as well as in
the seventh grade; and that they more generally require pre-

)vious experience for appointment to teaching positions. The
junior-senior high schools, however, employ a somewhat
greater variety of different nlethods ind materials in their
guidance programs than do the sepaiate junior high schools,
and their staffs include a somewhat larger proportion of men
teachers.

Considering all these differences together, it may fairly be
conc1ucl6c1 that among these small schools the balance of
advantage, though slight, inclines toward the separate junior

gh schools.
Differences betweA the junior units of schools enrolling $01-

514 pupils.Among the schools of 301-500 enrollment
ther type of school appears to hold a decisive advantage.
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In the program of studies, in provisions for guidance, andin the composition of the teaching staff, the differences listedin Table 13 are hardly adequate to provide any important
basis for distinction. Differences in the organization ofinstruction are somewhat equivocal. The seParate schoolsshow a noticeable tendency to report larger classes than thecombined schools in physical training and music, and a verysubstantial tendency to report larger classes in tecitationsubjects; but whether these tendencies are to be interpreted
as favoring the combined or the separate schools is difficultto judge.

The combined schools maintain a deanite lead in provi-sions for articulation between junior and senior units. Thecombined schools show a slight advantage alsò in the com-
prehensiveness of their extracurriculums. Moreo\Ter, thecombined schools report a somewhat larger number of menteachers than do the separate schools, though this differenceis not substantial enough to be wholly reliable."

The separate schools exhibit a measure of superiority inthe number of their arrangements for articulation with theelementary school and in their provisions for a general super-visory staff. On the basis of practices not listed in thë tablethere is reason to believe that their programs of studies maybe somewhat more comprehensive than those of the combinedschools, thouih the differences are less noticeable thanamong the schools of smaller enrollment. Data not givenin the table indicate also that the separate schools are likelyto be slightly better organized with respect to their provisionsfor admission and promotion; they tend to take more factorsinto account in admitting pupils to the seventh grade, andthey make somewhat more extensive use of promotion bysubject.
Taken together, these comparisons suggest that thoughthe two types of schools differ within this size group in theirprovisions for 4pecific features, their organizations are on thewhole about equally comprehensive.
Differences between the junior units of schools enrolling 501-

.1,000 pupi18.Among the schools in group 4 the juniorr-seniorhigh schools seem to be superior in the scope and flexibilityof their extracurriculum programs. In ftrticulation also theseschools lead, both in the total nuniber of their arrangements
152 ]a
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and in various specific procedures, of which several are worthy
of particular attention. In the composition of their teaching
staffs the combined schools are at an advantage in having a
substantially greater proportion of men teachers than the
separate schools.

The separate junior high schools in this group possess no
clearly evident advantages. The single difference listed in
their favor in provisions for guidance is hardly of a sort to
warrant any far-reaching judgment. Differences in arrange-
ments for admission and promotion, in the organization of
instruction, and in supervision provide no basis for funda-
mental distinctions between the two types of schools; and
in the program of studies and the composition of teaching
staff no substantial differences appear.

The only important differences not listed in the table con-
sist in a greater tendency on the part of the junior-senior
high schools to employ the multiple-curriculum as contrasted
with the single-curriculum or constants-and-variables type
of organization; in a somewhat more extensive provision of
elective courses in the seventh grade of the junior-senior
schools; in the employment of more numerous methods and
materials of guidarnce in the separate schools; and in the fact
that only one feacher in nine in the separate schools, as com-
pared with one in five irrthe combined schools, is new to the
school.

Within this size group the major advantage thus seems to
belopg to the combined organizations.

Differences between the junior units of schools enrolling more
than pupils.Among the largest schools the advantage
of the junior-senior schools in certain features of organization
becomes more marked. These schools léad unmistakably in
the organization of instruction, in which previously there
has been little to choose between the separate and combined
schools. In provisions for guidance likewise they definitely
surpass the separate schools. In articulation they are farther
in the lead than in any of the pioevio us size groups. They sur-
pass the separate schools also in the composition of their
teaching staffs, and possibly in their supervisory programs
as well, though the major differences in the latter feature
relate °more directly to differences in kind than to differencesdiin degree.
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Differencestfavoring the separate schools are found in pro-
visions for admission and promotion, in the time given to
extracurricutum activities in the weekly schedule, and in the
program of studies. The differences in the program of
studies are the most important; they suggest a distinctly
more comprehensive offering on the part of the junior high
schools than on the part of the combined schools.

Differences not listed in the table confirm the leadership
of the separate schools in their arrangements for admission
and promotion and in .the organization of the program of
studies, though in the latter feature the combined schools
appeár to have a slight advantage in the provision of elective
work. Certain other unlisted differences suggest that pupil
organizations in the combined schools tend to engage in a
somewhat greater number and variety of activities than do
those in the separate schools, and that club activities are
more carefully systematized. The comtined schools show a
ten I cy, moreover, to provi e a greater variety o met o s o
su sion. The latter differences, like the more extensive
on & resented in Table 13, are definitely to the advantage
of the junior-senior saools.

Afferences persisting throughout the comparison s.If the
differences between the two types of schools are traced
through the four size groups, it will be discovered that cer-
tain differences more or less constantly favor either one type
or the otlier. On the one hand the advantage in provisions
for admission and promotion and in the comprehensiveness
of the program of studies is fairly consistently on the side
of thè separate junior high schools. On the other hand the
junior-senior high schools provide from group to group the
more comprehensive arrangements for articulation (except
that among the smallest schools the junior high schools
afford better means of integration with the elementary
school), for extracurriculum activities, and probably for
guidance.

Tracing the differences from the lower to the upper groups
also discloses the fact that where shifts of advantage occur
they tend uniformly to favor the junior-senior schools. This
is clearly apparent in certain phases of the organization

,instruction,of in the composition of the teaching staff,
and in arrangements for supervision. Differences in these
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fe.atures tend to favor the separate junior high schools among
the smallest schools, among the largest schools they favor
the combined organizations. Shifts in the amount of ad-
vantage occur in connection with certain other features. No
such shifts are discernible in the two features in which the
separate schools hold a fairly constant lead. But in the
features in which the combined schools tend to be the more

comprehensively organized the extent of their superiority
seems to increase with each increase in their size.

So far as the organization of their junior high school grades
is concerned, the differences between the two types of schools
may therefore be summed up as follows: When separate
3-year junior high schools are compared with junior-senior
high schools of equivalent total/enrollment, the smallest of

the separate schools appear on tfie whole to be more compre-
hensively organized than the smallest junior-senior schools.

Among schools of the two types enrolling from 300 to 500
pupils there is little ground for believing one of the types of
organization to be more comprehensive as a whole than th%
other. Among schools of more than 500 pupils the junior-
senior schools tend to be better organized, except in their
provisions for admission and piomotion and in the compre-
hepsiveness of their programs of studies. Among the larger
schools the, general superiority of the junior\-senior high
schools to separate schools of equivalent size groNirs markedly

with each major increase in enrollment.
These conclusions are necessarily réstricted, as has been

noted previously, to junior-senior high schools whose total
enrollments do not exceed approximately 2,000 pupils. The
growing advantage of these schools with each increase in size
makes it seem probable that the junior-senior high schools
tilaintain their superiority among schools of at least this.*

maximum of enrollment.

5. DIFFERENCES IN THE ORGANIZATION OF THE SENIOR
HIGH SCHOOL GRADES

Tabular presentation of diferena8.Table 14 shows the ,

major differences in practice in the senior high school grades
of the two types of schools. The numbers of schools availip
able for study permit comparisons only within the three
largest size groups.
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TABLE 1 Differences between 3-year separate senior high schools andsenior high school grades in junior-senior high schools. ( Data are forschools haring total enrollments of 301-500, 501-1,000, and morethan 1,000)

Types of practice showing substantial differences

Admission and promotion:
The school employs

A nnual promotions
Semiannual promotions

Organization of instruction:
IsIumber of teachers under whom each pupil studies.
Number of grades in which the average teacher

gives instruction
Number of different instructional problems in con-

nection. with which standardized tests of achieve-
ment are used

Certain special techniques are used for the sociali-
zation of instruction

Program of studies:
The program of studies represents a combinationof the multiple-curriculum and constants-and-variables types
Required courses:

Physical training is required in grade 12
Elective courses

A course in music is elective
In grade 10
In grade 12

A course in social studies is elective in grade 12_

Ertratorricuhrm:
[No differences showing critical ratios as high as

3.0.)

Guidance:
Number of provisions for offering guidance to juniorhigh school pupils with respect to senior high

school activities
Junior high school pupils visit the senior high

school under the guidance of junip,r high schoolprincipal or teachers
Senior high school pupils are given gulf:lance withrespect to

Vocational choices
Etiquette or "manners"

Number of different methods and materials used in
guidance

The guidance program provides for
Guidance classes or classes in occupations
Guidance or home-room periods
Exploratory and try-out courses

Critical ratios favoring

Senior high
schools

cz. 8

§::?)

3. 0

"4. 1
-

3. 1

Junior-senior high
schools

g

§4c45-

6

3. 4

"4 2
"4 2

3 4

3 3

6

3 2

3. 0

4. 2

3 7

3 2

3. 2

4 3
& 2
3. 7

.-

a a Mr am, III.

ab MI, AP

-

443. 9

ak. an.

3. 6

& 3

! A single star indicates that a given practice is reported by less than 10 per cent of thegrv13oouf sieçlheoos ls reporting that practioe least often.
by more than 90 per cent of the group ofschools reporting that practice most oftenos
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TABLE 14. Differences between 5-year separate senior high schools and
senior high school grades in junior-senior high schools. (Data are for
schools having total enrollments of 801-600, 601-1,000, and more
than 1,000Continued

Types of practice showing substantial differences

Critical ratios favoring

Senior high
schools

Junior-senior high
schools

1 I 2

Articulation:
Number of arrangements for articulation of subject

matter and methods between junior and senior
high school grades

Junior high school pupils may take certain senior
high school subjects in the senior high school

Senior high school pupils may take certain unior
high school subjects in the juniorãigh ool _

The senior high school regularly employs hers
who are at the same time teaching in the junior
high school_

The senior high school employs teachers drawn
for temporary service from the junior high
school_

The junior high school employs teachers drawn
for temporary servibe from the senior high
school_

Both junior and senior high school teachers are
members of committees on

The-senior high school curriculum
The junior high school curriculum

Conferences on articulation are held between
junior and senior high school teachers

Certain general supervisors give attention to tbe
integration of subject matter and teaching
methods between junior and senior high schools

Number of arrangements for articulation of extra-
curriculum activities between jtmior and senior
high schools._ _31%,

Ninth-grade and Lath-grade pupils
Engage in about the same number of different

extracurriculum activities each week
Devote about the same time to extracurriculum

activities each week
Certain sponsors for senior high school activities

serve as sponsors for junior high who?), activi-
ties

Both junior and senior high school teachers are
members of committees on

Senior high school activities
Junior high school activities

Conferences on the ettracurriculum are held
between junior and senior high school teachers_

Certain stipervisors give ['Ration to the integra-
tion of junior and senior high school activities

op

3

- - -

IM M,

7

6. 6

3. 4

3. 4

fn. 9

'3. 3

3. 0
3. 2

9.

4.
4. 8

8. 7

4. 2
'4. 3

4. 0

3. 8

A single star indicates that a given practice is reported by less than 10 per cent of tbe
group of schools teportinglhat

indicate that
practice
a

least often.
" Double stars practice is reported by more than 90 per cent of the group

of schools reporting that practice most often.
rThis practice is reported by more than 90 per cent of the junior-senior schools and by

less than 10 per cent of the senior high schools.
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TABLE 14. Differences between 3-rear separate senior high schools and
senior high school grades in juntor-sentor high schools. (Data are for
schools having total enrollments of 50 1-5 0 0, 501-1,0 0 0 , and more
than .1,000Continued

Types of practice showing substantal differences

1

Articulation:Continued.
Number of arrangements for articulation of guid-

ance between junior and senior high schools _

Certain counselors or advisers serve in both junior
and senior high schools

Both junior and senior high school teachers are
members of committees

On senior high school guidance_
On Junior high school guidance

Conference are held betr-fen lunior and senior
high finchool teacher,

On the senior high ..,chool guidance program
On the funk* bii school guidance p

rOn the guidarK4 of individual senior hiarascTool
Pupils

On the gulch nce of individual junior high school
pupils

Certain super Isom give attention to the integra-
tion of jupic and senior high school guidance

narking staff.
Number of imams holding college degrees

Supervision:
The wogmm of supervision involves individual

iiferenc between teachers and the principal or
assistant principal

General supervisog are concerned
Primarily with tbe senior high school grades_.......
Equally with the junior and senior high schdol

grades
Special &ijv1aor are oonceined

y with the senior high school grades.....

Housing and equipment
The principal reports serious inadequacies in

Rooms for home economics_
PrOvisions for health and physical education_ _ _

Critical ratios favoring

Senior high
schools

J unk -senior high
schools

§ff 1543
8 8 3.

§ c4!

§12 !a.F3R

.fa gug
1§*--

2 3 4 7

& 4

3. 3

*3.
'3. 6

3. 7
3. 7

3. 1

'& 9

->

4_ 9
4

4. 7

4. 1

3. 7
& 3

6. 9 11. 5

3. 3 & 8

3. 5
4. 4

4. 2
4. 7

3. 6

5. 5

4_ 0

& I

sl I

4 #

A single star indicates that a given practice is reported by less than .10 per cent of the

sti:nrerglige that a t* is raeptirlied by more than 00 pa cent of the group
of schools reporting that practice most M.en.

Differences between the senior uni48 of schools enrolling 301-
600 pupils.Differences among the smallest schools tend to
favor the separate senior high schools only in supervision,
There are no clear differences in ihe methods of supervision
employed m the two types of schools. Supervisory assign-
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REORGANIZATION OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

ments, however, seem more likely to insure a comprehensive
program of supervision in the separate senior high schools
than in the senior units of the junior-senior schools.

The most evident advantage of the combined schools is in
articulation. In provisions for guidance and in housing and
equipment, however, the differences in practice between the
schools are well worth noting. In the organization of in-
struction the apparent superiority of the. junior-senior schools
is increased by a difference not listed in the tablethe tend-
ency of these schools to surpass the separate schools in their
use of standardized testA of mental ability as well as of achieve-
ment. Certain other differences not extensive enough to be
listed in detail show that the combined schools in general
offer a greater number of elective courses than do the separate
schools, and that the variety of extracurriculum activities in
which pupils are engaged ,tends to be greater among the
juniv-senior schools.

DOwerence8 between the senior units of schools enrolling 501-
1,000 pupils.Ainong the schools of the next larger group the
senior high schools retain their advantage with respect 2t0
supervision, and cease to show a disadvantage ih housing
and equipment. The separate sciwolp show a substantial
advantage also in the proportion of their staffs holding college
degreeland la slight advantage in the proportion of teachers
who have taiight previously in the same schools. The
junior-senior schools, however, notably increase their own
advantage in articulation and in guidance. Moreover, data
not presented in the table show a more extensive use by the
combined schools of standardized tests and of variotis means
for adapting instruction to individual differences, in addition
to the greater use of the specialized techniques referred to
under the organizatión of instruction. Whether the combined
schools hold an advantage because of the fact that their
pupils study under a greater number of teachers, and that
their teachers give instrirction in a larger number of grades,
is not altogether clear. In admission and promotion the
differences between the schools are not large, since there is
evidence that the combined schools tend to supplement their
annual promotions by taking account of more factors in
making promotions than do the separate schools, which
commonly have semiannual promotions. The combined
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schools again show a somewhat greater comprehensiveness in
their extracufriculums.

Differences between the senior units of schools enrolling more
than 1,000 pupils.Among the largest schools the substantial
differences are notably reduced in number. Certain differ-
ences not large enough to be listed in detail show that the
junior-senior schools make more extensive use of standardized
tests of achievement than do the separate schools, 'Differ-
ences showing critical ratios of 3 or more occur only in connec-
tion with the program of studies, guidance, and articulation.
.The difference in the program of studie.sthe more general
adoption .of a combination type of program amòng the sepa-
rate schoolscan hardly be interpreted on the basis of present
knowledge as proving either type of school. The differences'
in guidance and articulation are so definitely to the advantage
of the combined schools as to require no special comment.

Differences persisting throughout the comparisOns.Had
a group of smaller schools been avairable for comparison, it
is possible that the small senior high schools might have
shown a slight superiority over the junior-senior schoolg of
equivalent size, corresponding to the superiority of the small
junior high schools. The shift in relative advantage froin
the separate' to the combined organizations with increasing
size takes place'in somewhat the same way in the senior as

in the junior wilt&
In the three groups in which the senior units la" been

compared, however, the advantage rests consistently with the
junior-senior schóols. The separate senior high schools
maintain a constant superiority of, organization in no single
feature. Among the smaller schools the senior high Khools
are more comprehensively organized with respect to supervi-
sion, but among the schools enrolling moie dian 1,000 pupils,
this advantage seems to shift, to the combined schools. In
articulation and guidance the junior-senior schools display
an advantage which steadily increases with each major
increase in their size. The schools of .41is ty.pe tefid to be

superior aso in the organization of instriiction, they are
favored by at least slight differences in the extrikeurriculum.
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4., THE COMPARATIVE MERITS OF THE SEPARATE AND COMBINED
ORGANIZATIOS

Comparison of detailed differences with differences suggested
by mmmary scores.The conclusions set forth in the pre-
ceding pages depart in no major respects from those based on
the summary scores for comprehensiveness of organization
discussed in Chapter IV. Analysis of differences among
schools of various sizes has, however, brought to light impor-
tant variations in these differences with changes in enroll-
ment. Such variations must obviouslSi be taken into account
in interpreting the results of the com ons.

Possible explanations of the differen. ween'the two tpes
of schools.---Certain factors which presiimably explain the
differences between separate and combiiied school§i4ave been
discussed in some detail at the conclusion of Section I of this
chapter. These factors need not be listed again here. But
it should be noted' that the advantages to which 'they giN'Te

rise on the part of one type of school or the other do not
appear t9 the same extent in comparisons based on total
enrollment as in comparisons based on average grade enroll-
ment. The separate schools stand out strongly, in the pres-
ent comparisons, in a number of features in which they
were relatively weak in the comparisons Presented in the
first section of this chapter; and the junior-senior high
schools, though they still maintain a general, superiority,
hold their advantage somewhat less decisively than on the
previous basis.

The explanation of this difference is to be found, of course,
in the eater relative size of the separate schools in the
present comparisons. Factors which tend to produce dif-
ferences between the two types of schools are still presumably
at work in the organizations. But relatively large enrollment
on the part of the separate schools gives these schools .an
advantage which overshadows certain advantages po- zessed
by the combined schocils in their type of orga i 0: don.
PartiCularly among the smaller schools the influence of size
seems to outweigh that of type. Thus it is that the junior-
senior schools prove inferior to the separate schoolsor at
least not superior to themuntil they reach a certain size.
Beyond that size the effect of enrollment, though still impor-
tant, is not sufficient completely to overcome the effect of type.
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Significance of differences among &Lodi of equivalent total
enrollments in relation to differences among schools of equivalent
enrollments in junior and 8enior units.Differences among
schools of equivalent total enrollments need to be interpreted
in relation to corresponding differeaces among schools of
equivalent enrollments in junior and senior units. Differ-
ences( within junior and senior units need to be interpreted,
also, in relation to the organization of the secondary divisionas a whole. Thus interpreted, the differences disclosed- in
this chapter suggest the following conclusions:

When a school system has fewer than 1,000 pupils in grades
7 to 12, it will do well to. provide for all its secondary-school
pupils in a single school. A more comprehensive organiza-
tion is likely to be secured through the establishment of a
combined junior-senior high school than through the estab-
lishment of a separate junior high school and a separate senior
high school.

If, however, circumstances require the establishment of
two secondary schools in a system of this size, a separate
junior high school and irseparate senior high school are likely
to be preferable to two junior-senior high schools. With
separate junior and senior high schools, provisions for ar-
ticulation and guidance, and possibly for extracurriculum
activities, are likely to suffer. The provisions for other major
features of organization in the 6-year secondary division as a
whole will in all probability be more comprehensive in sep-.
arate junior and senior units of fewer than 500 pupils each
than in two combined schools of equivalent total size.

When more than 1,000 pupils are to be provided °for, a
single junior-senioi high school is again likely io be superior
to a separate junior high school and a separate senior high
school. The junior-senior high school can enroll as many as
2,000 pupils without lessening its superiority to the separate
schools. There is no doubt a point beyond which increase
in the size of a junior-senior high school produces a serious
disadyantage in this type of organization. The junior-senior
high schools examined in the present study apparently do not
reach this point; growth in enrollment to a total of at least
2,000 punils tends to. be accompanied by increasing rather
than decreasing superiority.*
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If a secondary-school population of more than 1,000 pupils
can not be cared for in a single school, two junior-senior high
schools are likely to provesuperior to one junior high school
and one. senior high school. Combined school's enrolling
more than 500 pupils each may be less comprehensively or-
ganized than separate schools of eguivalent total size in a few

of their junior high school features. In Most of these fea-
tures, however, and in practically all the senior high school
features, any major differences which occur are likely to be
to the definite advantáge of the junior-senior schools.
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CHAPTER VI : UNDIVIDED 6-YEAR SCHOOLS COMPAREDWITH 3-3 JUNIOR-SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

I. SCHOOLS REPRESENTED IN THE COMPARISONS
Basis of comparisons.Comparisons between undivided

6=year schools and 3-3 junior-senior high schools may be fairlymade on the basis either of eitfuivalent enrollments in juniorand senior units separately or of equivalent total enrollments.Because of the external similarity in the types of organiza-tion, the two scheme§-of classification produce essentially thesame results. In the present comparisons the schools aregrouped on the basis of equivalent enrollments in junior andsenior units.
Numbers of schools in variaus size groups.The numbers ofschools available for comparison are shown in Table 15.

TABLE 15.Distribution of undivided 6-year schools and 8-S junior-senior high schools, in terms of average enrollment per grade in juniorand senior units

Type of school

Junior high school grades

Undivided schools
Juniorsenior schools__

Senior high school grades

Undivided schools
s Junior-senior schools__

Average enrollment per grade

Group 1,
30 or
fewer

Group 2,
31-60

Group 3
61-100

Group 4,
101-200

Group 5,
201-333

Group 6,
334 or
more

2 4 e 7

16 22 6 10 4 27, 10 15 20 18 3

29
14

13
13

7
12

7
21

3
12 1

All
groups

8

ao
73

i
73

The distribution ,of the schools is such as to allow separatecomparisons of the schools in groups 1 and 2 with respect topractices in their spnior units. For comparisons of juniorhigh school practice, certain groups have had to be combinedin order to provide wfficiently large numbers of schools.Comparisons of junior units have been made among theschools of groups I, and 2 together and the schools-of groups
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3 an 4 together. Analyses of schools in other groups have
not ben feasible, because too few schools for group study are
inc1u4ed in the separate groups, and because other combina-
_tpag of groups than those which have been made would pro-
duce disproportionate representation of the two types of
schools in the groups combined.

Basis for distinction between junior-senior and undivided
schools.--It should be noted that the schools involved in
these comparisons are classed as junior-senior high schools
and as undirided 6-year schools on the basis of their own
reports. In the check list through which data on individual
schools were secured respondents were asked to classify their
schools according to type. Certain questions in the body of
the check list referred to the classification adopted, and each
check list was scrutinized to see that this classification was
consistently maintained. The classification of each school
was determined, however, by the school's own reply as to
its form of organization, and not by subsequent distinctions
made by members of the survey staff.

f. DIFFERENCES IN TIIE ORGANIZATION OF THE JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL GRADES

Differences among schools enrolling 60 pupils or fewer per
grade in junior units .--The most extensive differences
among the smallest schools are found in the extracurriculum,
guidance, articulation, and supervision. (Table M.') In all
these feittures of organization the advantage seems to rest
with the junior-senior schools. In extracurriculum activi-
ties and in guidance, minor contrasts in practice indicate an
even gre.4ter superiority on the part of these schools than that
suggested by the practices reported in the table. The differ-
ences between the junior-senior scliools and the undivided
6-year schools consist not so .11 uch in variations in detailed
practice as in the greater n Is 0 er of provisions made by the
former schools wider the phases of organization in question.
Differences in certain specific 'practicesthose in particufar
which, relate to the extracurriculumare, however, worthy
of attention.

I For an explanation of the symbols used in tabulating these differences, see Ch. V.
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TABLE 16. Differences between the junior high school grades in undivided
6-year schools and 3-5 junior-senior high schools. (Data are for schools
enrolling averages of 60 or fewer and 61-200 pupils per grade)

Types of practice showing substantial differences

Critical ratios favoring

Undivided
schools

80 or
fewer
pupils

per
grade

(38
hools)

1

Admission and promotion:
The school employs annual promotions

OrGanization of instruction.
INo differences showing critical ratios as high as 3.01

Program of studies:
The program of studies includes a ; eneral currieulum
Smith-Hughes aid is used for ninth-grade courses
Required courses:

Number of required courses included in ninth-grade
offering

Business training is required in grade 8_

Ertracurrfculum:
Number of major types of act ivities included in extracur-

riculum
Provision is made for ptirticipation in

Extracurriculum athletics
Graduation exercises

Guidance:
Number of provisions for offering guidance to junior high

school pupils with respect to junior high school activ-
ities

Number of different methods and materials used in guid-
ance

The guidance program provides for visits to homes of
pupils by

Home-roordis class teachers
School nu

Articulation:
Number of arrangements for articulation of subject mat-

ter and methods between junior and senior high school
grades

Number of arrangements for articulation of guidance be-
tween junior and senior high school grades

Teaching staff:
16 semester hours or more of professional training are

required for appointment to seventh-grade positions

Stmrision
Number of different types of supervisory officers
Number of different methods of supervision

Housing and equipment:
(No differences showing critical ratios as high as 3.01

81-200
pupils

Per
grade

(18
hools)

8

3. 0

Junior-senior
high schools

60 or
fewer
pupils

Per
grade

(17
hools)

61-200
pupils

Per
grade

(35
schools)

4

3 4

"4 0
3 5

3. 8

4. 4

4_ 2

6. 0

'3. 9

3. 0

*3.6

3.3
*3.5

, 4. ym .11ft

3 8

3 1

3. 0

3.0 4. 2
4. 1

'Practices marked by a single star are reported by less than 10 per cent of the undivided
schools. All the practices listed are reported by more than 10 per cent of the junior-senior
schools.

"This practice is reported by more than 90 per cent of the junior-senior high schools. None
of tbe practioes listed is reported by as many as 90 per cent of the undivided schools.
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/Among the features of organization in which less striking
erences occur, a certain superiority is shown by the undi-
ed schools.

In the program of studies these schools have a light advan-
tage through their more frequent provision of a general cur-
riculum. The difference between the schools in this respect
is in part due to the fact that the undivided schools tend to
employ the multiple curriculum form of organization some-
what more frequently than do the junior-senior high schools,
though the latter difference is not great enough to be thor-
oughly reliable. Differences in the comprehensiveness of the
programs of stddies in the two types of schools prove to be
insignificant when measured in terms of the number of
courses offered.

In the composition of the teaching staffs an apparent dif-
ference to the advantage of the junior-senior schools is some-
what more than balanced by less extensive differences in
favor of the undivided schools. The junior-senior high
schools tend, as the table shows, to require professional
training for appointment to seventh-grade teaching positions
more often than the 6-year schools. Moreovv, the junior-
senior schools tend somewha\t, less qten to give preference
to local residents in making appoin't,ments to theip staffs.
But the undivided schools more frequently demand college
graduation for appointment to ninth-grade teaching positions
than do the junior-senior schools. In the undivided schools,
furthermore, junior high school teachers more often receive
salaries equivalent to those paid teachers in the senior units.
All the differences together suggest that the undivided schools
rimy be somewhat freer than the junior-senior schools from
traditiopal distinctions in requirements for appointments to
grades 7 and 8 as contrasted with grade 9.

The undivided schools seem to be at some advantage also
in housing and equiRment. Though the difference is not
large enough to show a critical ratio of more than 2.1, there
ic probably significance in the fact that 76 per cent of the
6-year schools, as compared with only 47 per cent of the j unior-
senior schools, are housed in buildings erected specffically for
their use.

One further difference should be recorded which tends to
show no clear advantage on the part of eithèr type of school.
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The junior-senior schools universally employ annual promo-
tions, whereas certain of the 6-year schools make at least
occasional use of semiannual promotions. This difference,
like others which have been commented on above, is not
large enough to be entirely reliable.

In sum, the various differences suggest the superiority of
the junior-seniór schools in most features of organization.
Though differences in housing and equipment, in the compo-
sition of the teaching staff, and possibly in the organization
of the program of studies tend to favor the undivided schools,
differences large enough to indicate distinct advantages are
with-out exception favorable to the junior-senior high schools.

Differences among schools enrolling 61-200 pupils per grade
in their junior units.In the second group of schools sub-
stantial differences no longer appear in connection with the
extracurriculurn program, articulation, and the composition
bf the teaching staff. Infprovisions for admission and pro-
motion the schools tend to be distinguished merely by the
more common use of annual promotions on the part of the
junior-senior organizations. Extensive and thoroughly reli-
able differences occur only in the program of studies, guidance,
and supervision.

The junior-senior schools offer somewhat more compre-
hensive programs of sfudies than do the undivided schools.
In particular, they tend to provide a greater amount of
required work in the seventh and eighth grades as well as in
the ninth, though the differences in the lower grades are not
large enough to gain a place in Table 16.

The undi: ded schools, however, make notably more com-a
prehensiv rovisions for guidance and for supervision. In
guidance their advantage is increased by their apparent
tendency to intrust responsibility for guidance to a larger
number of different members of the staff. In supervision
they commonly employ a somewhat greater number of super-
visory methods. Since the differences last mentioned are
not large, they are not shown in the fable, but it is important
to note that they confirm the advantages suggested by the
differences which the table does present.

One further unlisted difference affects the teaching staff in
the two types of schools. Professional training is less fre-
quently required of teat the junior-senior high schools
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than of those in the undivided schools. There is thus some
reason to believe that the larger junior-senior high schools
possess a disadvantage similar to that noted among the
smaller schools of this type, though among the larger schools
the handicap probably does hot arise from differences in the
effects of tradition.

The differences among these larger schools are less easy to
summarize than those among the smaller schools. Combin-
ing in a single group' 'schools averagiv from 61 to 200 pupils
in each grade has probably obscured certain shifts of advan-
tage from one type of school to the other. Such shifts might
have been more clearly discernible if the schools could have
been studied within smaller size intervals. Under the present
circumstances the most that can be said with assurance is,
first, that important differences between the two types of
schools tend to affect fewer features of -organization among
the larger schools than among the smallest schools, and,
second, that the large undivided schools appear to advantage
in a somewhat greater number' of single features than do the
large junior-senior schools.

Differences persisting throughout the comparisons.In spite
of the nature of the groupings, certain definite trends are
apparent. In their programs of studies the junior-senior
high schools are consistently more comprehensively organized
than the undivided schools. Except in this feature, the
advantage tends to shift fro'm the junior-senior schools to the
undivided schools as schools of larger enrollment are con-
sidered. In guidance and supers;ision, in whjch the small
junior-senior schools are superior, the shift is great enough to
allow the larger undivided schools to be rated as better organ-
ized than the combined schools of equivalent size. In the
extracurriculum and in articulation the large undivided
schools gain no positive advantage, but the large junior-senior
sichools lose the advantage which the small schools of this
type possess.. Changes in relative provisions for admission
and promotion can not be clearly traced; they aeem, however,
to follow a similar course. In the composition of their teach-
ing staffs the undivided schools seem to have throughout at
least a slight adVantage.

The general tendencies may be briefly stated as follows:
The junior units in junior-senior schools of fewer than 60
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pupils per grade tend to be more comprehensively organized
than the junior waits of undivided schools in a majority of
their major features. At no point in the comparisons do the
junior high school grades of the undivided schools become
unquestionably better organized in general than the corre-
sponding grades in junior-senior high schools. But among
the larger schools of both types the undivided schools are in
most matters at least as well organized as the combined
schools, and probably surpass them in a considerable number
of features.

3. DIFFERENCES IN THE ORGANIZATION OP THE SENIOR
HIGH SCHOOL GRADES

Vie groups of schools included.In Table 17 are shown dif-
ferences between the senior units of the two types of schools,
among schools enrolling fewer than 30 pupils per grade, and
among schools enrolling 31 to 60 pupils per grade. It is to
be noted that the size groups here considered are restric*d
to smaller schools than certain of thóse compared in their
junior units.
TABLE 17.Differences bween the senior high school grades in undi-vided 6-year schools and 3-3 junior-senior high schools. (Data are forschools enrolling averages of 30 or fewer and 31-60 pupils per grade

Types of practice showing substaiitial differences

Critical ratios favoring

Undivided
schools

Junior-senior
high schools

30 or
fewer
pupils

Per
grade

(29
schools)

°Admission and promotion:
(No differences showing critical ratios as high as

&pulsation of instruction:
(No differences showing critical ratios as high as 3.0.)

Proram of studies:
The program of studies includes a general curriculum
Number of required courses included in eleventh-grade

offering
glective courses

Number of eleotive courses included in
Tenth-grade offering
Eleventh-grade offering
Twelfth-grade offering_
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31-60
pupils

per
grade

(13
schools)

30 or
fewer
pupils

Per
grade

(14
schools)

31-60
pupils

per
grade

(13
schools)

& 6

4. 3
5 9
4. 9
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TABLE 17.Differences between the senior high school grades in undi-
vided 6-year schools and 3-3 junior-senior high schools. (Data are for
schools enrolling averages of 30 or fewer and 31-60 pupils per grade)---
Continued

Criticatzatios favoring

Types of practice showing substantial differences

Pr Tam
of studieaContinued.

E ective coursesContinued.
A oourse in social studies is elective in grade 11_._ _ _ _

A course in mathematics is elective
In grade 10
In grade 11

A course in foreign language is elective in grade 11_ _

A comae in business training is elective in grade 10_

Ertracurriculum:
The club program includes athletic clubs
Certain club activities have been initiated by the prin-

cipal or some other supervisory officer without weir
vious action by pupils, teachers, or faculty

Guidance:
Number of provisions for offering guidance to senior high

school pupils
Pupils recetve group guidance during the first few

weeks of school from the principal
Number of different methods and materials used in

guidance
The guidance program provides for

Visits to pupils' homes by home-room or class
teachers

Use of detailed cumulative records concerning indi-
vidual pupils

Articulation:
(No differences showing critical ratios as high as 3.01

TeacMng star:
(No differences showing critical ratios as high as 3.01

Supervision:
Number of different types of supervisory officers
Number of different methods of supervision

EmphaMs is placed on extension or correspondence
study by teachers

General supervisors are concerned equally with the
junior and senior high school grades

Special supervisors are concerned equally with the ele-
mentary grades and the senior high school

Housing and equipment:
(No differences showing critical ratios u higkas 3.01

Undivided
schools

Junior-senior
high schools

30 or
fewer
pupils

per
grade

(29
schools)

31-6°pupils
per

grade-(13
schools)

30 or
fewer
pupils

Pergrade
(14

schools)

pupils
Per

grade(13
schools)

; 3 4 6

*3. 4

3 4
3. 4
3. 1

'4.6

... _ _ _

___ _ _ _ _

3 1

-- - 3. 1

3 7

3. 5

3. 5

3. 8

3.4

__ _ _ ..._

_ .--

3. 6
I' 3. 3

& 1
,

3. 1

,

Practices marked by a ing1e star are reported by less thaa.10 per cent of the lunior-senlor
high schools. All the practices listed are reported by more than 10 per cent of the individual
schools.

Double stars indicate that a given practice is reported by more than 90 per cent of the
group of schools reporting that practice most often.
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Differences among schools enrolling 30 pupils or fewer per
grade in their senior units.Among the smallest of these
schools substantial differences are found in the program of
studies, the extracurriculum, guidance, and supervision.

Differences in the program of studies tend unquestionably
to favor the undivided schools. The greater number of
required courses included in the eleventh-grade offering of
the junior-senior schools is more thin offset by the more
extensive provision which the undivided schools make in all
three grades for their elective work. The extent to which
differences occur in specific elements of the program is
particularly noteworthy.

Differences in the extracurriculum, guidance, and super-
vision favor the junior-senior schools. In extracurriculum
activities the single difference listed is perhaps of no great
importance. In guidance and supervision, however, the
differences are numerous enough and far-reaching enough
to be of considerable significance.

Less extensive differences not listed in the table show that
the junior-Aenior schools are likely in all three grades to place
greater emphasis on required work in their programs of studies
than is the case amovg the undivided schools. Such differ-
ences tend also to confirm the advaiitage of the junior-senior
schools in the greater scope of their extracurriculums. Thr
differences indicate, furthermore, a greater tendency on the
part of the junior-senior schools to employ semiannual pro-
motions, though the schools of both types are generally
committed to annual Promotions. Finally, the differences
show that teachers in the junior and senior units of the
undivided schools are more frequently on the same salary basis;
teachers in the junior-senior schools are, however, more often
selected without special preference for local residents.

Comparison of the senior units in these smallest schools
exhibits a less definite-superiority on the part of the junior-
senior schools than does comparison of the junior units.
Though the junior-senior schools hold the advant:age in the
greater number of features, the features in which differences
occur are few, and a number of important differences favor
the undivided schools.

Differences among schools enrolling 31-60 pupils per grade
in their senior Unit8 . The listed differences among the larger
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schools are -almost negligible. Certain club activities have
more frequently been initiated from above in the junior-senior
schoolsa somewhat doubtful advantagt. The undivided
schools make practically universal use of cumulative records
in their guidance programs; a lesser proportion of the junior-
senior schools do so. General supervisors in the junior-
senior high schools more often than in the undivided schools
are concerned equally with the junior and senior high school
grades, though in most instances the general supervisors
divide their : ',tendon between these grades in both types
of schools. The major differences thus show a division of
advantwe between the two types of schools, to such an extent
that neither type gives evidence of definite superiority.

Unlisted differences are similarly divided between the
schools. The junior-senior schools- tend to take account of
a somewhat greater number of factors in admissions and
promotio.ns than do the undivided schools. The undivided
schools more frequently offer special college preparatory and
normal preparatory curriculums, but the junior-senior schools
tend to provide a greater number of elective courses. The
undivided schools tend to provide a larger number of
activity periods each week in their extracurriculums. The
junior-senior schools require prdessional training of their
teachers less often than do thè undivided schools.

On the whole, the two types of Organization appear to be
practically equivalent arriong schools of this size. The sub-
stantial differences affect practices which are of relatively
minor importance. Differences in important practices,
where such differences occur. are too small to afford a basis
for valid distinctions.

Differences persisting throughout the compctrison . The
undivided schools show in their senior units the'same tendency
which they display in their junior units, to become more
nearly equivalent to the junior-senior schools as the enroll-
ments of the schools increase. Senior units have been com-
pared only in relatively small schools. There has been no
opportunity, therefore, to determine whether tbe undivided
schools show a positive advantage in their senior uiits among
schools as larg6 as the largest of those compared ,irith respect
to their junior units. But the trends in the size groups
studied suggest that in both units the larger undivided schools
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may be better organized in certain features than the junior-
senior schools.

4. THE COMPARATIVE MERITS OF THE UNDIVIDED AND JUNIOR-SENIOR
ORGANIZATIONS

Comparison of detailed differences vyith differences suggested
by summary scores.The stiniinary scores presented in
Chapter IV indicate that the undivided 6-year schools rank
close to 3-3 junior-senior high schools of equivalent size in
their general comprehensiveness of organization. The com-
parisons undertaken in the present chapter wholly confirm
this conclusion.

The summary scores do not, however, show the increasing
advantage among the larger undivided schools which the
detailed comparisons reveal. This change in relative advan-
tage may be of no small sighificance. Most undivided 6-year
schools now in existence are of compáratively liihited e4roll-
imént, The largest 'among them aré .kobably as a group nqt
much more comprehensively organized than the existing
junior-senior schools oi equivalent size. But still larger
undivided schools, were they to be established, might prove
definitely superior in òrganization to equally larger junior-
senior schools. In view of the trends. in organization which
hav4 been disclosed, this possibility desPrves consideration.

Possible explanations of the differences between the two types of
l large undivided schools would in fact be

superior in organization to large junior-senior schools can
only be suNised on The basis of. present data. The pre-
sumable rem'ons for the differences between the two types of
schools inay throw some light on this question.

It seems probable that among the larger schools studiqd the
orgánization of the undivided schools is in certain respects
superior to that of the junior-senior schools for much the
same reasons which bring about a difference between the latter
schools and separate junioi and senior high schools. The
closer relation between the junior and senior parts of the
undivided schools probably stimulates reorganization in both
parts, facilitates certain special arrangements,tind produces
greater uniformity of qualifications in the teaching staff.

That corresponding advantages do nbt appear among the
smallest of the undivided schools may be due to the adminiti.
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trative and supervisory arrangements characteristic of these
schools. Two facts revealed in Tables 16 and 17 seem lof
particular significance. First, the very small 6-year schools
tend to have fewer .different supervisory officers than the
juniot-senior schools. Second, the senior units in undivided
schools compare more favorably than do the junior tinits
with the corresponding units in junior-senior schools. Thes6
facts may contain the explanation of the less comprehensive
organization of the 6-year schools. Most high-school super-
visors and administrators are at present likely_to be better
Tersed in the work of one of the two secondary-school. units
than in that of the other. The principals of small 6-year
schools are in all probability chiefly experienced in senior
high school procedures. Since these principals' supervisory
activities are supplemented from relatively few sources, the
attention given to the small 6-year schools is likely to be
more directly focused on the upper grades than on the lower.'
In the junior-senior high schools the division pf supervisory
responsibilities among a greater number of persons perhaps
results in more direct attention to each unit as distinct from
the other.'

Although this explanation is based oilittle more than
conjecture, it suggests that both large and small undivided
schools may tend to be more comprehensively organized than
junior-senior schools of equivalent size, provided one unit in
the undivided schools is not allowed to overshadow the other.
The fact that the junior and senior tinits are more nearly
coordinate in junior-senior high schools may represent the
chief basis for the present advantage of these schools. If
the two units can be kept similarly coordinate in =divided
schools, the possible advantages of such schools may be
thrown into sharper relief. .9

CL Bristow, W. H. The Junior High School a Factor in the Rural School Problem.
School Lilt, 13 :167-169, May, 1928. "Fillurè-ivith 6-year schools ileretoiore has been the failure
to recognize the distinct functions of the junior and senior units." (P. 169.)

3 This explaation can not be confirmed by other objective evidence than Mutt which has
tKlen cited. It is directly s9ppdrted, thwever, by observations made in the course of visits to
a number of outstandigg schools chosen for special study.
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CHAPTER VII : FURTHER COMPARISONS AMONG
SCHOOLS OF VARIOUS TYPES

1. TWO-YEAR JUNIOR AND 4-YEAR SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS COMPARED
WITII 5-YEAR SCHOOLS

General nature of comparisons presented in this chapter.
Because of the great amount of time and labor which they
would involve, the study has not been able to make all the
detailed comparisons for which data are available. Three-
year and six-year schools have been given special attention,
since schools of these types occupy an especially prominent
pla in the movement for reorganization. Among other
types of schools the comparisons have had to be limited to
those which have promised to be most indicative of wide-
spread tendencies. It has seemed desirable to trace the
differences between the 2-4 type of organization and the more
common 3-3 arrangement. Hence a group of separate 2-year
junior high schools and 4-year senior high 'schools have been

.. compared with a group of 3-year junior and senior high .

schoQls of equivalent size. It has seemed aesirable also to
oontrast reorganized schools at their best with a group of
the most comprehensively organized conventional schools.
Jaior-senior high -schools and unreorganized schools have
thereforé been compared, within the size groups in wilich
both types of schools reach their highest standing as indicated
by their stunmary scores for comprehensiveness. This chap-
ter reports the results of these two sets of comparisons.

Schools represented in the comparison* of the 6-2-4 plan and
the 6-8-3 plan.To compensate for the -different numbers
of grades included it the separate units, 2-year junior and
4-year senior high schools have been compared with 3-year
junior and senior schools on the basis of groupings accord-
ing to average grade enrollments in the junior and senior
units. The numbers of schools available for comparison are
shown in Table 18. The only size group within which both,
types of schools are well enQugh represented to justify de-
tailed comparisons is group 4, containing sMiools with average
enrollments of from 100 to 200 mils in each grade. Even
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within this group the 4-year senior high schools have fewer
representatives than would be desirable. The distributions
of the schools do not permit fair combinations of groups,
however, so that the comparisons of both junior and senior
units have had W be limited to the schools in this single
group.

TABLE 18. Distribution of 2-year junior and 4-year senior hijh schools,
and of 3-year junior and senior high schools, in terms of average enroll-
ment per grade in junior and senior units

Type of school

2-year junior high schools_ _

3-year junior high schools_ _

4-year senior high schools..
3-year senior high schools_ .

A verage enrollment per grade

Group 1,
or

fewer

,S.
't_froup 2,

31-60
Group 3,

61-100
Group 4,

101-200
Group 5,
201-333

Group 6.
334 or
more

ill
"groups

2 3 i 6 . 6 7 8

0 7 5 21 11 3 47
6 4 18 33 34 38 133

1 4 1 14 14 5 4 42
2

4 i

6 25 22 38 97

fferences in the organization of the junior high school
grades .T able 19 shows the' major differences in the prac--
tices of the two types of schools in their junior high school
grades.'

Perhaps the Most striking feature of this table is that the
differences which it lists are relatively few in number. No
substantial differeitces occur under the extracurriculum,
supervision, and housing and equipment. With a single
exception, the differences which do occur relate to practices
which are common in both types of schools, rather than to
practices which are either very rare or almost universal in
one of the types.

The 2-year junior high schools have an advantage over
the 3-year schools in their arrangements for articulating their
extracurriculum' activities with the extracurriculum of the
elementary school. Curiously enough, this advantage does
not appear in their provisions for artiCultition with the
elementary school in subject matter and methods of teaching,
or in guiddrice.

For an explanation of the symbols used tn tabulating these differences, see Ch. V
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TABLE lg.Differences between f-year and 3-year junior high schoolsenrolling an average of 101-200 pupas per grade

Types of practioe showing substantial differences

Critical ratios
favoring-

2-year 3-year
schools schools

(21 (33
schools) schools)

Admission and promotion:
The school employs

Promotion by rrade
Some form of promotion by subject

Promotion is determined by subject completion (based on teachers'a marks)

Organization of instruction:
Number of different instructional problems in connection with whichstandardized tests of achievement are used

Program of studies:
The program of studies is organized on a single-curriculum basisIte9uired courses:

Number of required courses included in ninth-grade offering (as com-pared with ninth grade in 4-year senior high school)Elective courses:
A course in music is elective in grade 8

LIrtracurricuturn:
(No differences showing critical ratios as high as 3.Q.)

Guidance:
Junior high school pupils are given guidance with respect to choice ofjunior high school courses
Number of different methods and materials used in guidanoeExploratory and try-out courses are used as a basis for guidance

Articulation:
Number of arrangements for articulation oi subject matter and methodsbetween junior and senior high schools

Last-year junior high whool pupils and first-year senior high schoolpupils have daily scndules providing about the same number ofdifferent subjects
Junior high school pupils may take certain senior high school subjects inthe senior high school
Senior high school pupils may take certain junior high school subjects inthe junior WO schNl.
The junior high schòillifferIP oertain courses offered in the senior bibschool
The senior high school offers certain courses offered in the junior highschool

Number of arrangements for articulation of extracurriculum activitiesbetween junior high school and elementary schoolCertain supervisors give attention to the integration of junior highschool and elementary school activities
Teaching staff:

Less than 15 semester hours of professional training is required for appoint-ment to ninth-grade positions

Supervision:
(No differences showing critical ratios as high as 3.01

Housing and equipment:
(No differences showing critical ratios as high as 3.0.]

3 0
3. 0

4. 6

3. 9

4 2

3. 1

3. 1

ma mo 4. 3
3. 5
4. 3

3. 5

3 2

6. 0

AD Ism Oa m. dn.

1 & 8

This practioe is reported by less than 10 per cent of the 2-year schools.

IrThe 24 systems have a further advantage in that practi:
cally none of their number fails to require at least 15 semester
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hours of professional training for appointment to ninth-grade
teaching positions. This difference is, of course, based on a
comparison between the ninth grades in 3-year junior high
schools and in 4-year senior high schools. Differences not
large enough to be listed in Table 19 suggest that there is a
similar though less extensive distinction in the requirements for
appointments in the seventh and eighth grades. As an
offset to this advantage, nearly half the teachers in the
3-year schools, as compared with approximately one-fourth
the teachers in the 2-year schools, hold collegegrees; and
36 per cent of the 3-year schools, as compared 4With only 14
per cent of the 2-year schools, report salary schedules under
which certain junior high school teachers are as well paid as
the highest paid senior high school teachers. The latter
differences are not, however, sufficièntly large in view of the
small number of schools considered, to furnish thoroughly
reliable distinctions.

The remaining differences are without exception to the
credit of the 3-year schools.' The advantages possessed
by the latter schools in the flexibility of their systems of
promotion, in their more frequimt use of programs of studies
permitting election of courses, and in their more extensive
arrangements for Fuidance and for articulation, are partic-
ularly noteworthy.. In addition to the differences listed in
the table, record should perhaps be made of the fact that 55
per cent of the 3-year schools, as compared with 29 per cent
of the 2-year schools, occupy buildings erected specifically
for their use; and that the 3-year schools tend less often to
report inadequacies in detailed features of their equipment.
These differences, like certain of the differences in the quali-
fications of teachers, are not large enough to be wholly
reliable, but they are suggestive of certain handicaps under
which the 2-year schools must work.

Differences in the organization of the senior high school
grades.The major differences in practice in the senior units
of the two 'types of organization are shown in Table 20.
The differenceti here are _even fewer than the differences
between the junior units.

The 4-year senior high schools appear to hold an advantage
'in the organization of instruction, in one phase of .the pro-
gram of studies, and in bout 5)and equipment.

"
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TABLE 20. Differences between 4-year and S-year senior high schools
enrolling an average of 101-BOO pupils per grade

Types of practice showing substantial differences

Critical ratios
favoring-

4-year 3-year
schools schools

(14 (25
schools) schools)

Admission and promotion:
(No differences showing critical ratios as high as 3.0.1

Organization of instruction:
Number of different instructional problems in connection with which

standardized tests of mental ability are used 3. 3

Program of studies:
Required courses

Number of required courses included in ninth-grade offering (as com-
pared with ninth grade in 3-year junior high school)

Elective courses:
A course in agriculture is elective in grade 10 *3.0

Ertracurriciaum:
(No differences showing critical ratios as high as 3.0.)

Guidance:
(No differences showing critical ratios as high as 3.0.]

Articulation:
Number of arrangements for articulation of subject matter and methods

between junior and senior high schools
Senior high school pupils may take certain junior high school subjects

in the junior high school

Teaching staff
One year's experience is required for appointment to senior high school

positions

Supervision:
(No differences showing critical ratios to high as 3.0.]

Housing and equipment:
The principal reports serious inadequacies in rooms fc: homeaconomics

3.1

3. 0

3. 2

*1 2

3.4

These pratiti%ss are reported by less than 10 per cent of the group of schools reporting them
least often.

Their advantige in the first of these features is enhanced
by the fact that they use standardized tests of achievement,
as well as tests of intelligence, somewhat more commonly
than do the 3-year schools. This difference may possibly
be due to their inclusion of the ninth grade, in which such
tests are likely to be more frequently employed than in the
upper grades.

In the program of studies the advantage of the 4-year
schools is not an extensive one. These schools offer agricul-
ture somewhat more frequentl than the 3-year schools, not
merely in the tenth grade but k the eleventh and twelfth
grades 'also. The difference in t e total number of tenth-
grade eleSive courses, however, tends to favor the 3-year

a
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schools, though not to a statistically reliable degree. As
indicated in Table 20, the number of ninth-grade required
courses is also greater among the 3-year schools. In
other respects the differences in the program of studies are
insignificant.

The less frequent reports of inadequacy in the home-
economics equipment of the 4-year schools are accompanied
by slightly less frequent reports of inadequacy in other types
of equipment as well.

To balance the advantages of the 4-year schools, the
3-year senior high schools are favored by substantial
ences in articulation and in the composition of their teac g
staffs, and by a difference not extensive enough to be wholly
reliabje, in their provisions for guidance. In articulation
the differences reported in the table are supported by smaller
differences in arrangements for the integration of extracurric-
ulum activities and of guidance. In the composition of the
teaching staff one unlisted difference tends to minimize the
apparent -advantage which the table shows. Eighteen per
cent of the 3-year schools and none of the 4-year schools
require less than 15 semester hours of professional training
for appointment to teaching positions. In guidance the
3-year schools tend to offer programs of somewhat broader
scope than those of the 4-year schools.

The only unequivocal advantages possessed by the senior
units of eitherttype of school are found in housing and equip-
ment and in articulation. The 4-year senior high schools
seem to be in the lead with respect to the first of these fea-
tures, and the 3-year senior high schools with respect to othe
second.

Comparison of 'tailed differences with differences suggested
by summary 8C : .The findings of this section agree in
general with the conclusions based on the summary scores for
compreheilsiveness of organization.2 Both sets of conclu-
sions indicaee that the 2-year junior high schools have sOme-
what fewer points of advantage than the separate 3-year
schools, and that the 4-year and 3-year senior high schools in
general are not greatly different from each other.

The findings of this section do not coincide with the
summary scores, however, as to the particular features of

I See Fig. 8, cb. Iv.
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.orgamd iion n which the two types ofsschools differ. This
discrepancy is chiefly due to the fact that the separat; sets
of conclusions are based on different groups of schools. The
summary scores were computed from schools in all six size
groups, whereas the comparisons in this section have taken
account only of the schools which fall in group 4. To check
the trustworthiness of ihe scoring system, scores have been
separately computed for the single size group of schools here
analyzed. The agreement between these scores and the con-

clusions drawn from the detailed comparisons is practically
complete. It is evident, therefore, that while 2-4 system and
3-3 system schools in general may be expected to differ in
much the same degree as the schools which have been analyzed,
the schools in group 4 do uot provide representative exam-
ples of the kinds of differences which may occur.

Possible explanations of the differences between the two types

of schools.This latter fact is of some significance. It sug-

gelits marked variability in the organization of at least one

of the two types of schools. That such variability is likely
to be less characteristic of the 3-year schools than of the
2-year and 4-year schools is suggested by the results of pre-

ceding comparisons in which the 3-year schools have figured.
Contrasted with junior-senior high schools, the 3-year schools

have displayed more or less constant qualitiesqualities
hich differ relatively from ihose of the junior-senior schools

when different size groups Ere considered, but which main-
tain a fairly consistent direction.' In all probability, there-
fore, fluctuations in the differences between the 3-year and
the 2-year and 4-year schools are due chiefly to lack of con-

stancy,in the latter rather than in the former group.
, 13'ecause of the small numbers of 2-year and 4-year schools

, involved, this conclusion can not be thoroughly substantiated.
Judgments based upon it must therefore be highly tentative.
It suggests, however, g major reason for the differences
between the two Opes of schools.

The 3-year schools are found in systems so far committed
to reorganization that they have undertaken a complete
regrouping of grades in order to further their purposes. The
new grade combinations have no doubt faCilitated important
changes in internal organization. Perhaps more important

3 See Ch. V.
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than the grade combinations in themselves, however, has
been the attitude toward reorganization which has accom-
panied the changes. Having been willing to make drastic
external changes, the systems in question have presumably
been prone to make internal changes as well.

The 2-year and 4-year schools, in contrast, are to be found
in systems which have been unable or unwilling to make the
external changes which reorganization implies. In certain
instançes these schools ltave unquestionably accomplished
quite as much internal reorganizaiion as most of the 3-year
schools. In other instances there is more than a possibility
that the 2-year and 4-year schocts have been content to be
called junior and senior high schools, and finding themselves
still in practically the traditional external mould, have de-
parted only in minor ways from traditional' internal pro-
cedures. Unevenness in organization has been a natural
result. Not having been forced to reform because of new
external arrangements, the extent to which these schools have
actually reformed has probably varied more greatly than
among the 3-year organizations.

The salient feature of this explanation is that it attaches
less importance to form of organization as such than to the
adoption of a form which will encourage desirable internal
changes. Valuable though certain grade combinations may
he, it is probable that they are in themselves less significant
than the attitude toward reorganization which 'underlies
them.

t. CONVENTIONALLY ORGANIZED SCHOOLS COMPARED WITH
3-4 JUNIOR-SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

Sclwols repre8ented in the comparisons. The numbers of
conventionally organized schools and of junior-senior high
schools available for comparison, grouped according to
average enrollments per grade in the junior and senior units,
are shown in Table 21.

*The 4-year high schools represented in this table have been
classified according to enrollments in their three upper graCles
only. Since the ninth grade is ordinarily larger than the
grades above, these schools have some advantage over the
*organized schools in their average grade enrollments.
Grouping the schools on the basis used seemed falter to the
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conventional schools, however, than a grouping based on the
conventional schools' enrollment in all four grades. The
latter grouping would have put the 4-year high schools at a
disadvantage in the grades directly compared with the senior
units of the junior-senior schools.

TABLE 21.Dittribution of conventionally organized schools and 3-3
j nior-senior high schools, in terms of average enrollment per grade in

unior and senior units

Pew
Type of school

Junior high school grades

Elementary schools
Juniortenior scLools...

Senior high school grades

4-year high schools
Junior-senior schools

Average enrollment per grade

Group 1 Group 2. Group 3, Group 4, Group GrouP 6,
334 or All30 or t'31-60 61-100 101-200 201-333 groupsfew', more

3 4

3
7

4
10

8
15

12
14

11
13

6
12

MIMI"

8

3
18 3

30
73

9
21

9
12

5
1

52
73

The elementary schools are so few that an adequately large
size group for comparative purposes is available only by
combining t.wo of the separate groups shown in Table 21.
Groups 3 and 4 include the schools which, according to their
summary scores, are the most comprehensively organized

'of the elementary schools represented in the audy. Fortu-
nately the elementary schools falling in these groups are
divided between thè two groups in approximately the same
proportions as the junior units of the junior-senior high
schools. The combined groups have therefore been used
in the comparisons.

The 4-year bigh schools are so distributed that the schools
in the first two of the separate size groups might fairly be
compared with the senior units of the junior-senior schools.
The 4-year high schools, however, like the elementary schools,
attaiii a higher standing in groups 3 and 4 than in the other
groups. Both for this reason and in order to show the
characteristics of junior and senior units of approximately
the wine avsage grade enrollment, the comparisons in the
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senior high school grades have also been based on groups 3
and 4 together.

It should be added that the junior-senior schools as well
as the conventional schools appear at their best in the
groups selected for study. The comparisons which follow
therefore represent the differences between well-organi2ed
schools of both types.

Differences in the organization of the junior high school
grades.In table 22 are listed the major differences in
practice in the junior high school grades under the two
types of organization. Noteworthy differences appear in
connection with every one of the niné major features. The
differences are so numerous that they can best be discusstd
under their various heads, with comments under each head
on whatever related but less extensive differences have been
disclosed in the complete analysis.

TABLE 22.Differences between the junior high school grades of 3-3
junior-senior high sehools and conventionally organized schools. (Data
are for schools enrolling an average of 61-200 pupils per grade)

641

types of practice showing substantial Jerenoes

Admission and promotion:
The school employs

Annual promotions
Semiannual promotions
Promotion by grade
Some form of promotion by sub

Promotion Í determined by subject
marks)

Organization of haststatkw
Length of school day
Pupils are grouped according to specialized curriculums_

completion (based on teachers'
3. 6

4. 9

Program of studies:
The pr of studies is organized on

A sing iculum basis
A multiple-curriculum basis

Smith-Hughes aid is being utilised
Required courses:

Fine arts is required
In grade 7
In grade 8

Music is required
In grade 7
In grade IL

Business training is required in grade 8

Critical Atios
favoring

a.

Con- I Junior-
ven- senior

tional high
schools schools

( 19 (35
schools). schools)

4. 7
5. 0

4. 5

......
5. 0

'3. 5

9. 2

e3 5
3. 6

4.3. 7

"4 3

'4. 3

'3. 6
A single star indicates that given practice is reported by lees than 10 per cent of the group

of schools reporting that practice least often.
"Double stars indicate that a practice is reported by more than 90 per cent of the group of

schools reporting that practice Most often.
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TABLE 22.Differente8 . between the junior high school grades of 3-3
junior-senior high schOols and conventionally organized schools. (Data
ate for schools enrojling an average of 61-ROO pupils per grade)Con.

Types of practioe showing substantial clifferenom

Program of studies -Continued.
Elective courses--

Number of elective courses included:
In seventh-grade offering
In eighth-grade offering
In ninth-grade ofTering (as cokoparod with ninth grade in 4-year high

school)
A course in music is elective

"*"%ism,.

i. In grade 7
In grade 8

Ertracurricu/ u m:
In the general pupil organization, certain pupil officers or representatives

are appoi,nted by the faculty.
Certain pers and duties of the pupil organization are proposed by the

faculty
Number of major types of club activities

The club program includes
Debating or dramatic clubs
Athletic clubs__

Guidance:
Junior high school pup.ls receive group guidance throughout the junior

high school period' fr class teachers
Pupils receive guidance- ith respect to choice of junior high school courses
The school relies in its guidance program on cooperation from all teachers
The guidance program includes guidance classes or classes in occupations

Critical ratios
favoring

Con-
ven-

tional
schools

(19
schooLs)

Junior-
senior
high

schools
(35

schools)

4 6

3

Articulation:
Number of arrangements for articulation of subject matter and methods

Between junior high and elementary grades
Conferences dealing with articulation of subject matter and methods

fire held between junior high school and elementary school teac4ers
Between junior and senior high school &grades

LasSLyear junior high school pupils tknd first-year senior high school
pupils

Have daily schedules providing about the same number of different
subjects

Are taught by about the sarne number of different teachers
Junior high school pupils may take oertain senior high school subjects

in the senior high school.
Senior high school pupils may take certain junior high school subjectà

in the junior high school.
The senior high school regularly Imploys teachers who are at the same

time teaching in the junior high school
The senior high school employs teachers drawn for temporary service

from the junior high school
The junior high school employs teachers drawn for temporarmervice

from the senior high school _

Both junior and senior high school teachers are members of committeeson
The senior high school curriculum
The junior high school curriculum

Junior high school teachers are members of oommittees on methods cif
teaching in the senior high school .

Conferences on articulation are held between junior and senior, high
school teachers

5 2

3. 0

4. 9
6.5

3. 9

5. 6
5. 8

3. 2

3. 1
3. 3

*4. 4
3. 1
4. 9
3. 9

13.4

5. 8

*5. 4 \
.11. 4

'9. 4

'3. 5

A single star indicates that a given practice is reported by less than 10 per oent of the
group of schools reporting that practice least often.
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TABLE 22.Differences between the junior high school &lades of 3-3
junior-senior high schools and conventionally organized schools. (Data
are for schools enrolling an average of 61-e00 pupils per grade) Con.

Types of practice showing substantial difference;

ArticulationContinued.
Number of arrangements for articulation of extracurriculurn activities

Between junior high and elementary grades
Certain of the activities engaged in by seventh-grade pupils have

been engaged in by thoce same pupils in the skth grade
Certain sponsors for junior hiull school activities serve as sponsors

for element qry school activities __ ___
Between junior and senior high school grnd.c

Last-year junior high school pupils and first-year senior high school
-pupils-- g

Engage in certain activities which are of the same general type in
both schools

Engage in about the same number of different activities each week _

Devote about the sarne time to extracurriculum activities each
week

Are granted about the same freedom in their choice of activities
Certain sponsors for senior high school activities serve as sponsors for

junior high school activities
Both junior and senior high school teachers are members of committeeson

Senior high school actiyitiir
Junior high school activities

Conferences are held between junior and senior high school teachers
On the sergor high school guidance program^
On the junior high school guidance program

, Conferences on the guidance of individual senior high school pupils
are held between junior and senior high school teachers

Certain supervisors give Attention to the integration of junior and
senior high school guidance

Teaching staff:
Relative number of men teachers

Critical ratios
favoring

Con-
ven-

tional
schools

(19
schools)

13.8

3. 6

M. 1

Relative number of teachers who have held previous positions in the
same school

Relative number of teachers holding college degrees
College graduation is required for appointment to ninth-grade teaching

positions.. 3 0
Certain teachers employed in the junior high school receive salaries as

high as the highest in the senior high school *4

Suloertizi Oil :

he supervisory staff includes directors or supervisors of special subjects. 3. 1
Metho6 of supervision involve individual conferences between teachers

and
Superintendent, director of secondary-education, or assistant superin-

tendent

4 ,7

Junior-
senior
high

schools
(35

schools)

10. 8

3. 8
.3. 8

**5.2.4. 5

3. 8

4.6
'6. 1

*6.1
4. 3

4. 1

7. 1

5.0

7. 8

4.1

Special supervisors
General supervisors are concerned

Primarily with the senior high school grades
Equally with the junior and senior high schodl grades
Equally with thd elemental D;itrades and the junior high school grades__

Housing and equipment:
The school is housed in a building containing only its own grades

3. 3

3. 0

'&5

3.4o
4. 2

5.5

A single star indicates that a given practice is reported by less than 10.pec'eent of the
group of schools reporting that practice least often.

Double stars indicate that a practice is reported by more than 90 per cent of the group
of schools reporting that practice most often.
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In admission and promotiot the two types of schools are
chiefly distinguished through the more frequent, adoption of
semiannual promotions coupled with promotion by grade in
the elementary schools, as contrasted with annual promotions
and promotion by subject in the reorganized schools. Neither
type of school follows one or the other practice with complete
uniformity reach scheme of promotion is found in a consid-
erable number of schools of both types. The differences are
in themselves perhaps differences of kind rpther than of
degree. ,Unlisted differences'show, moreover; thitt, the elemen-
tary schools tend to take a larger number' of factors into
account in both admissions and promotions than do the junior
high schools, so that the advantage with respectsto flexibility
is by no means decidpd by the junior higlAschoors' more fre-
quent use of promotion by subject.

In the organization oNikotruction the more colmon
of homogeneous grouping in the reorganized schools sis ac-
companied by a tendency on the part. of these schools to
make more extensive use of tests of mental ability than is the
case in the conventional chools. Though the difference is
not a completely reliablyne, the junior high schools appear
to surpass the conventional schook in their use of tests for
iesearch and experimentation particular. The junior
high schools also provide schedules which allow more exten-
sive specialization by individual teachers, and which involv6
the teaching of somewhat smaller classes. Though the school
*diay is longer in the reorganized schools than in the con-

. ventional schools, the latter report a somewhat longer school
'year. t

Differences in the progi,am of studies can be briefly ghar-
acierized in terms of differing emphases on required and elec-
tive work in the two ) types IA, schools. The elementary
schools, organized in 6.6 majority of cases on a single-
curriculum basis, provide a somewhat longer list of required
courses than do the junior high schools. The junior high
schools have in every instance adopted a form, of curriculum
organization 'which provides for elective courses. When all
three grades are taken into account, the total pro am of the
reorganizd schools tends to be somewhat bro er than that
of the conventional schools. The reorganized schools achieve
this greater breadth of program chiefly through their more
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frequent offering of eighth-grade business training, seventh-
grade and eighth-grade foreign languAge, and in a few schools
seventh-grade and eighth-grade agriculture. Significantly,
more of the junior-senior pchools provide for Smith-Hughes
work than is the case among the conventional schools, even
when the ninth-grade high-school offerings are taken into'
account. From the standpoint both of Comprehensiveness
and of flexibility, therefore, the reorganized-school programs
of studies seem to be definitely superior to those of the
conventional schools.

Differences in the extrdcurriculums of the schools are less
éxtensive than differences in the' programs of studies. The
thoroughly subhantial differences.jpdicate a greater tencléncy
on the part of the conventional schools to set up formal
faculty restrictions on pupil activities. This tendency is
perhaps in part justifiable on account of the lesser maturit¡r
of the- the elementary schools, con-4
taining no ninth grades, can not Tely on the influence of the
older pupils found in the junior-senior high schools. A simi-
lar tendency is, however, practically universal in the 4-year,. high schools.' Hence it seems probable that the unreor-
ganized schools have in general adoptéd a more conservative
attitude toward their extracurriculum work than have the
junior-senior high schoofs. Such a conclusion is consistent
with the greater variety of club activities provided in the
latter schools. It is consistent also with less extensive dif-
ferences between the two types of schools differences which,

4 taken in conjunction with the more reliable differences pre-
sented in Table 22, indicate that the junior-senior high schools
offer in general the more comprehensive and flexible extra-
curriculums.

The differences in guidance uniformly favor the reorganized
schools. Particularly worth noting is the fact that continu-
ous group guidance from class teachers and plans for guict
twee which enlist the còoperation of all the °teachers are

/practically absent in the conventional schools. The greater
attention to guidanCe classes and classes in occupations in
the junior-senior high schools is also significant. Differences
in the guidance program are restricted bowever,stomdifferences
in guidance within the junior high sChoorgradea, th)at arrange-

See Table 23. ow
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ments for guidance of elementary-school pupils about to
enter the junior high schooPgrades, and of junior high school
pupils with respect to senior high school work, are practically
indistinguishable in the two types of schools.

Arrangements for articulatio between the sixth and sev-
enth grades are more numerous in the elementary schools
than in the junior-senior high schools. Though differences
are few.with respect to ipecific arrangements for articulation

bat this point, tire 'elementary schools give greater attention
to the integration of all three of thé types of work in w 'ch
articulation is most neededsubject matter and' metds of
teaching, extracurriculum,activities, and guidance. ,

For making a gradual transition bt,w'een the ninth and
tenthlgrades, the arrangements offered by the junior-senior
schools are far more numerous than those which thestonven-
tional schoolg provide between the eighth and ninth grades.
A majority of the things commonly done by the reorganized if

schools in this connection are done by almost none of the
conventional schools. Certain practices found almost uni-
versally in the reorganized schools are by no means universal'
j.i) the -conventional schools. The diderences favoing the
junior-senior high schools in their articulation between the
lower and upper secondary-school units are distinctly greater
than the differences favoring the conventional school in it&
articulation.between the s and seventh grades.

*
In the compòsition of the teaching staffs of the two types

of schools, certain less extensive differtnces emphasize the
.flifferences pre.sejated in Table 22. Practically all the cm-
'ventional schools require professional tra' s. i of their ninth-
grade taclors; ofily three-fourths of the.reo ..anized schools
insist uppn such training. Forty-two., per cent of the con-
yeAtional schools.demand two or mcire years of experience for
.,appáintment, to setrenth- 'and eightli-grade teaching positions;
only 13 per' cent of the reorganized schools have established
this. requirement. The reorganized schools ar more prone
to favor nonlocal resit leas orjo make io disti tion between
local and nonlocal residents in all their appo g s. .nts than
are the conventional schoolà. To these differences must be
added on the one hand the greater eriaphasis which the co.n-

ventional schools place 'on college' graduation for appointment
to ninth-grade positions, and on the other hind the greater.
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uniformity in juuior and senior thigh school salary scales pro-
vided in the reorganized schools. In the light of all' these
differences together, the general basis for the distinction
between the schools becomes apparent. The reorganized
schools, presumably seeking teachers who can render effec-
tive 'service under the revised program which reorganization
has brought forth, have adopted less rigid requipements than
those to which the conventional schools adhere. At the same
time the reorganized schools have more often extended their
high-school salary schedules to apply to teachers in the losiver
-secondary-school unit. The conventional schools have tend-
ed to retain the more usual requirements as to professional
and atademic training. In particular they have more fre-
quently kept the traditional distinction between elgrentary-
school and secondary-school requirements, thus producing a
notable differentiation between the seventh and eighth grades,
and the ninth. In the requirdnents which the schools set
up and in the opportunities which they offer to teachers of
other than orthodox background, the junior-senior high
schools thus tend.to be more liberal than the conventional
schools.

The 'supervisory organization of the schools pfovides a
'somewhat simildr basis for distinction. In the number of
different types of supervisory officers employed, and in the
number of different methods of supervision used, the schools
offer no important contrasts. They differ, however, in the
character of the supervisory program. Supervision in tbe
elementary schools places large reliance on contacts between
teachers and certain supervisors of special subjects. The
latter are frequently as much concerned with problems in the
lower elementary grades as with problems in' the seventh
and eighth grades; their perspective is likely to be that of the
elementary school. Supervision in the reorganized schb4
is m9re frequently carried on through one. or -more general
supervisors who are concerned with the secondary-school
program as a whole. The reorganized schools are thus more
likely to substitute a secondary-school pseoiiit of view for a
traditional elementary-school point of view in tht super-
vision of their lower units. Though the change implied may
not always be advantageous, it probably results in greater
freedom to introduce new method's and materials of telaciiing

: 4
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than is to bé found in most conventionally organized seventh
and eighth grades.

The final difference between the school's consists in the more
frequent provision for the junior-senior high schools of
buildings containing only secondary-school gradesan obvi-
ous consequence of the types of organization being compared.
In the general equipment of the twatypes of schools no signif-
icant differences appear. The differeice which does occur
is important chiefly because it emphasizes the difference in
the points of view which necessarily govern the work of the
two schools. Through their housing as well as through
their supervision and their standards for the selection of
teachers, the seventh and eighth grades under the conven-
tional organization are closely bound to elementary-school
traditions. Through these same features of organization
the lower grades in the reorganized school are constantly
subjected to evaluatia from a secondary-school standpoint.

To summarize the advantages of each type of organization

a

in terms of the major feature.a in which the schools of this
size group excel: The seventh and eighth grades in the con-
ventional schools are superior to the junior units of the
reorganized schools in their provisions for articulation with
the lower elementary grades. The conventional schools pro-
vide arrangements different from those of the reorganized
schools in admission and promotion, in requirements for the
selection of teachers, in supervisión, and in housing and equip-
ment. In the main, these differences seem to result from

Cie adherence by the conventional sçhools to an elementary-

Vlool tradition, as %contrasted with 'the -*adoption by the
reorganized schools of a secondary-schsol point of view. The
reorganized schools surpass the conventional schools in their
arrangements for the organization of instruction, in the com-
prehensiveness and flexibility of their prógrams of studies,
in the scope of their extracurriculums, in their programs of

guidance, and in their provisions for articulation with the
upper secondary.-school grades.

Differences in di; organization of the s.enior high schod
I i. grades.The substantial differences in ;ractice between the

conventional high schools and the senior units of the junior-.

senior high schools are shown' in Table 23. Though these
differences are not so numerous as the differenws between
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TABLE 23.Differences between the senior high school rades of 8-8
junior-senior high schools and conventionally organized high schools-

r,

(Data are for schools enrolling an average of 6 1-200 pupils per grade)

Types of practice showing substantial differences

Critical ratios
favoring

Conven-
tional

schools
(15

schools)

Janior-
senior
high

schools
(33

schools)

Admission and promotion:
Number of factors taken into account in determining admissions__

Admission is based in part 6n
Intelligence quotients
Chronological age

Promotion is based in part on
' Chronological age

Degree of physical maturity
Organization of instruction:

Pupils are grouped according to ability
Program of studies:

Elective courses
Number of elective courses included in ninth-grade offering (as

compared with ninth grade in 4-year high school)
A course in home economics Ls elective

In grade 11
In grade 12'

Ertracurricutum:
The form of the pupil organization has recently been changed
Certain powers and duties of the pupil organization are proposed by

the faculty
The pupil organization is engaged in promoting

Health
School publicity
Scholarship
Introduction of ntqc students

The pupil organization is engaged in regulating school publications_
Certain club activities have been initiated by an interested teacher_ _

Guidance:
During the first few weeks of school, pupils reCeive both group and

individual guidance from a special counselor
Throughout the senior high school period, pupils receive

Group guidance from a special counselor
Individual guidance from a special counselor

The school employs a special counselor_
Number of different methods and materials used in guidance...

Articulation:
Conferences on articulation of subject matter and methods are held be-

tween junior and senior high school teachers... ......
Number of arrangements for articulation of guidance between junior

and senior high school grades
Conferences are held between junior and senior high school teach-ers

On the senior high school guidance program
On the junior high school guidance program

Teaching staff:
(No differenoes showing critical ratios as high as 3.0.1

Supfrrision:
Number of different types of supervisory officers

The supervisory staff includes a director, supettisisor, or assistant
superintendent in general charge of secondary education

General supervisors are concerned equally with the junior and senior
high school grades

Housing and equipment:
The school is housed in a building erected specifically for its present

use__

3 5

5. 4
.4, 3. 3

4. 0

3 s
4_ 1

3 3
3 0

3. g

4. 1
3. 2

S. 1

MI

3. e

3. 0

3. 8
4. 7
4 9
4. 2

. a

3. 0

3, 1
3. 3

' Practioes marked by a single litar are reported brim than 10 per cent of the convent1on91
schools. All the practices listed are reported by more than 10 per cent of the junior-senior
schools.

Double stars indicate that a given practice is reported by Fn9re than 90 per cent of the
tgroup of schools reporting hat practice most often.

__

_

......

5. 0
8. 1
6.4
4. 5

1' .. f ..
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4. I
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the junior units, they affect nearly all the major features of
organization. .

In admission and promotion it is significant that the reor-
ganized schools not merery teild to. take more factors into
account than do the conventional schools; but recognite
certain factprs which are given attention in almost none of
the tonventional schools. The senior units of the junior-
senior high schools approach the flexibility in admission and
promotion which is characteristic of their junior units. The
4-year high schools not merely lag behind the reorganized
schools in this matter,-,but display kIss flexibility than the
upper grades of the converitional elementary schools.

The 4-yeitr high schools, like the elementary scbools, report
a somewhat' longer school year than "do the reorganized
schools, though the differencq.in this respect is not extensive.
The fact that pupils are mare often grouped according to
ability in the 4-year schools than in the.reorganized schools
is perhaps due to the greater size of the former schools
through their inclusion of tbelainth grade. The reorganized
schools make somewhat more extensive use of- standardized
achievement tests than do the conventional schools. In the
use of tests of mental ability and in the number of provisions
which they inake for individual differences the two types
of schools follow substantially the same practices. Thus
neither type seems to have a clear advantage in the organ-
ization of instruction as a whole.

. In the program of studies there is less difference between
the schools than was apparent in their junior units. Within
the grades aboN;e the ninth neither type of school offers a
much more extensive program than the other. The reor-
gan4ed ichools, however, in addition to providing more
frequently for elective courses in home economics, more
often offer specialized curriculums in industrial arts, home
econòrnics, and music. The differences with respect t:o the
latter .offefings are not large enough to be thoioughly reli-
able, but they suggest more direct attention on the part of
the junior-senior schools to nonacademic elements in the

. program of studies.
The more conservative attitude of the conventional schools

toward, the extracurriculum has already been commented on
in connection with the elementary schools. Certain types
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of activities are apparently better established in the con-

ventional schools than among the reorganized schools; but
the latter commonly give attention in their extracurriculums
to various problems rarely dealt with on an extracurriculum
basis in the conventional schools. In general the junior-
senior high schools have the more comprehensive programs.

In guidance' the differences all favor the reorganized
schools. The most important differences are two: The
junior-ienior high schools frequently employ a special guid-
ance counselor, whereas a special counselor is rarely found
in the conventional schools; and the junior-senior schools
employ a greater number of different methods and materials
in guidance. Certain not wholly reliabte differences appear
also, to the advantage of the reorganized schools, in the
number- of different problems dealt with in guidance.

The differences in articulation are especially noteworthy.
Conventional high schools were asked tò report on their
provisions for articulation between the ninth and tenth,_

grades. The differenCes listed in Table 23 therefore represent
differences between the arrangements for articulation which
the 4-year high schools make within the upper high-school
unit, and the arrangements which the reorganized schools
make for articulation between the upper and lower units.
The junior-senior high schools lead not *merely in the practices
reported in the table, but to a less extensive but still important
degree in the number of their arrangements for integrating
subject matter *and methods of teaching and extracurricu-
lum activities. This fact offers significant indication of
whitt, may fairly be interpreted as a greater consciousness of
the problem of integration on the part of the reorganized
schools.

No thoroughly reliable differences are apparent in the
composition of the teaching staff. The conventional schools
are more commonly Insistent on college graduation as ti

requirement for appointment to teaching positions, and a
somewhat larger proportion of their teachers hold, College
degrees. The conventional schools are at the same time
less inclined to give preference to local residents. The
juniorAsenior high schools more frequefitly report certain
junior high school teachers as well paid as the highest paid
senior high school teachers. In these differences there is
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perhaps some evidence of the greater conservatism noticeable
among the conventional elementary schools, but the -differ-
ences between the senior high school staffs are less capable of
interpretation on this basis than the differences between
the junior units.

I n supervision the salient differences consist in the employ-
ment of a more elaborate supervisory staff by the (reorganized
schools, and the responsibility of supervisors in these schools
for six 'grades instead of four. The reorganized schools
taid to employ .a greater number of different methods of
supervision than the conventional schools, though the dif-
ferences in this respect are less extensive than those noted
in Table 23.

In housilI and equipment neither type of school seems
to have a general advantage over the other. The fact that
the conventional schools in all cases occupy buildings erected
specifically for them is no indication of their better equip-
ment; the reorganized schools which have not had new build-

*ings erected for them are housed in buildings originally
planned to accommodate conventional schools.

Summed up in terms of the major advantages of each
type of school, the differences between the senior units ap-
pear as follows: The 4-year high schools included in this
size group are superior to the junior-senior high schools in
none of their major features. In the organization of instruc-
tion, the composition of the teaching staff, and housing and
equipment differences appear between the schools which are
extensive enough to deserve notice, but which are not clearly
to the advantage of either type of school. As in the case
of the lower grades, differentes of this sort are perhaps to
be explained by the continuance among the conventional
schools of certain jraditional standards which have been
modified in the reorganized sphools. q'The junior-senioi high
schools prdvide a more comprehensive or more flexible organ-
ization than that of the conventional schools in connection
with each of the,remaining major featuresadmission and
promotion, the program of studies, the extracurriculum,,
&dance, articulation, and supervision.

Comparison of detailed differences "Oh differences suggested
by summary scores.Since the schools here com,piud are
drawn from the best organized schools of each type, the
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results of these comparisas can not be expected to parallel
exactly the results of comparisons between thoroughly rep-.

resentative groups of conventional schools and of junior-
senior high schools. Still less can the comphrisons be
regarded as indicating the differences between conventional
schools in general and reorganized schools in general. The
results of the comparisons do in fact differ from the results
obtained for the larger groups through the use of sumfilary
scores.'

As a test of the signifi&nce of the sammary ratings, scores
have been separately tabulated for the conventional and
reorganized schools which have here been compared in detail.
The conclusions based on these tabulations differ in one major
point from the conclusions supported by the detailed com-
parisons. This .point concerns the program of studies.
Though the scores offer a reasonably accurate index of the
comprehensiveness of the program in terms of the number of
different offerings provided, they fail to give due recognition
toopportunities for electiori. The scores for the junior high
school program in particular underrate the flexibility of
organization in the junior-senior high schools. Hence, in
comparing the scores for the program of studies in conven-
tional schools and junior-senior high schools, the same cau-
tion needs to be observed that is necessary in similar com-
parisons between separate and combined reorganized schools.°
In both cases the junior-senior high schools deserve a higher
standing in their programs of studies than die summary
scores tend to indicate.

Possible explanations of the differences betwee two types
of schools.The differences between conven 1 schools
and junior-senior high schools which are revealed by the
detailed comparisons are of peculiar interest. The conven-
tional elementary schools may be assume4 to stand well above
the average of their type; they not merely represent, like
the-reorganized schools, an outstanding group among all the
schools of their iype which the study Vas investigated, but
their number includes 9 schools, of a total of 19, which form
parts of systems in which other schools have been reorgan-

See Fig. 8, Ch. IV.
See the concluding section of Ch. V.
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ized.7 Though the 4-year high schools have presumabli not
been so directly affected by reorganization as have cArtain
of the elementary schools, th.ey also consist of outstanding
schools. If conventional schools in general can be expected
to °match the comprehensiveness organization attained
by reorganized schools of equiv s t size, these schools
should be able to do so. Yet these schools are in only a few
respects as comprehensively organized as the junior-senior
high schools with which they have been compared.

The superiority of the junior-senior schools to the conven-
tional schools is no doubt in part to be explained in terms of
the factors which give the latter schools an advantage over
other types of reorganized schools. As suggested in a pre-
ceding chapter, the coinbination of the six upper grades in a
single organization seems to stimulate reorganization in
both junior and senior units, to facilitate desirable arrange-
ments which wight not otherwise be made, to free the lower
grades from certain hampering effects of tradition. The fact
that the six upper grades are brought toglether under the
junior-senior organizátion, whereas these grades are broken
into two sharply separate divisions under the conventional
organization, thus furnishes an obvious explanation of the
differing internal arrangements provided.

This explanation probably does bnot completely account,
however, for the differences between the two types of schools.
In discussing the contrasts between 24-6ystem and 3-3-sys-
tem 'reorganized schools it was suggested that the matter of
attitude toward reorganization might be quite as important,
as the adoption of a particular grouping of grades. Attkude
would seem bo be an even more significant factor among the
'conventionally organized schools than among the 24-system
schools. In the organization of their teaching staffs and in
their arrangements for supervision the conventional .schools
which have been examined have offered unmistakable evi-
dence of a tendency not to changeto hold to traditional./
standards and traditional arrangements. The attitude of
teichers and supervisors must inevitably determine the
schools' provisions for other features of its organization.
This attitude, even more duo the disadvantage of the
traditional grade groupings, may explain the failure of the

7 Bee Ch. Iowa 4.
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conventional schools to provide an organization as compre-
ilensive as that of reorganized schools of equivalent size.8

Compared with reorganized schools in generalperhaps
especially with separate junior and senior high schoolsit
seems probable that the conservatism which is associated
with the conventional grade grouping is the chief factor
accounting fo&r the less comprehensive organization of the
conventional schools. Compared with junior-senior high
schools or undivided 6-year schools, the conventional schools
are probably handicapped not only by their conservatism, but
by tangible disadvantages in their forms of grade grouping.

8 Four of the conventional schools {Whieh compared most favorably with reorganized schools
were visited by members of the sdrvey staff. The outstanding handicap of these schools
seemed to be their inability to free tliemselves froip traditional procedures. Listed as elemen-
tary schooi:, and 4-year high schoolt, they were bound by both State and local regulations
aRplying to such schools. They foukid it almost impossible, in consequence, to gain approval
for various procedurm which would have been approved without question in schools definitely
classified as "reorganized."

11.

le
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CHAPTER VIII : SMALL SCHOOLS CQMPARED WITH
LARGE SCHOOLS

1. METHODS OF STVDYING TIIE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
ENROLLMENT AND SCHOOL PROCEDURES

Differences in size of erment as a cause of cliffereaces ino

organization.Chief atte ion has been given in this -study
. to the differences among schools which seem to grow out: of
diffeitg types of external organization. Hardly less im-
portant, however, are the differences in internal arrangéments
characteristic of various sizes of schools. Though the limi-
tations of the study have prevented thoroughgoing analysis
of the latter differences, the effects of size of enrollment have
been subjected to what may serve as at least a preliminary
inv stigation.

To demonstrate a causal connection betsyeen the sizd of a
school and its form of organization is a complex task. Schools
d various sizes can be shown to differ from each other in
numerous import nt respectsond differences primarily asso-
ciated with, e of organization can be to some extent dis-
tinguished from other differences. The remaining differences
will presumably comprise those which are characteristic of
variatiqns in size. But such differences may not be causal by
the variations in size, even though the two are closely asso-
ciated. They may spring from other factorsgfinancial colt-
ditions, varying qualities of leadership in the schools in
question, and the likewhich usually iccompany varying'
sizes of enrollment. The differences can be sfrictly inter-
preted, therefore, only asidifferences which are associated with
changes in enrollment under the conditions with 'which
secondary schools are usually pnfronted.

In spite of the difficulty of establishing cause-and-effect
relationships, there is value in knowing what is commonly to
be expected of schools of different sizes. Stitch knowledge
may allow a more intelligent planning of the secondary-school
program as a whole, and it may permit certain conjectures as
to the actual causes of important differences. The study of
variations which accompany changes in size has been made
4th these possible benefits in view.
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Method of studying the relationghip between enrollment and
'internal organization.There are at least two possible meih-
ods of studying the influence (Alike of enrollment on a school's
internal organization. One method is to compare the prac-
tices found in schools of various sizes, grouping the schools
without respect to the type of external organization which
they have adopted. The other method consists likewise in
comparing -the practices found in schools of various sizes,
noting separately, howevér, the diffeiénces found among the
schools of each special type. Because of the means which it
provides for equating the possible influences of type of or-
ganization in the various cornparioons, the second method is
to be preferred to the first. The time and funds available
have not been sufficient, however, to permit tlie use of this
second method in the present study. Schools have had to
be groved according to size without respect to type. For-
tunately, the influence of type has not had to be entirely
ignored, since the co. mparison's of vtirious types of schools witli
the factor of size equated have already allowed flip identifi-
cation of a number of major differences which Seem to be
primarily associated with type. These differences have been
taken into account in interpreting the results of the present
comparisons. But because the influence of type of organi-
zation can be only generally recognized, it has seemed inad-
visable to attempt such detailed comparisons among the
various sizes of schools as have been undertaken among the
various sepaiate types.

t. AR1SONS

The numbers of schools of each type available for compari-
son are reported in Table g4. The schools are classified in
the six size groups previously used, according to their average
grade nrollments in junior and senior units.

To reduce thernumber of separate comparisons required,
it ha* been necessary to combine certain of the size groups.
Groups 3 and 4 and groups 5 ahd 6, respectively, have been
thrown together for purposes of cpmparison. gertain of
these groups already contain more schools than gropps .1 and
2, so that the combinations have not added to thb reliability
of the comparisons by increasing the gize of groups containing

.4 only small numbers of schools. It seems probable, h6wever,
[ 201 I
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TABLE 24.Di8tribution of various types of reorganized schools in terms
of average enrollments per grade in junior and senior units

Type of school

Junior high school grades

3-year junior...
3-3 junior-senior
6-year undivided .

2-year junior
2-4 junior-senior.
4-year junior_ _ . A .

All types

Senior high school grades

3-year senior
3-3 junior-senior .

6-year undivided
4-year senior ........
2-4 junior-senior_

All types

A veragaAuar411.apz per grade

Group
1,

30 or
fewer

2

6
7

0
11

12

52

Group
9

3r260

3

4

10
22

7
10

54 4

2 4

14 13

29 13.

1 4
10 13Li-
56 47 50

Group
3,

61-100

18
15
6
5

9
1

Group
4,

101-200

12
7

14
11

Group
5,

201-333

6

33 34
20 18
10 4
21 11

7 3
0 0

91 70

ea

7

71

22
12
3
5
2

44

Group
6,

334 or
more

7

2
3
o
o

46

38
1

1

4
o

44
q.

133
73
60
47
40
1

361

976

73
60
42
40

312

that relatively slight increases in enrollment among the
smaller schsools are of greater moment than corresponding
increases among the larger schools. To preserve the lower
size groups has therefore been judged more important than
to preserve the upper groups.

5. DIFFERENCES AMONG SCHOOLS OF VARIOUS SIZES IN THE ORGANIZA-
TION OF THE JUNIOR .11101,7 SCHOOL GRADES

Interpretation of the tabukted data.In Table-25 are shown
the ra,ajor differences in pr: takes in the junior high school
grades among schoolt ha i verage junior high school
grade enrolhhents of fewer than 30, betwéen 31 and 60,
between 61 and 200, and more than 200 pupils, respectively.

The differences listed arli those which are extensive
enough to produce)critical ratios of 3 or more,' Differences
favoring the miller schools in the separate comparisons are
represented by the critical ratibs entered in Columns 2, 3,
atnd 4 of tht table; differences favoiing the larger schools are
represented by the critical ratioE entered in Columns 5, 6, and
7.. Columns 2 and 5 contain the critical ratios of differences

I For the significance of such ratios see Ch. V e
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between the group of smallest schools and the group of
schools next larger in size. Columns 3 and 6 contain the
critical ratios of differences between 1the schools in the second
group awl those in the third. Columns 4 and 7 contalii
the ratios of differences between the schools in the two
upper groups.

The appeararice of a difference favoring 1arer gchools
obviously means that between, one size group and the next
an increase ¡ri the frequency .vith which a given praètipe is
rep6rted accompanies the increase in size of enrollment.
Cpnersely, the appearance of a difference favoring smaller
schools means a decrease in the frequency of a given practice
with increase in enrollment. Alisence of a critical ratio does
not imply the failure of the schools to report a given practice;
it means only that no substantial change in the frequency of
that practice appeais from one size group to the next.

TABLE 25.Differences in junior high school practices among reorganized
schools enrolling averages of 80 or fewer, 81-60, 61-200, and more than
200 pupils per grade

0

Types of practice showing substantial differences

vsi

Critic& ratios favoring=

Smaller schools

30 or
fewer
Coln-

Pared
with
31-60
pu-
pils
per

grade
A

Admission and promotion:
Number of factors taken into aocount in determin-

ing admissions
The school employs

Annual promotions
Semiannual promotions

Grade completion (determined by teachers' marks
In all subjects) is used as a basis for promotion

Organization of instrudion:
Number of teachers under whom each pupil

stu
lnzrade7 .
Inirradelt,
In : le

Num of different fields of instruction taught by
the average teacher

Numbffir of grades in which the average teacher
offers instruction

Bee footnotes it end ol table:
API
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Larger schools

61-20G 30 or 61-200
conk fewer corn-

pared
with-re

corn-
N;ith

pared
with

20I Or with
more 31-60 "

201 or
more

Pvitts-

per per Per per
grade grade grciue grade

-

3.0

67 7

7-

_r

-

3.2 6.9
3 2 6 9
12 7. 0

4

1111

O.*

s

,

61 . ,

a

corn -

6Pared.with
.to

pu-, pu- pu-
pils pils pils

_ '5.

7

,

qw 4.

*14
;;;

O. I. op m
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D.
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TABLE 25.Niferences in junior high school practice* cimong reorganized
schools enrolling averages of 80 or fewer, 81-60, 61-200, and more than
iO0 pupils pef gradeContinued

Types of practice showing substantial differences

Organization of ¡war Continued.
Number of pupils enrolled in the usual class In

Itecitat ion subjects
Physical training and music
Shop or laboratory sub)ects

Length of class periods
Length of the school year
Standardized tests of mental ability are used f r

evaluation of teaching efficiency
Pupils are grouped according to ability

Program of studies:
The program of studies includes

An industrial arts curriculum
A curriculum in music

The school utilizes Smith-Hughes aid
Required courses

Number of required courses included in seventh-
, grade offering

a Fine arts is required in grade 7
Industrial arts is required in grade 7-

. Physical training is required in grade 7
Home economics is required in e 8
Mathematics is required in e 9
Music is required in grade 9

AIM

Or.

Elective courses
Number of elective courses included:

In eighth-grade offering
In ninth-grade offering

A course in foreign language is elective in grade 8_ _

A course in fine arts is elective in grade 8
A course in business training is elective--

In grade 8
In grade 9

A course in home economics is elective in grade 9
A course in agriculture is elective in grade 9

Extracurricuium:
Number of major types Of activities included in the

extracurriculum
The extracurriculum provides for participation

In
Home-room organizations
General school government
Activities connected with school publications

The pupil organisation is engaged in
Promoting thrift
Regulating school social affairs

Bee footnotes at end of table.
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Critical ratios favoring.

Smaller schools

30 or
fewer
com-
pared
with
31-60
-pu-
pils
per

grade

2

31-60
com-
pared
with

61
pu-
pils
per

grade

3 0

......

Larger schools

61-200130 or
com-
pared
with

201 or
more

pils
per

grade

4

411.

3 0

4

.0. IMO 40

3 0

k

a 3

fewer
com-
pared
witt)
31-60
pu-
pils
per

grade

5

4. 6

3. 5

5. 3

3. 0

3. 2

3, 0

31-60
com-
pared
with

61-200
pu-
pils
per

grade

M, 01 MI. ma

& 8
3. 0

3. 8

'3. 0

3 3
4. 1

'3. 2

3. 2

IM

4111,

60200
com-
pared
with

201 or
more
pu-
pils
per

grade

..... QED

3. 3

3. 6

3. 5

3. 0
4 2
3. 2
3. 0

3. 5

4. 7

5 5
..

4. 8
3. 4

5. 7

4. 6'4
O e

01.

*.
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TABLE 25. Differences in junior high school practices among reorganized
schools enrolling áverages of 50 or fewer, 31-60, 61-200, and more than
io0 pupils per gradeContinued

Types of practice showitig substantial diffexences

a

('ritical ratios favoring4--

Smaller schools

30 or
fewer
corn-
pared
with.
31-60
pu-
pils
per

grade

1

ErtracurriculumContinued.
Number of major types of club activities

The club program includes purely social clubs
Clubs are occasionally initiated by persons or

agencies not a part of the regular school organi-
sation

Guidance:
Number of provisions for the guidance of pupils

before their admission to the junior high school
grades ,

Number of provisions for the guidance of Junior
- . high school pupils with respect to ju.nior high

school activities
Pupils receive group guidance during the first few

weeks of school from
A special counselor
Home-room teachers
Older pupils

Pppils receive group guidance throughout the
junior high school period from class teachers_

Parents are informed concerning their children 's
special problems through individual interviews
at the school

Parents of pupils about to enter the senior high
school are informpd concerning the senior high
school progrim through printed or mimeographed
explanations

The school employs a special counselor
Home-room advisers play a part in the guidance

,Program__
Ail teachers take part in the guidance program
Number of different methods and materials used in

guidance
The program provides for

Guidance periods or home-room periods
/ Examinations of pupils' mental health

Exploratory and tr-out courses as a basis for
guidance _

Articles in school publications

Articulation: .
Articulation of subject matter and metbods

Between junior high school and elementary
school:

The junior high school regularly employs
teacherawho are at the same time teaching in
the elementary school

The junior high school sends teachers from its
regular staff for temporary servioe In the
elementary school

Bee footnote at end of table.
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2

1

31-60
com-
pared
with

pu-
61-200

per
grade

3

61-200
com-
pared
with

201 or
more
pu-
pils
per

grade

6 6

& 2

a. 5

Larger schools

30 or
fewer
CO rfl -

pared
with
31-60
pu-
pils
per

grad

31_60 0200
coni-

COLD-
pared Par')withwith

61-2001
pu-
pils
per

grade

5 6

3. 5

3 8

4 6

3 4

3. 6 3. 0

3 1
3. 3

3. 1

201 or
more
pu-
pils
per

grade

7

4. 2
3. 2

-

4. 0

5. 0

3. 2
3. 0
3. 0

3. 0

4. 4

3. 0

3. 8

4

pils
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TABLE 25. Differences in junior high school *dices among reorganized
schools enrolling averages of 30 or fewer, 31-60, 61-200, and more than
f00 pupils per gradeContinued

Types of practice showing substantial differences

Critical ratios favoring-

Smaller schools

30 or 131410
fewer oom-com-
Pared
with
31-60

PP.
pils

Per

Larger schools

61-2001 30 or
corn- fewer
pared
with

cora-
paredl-Awed

with
201 o with61-2/-

X* more 31-60pu
pils v`a-pils

pu-
pils

Per Per
grad grad

Per grade

A rticulztionCont inned.
Articulation of aibiect matter and méthodsCon.

Between junior and senior high schools
T be junior high school offers certain senior high

school courses
The senior high school offers certain jurkior high

school courseg
The senior Ligh school regularly emplcys

teachers who are at the same time teaching in
the junior high school

Number of provisions for articulation of ex traairric-
ulum activities between junior and senior high
schools . _____

Certain sPonsors for junior high school activities
serve as sponsors for senior high school activities

Conferences on extracurriculum activities are
held between junior and senior high schod
teachers. _ _ _ _ _ _________

Number of provisions for articulation of guidance
Between junior high school and elementary school

Certain supervisors give attention to the in-
tion of junior high school and elementary

school guidanoe
Between junior and senior high schools

Teaching staff:
Relative number of men teachers
Relative number of teachers bolding college degrees
College graduation is required for appointment to

ninth-grade positions
Prior teaching experience is.required for appoint-

ment to seventh-grade positions _ _ _ _ _ _

Nonlocal applicants are given preference in appoint-
ments to eightt. grade positions

Certain junior high school teachers receive salaries
as high as the highest in the senior high school

Certain senior high school teachers reoeive salaries
as low as the lowest in the Junior high school_

Supervision:
Number of different typee of supervisory officers...

The school employs an assistant principal
The supervisory staff includes directors, super-

visors, or assistant superintendents in general
charge of--

Academic subJects
Special subjects

ocational subjects
The supervisory staff inclifdes department heads,o chairmen, for academic sullects

footnote at end of table,
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31-60
com-
pared
with
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pu-
pils
Per

grade

4 Is I

3. 8

3. 6 _ -

3. 0

3. 3

3. 5

3_ 1

4. 6

S. 6
3. 2

4. 1

3 1

.

3. 5

61-200
com-
pared
with

201 or
more
pu-
pils
Per

grade

7

Mg,

411. 3. 6

a. 2

3 7

4 8

41., ma
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3 3

3 2

3 0

1 6
6.0

6.4

4.4
4.2
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TABLE 25. Differences in junior high school practices among reorganized
schools enrolling averages. of 30 or fewer, 31-60, 61-200, and more than
f00 pupils per, gradeContinued

Types of practice showing substantial difierenoes

1

,SuperrisionContinued.
Number of different t ypes:of supervisory officers

Continued.
Supervision is in part conducted through

& school council or corresponding group com-
posed of department heads

A general supervisory council for tbe school
system, composed of special directors of in-
struction or special supervisors

Numbenof different methods of supervision
The program of supervision involves

Classroom visitation by special supervisors (in-
cluding department heads)

Individual conferences between teachers and
Superintendent, director of secondary educa-

tion, or assistant superintendent
Special supervisors (including department

heads)
Departmental meetings
Curriculum revision in individual subjects

General supervisors are in most instances con-cerned
Equally with the Junior high school grades and

the elementarY grades 3. 0
Primarily with the junior high school grades

Special supervisors are in some instances con-
cerned equally with

The junior high school and elementary grades_ _

The junior and senior high school grades

Critical ratios favoring

Smaller sichools Larger schools

30 or 31-60fewer com-
COM- COM- pared
pared Pared with

wIthwith 2001201 or
31-60 more

Pu-pu- pu-
Pils Pas PasPerPer

grade
Per

grade grade

Housing and
The school housed in a building containing no

other grad than those of the school unit in
question_ _

3

'.3. 6

30 or
fewer
oom-

i=
31-60
Pu-
pils
Per

grade

31-450
com-
pared
with
1

pu-
pils
Per

grade

4. 0

3. 0
ao

3. 3

3. 0
3. 1

3. 5

3. 3

1-200
com-
pared
with
201 or
more
pu-
pils
per

grade

7

3. 0

4. 8

3. 1

'A single star in
. of schools reporting

This practice is
practices listed is-4e
groups.

tea that a given practice is reported by less than 10 per oent of the gropsf
t practice least often.

by more than 90 per cent of the largest schools. None of tbe other
ted by u many as 90 per cent of the schools of any one of the 4 size

As in the case of differences among various types of or-
ganization, the size of a critical ratio gives no clue to the
frequency of the practice- to which the ratio refers. Single
stars have again been used to denote procedures reported
only rarely by one of the groups of schools compared. Double
stars mark procedures reported practically universally by
one of the groups. In the present connection the single
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gla

stars show the points at which practices either disappear or
first begin to appear with changes in enrollment, and the
double stars show the points at wiijch certain practices reach
maximum frequency.

The differences listed in Table 25 illustrate the types of
differences revealed by the group comparisons. To comment
in detail on all these differences will probably serve no jim
portant pu'rpose. Of chief significance are the. more general
changes which accompany increase in enrollment. These
.changes, as they show themselves in tlie whole list of signifi-
cant differences 2 revealed through the check-list reports
from the four groups of sc'hools, are summarized in the fol-
lowing paragraphs in connection with each major feature .pf
organization in turn. The conclusiDns presented give due
allowance to the diffgring proportions of schools oof various
types included in the separate size groups.

Admission and promotion.In provisions for admission
and promotion, increase in -enrollment tends to be accom-
panied by three major changes. Greater size brings, first,
an increase in the number of factors taken into account in,
admission. Thqugh there is no later falling off in the num-
ber of these factors, the increase does not continue among
schools enrolling more than 60 pupils per grade. Greater
size is accompanied, second, by the introduction of semi-
annual promotions and by an incyease in promotion by sub-
ject. Neither .of these modifications begins until the schools
reach an enrollment of approximately 60 pupils per grade,
but changes in these matters increase .steadily thereafter.
Greater size is attended, third, by an increase in the number
of factors taken into account in promotions among schools
of from 60 to 200 pupils per grade.* This increase doles not
continue among the larger schooli. In general, each major
increase in enrollment brings an increase of one type or an-
other in the comprhensiveness of provisions for admission
and promotion. ,

Organization of instruction.In the organization of instill&
tion growth in enrollment tends to be accompanied by in-
creases ill the extent of departmentalization, in the size of

I As in the comparisons between Various types of ntganisation, differences involving critical
ratios of 2.0 or more are taken into account in the general conclusions. Lack of space pre-
vents inclusion in the tables of differences involving critical ratios below 11.0.
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classes, in the amount of time devoted to instruction, and in
provisions for individual differences.

Departmentalization in the smallest schools results in
each pupil's having approximately four different teachers,
while each leacher is ordinarily responsible for two different
fields of instruction and is assigned 'dusk in four grades.
From group to group the number of teachers to whom each
pupil is assigned steadily increases, and the number of sub-
jects and grades for which each teacher is responsible steadily

.declines. The result is that among the largest schools each
pupil must adjust himself to seven different teachers, while
each teacher ordinarily offers instruction in only a single
field and. teaches classes in only two grades.

The average size of the usual recitation class ranges fiom
18 pupilskin the smallest schools to 33 pupils in the largest
schools. /Classes in all subjects tend to increase in size as the
schools grow larger; the increase appears most noticeably in
recitation classes first, then in classes in physical training wad
music, and finally in classes in shop or litiboratory subjects.

With increasing enrollment the schools tend to increase
the amount of time which they give to instruction. Among
the,smaller schools this increase takes the form of lengthened
class periods; the average period is +Line of 40 minutes among
the schools enrolling fewer than 30 pupils per gradeand one
of 47 minutes among thé schools of from 30 to 60 pupils per
grade. The schools of more than 200 pupils per_ grade retain
the longer period and at the same time tend to 'increase the
length of the school year from 178 days (the ay .erage among
the third-group schools) to an average of 184 days.

'Growth in provisions for individual differences appears
among all the schools through the more frequent adoption
of homogeneous grouping as the size of schools increases.
Among the larger schools increase in sizé involves the Mop-
tiou of other forms of special grouping as wellin particular,
grouping according to curriculums. Increase in size resultsalso
in an )ncrease among schools of fewer than 60 pupils per grade
in the use of tests of mental ability; among the larger schools
it merely varies the purposes for which the tests are used.

The changes in the organization of instruction, considei-ed
ail together, pro.duce a somewhat conflicting effect. The
extreme departmentalization found among the larger schools
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is of debatable value; while it:offers the benefits of specializa-.
tion from -the teachers' standpoint, it may go counter in
certain schools to the gradual introduction of departmentali-
zation which has been advocatbd-for thp junior high school,
and thus may aCid seriously to the complication of the learn-
ing process from the pupils' point of view. Increase in the
size of classes doubtless results iñ no instructional loss,3 and
obviously adds to the economy of administration. Lengthen-
ing of the time devoted to instruction presumably representsa gain. Increase in the provisions for individual differences
may also be assumed to represent a gain. In terms of their
total effect, the changes in the organization of instruction
should pik)hably be interpreted as additions to the compre-
hensiveness and flexibilify of the school's organization.

Program of studies.Differences in the program of studies
may be summarized in terms of five major respects in which
the schools tend to expand their programs with increase in
enrollment. The first expansion consists in an addition tothe number of elective courses in grade 9. Additions of this
sort persist throughout the successive grqups, keeping fairly
steady pace with each increase in school enrollment. The
second expansion consists in the addition of required cours'es
in grades 7 and 8. The tendency with respect to seventh-
grade. and eighth-grade required work seems to involve asharp increase between tit smallest schools and ti...r.otj,3e4zrext
larger in size, a gain of no magnitude among schools of
the third group, and another sharp gain among the largest
schools. A third type of expansion consists in the settingup of specialized curriculums. Tendencies in this direction
fluctuate from group to group. The trends in general cur-
riculum organization are toward increasing use of multiple
curriculums among scho. : enrolling fewer. than 60 pupils, per
grade, substitution of constants-and-variables scheme
timong the schools enrolling betiteen 60 mad 200 pupils pergrade, and abandonment of the comitants-and-vaiiables

me organization in favor of multiple curriculums among the
largest schools. In the schools adopting a multiple-curricu-
lum organization' there is steady growth from group to group
in thet number of different curriculums offered, with especial

Cf. the list of experimental investigations of this problem presented in Hudleson, Earl.Clem Size at the College Level (University of Minnesota Press, 1928), Ch. U.
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emphasis tipon the addition of industrial arts curriculums.
A fourth step in expansion consists in additions to the eighth-
grade offering of electives. The tendency in this matter
seems to be toward an increase in the number of such electives
with increasing enrollment, at a rate which grows with each
major increase in size of. school. The final step consists in
the substitution of elective courses for certain ninth-grade
required courses. Through such substitution the schools
tend --to provide increasing freedom in ninth-grade work.
Differences in this respect cease to .appear, however, after
the enrollment reaches approximately 200 pupils per grade.

The effect of all these changes together ii to produce, with
each major increase in size, a program of studies which offers
more .frequent 'opportunity for election of courses, more
numerous courses of a nonacademic type, and more extended
work in the nonatademic fields as measured by the number
of grades in which each field is represehted.

Extracurrictdum.Changes from group to grouip in the
organization of extracurriculum activities affect various
characteristics of the extracurriculum. The number of major
types of activities included in the program grows steadily in
each succeeding size group. Home-room activities, general
pupil organizations, and clubs are the first to receive added
attention with increased enrollment; musical . organizations
are the next to be more frequently reported. The variety of
activities with which the pupil organization deals 'and the
variety of club activitiès provided also grow steadily, though
no specific types of activities can be singled out.4..5Atheiftcal
points for these changes. The number of activity periods
included in the weekly schedule rises from an average of three
among the smallest schools to five among the largest. The
number of regulations with which the schools surround pai-
ticipation in activities likewise increasesfirst through the
more frequent setting of limits on the extent to which pupils
may participate, next thro,ugh the more common requirement
of participation in certain forms oi activities, and finally
througlki the requirement of approval by some supervisory
officerbefore club activities May be initiated. hi the main
it maypt concluded that expalision of the scope and variety
of extracurriculum activities, increase in the'amount of time

JO'
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devoted to them, and more systematic regulation of pupil
participation in them accompany each major increase in.r
school enrollment.

Guidance.Changes in guirfce reflect an increasingotend-
ency, with increase in enrol ent, to concentrate responsi-
bility for guidance in the hands of a few members of the
school staff. Schools enrolling, more ihan 60 pupils per grade
rarely require the direct participation of all teachers in the
guidance program. Though special .coioaselors are seldom
fóund in any but- the largest schools, théincreasing ccincen-
tration of responsibility

li
is accompanied, even without the

counselors :14)y steady growth in the comprehensivene.ss of the
program. With growing enrollment the schools markedly
increase the number of their definite arrangements for guid-
ance. They add also to the number of different methods and
materials of guidanceparticularly to their use of guidance
periods and exploratory or try-out courses.

Articulation.Except in two respects, arrangements for
articulation tend to decrease in extent with each major
increase in enrollment. The first exception concerns thé
duplication of courses between junior and senior high schools;
each suceeeding group of schools shows at least a slightly
greater tendency than the group below it to provide such
duplication. The second exception,. which is less extensive,
has to do with the appointmeRt of supervisors who give
attention to the integration of Abject matter and tea ching
method between the various school-units; the larger schools
report such supervisors more frequently than the smaller.
In other matters, the general tendency seems to be for schools#

of increasing size to make increasingly fewer provisions for
the integration of the school units both above and below.
The tendency shows itself first in the steady decrease, among
schools of increasing size, in tbe practice of appointing
teachers for service in more than one school unit; second, in
the decreasing frequency with which conferences are reported
among teachers of the separate units; next, in the decreasing
frequency of curriculum comniittees or other integrating
committees composed of tet;chei-s of more than one unit ; and,
finally, in _the decreasing number olopecific irrangementa of
any sort which are likely to lead taffective integration.
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Tetthing 8141.Differences affêcting the teaching staff are
apparent in the general composition of the staff, the quali-
fications required for appointment to teaching positions, and
the.salary schedules in effect in the junior and senior units of
thé schools.

Differences in the composition of the staff are numerous.
The proportion of men teachers tends to vary inversely with
the size of the schools, from 48 per cent in the smallest schools
to. 26 per ,cent in the largest. This difference is probably due
in part to the fact that the principals notably enhance the
proportions of men in the small schools. The proportions of
teachers new to the school and oi teachers who have had no
previous experience decrease slightly fi.om group to group.

I The proportion of teachers who have had no pn;fe4sional
training is relatively constant at about 1 in 20 for all the
groups. The proportion of teachers who do not hold college
degrees is lower among the schools enrolling an average 'of
from 30 to 60 pupils per grade than ainong 1,he smallest
schools; among the larger schools it rises slightly from group
to group, presumably because of the increased offering of
courses of a nonacademic type.

In the' qualifitations required for appointment to Academic
teaching mitions the differences are less nurnrous than in
the actual composition of the staff. Increase in si%ze of school
tends in the main to bring increased insistence upoh extensive
academic and professional training and upon previous teaching
experience. Insistence upOn college graduation for appoint-
ment to rfinth;-grade teaching positions, however, is less fre-
quent among he schools enrolling more than 60. pupils per
grade than' among the smaller schools.

Differences with respett to uniform salary schedules in the
junior and senior units, finally, tend tolbe insignificant among
schools averaging fewer than 200 puals. per grade, but to
appear noticeably between these schools and the largest of
the schools staldied. The largest schools more frequently
than the smaller schools make it possible for teachers in the
junior andsoniór units to work on an identical salitry scale.

Taken toptiler, the changes seem to be in the direction of
somewhat higher standards among the larger schools.
Perhaps because of the influence. of various standardizing

10456*-43-0- lb 213[ )
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agencies, however, the 4-differences from group to group are
less marked than is sometimei assumed.

Supervision.Thermost obvious differences in 4upervisory
organization consist in a steady growth in the number of
different supervisory officers employed. With increased en-
rollment, enlargement of the supervisory staff tends to occur
first through the appointment of department heads; next,
through the more common employment of vice principals
and sprial stupervisors, and finally, through the estibligh-
ment of gendral supervisory councils for the school system
and of separate councils for individual schools.

The elaboration of the supervisory gaff s attended by
changes in *the location of immediatgiiupervisory responsi-
bility. The smallest schools tend to divide the responsibil-
ity fur direct supervision between the superintendent and
the high-school principal. The schools enrolling from 30 to
60 pupils per grade are more likely to centralize supervision
in the superintendent's office. In the schools of the third
group, major responsibility seems to be shifted back again
to the principal and vice principal. Among the largest
schools the principal and vice principal retain their respon-
sibility, though increased reliance is placed on special
supervisors.

With these changes in theit:taff and in the location cif re-
sponsibility go an increasingly closer supervisory connection
between the junior and senior units (in the sense that super-
visors have oversight of work in both unit's) and less direct
supervisory association with the elementary school. There
occurs an increase also in the variety of methods of super-
vision. Chawes in supervisory es :thods are most extensive
between the schools of the `first .d second groups and be-
tween those of the third and fourth; there are few marked
differences in method between the schools of the second and
third groups. Where growth in the variety of methods
occurs, it is most likely to result from more frequent. em-
ployment of departmental meetings, curriculum revision,.and
the systematic exainination of new textbooks.

The changes in supervisory practice as a whóle constitute,.
an obvious increase in arrangements for the systematic' over-
sight and improvement of the school's work.
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Housing and equipmentIn housing and equipment the
only apparent difference consists in the more frequent
housing of each group of larger schools in buildings containing
no gther grades than thbse intluded in the schools' own or-
ganizations. No reliable differences 'appear in the frequenqy
with 'whiCh the principals judge their plants to be adequate or
inadequate for secondary-school purposes. This latter fact
can not be take'n as evidence that the small schools as a
group are as well provided for as the larger schools it means
only that the principals of the small schools are rio more dis-
satisfied with their equipment than this principals of the large
schools.

general effect of increased enrollment upon junior high school
organization.As a whole, the comparisons ofiractice under
each of the liarious features of organization emphasize a fact
of which most school administritors have long been aware
that the larger a school's enrollment within the limits of size
which secondary scliooli ordinarily attain, the more compre-
hensive and flexible the school's organization is likely to bé.
Except in the one feature of articulation, the differences in
the junior high school grades of the "schools here examined
fayor the targer schools. Varying items of practice stand
out as the .basis f9r successive group 'differences. There is,
however, no geteral feature excepting articulation in whichs
broadly considered, increased enrollment does not bring about
a giowih in desirable atrangements.

-in ititerpreting these results ofiQ important limitation of
the present study should be clearly redignized. The median

. average grade enrollment in the junior high school grades of
the group of schools containing -the largest schools analyzed
was 311 pupils. How far the gains in organization would
have been fomid to persist had still larger sch6ols been avail-
able for analysis can mn.c, be predicted. There ispriisunfably
a point which large rue ceases to be a help in school organi-
zation, and therels presumably,ip later point at which size
begins to be an appreciable handicap.. The. present study
includes end group of schcio -hich give evidence of having
rea&ed either ò these poin tz. The size of the largest sphools
studied needs, however, to be takeR into accobnt in formu-
latincikny general conclusion. With due recognition of the
size or the ficho* involved( the comparisons indicate that
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until schools reach an average grade enrollment in their
junior high school units of at least 300 pupils (or until they
reach a total junior high school enrollment of approximately
900 pupils), each major increase in enrollment is likely to be
accompanied by appreciable gains in the general compre-
hpnsiveness of organization of the junior high school grades.'

4. DIFFERENCES AMONG SCHOOLS OF VARIOUS SIZES IN THE OROANIZA-
. TION OF TIIE SENIOR IIIGII SCHOOL GRADES

The comparison8 made.Differences in the organization of
senior high schools of various aims offer a number of contrasts
to the differences found among the junior high schools.
The senior high school practices in which the most substantial
differences occur are listed in Table 26. The major contrasts
between differences among the junior and the senior high
schools, as well as the differences which are of the same
eral nature in both units, are indicated in the following sum-

- mary. ' Differences apparentjy due to the disproportionate
representation of various special types of organization have
again beeh taken into account in comparing the size groups.

TABLE`26.Difference8 in senior high school practices among reorga ized
schools enrolling averages of 80 or fewer, 81-60, 61-200, and more than
BOO pupils per grade

Types of practice showing subsUCtitiai differences

Critical ratios favoring

Smaller schools Larger schools

30 or
fewer
com-
pared
with
31-60

pUs
per

grade

Admission and promotion:
Admission is based on pupils' completion of a major

part of the work of the preoeding grade
The school employs

Annual promotions
Semiannual promotions

31-60
com-
pared
with

61-
pu-
pils
per

grade

61-41 30 or
com- fewer
pared com-
with pared
201 or with
more 31-60
pu- pu-
pils pils
Per Per

grade grade

3 4

al-60
corn-
pared
with
-JC

pu-
pils
Per

grade

7 2

61-200
com-
pared
with

201 or
more
pu-
pils
per

grade

3. 2

7. 8

4 For an acommt of advantages in organization obtained by combining two junior high
schools of 500 pupils each, see Unsiker, S. P. What Size Junior High School? School Review,
36 : 374-379, May, 1928.
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TABLE 26. Differences in senior high school practices among reorganized
schools enrolling averages of 80 or fewer, 81-60, 61-f00, and more than200 pupils per grade Continued

Types of practice showing substantial differences

Critical ratios favoring

Smaller schools Larger schools

SO or 31-60 61-200 30 or
fewer com-com- paredpared withwith
31-60 61u

pu-
.11

pu-
pils Pils

PerPer grade
grade

1 2

Corn-
pared
with
201 or
more
pu-
pils
Per

grade

3 4

Organization of Instruction
Number of grades in which the average teacher

offers instruction
Number of pupils enrolled in the usual class in

Recitation subjects
Physical training and music
Shop or laboratory subjects

Length of class periods
Length of the school year
Pupils are grouped according to ability
Opportunity rooms are provided for slow pupils
The school provides restoration, remedial, or ad-

justment robins or classes

11 4 16. 7

Program of st
The program studies includes

A normal preparatory curriculum
An industrial arts curriculum

Respired courses
Number of required courses included in the

eleventh-grade offering
Physical training is required in grade 10
Social studies is required in grad(' 11
Foreign language is required in grade 11

Elective courses
Number of elective courses included in

The tenth-grade offering
The eleventh-grade offering
The twelfth-grade offering

A course in fine arts is elective in
Grade 10
Oracle 11

/ Grade 12

fewer
COM-
pared
with
31-60
pu-
pUs
Per

grade

6. 0

3. 0

3. 7

31-60
com-
pared
with

61
pu-
pils
per

grade

A course in agriculture Ls elective in
Grade 10
Grade 11

A course in English is elective in grade 11
A course in mathematics is elective in grade 12
A course in foreign language is elective in grade 12
A course in business tritining is elective in grade 12
A course in industrial arts is electiy in

Grade 10
Grade 11

3 5
5 1
3 6

*3 4

*4 6
*3 2

*3. 1

4 1
4. 1
3. 7

4 8
3 3

with
201 or
more
pu-
pils
Per

grade

'A single starindicates that a given practice is reported by lees than 10 per cent of the groupof schools reporting that practice least often.
**Double stars indicate that a given practice is reportid by more than 90 per cent of thegroup of schools reporting that practice most often. eft
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TABLE 26.Difference8 in senior high school pradices among reorganized
schools enrolling averages of 30 or fewer, 31-60, 61-400, and more than
200 pupils per grade Continued

411)

Types of practior showing substantial differences

Critical ratio& favoring-

Extracurriculum:
Number of major types of activities included in the

extracurriculum
The program provides for

Home-room organizations
Club activities
Musical organizations
School publications
Extracurriculum athletics

Number of major types of activities in which the
pupil organization is engaged

The pupil organization promotes athletics__ _

Number of major types of club activities
The club program includes

Academic or " bobby" clubs
Debating or dramatic clubs
Athletic clubs

Clubs are initiated by persons or agancige not a
part of the regular school organization__

givingA club may not be initiated without
evidence of adequate financial resources

Guidance
Parents of pupils about to enter the senior high

school are informed concerning the senior high
school program through printed or mimeographed
explanations

Senior high school pupilfreceive individual guidance
during the first few weeks of school from the
principal

Pupils receive individual guidance throughout the
senior high school period from

The principal
A special counselor
Class teachers

The school employs
A director of guidance, or dean
A special counselor

The guidance program provides for
Guidance classes or classes in occupations
Visits to homes of pupils by special oounselors
Articles in school publications

Articulation:
Arrangements for articulation of subject matter and

methods
The junior high school offers certain senior high

school courses
The senior high school offers certain junior high

school courses

30 or
fewer
COM-
pared
with
31-60
pu-
pils
Per

grade

2

61-.tI or
com- fewercorn-
Pared com-pared with pared

61-
with

201 or with
more 31-60pu-

pUs Pu- Pu-
Per pils pils

grade Per Per
grade grade

3

"7 0

.3. 7

.4

3.3

31-60
com-
pared
with

1

pu-
pils
Per

grad

6

61-200
corn-
pared
with

201 or
more
pu-
plis
Per

grade

10

4. 1

4. 1
4. 4
3. 7

"3. 0

4. 0

'A single star indicates that a given practice is reported by less than
of schools reporting that practice least often.

"Double stars indicate that a given practioe is reported by more than 90 per cent of the
group of schools reporting that practice most often.
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TABLE 26.Differences in junior high school practices among reorganized
schools enrolling averages of 80 or fewer, 81-60, 61-R00, and more than
BOO pupils per gradeContinued

Types of practice showing substantial differences

gob

1

ArticulationContinued.
Arrangement for articulation of subject matter and

meth odsContinued .
The senior high sehool regularly employs teachers

who are at the same time teaching in the junior
high school

The junior high school includes in its staff teachers
drawn for temporary Beryl& from the senior high
school

Number of arrangements for articulation Of extra-
curriculum activities

Last-year junio high school pupils and first-year
senior high school pupils

Engage in about the same number of different
act ivitirtach week

Devote about the same time to extracurriculum
activitidl each week

Certain sponsors for junior high school activities
serve as sponsors for senior high school activities

Both junior and senior high school teachers are
members of committees on

Senior high school activities
Junior high school activities

Conferences on the -artriturriodlum are held
between junior and senior high school teachers _

Certain supervisors give attention to the integra-
tion of junior and-senior high school activities

Teaching staff:
Relative number of men teachers
Relative number of teachers who have held previ-

ous positions in the same school
15 hours or more of professional training is required

for appointthent to senior high school positions_ . _
appoint-Nonloml applicants are

ments
given preference in

Supervision:
Number of different tm of supervisory officers

The supervisory staff includes--
Directors, supervisors, or assistant superin-

tendents in eneral c:harge of
Special sub
Vocational sub

Department beads, or chairmen, for
Academic subjects
Spedal subjects
Vocational subjects

Critical ratios favoring

Smaller schools

30 or
fewer
COM-
pared
with
31-60
pu-
pils
per

grade

3. 3

----

31_60161corn-com- pared
Pared withwith

201 Sr61 .11

-pu more
pils Pu-

pils
Per pergrade grade

Larger schools
f"

30 or
fewer
COM-
pared
with
31-60
pu-
pils
Per

grade

6 5

4 0

7 9

"3 2
1 8

3.3

,M1 41. ak.

3. 0

& 3

6.-

3 0

3 8
3. 4

4. 5

3. 7

31-60
com-
pared
with

61-
pu-
pils
Per

grade

1-200
com-
pared
*ith
201 or
more
pu-
pils
Per

grade

si 7

3. 4

A

4. 1

3. 3

& 0

3.0
3. 2

'A single star indicstes that &given practice is reported by less than 10 per cent of the group
of schools reporting that practice least often.

"Double stars indicate that a given practice is reported by more than 90 per cent of the
* group of schools reporting that practice most often.
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TABLE 26. Differences in senior high school practices. among reorganizedschools enrolling averages of SO or fewer, 81-60, 61L-200, and more than200 pupils per gradeContinued4

Types of practice showing substantial differences

1

SuperrisionContinued.
Supervision is in part conducted throughA school council or corresponding group com-posed of

All hers
Department heads

A general supervisory council for the school
system, composed of

Special directors of instruction or special
supervisors

Departm6nt heads
Number of different methods of supervisionThe program of supervision involves

Classroom visitation by
Superintendent, director of secondary educa-tion, or assistant superintendent
Special supervisors (including departmentheads)

Individual conferences between
Superintendent, director of secondary educa-tion, or assistant superintendent
Special supervisors (including departmentheads)

Departmental meetings
Curriculum revision in individual subjects

*using and equipment:
The school is housed in a building containing noother grades than those of the school unit inquestion
Tho principal reports serious inadequacies in theprovisions for health and physical education

Critical ratios favoring-

Smaller schools Larger schools

30 or
fewer
com-
pared
with
31-60
pu-
pils
per

grade

31-80
00111-
pared
with

61
pu-
pils
per

grade

1

61
corn-
pared
with

201 or
more
pu-
pils
Per

grade

30 or
fewer
corn-
pared
with
31- 80
pu-
pils
Per

grade

3. 8

.3 6

'6. 9

3 1

31-60
com-
pared
with

61-200
pu-
pils
Per

grade

'5. 7
'3. 5
4. 1

3. 3

3. 8
4. 6

61-200
com-
pared
with
201 or
more
pu-
pils
per

grade

7

4. 3

11.

4. 3

4. 9

A single star indicates that a given practice _IS rePorted by less than 10 per cent of thegroup of schools reporting that practice least often.

Admission and promotion.In their provisions for adrais-sion and promotion the senior high schools tend with increas-ing size to make only one of the three major modificationsfound among the junier high sch6ols. They follow the juniorhigh schools in reporting the use of semiannual promotionsand promotion by'subject with increasing fiquency as gradeenrollments become larger. Iljey show no significant changefrom group to group, however, in the *number of factors
[ 220 r
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REORGANIZATION OF SEC\eNDARY EDUCATION

which they take into account as a basis for promotion. Nor
do they make the extensive changes which are, found among
the junior high schools in the number of factors taken into
account in determining admissions. In view of the relative
lack of fledbility in arrangements for admission and promo-
tion under the typical senior high school organization,5 the
small amount of change in these matters can not be attributed
to lack of opportunity for an increase in flexibility. The in-
creasing use .of flexible promotion schemes represents an ad-
vantage on the,side of large senior high schools as compared
with small schools. The total advantage of the large schools
in arrangements for admission and promotion is, however,
notably less in the senior high school grades than in the junior
high school grades.

Organization of instruction.Differences in the organization
of instruction are of the same general nature as those noted
in the junior high school grades, though in the senior high
school the range in practice tends to be narrower.

Teaching is dep.artmentalized among the smallest schools
to the same extent in the senior high schgol grades as in the
junior high school grades; each pupil ordinarily assigned
to four different teachers, and each teacher is responsible for
two fields of instruction' and teaches in.

4four
rades. Among

the largest of the senior high-schools eaciTjilf tends to have
five different teachers (as compared with seven in the junior
high school grades), while each teacher is assigned, as-in the
junior high school, to one field of instruction and to two
different grades.

The usual size of recitation classes rises from 17 ainong the
smAllest scho9ls (1 less than in the smallest junior high
schools) to 26 among the largest schools (as compitred with
33 in the largest junior high schools) . In the senior high
schools as in the junior high schools, increasing% school
enrollment affects successively the size of recitation classes,
classes in physical training and music, and classes in shop or
laboratory subjects.

Increase in size among the senior high schools brings with
it approximately the same changes in the length of class
periodg and the length of the school year that were noted
among the junior high schools.

1 Cf. Ch. UL
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Provision for individual differences shows distinctly less
variation in the senior high school grades than in the junior
high school grades, perhaps because of the fact that special
provisions of this nature are generally less common in the
upper grades than in the lower. The variations which occur
consist, as in the junior high school grades, in more frequent
arrangements for special groupings with each major increase
in enrament.

The orglinization f instruction as a whole thus shows a
slightly increasing fl 'bility with increases in senior high
school enrollment.

Program of studies.In the program of studies, growth in
senior 'high schoci enrollment produces tendencies toward ex-
pansion somewhat different in detail, though approximately
the same in effect, as those observed in the junior high school
grades. Instead of enlarging its program first at one point
and then at another, the senior high school tends to change
its program gradually in a number of respects at once.

Each major increase in enrollment brings, first, the addition
of electives, usually in all thre6 grades. The offerings in
business training, home economics, and industrial arts are
the first tip be increased in this way next comes expansion
of the elective work in English, social studies, foreign lan-
guage, fine arts and music; finally appear additions in mathe-
matics, science, and physical training. The only subject not
affected by the tendency toward expansion is agriculture,
which practicaly disappears from the programs of the largest
schools.

With the addition of elective courses appears a second
tendency, to transfer certain courses from a required basis
to an elective basis. Business training and home economics
are the first to be thus affected, then social studies and foreign
language, and finally twelfth-grade English.

A third and last tendenÇ involves changes in the number
of specialized curriculums. With each increase in enrollment
to an average of 200 'pupils pfr grade, the total number of
specialized curricultims tends to be increased. Scientific
preparatory, sormal preparatory, commercial, and industrial
arta curriculums are more frequently reported with the first
increase in enrollment; commercial and music curriculums
show a gain with further growth. The number of specialized

222 I *4
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curriculums decreases, however, among schools enrolling
more than 200 pupils per grade. The decrease affects
practically all curriculums alike. It is explained by the
more frequent adoption among the large schools of the
constants-and-variables or combined constants-and-variables
and multiple-curriculum type of organization, as contrasted
with a more formal multiple-curriculum arrangement.
Though the largest schools provide a broader offering of
separate courses than the smaller schools, they thus tend toset up a somewhat simpler curriculum arrangement.

Taken together, these various changes accompanSring
increased enrollment suggest an effect upon the senior high
school program of studies which parallels cl9se1y the effect
upon the junior high school program. Larger enrollment
is here also accompanied by imore frequent opportunity for
election of courses, more numerous courses of a nonacademic
type, and more extended work in various fields.

Ertracurriculum.Expansion of the . senior high school
extracurriculum program takes place less regularly with each
increase in enrollment than does expansion of the junior high
school program.

The most important difference between the changes in the
junior and senior units concerns the number of major types
of activities included in the program. The senior high
schools enrolling from 30 to 60 pupils per grade, like the
junior high schools of corresponding size, report, more fre-
quent provision for home-room activities, general pupil

organizations, and club activities than do the smallest
schools, and the senior high schools more frequently report
musical organizations, school publications, and pupil assem-
blies as well. Unlike the junior high schools, the senior high
schools enrolling more than 60 pupils per grade show a
marked decline in the number of different types of activities
included in their programs. Though a few types of activi-
tiesschool publications in particularincrease in frequency,
there is a definite falling off in provisions. for home-room
activities, club activities, musical organizations, and extra-
curriculum athletics.

In other respects the tendencies among the senior high
schools more closel parallel those observed in the junior
high schools. Gro llment brings an increase

. [ 223 ]
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though a somewhat irregular onein the variety of activities
with which the pupil organization deals, and in the variety
of club activities provided by the schools which 'sponsor club
progparns. As in the junior high school grades, the .usual
number of weekly activities periods increases from three
among the smallest schools to five among the largest. The
number of regulations applying to ,participation in extra-
curriculum activities also increases, but in a different order
from that found ink theljunior high schools. Among the
senior high schools, the first noteworthy change in regula-
tions consists in an increase in the number of conditions to
be met before clubs may be initiated; only among the largest
schools is there extensive requirement of participation, or
systematic limitation of individual participation.

As a whole, the difM-e'nces suggest a program more limited
in scope among the large senior high schools than among the
large junior high schools. Increase in enrollment beyond 60
pupils per grade seems, indeed, to be accompanied by a
marked narrowing in scope of the senior high school extra-
curriculum.

Guidance.Responsibility for guidance, in the senior high
school grades as in the junior high school grades, tends with
each increase in enrollment to be concentrated more fre-
quently in the hands of a few members of the staff. The senior
high school program does not, however; show so definite a
growth in comprehensiveness as does the program in the
lower grades. Both the number of arrangements for guidance
and the number of different methods Lid materials used in
guidance increase with each major increase in size among
schools enrolling fewer than 200 pupils per grade. Among
larger schools, increase in enrollment seems to bring no
definite gain in these matters!' It seems fair to conclude that
increase in enr
ciable gain in

am among sc

ent tends to be accompanied by no appre-
comprehensiveness of the guidance pro-

rn view of the fact that a systematic-guidance program is by
1 Table 26 suggests a definite decrease in the comprehensiveness of the guidance program

among the largest schools. This seems to be due, however, to the disproportionate representa-
tion of separate senior high schools in the upper group. With allowance for the effect of type
of organization, it seems probable that the provisions for guidance made by the schools enroll-
ing more than 200 pupils per grade are practically equivalent to those made by the schools
enrolling from 60 to 200 pupils per grade.

[224
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no means universal among such schools, thNconclusion is one
of considerable moment.

Articulation.Changes in the arrangements for articula-
tion between junior and senior units have been commented
on in the summary of junior high school practice. As pointed
out in that summary, the general tendency seems to be for
schools of increasing ize to make increasingly f6wer provi-
sions for integrating the work of the two iochool units.

organization of t i senior high school teaching staff show
none of the fillet ions noted in the differences with respect
to the junior high school staffs.

As in the junior high, school grades, the proportion of men
teachers tends to vary inversely with the size of the schools;
it decreases from 47 per cent among tile smallest schools to
,33 per cent among the schools enrolling between 60 and 200
pupils per grade, remaining practically constant thereafter.
The proportion of teachers nie to the school decreases more
rapidly than in the junior high school gradesfrom 33 per
cent among the smallest schools to 9 per cent among the
largest. Teachers who have had no previous experience form
a relatively constant proportion (6 or. 7 per cent) of the senior
high school staff, whereas the proportion of such teachers in
the junior high school staffs is slightly greater among the
smalleS, schools than among the largest. In the senior high
school as in the junior high school, the proportion of teadiers
who have had no professional training is approximately 5 per
cent in all the size groups. The proportion of senior high
sChool teachers who do not hold college degrees decreases
Veadily from 21 per cent among the smallest schools to 13
per cent among the largest- -a change which is in marked
contrast to the slightly increasing proportions of such teachers
in the junior high school grades of the larger schools.

Like the qualifications actually posèsessed by teachers, the
requirements insisted upon for appointment to senior high
school positions show consistent changes with increase in
enrollment. Growth in the size of the schools brings more
frequent insistence upon extensive academic and professional
training and upon previous teaching experience. In the senior
high school grades there is none of the relaxing of standards

or

Teaching staff.Differences from group to group in the
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with respect to college graduation which appears among the
larger junior high gchools.

Salary schedtiles, finally, tend more frequently to be the
same for junior and senior high school teachers among the
largest schools than among the smallera tendency pre-
viously noted in connection with the junior high school
grades.

The general changes taich accompany growth in enroll-
mentchanges in the composition of the staffs, the require-
ments for appointment to teaching positions, and the rela-
tion between junior and senior high school salariesare thus
in essentially the same direction.in the upper and in the lower
units. In the upper units, however, the avanges *d some-
what Tyre consistently toward a higher degree oPselection
in themake,-up of the staffs ikith each major increase in
em1011%ent. S

,
a

Supervision. ge-s thelp:iv sory organization of
the senior high school grades Itiatallel closely, with a single
exception, th nges foundiktAjunior high school grades.
The exception consists in thelact that growth in the variety
of supervisory methods appears regularly with each increase
in senior high school enrollment, whereas the juilipr high
schools show somewhat irregular devekivrneni of this feature
with increasing size. Of supervision in the senior high school
grades, as in the junior high school grades, it may be said in
general that increase in enrollment brings a marked elabora-
tion of the supervisory staff, a closer supervisory connection
between junior and senior units, and an increase in the
variety of stipervisory methods.

Housing and equipment.In the matter of housing and
equipment , the larger senior high schools seem to be at a
more definite advantage over the 'smaller than is the -case
among the junior high sch9ols. With each increase in
enrollinek the senior high schools, like the junior high schools,
are housed more frequently in buildings containing no other
grades than those included in the schools' own organizations.
Growth in enrollment seems also to be accompanied among
the senior high schools by increasingly adequate provisions
for special equipment. There are marked differences be-
tween the largest schools and, the smaller schools, not merely
in the adequacy of special facilities but in the frequency with
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which school principals characterize their plants in genetal
as exceptionally suitable.

General eject of inc,reased enrollment upon senior high school
organization.Comparisons of senior high school practices
emphasize again the importance of size of enrollment.
There can be little question that the larger a school is within
the range investigated in this study the more likely the school
is to provide a generally comprehensive and flexible organi-
zation in the senior high school grades as well as in the junior
high schpol grades.

In thesenior unit, however, the development of certain
major reatùres of organization does not parallel growth in
size as directly as is the case in the lower grades. Decrease
in the number of arrangements for articulation takes place
in both junior and senior units. In addition, the senior
high school grades show no appreci41e development of
their programs of guidance after the schools reach an enröll-
ment of approximately 200 pupils pqr grade, and among
schools enrolling more than 60 pupils per grade there occurs
a marked narrowing in the scope of the extracurriculum.
These exceptions do hot alter the conclusion that increase
itlitize tends on the whole to be accompanied by an inciease
in comprehensiveness of organization. The exceptions are
nevertheless suilEìcientr important to deserve special atten-
tion in the attempt which will shortly be made to point out
the significance 'of the general conclusions.

It should be noted tigain that the present study can set
no upper limit to the tendencies with respect to comprehen-
siveness which accompany increase in enrollment. D For
the group of schools cont ing the largest schools bere
studied the mddian averag grade enrollment in the senior

_high school grades iP333 pupils. The 'conclusions as tó
senior high school orginization, therefore, apply until the
schools reach a -total enrollment of at least 1,000 pupils,

6. SIGNIFICANé (SIZESEOF DIFFERENCES AMONG SCHOOLS OF VARIOUS

Comparison 'of detailed differenc. with differenfes suggested
by summary scpres.-----in Chapter IV were presented certain
tèntative conclusions as to the comprehensiveness of organ-
ization of schoOls pf variops sizes. These or,mclusions were
based on siimmarrscores-for the major feature's of organiza-
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tion. The comparisons of detailed practice summarized
in the present chapter have been intended in part to test the
reliability of the conclusions drawn frdm the summary scores.
Hence it is worth noting that the results of the detailed corn-,
parisons are in general areement with the earlier ccnclusions.

The norms for schools of various sizes presented in Chapter
Iv were derived from scores for conventionally organized
schools a's well as for junior and senior high schools. 'These
norms were established for six size groups, moreover, instead
of for the four groups used in the detailed comparisons. As
a result of the differences in the composition and size of the
groups of schools used, exact agreement could not fairly
be looked for in the results from the two methods of analysis.
The results nevertheless approximate each other closely.
The two methods lead to the same conclusions as to the
features of organization in which increasing enrollment brings
increase or decrease in comprehensiveness; they point to
the same difference between junior and senior high sckool
grades in the general development of provisions for guidace
and for extracurriculum activities; and they lead to the same
conclusions as to the size ,of 43choo1 in which the last-named
features of organization cease to show consistent development
with increased enrollment.

Significance of the differences as a gage of the effectiveness of
various sizes qf schools. The conclusions as to the general
superiority of the larger schools have an important bearing
on certain arguments occasionally advanced in defense of
the small school. Apologists for the status quo have some-
times pointed out that the disadvantage of the small school in
the seeming narrownêss and rigidity of its organization may
be more apparent than real. With few pupils to deal with,
the school may not need to set up a complex admiriistrative
framework; so that the small school which lacks elaborate
organization may actually be doing quite as well by its pupils
as the large school which is forced by its size to make intri-
cate administrative arrangements.

The present analysis furnishes slig it, support for ouch a
contention. Certain of the prattices w ich have been found
to be used more extenkvely by large sc ols than by small
are, it is true, primarily compensations for 4arge enrollment.
The provision of an increasing number of su rvisory officers
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with each increase in size is a compensation of this sort; so
also, no doubt, is the increasing centralization of the guidance
program. But the comparisons made in the present study
have been chiefly cohcerned with things actually done to
promote effective instruction. The differences found hav'e
for the most part related to practices which any school may
well undertake, no matter how large or how small its enroll-
ment. Practices of this nature comprise, for example, the
use of a variety of supervisory devices for the improvement
of classroom work, the employment of varied methods and
materials in the guidance program, the provision of a wide
range.of subjects of study, the offering of numerous types of
extracurriculum activities. The superiority of the larger
schools is chlefly based on stich practices as these, irrespective
of mere elaborations of administrative machinery. Though
increasing size is obviously accompanied by increasing com-
plexity of organization, it seems to be accompanied also by
unmistakable gains in the educational opportunities afforded.

At the same time the relative shortcomings of the larger
schools should not be overlooked. Just as the advantages
of these schools, seem to consist in real gains, so do their
disadvantages comprise real losses. The decreasing attention
paid by large schools to articulation with the elementary
grades and to.integration between the junior and senior units
represents a decrease in things actually done to promote
effective instruction. The failure of the large senior high
schools to expand their proFrams of guidance and of extra-
turriculum activities represents likewise a relative lack of
attention to things which are presprnably worth doing in
any school. Whatever total advantage the large schools
poslss thus results from a balancing of fairly tangible gains
and losses in the arrangements which they provide.

Possible explanations of the differenCes among schools of
O various 8'ize8.-----When one attempts to determine the causes of

the various differences among the schools, one is immediately
confronted with the difficulties suggested at the beginning of
this chapter. The fact that changes in organization cons.
sistently accompany increase in enrollment does not in itself
prove that increase in enrollment produces the changes.
The changer may be products of some factor or,combination

1294666-33--16 E 229 I
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of factors commonly associated with increased enrollment,
rather than of size of enrollment as such.

Differences directly attributable to *ize.There are in fact
relatively few differences among all those that have been
listed, Nhich can be adequately explained on theL basis of size
of enrollment alone. These few differences are wholly con-
cerned with the grouping of pupils. It is clear that variations
in the size of enrollment may be a primary cause of differences
in the size of recitatipn classes and of differences in the extent
to which various forms of .specialized groupings are used.
Size of enrollment may also directly determine among the
smaller schools the number of specialized curriculums and of
separate courses (both required and elective) which the schools
offer. 'Finally, size of enrollment may place a necessary
limitation on the variety of special activities provided in the
extracurriculum, it completely prevents, in fact, the offering
of large-group extracurriculum activities in very small schools.

The size of a school's teaching staff .is ordinarily róughly
proportionate to the size. Cif the school's enrollment. If
differences among schools growing out of the size of their
staffs are added to the differences which result from the
numbers of pupils enrolled, the list of variations directly due
to size is somewhat extended. The size of a school's staff
has an inescapable bearing upon the extent to which tearhing
is departmentalized. Through the extent of departmentali-
zation the extent to which the sChool can offer promotion by
subject is also affected. The size of the staff has a further
effect updn the number and variety of courses offered; it
exerts in this connection an influence over and above that
of the size of the school's enrollment. The size of the staff
may have a sinUlar effect upon the nUmber and variety of
the scliool's extracurriculum activities. Finally, the number
of teachers employed will have an obvious influence .on the
complodty of the school's supervisory organization.'

7 For a detailed analysis of the limitations placed by small enrollment and mall teaching
staffs upon the organization of the junior high school, see Spaulding, F. T. Tbe Small Junior
High School, Harvard University Press, 1927.

Frank P. Bachman, in Chs. III and IV of his study entitled "Training and Certificat4on of
Teachers" (oeorge Peabody College for Teachers, 1930), analyzes the effects of a limited
teaching staff upon the secondary-school program as a whole. Though Bachman's study is
primarily concerned with 4-year schools, his analysis of teaching assignments has dim% bear-
$ng on tbe problem of the small reorganized school,
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In all these matters there is probably a causal rglationship
between the size of a school's enrollment or of its teaching
staff and the comprehensiven* of its orgelization. But
there is probably also a diminishing Jelationship of thi,; sort
as schools increase in size. The possession of a very small
enrollment no doubt means that a school actually can noi,
makeeconomically, at leastvarious arrangements usually
considered- desirphle. When enrollment increases beyond a
certain point, however, the arrangements in question become
no longer impossible. Though they may be hi6re difficult
to make than would be the case in schools of still larger
size, in the sense that they demand greater administrative
skill, they cease to be wholly. impracticable.

Att what poimethe impracticable becomes the possible but
diffilult clin not be definitely establisked on the basis of the
present data. A previous study° indicates that, so 'far as
the organization of thi) junior high schooigrades is concerned,
schools enrolling more than 60 pupils iSer giade are large
enough to escape any absolute limitations by reason of
limited enrollment.8 This conclusion was derived from
analysis of the minimum number of pupils necessary for
economic4 offering of a full program of requirea and elective
work, extracurriculum activities, promotion by subject, 'and
departmentalization. The factors considered are such as to
suggest a Omilar conclusion for the senior high school grades.
A second study, in which estimates were based on the degree.
of specialization necessary to insure effective teaching,
supports the conclusion that a staff of 10 teachers represents
the minimum teaching force necessary to present a well-
rounded secondary-school progrtim.9 With a pupil-teacher
ratio of 25 to 1, a staff of this size would presuppose an
average enrollment per grade in a 6-year school of apProxi-
mately 42 pupils. The necessary minimtim enrollments in
separate 3-year junior and senior schools would of course be
larger, though exchange of teachers between the schools
would make it possible for the enrollments to be considerably
less than twice the average grade enrollment i ecessary in a
6-year school. Differences in the featares of'(rganization
considered in the two studies lend somewhat different

Spaulding, T., W. cit Ch. XII. I Bachman, L P., op. ce., p. 41.
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import to the two coKlusions: In the absence of a study
which combines all the hctors involved, the most optimistic
conclusion which can now be justifiably adopted is probably
that suggested by the former studythat schools enrolling
fewer than 60 pupils per grade in either their junior or their
senior units are inevitably prevented by their size froin
adopting thoroughly comprehensive or flexible forms of
organization. As a corollary it may be assumed that
larger schools may, with skillful administration, make any
or all of the major arrangements usually advocated for
reorganized schools.

Thus the two lowergroups of schools in the present com-
parisons are probably working undei an inevitable handicap
in those features of-organization on which enrollment and
size of staff have a direct beftring. Size no doubt affects
the organization of the larger schools as well. But among
the schools of the two upper groups it is probable that prac-
tice in organization is determined more largely by other
factors than by size as such.

Differences attributable to other factors than size.From the
foregoing analysis it would seem to follow that many of the
differences among schools of various sizes are not necessary
products of differences in enrollment. Even brief consider-
ation of the practices in which major differences occur tends
to confirm this conclusion. Certainly the steady decrease
from group to group in tbe number of arrangements for
articulation can not be attn uted to any inevitable handicap
imposed by large enro i i t The specific arrangements
for articulation which s ave been examined are entirely
practicable in large schools, as is shown by the fact that
almost none of these arrangements are wholly lacking among
the largest schools studied. Nor can the tendency of the
large schools not to expand their senior high school programsa
of guidance And of extracurriculum activities be emilained
primarily in terms of the -size of the schools concerned.
As to the small schools, the question may fairly be raised
fis to whether an average difference of 30 pupils per grade
between the smallest schools and those next in size is in
itself sufficient to account for all differences in practice
between the two groups. Provision for home-room activities,
for pupil participation in school government, for the syste-
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matic guidance of pupils, and for the improvement of
instruction through supervisionto cite examples of matters
in which the mallest schools qre seriously deficientis not
rendered impossible nor even extraordinarily difficult by'
the mere fact that a school enrolls relatively few pupils.

The explanation of such .differences as these is presumably
to be found in certain underlying factors which are commonly
associated in varying degrees with the factor of size. One
such factor is the relative amount of financial support of
which the individual school can avail itself. A second factor
is the attitude of the community supporting thè school
the community's interest in education, its liberality of out-
look, its willingness to make changes when changes are desir-
able. A third factor is the degi.ee of wisdom, foresight, and
administrative ability possessed* the head of the school.
Thf effects of these factors can seldom be directly measured
in terms of specific differencesAmong the various sie groups
of schools. Underlying factors of this type are of obvious
importance, however, in determining the nature and scope
of secondary-school organization. tt seems probable that
the three factors named are more directly responsible than
size of enrollment as such, for many of the differences which
have been revealed.

Differing influence of various factors on schools of various
sizes.The relative effects of size, of financial resources, of
community attitude, and of differing qualities of adminis-
trative leadership can be no more than guessed at in the
cases of the schools which have been analyzed. It seems
a reasonable presumption, however, that all four of these
factors have Ara strong negative effect among the smallest
schools. That size exercises such an effect has already
been shown. The presumption tha.t the other factors are
similarly operative is supported by certain of the compari-
sons presented earlier, among schools classified according to
types of organization.° In these comparisons, the smaller
the schools considered the less difference the type of organ-
ization adopted seemed to make. This proved true not
merely in the features of organization on which size of
enrollment has immediate bearing but in practically all

10 see especially Ohs. V and VI, in which schools of various types of organization are analyzed
in a number of successive size groups.
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tht, features of organization studied. The relative lack of
variation in practice among very small schools suggests
that among these schools both size of enrollment and such
other factors as maf be associated with size tend to exercise
a highly repressive effect."

With each major increase in enrollment there is presumably
a lessening in the negative effect of the various factors. This
would seem to be especially the case with the two factors of
community attitude and relative financial resources. The
differences in organization produced by these factors as
distinct from the others can, of course, not be clearly identi-
fied. It seems probable, however, that 'among the larger
schools these two factors offer no important basis for group
distinctions.

Size of enrollment in itself, while it does not aliogether
cease to have a limiting influence among even the largest

o schools, probably changes with respect to the nature of the
handicaps which it imposes. Whereas small enrollment
exercises a positive limitation of one sort, very large enroll-
ment no doubt gives rise to handicaps of a quite different
sort. Among the largest schools the administrative com-
plexity which results from the need for dealing with many
pupils at once unquestionably provides an obstacle to
thoroughly effective organization.

The influence of administrative leadership probably persists
unchanged 'in its nature, though it differs in its limiting effects
through all the size groups. Among the smaller schools the
relative lack of systematic planning on the part of the schools'
administrative officers is almost unmistakable. Tht relative
absence of planning clearly reveals itself in the neglect of
numerous features of organization which have already been
pc-Anted outguidance, the improvement of instruction,
various phases of the extracurriculum. These represent
undertakings wIlich are by no means impracticable in the
small school despite its restricted. enrollment and its re-
stricted financial resources. Whether tile absence of plan-
ning in this connection is due to lack of time and opportunity

11 Cf. Bear, Robert M. Row Distinctive Are Small Six-Year Schools? School Review,
40:1175-380, May, 1982. As between small 6-year and 4-year schools in Kentucky, Bear °on%
dudes that "the differenoes are unimportant u oompared with the resemblances. In fact,
the distinctive character of the 6-year school is generally lacking; these schools, being unable to
do otherwise, function largely as do 4-year schools under a different organizational name."
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on the part of administrative officers or to lack of training and
experience, the available data do not show; 12 but the obvious
defects suggest an important starting point for improvement
in the work of the small school. Among the larger schools
the defects in articulation, iii guidance, and in extracurriculum
activities can not be satisfactorily accounted for except in
terms of similar administrative oversight. The complexity
resulting from large size, as well as the lack of administrative
planning, no doubt affects the provision for these features.
But properly applied administrative leadership mighi in all
the large schoolsas it does in individual schoolseffectively
counterbalance the handicap of large enrollment.

Summary.The size intervals within which these various
factors exert their effects can not be exactly determined. To
summarize the effects in terms of definite sizes of séhools may
suggest an exactness which present data will hardly support.
It seems desirable, nevertheless, to attempt such a summary.
In view of the limitatiöns of the data, the following statements
should be interpreted as dealing with approximations only,
so far as the sizes of schools are conçerned.

Among reorganized schools enrolling fewer than 60 pupils
per grade, practice with respect to organization is restricted
not merely by limited enrollment but probably also by lack
of an effective public sentiment, of klequate financial re-
sources, and of sufficiently competent administrative leader-
ship. The limiting effect of all these factors together seems
to be in approximately inverse proportion to the size of school
enrollment..

Among schools enrolling an average of from 60 to 200
pupils per grade, the first three of the factoes listed probably
offer as a rule no insuperable handicaps to the attainment of
an organization at least as effective as the average. The
defects in organization which appear among,these schoolii may
in general be attributed as much to inadequate planning as to
any other single cause.

11 Tbe limitations of the present study have prevented detailed analysis of the type of leader-
ship afforded in schools of various sins. The study of the high-echool principalship reported
in Koos, L. V., The High-School Principal (Houghton Mifflin Co., 1924), offers significant
evidence, however, u to the differences in this matter which commonly appear between large
and small schools. See also Foster, F. K. Status of the Junior High-School Principal, U. S.
Office of Education Bulletin, 1980, No. 18.
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Among schools enrolling more than 200 pupils per grade,
lack of adequate attention to certain specific features of
organization seems to be responsible for the major deficiencies
in organization. Schools of extreme size probably encounter
a further obstacle in the administrative complications of very
large enrollment.
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CHAPTER IX : THE COMPARATIVE PROMISE OF VARIOUS
TYPES OF ORGANIZAIION

I. ARE SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES TO BE FOUND AMONG VARIOUS
TYPES OF SCHOOL ORGANIZATION?

The purpose of this chapter.The preceding comparisons of
practice in various types and sizes of schoo'ls bear directly on
the answers to a number of important questions. First, do
certain types of secondary-school 'organization differ
important respects from other types of organization? Sdc-
ond, what major differences in organizatiofi are to be found
among the more common types of schools now in _operation?
Third, what are the probable explanations of important
differences? A

It is the purpose of this chapter to bring together the
principal conclusions of the study with respect to these
questions. Most of the conclusions have been presented" in
somewhat scatter0 form in preceding chapters. They are
here summarized in pArt for convenience, and in part to
supply the basis *for a tentative miswer to a further question:
What form of organization is likely to).)e most appropriate
for the individual schbol which is éeking to improve its
program?

The existence of major distinctions as revealtd in the study.
The answer to the first 'question is unmistakable. Clearly
significant differences 'exist among the commonfy recognized
types of secondary-tichool organization. These differences
become especially apparent when the effects,of differences in
earollment are at least partially ruled out. The differences
can be demonstrated, moreover, not merely in terms of
general ratings for school 6rganization as a whole, but in
terms of long lista of detailed practices.

Distinctions based on summary scores.Differences among
schools have been studied in 'part through the use of summary
scores for the major features of school organization. The use
of such scores ha\s permitted distincti9ns on the basis, first,
of comprehensiveiess of organization and, second, of con-
iistency of organization. Tbe study has assumed, first, that
the more arrangements a school makes to provide for the
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effective conduct of its work the better organized that school
is likely to be. In keeping with this assumption, scores have
been computed for comprehensiveness by giving numerical
credit for the number of different arrangements repofted in
connection with each of nine major features of organization.
The study has assumed, second, that a school which does
approximately equal justice to all its major features is better
organized than one w eir -builds up certain features at the
expense of, others. n the basis of this second assumption,
the consistency of drganization characteristic of various types

. of schools has been determined by computing the percentage
of the schools of rach type which reach or surpass median
scores for school4 of their size in each of the nine major
feature:5A: In botli comprehensiveness and consistency im-
portant difference4 appear among schools of differing types
of organization.. .

Distinctions based on comparisons of detailed praciice.
Differences among certain types and sizes of schools have been

. studied also through comparisons of detailed practices.
These comparisons have been of value as a supplement to the
comparisons of summary scores. They have been valuable
also as a test of the significance of the differences suggested
by the summary scores. Where it has been possible to apply
both types of comparisons to the same groups of schools,
important differences in specific practice have been fotind in
substantially all instances to have been reflected by differ-
ences in summary scores.

, Summary scores contrasted with analyses of specific practice
:as a gage of differences in organization.The correspondence
in the results of the two sets of comparisons is of much sig-
nificance. The assumptions underlying the summary scores
are subjective in nature and may not meet with universal
acceptance. Hence, conclusions based on these scores as to
the superiotity or inferiority of various types of organization
may be challenged by those who would gage organization on
a different basis. But even though the conclusiov derived
from the scores are not accepted in toto, there is nf escaping
the fact that differences in the scores point fo differences in
practice which are sufficiently striking to demand recognition.

This fact has an important bearing on the problem of
standardizing school organization where standardization
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seems necessary or desirable. The scoring system used in
this study is in need of revision and refinement. before it

fJ

can. be safely depended on for any exact rating of individual
schobls. But the agreement obtained in identifying import-
ant differences between groups of schools through the use of
this scoring system on the one hand and through the analysis
of detailed practice on the other suggests that a scoring sys-
tem can be devised by which the organization of individual
schools may be fairly and accurately judged in relation to an
agreed-upon standard.

From the point of view of the conclusions reached in this
Olestudy, the agreement in results of the two types of com-

parisons is of still further significance.
In the first place, not all the schools which have been rated

on the basis of summary scores have been compared with
each other in .terms of detailed practices. Those schools
which were studied in detail were judged for relative com-
prehensiveness of organization in terms of both types of
comparison. In the case of these scfiools the general agree-.
ment between the two methods of rating suggests that the
scores alone 'may be relied on to furnish approximate meas-
ures of comprehensiveness for types of schools which have
not been analyzed in detail.

In the second place, the comparisons of detailed practice',
have not 'allowed judgments of consistency of organization.
Consistency can not be judgid, in fact, except on the basis
of a scoring system, since scores are necessary to permit
recognition of general levels Iof achievement in major fea-
tures of organization. But consistency of organization is
dote i-efl in the last analysis by the specific arrangements
which individual schools provide in connection with each
major feature. The fact that differences in summary scores
can in general be relied upon to point. to differences in im-
portant arrangements means that for groups of schools, at
least, the differences in consistency indicated by thee sum-
mary-scores can in turn be assumed to represent actual
differences of some importance.

Thus the detailed comparisons serve to support the, cpn-
clusions based on sunimary scores with respect to both com-
prehensiveness and consistency of organization.

IIP
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1. WHAT ARE TIIE MAJOR DIFFERENCES IN ORGANIZATION AMONO THE
COMMON TYPÈS OF SECONDARY SCHOOLS?

.Comprehensiveness, consistency, and size.If the assump-
tions underlying this study are valid, the relative compreheia-
siveness and consistency attained by various ti-pes of scho-ol
organization provide a basis for distinguishing the more
promising types of organization from those of less promise.'
The common types of secondary schools, as they are found
in actual practice, have been studied iji terms of these two
criteria. The general characteristics of these schools are
summarized in the following paragraphs.

In judging the characteristics of the schools the effects of
size of enrollment have had to 'be taken into defivite account.
Size is recognized in the standards for consistency oi organi-
zation through the methods by which these standards have
been computed, Size has been recognized in judging com-
prehensiveness of organization, also, by restricting the com-
parisons of comprehensiveness to schools falling within
limited size groups. The descriptions which follow thus
indicate the relative consistency and comprehensiveness of
schools of various types as compared with other schools of
equivalent size.

Conventionally organized,elementary schools and 4-year high
schools.The secondary-school grades in conventionally or-
ganized systemsthat is, the seventh and eighth grades in
elementary schools and grades 9 through 12 in.unreorganized
4-year high schoolsdisplay wide variations from school to
school in their comprehensiveness of organization. In each
of the major features of orgariization numerous conventional
schools provide at least as comprehensive ttn oirganization as
that attained by the average schbol under any one of the*
various tYpes of reorganiiation. Conventional schgols tend
to possess a distinct advantage over reorganized 'schools in
their arrangements for articulation between the .sixth and
seventh grades. Convientional schools in general are prob-
ably quite as comprehensively organized as the so-called re-
órganized schools forming parts 'of 6-2-4 systems. They
tend, however, to be surpassed in comprehensiveness by re-
organized schools of equivalent size administered on a 6-3-3
or 6-6 basis.
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The attainment of- consistency *organization seems to
present' much greater difficulties to conventional schools than
the attainment of comprehensiveness. Such schools can
apparently make any one of the various provisions commonly
expected of reorganized schools. But conventional schools
seem to be under a serious handicap when it comes to making
all these provisiofis at once. In consistency of organization
they fall below the 6-3-3-, 6-6-, and 6-24-system reorganized
schools. 'Their major weakness from the standpoint of
organization thus rests in their failure to provide requisite
diversity of arrangements, rtither than in their inability to
make arrangements of any single s'pecified type.

Separate 3-year junior and senior high schools.Among the
reorganized schools, separate 3-year junior and senior high
schools represent the most common type of organiiation in
all but very small systems. Schools of this type surpass the
conventional schools and schools organized on a 6-2-4 basis
in comprehensiveness of organization, but they attain a
relatively low rank as compared with certain other types of
reorganized schools. ,They are notably weak in their pro-
visions for articulalion of the junior and senior units.

In consistency of organization the 3-year schools occupy
likewise an intermediate position. Though individual schools
of this type apparently find it less difficillt than do the con-
ventional schools to do justice to all the major features of
organization, relatively few 3-year schools achieve a desirable
standard of consistency.

The rank attained ,by the 3-year schools is of particular
interest because of the esteem in which this type of organiza-
tion is commonly held. The comparisons undertaken in the
present study suggest thát the advant ;.:.es usually-attributed
to schools of this type may be products q aimuch of large
enrollment as of the form of grade grouping adopted.

Undivided 6-year. 8chool8.Most, common in very small
school syttems aie the reftanized schools in whicli the six
secondary-school grades are administered as a' single unit.
Compared with other schools of equivalent *size, undivided
6-year schools are outstanding in both comprehensiveness
and consistency of organization. They tend to be surpassed
in these respects only by the 3-3-plan junior-senior high
schools, and they fall below these schools by a small margin
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only. Their chief strenkth lies not merely in their obvious
advantage with respect to articulation, but in their provisionsfor guidance, in the composition of their teaching staffs, andin their arrangements for supervision.

The smallest of the 6-year schools seem to be subject to atendency to subordinate the organization of their junior highschoól grades in some degree to that of the senior high schoolgrades. In spite of this tendency, the organization of theirjunior units is generally superior both in comprehensivenessand in consistency to that of separate junior high schools of
e`quivalent size.

Three-three-plan junior-senior high school .Three-three-s
plan junior-senior high schools, representing a compromise
type of organization between the separate junior and seniorhigh schools and the undivided 6-year schools, are found inboth large and small school systems. Data are not available
for enough junior-senior high schools enrolling more than
2,000 pupils to allow group analyses of schools of this size.Below this upper limit Op junior-senior schools tend to be
more comprehensively organized and more consistent in their
organization than separate schools of comparable size. Small
junior-senior schools tend likewise to be superior to small
6-year schools, though their advantage over the 6-year organi-zation is less clearly marked than their : 9 : i tage over theseparate 3-year schools.

The organization of the 34-plan junior-senior high schoolssfands out, in fact, above that of all the other types of second-ary schools examined. Like the undivided 6-year schools,the junior-senior high schools provide especially comprehen-sive arrangements for articulation between the junior andsenior units. The junior-senior schools excel also in the
comprehensiveness of their organization of instruction, theirsenior high pchool programs of studies, their extracurriculumsfor both junior and senior high school grades, their arrange-ments for guidance, and their supervisory programs in ¡lesenior high school. The advantage of these schools withrespect to consistency of organization is even greater than
their advantage in comprehensiveness. As compared withall other types of -schools excepting the undivided 6-year
schools, the proportion of junior-senior high schoolsetataininga desirable standard of consistency is not less than 4 to 1.
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Four-year junior high scho*r.----Four-year junior high
schools, which are commonly flits.pd only in small school
systems, have not been represented large enough numbers
in the present study to justify more aliqi a tentative judg-
ment concerning their type of orgailizatiat\ In comprehen-
siveness of organization they seem to be suethrior to conven-
tional &hoofs of comparable size and to schoO4 organized
on a 2-4 basis, though whebhertheyare equivaleih,in corn-
prehensiveness to 3-year schools is unetain. Ttre,y are
notably inferior to small junior-senior high schools \and
undivided 6-year schools. In consistency of organization
they probably rank with 3-year junior high schools.

Two-four-plan reorganized schools.Separate junior and
senior high shools and combined junior-senior high schools
administered on a 6-2-4 basis are as a group the least com-
prehensively organized of the various types of reorganized
schools investigated. Schools of this type seem to vary
markedly in their particular strengths and weaknesses. The
raiige in their practice is indeed almost as great as that of the
conventional schools, which they strongly resemble. Two-
four-plan schools in general are_ hardly more comprehen-
sively organized than conventional schools, and attain
desirable standard for consistency 'af organization only
slightly more often.

The relation between size of school and comprehensiveness of
organization.In the foregoing characterizations of various
types of schools the effect of type of organization has been
considered among schools of equivalent size. Size\bas at
least two effects which are of so much importance thaftbey
can not be ignored.

First, small enrollment tends notably to prevent variations
in school practice. Differences in gractice among small
schools of differing types of organization tend in the main to
be fewer and less important than differences among large
schools of the same types. Among small schools, in other
words, the repressive effect of limited enrollment is so great
that the type of organization adopted is telatively of little
moment.

SecQnd, each major increase in enrollment tends to be
accompanied by a marked increase in 'general comprehen-
siveness of organization. Differences between large and
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small schools are so great that large schools of any type are
likely to be more commhensively organized than small
schools either of thee same or of any other type. The ad-
vantage possessechby the large schools is, moreover, a "real"
advantage, in the sense that it is based upon a greater number
of inherently desirable practices rather than upon mere com-
plexity of organization.

The descriptions of special types aouprg42.n L .tion need to
be interpreted in the light of these facts. Certain types of
schools seem to be demonstrably superior to other types when
their enrollments are equivalent. 'favored types per-
mitting greater enrollments may, however, offer advantages
over superior types when special circumstances allow .the
latter to be organized only as small schools.'

Variations among individual school8.The descriptions' of
special types of organization need to be interiireted also in
the light of the wide variations which exist among individual
schools of the same type and size. Individual schools even

the less-favored types frequently rank above some of the
better schools of generally supeKior types. The characteri-
zations of the various types are ,based on practices usually
found among schools of those types. The rharacterizations
are not to_ be interpreted a& limits above which individual
schools never rise.

s. WHAT ARE THE PROBABLE EXPLANATIONS OF IMPORTANT DIFFER-
ENCES AMONG THE COMMON TYPES OF SCHOOLS

Underlying soltatett of differences in practice. The varia-
tions in practice among individual schools suggest a need for
caution in drawing conclusions as to the causes even of wide-
spread diffeienceo. Judged in terms of comprehensiveness
and consistency, certain types of schools are in general
superior to others. But the adoption of a suPeigior type of
organization does not .guarantée outstanding practice in an
individual school, nor the -adoption of an inferior type
of organization n . y.. condemn a school to Werior prac-
tice. Though type of organization may have an important
effect on school practice, it is obviousjy neither the sole nor
perhaps even the chief cause of differences in practice.

I The extent to which
N.

this true lor segments junior al-.1 senior high schools and Junior.
senior high schools I been analysed in detail. Bee Bea I of Ch. V.
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The erplanation of such differences is probably to be
found, as a matter of fact, not so much in what thedifferent
types of organization cause as in what they make possible. ;
At best, the form of a school's organization rtobably doe*/
little more than provide a relatively convenient ór incon-
venient setting for desirable practices. Superior forms of
organization prove to be superior simply because they make
desirable practices easier to adopt than is the case under
other forms of organization.

this is so, the characteristics of organization which make
desirable practice convenient are of major importance.
Recognition of such characteristics is likely, indeed, to pro-
vide a more reliable guide to improvement in organization
than is the mere knowledge that certain special -types of
schools tend at present to be more ciimprehensively and
consistently organized than other types.

Characteristics likely to promote effective organization.As a
means of determining what characteristics are likely to ilrb-4°
mote effective organization, an effort has been made to dis-
cover not merely how.various types of schools differ but why
they differ. Explanalions of why the schools differ have,
perforce, been based largely on conjetttire. The conjectures

slopported, however, by detailed analysis of practice in
considerable number of schools; so that they represent

more than purely subjective judgmefit.
It seems probable that there are at least four major char-

acteristics which distinguish superior types of organization
from average or inferior types. Listed in what seems to be
the order of their importance, as accurately as their relative
importanoe can be estimated,, these haracteristics are as\
follows:

. I. Possession of large enrollments in separaie grades.The
fact that large schools tend in most respects to be more.
coup :;vely organized than small schools has already
been poin r:s out. Large total enrollments gained by com-
bining numerous grades in a single organiiation presumably
make eásier Oe introduction of certain desirable practices.
It is probable, 'however, that large average grade enrollments
°represent a more important charicteristic than large total
enrollments. The relative value of large gradò enrollments
is attested, for example, by the superiority of separate junior
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and senior high schools enrolling fewer than 500 pupils to
junior-senior high schools of the same total enrollments.
The adoption of a form of organization, of no matter what
special type, which permits large grade enrollments within
a single school would seem to be of the first importance in
providing for more effeative organization.2

2, Adoption of grade combinations which free the school from
a traditional pattern.Conventionally organizéd schools
seem to be handicapped chiefly by their inability to break
with tradition. The conventional schools are inferior in
organization to most reorganized schools, not so much,
apparently, because of any inherent disadvantage in their
forms of grade grouping as because those forms tend to bind
the schools to practics* which reorganized sChools are . able
to avoid orimprove upon. Two-four-system schdcds are less
well organized than 3-year junior and senior high schools,
presumably for a similar reason. Not the peculiar merit
of a 3-year grade combination, but the fac'e of a sufficient
break with the traditional pattern to allow freedom in intro-
cluing new practices, seems to give the 3-year schools their
principal advantage. Thus the adoption of a form of organi-
zation which departs unmistakably from' the converitional
again irrespective of the particular type of organization
chosenwould, seem to provide marked opportunity for
greater effectivehess.

3. Provision for the close association of junior and senior
units. the junior aqd senior high school grades
in, either a junior-senior high school or an undivided 6-year
school seems to result in at least three important benefits.'
The proximity of the units apparently causes each unit to
stimulate the other in the adoption of desirable procedures.
Administered within a single school, the junior and senior
high school grades may readily make, in combination, certain

I As pointed out in connection witb the detailed comparisons of large schools (Chs. V and
VIII), the data of this study do not allow an estimate of maximum desirable enrollment.
The largest schools rtudied had average grade enrollments of more than 333 pupils.

I This conclusion is based on the analyses of 3-3-plan junior-senior high schools and undivided
6-year schools presented in Chs. V and VI. Tim limitations of the study have not permitted'
detailed oomparison.s of 2-year junior high schools and 4-year senior high schoois with 24-plan
junior-senior school& Comparisons of schools of these types on the basis oir I I ary scoresII

yield somewhat uncertain results because of the unevenness of organizatOn entionei in
Ch. VII. The summary scores tend to indicate advantages on the part of the junior-senior
schools, however, which are Limn& to those noted as favoring the 3-3-plan junior-senior high
schools in comparison with separate 3-year schools.
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special arrangements which neither could as easily undertake
alone. Junior and senior units working under a single-school
organization more readily achieve uniformity of purpose and
of standards. Within any system in which all the secondary-
chool grades are considered to have the same general pur-

poses and in which essentially the same methods and materials
of teaching are employed throughout these grades, the
combination of the grades in a single school seems likely on
the whole to make for more effective organization.'

4. Recognition of the junior and senior high school grades as
coordinate units.As between undivided 6-year schools and
junior-senior high schools, whatever major advantage is held
by the latter seems to be due to arrangements through which
the upper school unit is not allowed to overshadow the lower.
The present need for improveript in the work of both school
units means that the problems of each require direct atten-
tion: Such attention can probably best be assured by the
assignment to each unit of at least one supervisory officer
whose primary concern is with that unit. A form of organiza-
tion making some such provision as this offers still further
opportunity fór effectiveness.

These four characteristics represent the impersonal factors
which most clearly distinguish superior types of organiza-
tion in present practice.

4. WHAT FORM OF ORGANIZATION IS MOST APPROPRIATE FOR THE
INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL?

General superiority of the 3-8-plan junior-senior high
sciwol.As judged by the criteria set up in this study, the
3-3-plan junior-senior high school represents in general the
most effective type of organization ahlong those in common
use. Its form of grade grouping allows it to present in
greater measure than any other type of school all four of the
characteristics which facilitate desirable practice. In both
comprehensiveness and consistency of organization it is
outstanding among schools of comparable size, whether large
or small. There can be little question that wider adoption
of the junior-senior organization would result in increased

It should again be noted that it has not been possible in this study to set an upper limit
on desirable Bile of enrollment. The advantages of combining the junior and senior units
may be offset, in very large schools, by the handicap of II. dy size.
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opportunities for desirable types of secondary-school pro-
cedure.

Yet the value of this form of organization in general does
not imply its corresponding value in every individual school
situation. Before such an organization can be recommended
for an individual school a number of matters demand atten-
tion. Three points in particular should be clearly recognized.
The criteria by which school organization has been judged in
this study do not take account of certain important educa-
tional outcomes. Other factors than those which have been
discussed in detail may have significant effect on school
procedure. The advantages of the junior-senior high school
organizationor of any other special type of organization
may be.only temprary. Each of these three pcints deserves
corment.

Limitatio= of the criteria by whicit school organization has
been judged in this study.There are obvious limitations to

criteria by which school organization has here been
godlimitations which may weigh heavily for certain
ools. The various types of organization have been

measured in terms of more or less tangible procedures. No
direct account has been taken of the relatively intangible
effects upon pupils which may follow certain forms of grade
grouping. In particular, the mental and emotional out-
comes of complex large-scho 1 groupings, and of schemes of
organization by which relativ y young pupils are thrown into
contact with pupils who are 4ilatively mature, have not been
giyen anyjrnmediate consideration.

The possibility of unfortunate effectà from these sources
deserves careful study. The junidr-senior organization may
involve dangers from both sources. Whether the dangers
are so great as to offset possible advantages in other directions
can not be determined on the basis of present data. For the
individual school the question is an important one, and one
which may need to be differently answered in the light of
differing circumstances. Despite the promise which tse
junior-senior organization offers of an increase in desirable
school procedures, its possible outcomes in other directions.
niay occasionAlly dictate the adoption of a different form of
'grade grouping.
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Importance of certain unpredictable factors influencing school
organization.Even though its advantages outweigh its
dangers, the junior-senior high school can hardly be regarded
as a sure solution for the problems of every individual school
system. The four characteristics which seem to make this
type of school outstanding represent by no means the only
factors that need to be considered in deciding upon the or-
ganization of an individual school. These four character-
istics, as has been noted, relate to largely impersonal factors.
Vitally important personal factors also affect school procedure.
So likewise do factors which are not strictly personal innature,
but which are more or less unpredictable for schools in general.
The quality of viministrative leadership, the strength and
intelligence of community lupport, the financial resources
availa for educationto mention factors which have been
comm.: I ted on in the detailed analysesfurnish examples of
matters which influence school practice quite as directly as
the four characteristics Ascribed.

Any one of such matters as these may make it desirable for
an individual school system to adopt what would in general
be an inferior type of organization. The advantage of large
enrollment is not likely to-be great if a large school can be
gained only at the cost of weakening the community's. con-
fidenc,e in the educational program. Departure from con-
ventional forms of organization miky be of doubtful value in
tile absence of adequate financial support for thoroughgoing
reorganization. The combination of junior and senior high
school grades, even under an organization which establishes
these grades as coordinate units, is likely to be fruitless unless
competent administrators and supervisors can be provided.

Hence the junior-senior high school organization can not
be recommended indiscriminately: Other things being
equal, the characteristics possessed by this type of organiza-
tion lend it certain appreciable advantages. But many fac-
tors in the local situation may require caieful attention
before an individual school 'can expect to profit from the
advantages in question.

Temporary nature of the advantages of special type8 of
organization.--Finally, brief consideration of the character-
istics whict now distinguish superior*. types of organization
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will show that the advantages offered by the last three of
these characteristics, at least, may be of immediate signifi-
cance only.

There is reason at the present time, for example, to expect
some gain in effectiveness from the mere fact of a break with
the 84 system. But if a new system itself becomes con-
ventionaland present tendencies suggest that the 3-year
groupings are in process of doing soa departure from the
new system may in turn result in improvement. Thus even
the junior-senior organization may at length become a pat-
tern which needs to be broken away from.

There is reason at present to expect a definite gain in
effectiveness also through administering the six secondary-
school grades together. Yet change in the functions of the
variout3 grades or in the methods and materials which seem
appropriate at various educational levels is likely .in the
future to lend advantage to quite different grade com&na-
tions. The current experimentation with the junior -college
may quite conceivably be laying the basis for just such a
shifting of advantage.

There is at present some value, finally, in providing for
equally direct attention to the junior and senior high school
units. At no very distant date, however, procedure in the
units which are now in process of change may become stand-
ardized on an acceptable basis and the need for special atten-
tion may shift to some other school unit. In such an event
the six high-school grades may at length be as advanta-
geously administered in an undivided unit is are the six
elementary-school grades at the present time.

Whether all these changes will in fact come to pass can not
now be foreseen. Nor can there be any accurate -prediction
as.to how such changes will áffect specific practice if they do
come to pass. The possibility of change is nevertheless
clearly apparent. In the light ?f this possibility, the char-
acteristics of an effectiie school organization to-day can obl
viously not be counted 6n-to remain the charàcteristics of an
effective school organization 15 or 20 years from nasy.

From the standpoint of the junior-senior high school
imeaiis that this type of organization is likely to provide
best a solution,. for certain present difficulties only. a
widespread survey beeff made of American secondary-school
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organization in 1915 or 1920, it is more than possible that
separate 3-year junior and senior high schools, and not com-
bined junior-senior schools, would have stood out as the most
promising types. Assuming corresponding changes in the
future, the junior-senior high school is likely in turn to be
superseded by some type of school better adapted to the
newer aims and the newer problems of secondary educition.

The responsibility of the school administrator. All these
consideratioris need to be recognized by the administrator
who is seeking to improve the organization of his individual
school or school system. Detailed knowledge of the prob-
lems confronting the individual school is essential before any
wise decision .can be made as to appropriate organization,
Most schools, facing conditions not textraordinarily different
from th9se confronting the schools pf this study, will no doubt
find the junior-senior high school organization óf marked
advantage. There will be nunierous sphools, however, for
which some other type al organization will offer greater
promise. To determine what form of organization is most
likely to meet both the present and the future1ds of his
community must be one CA the chief responsibilities of the
local administrator: The administrator who is alert to con-
ditions in his own school system will be ready to advocate
whatever type of organization best meets those conditions,
irrespective of 4s appropriateness for schools in general.

In the last analysis the test of the organization of an indi-
vidual school will be the extent to which that orga:nization
tends to promote desirable practice. The question of what
practice amid be promoted has as yet been dealt with only
by implication. The remaining chapters of this report bear
directly on this question.

e-
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DIVISION III : THE 'IMPROVEMENT OF SECONDARY-SCHOOL
ORGANIZATION

plAPTER X : PRACTICES CHARACTERISTIC OF
COMPREHEMIVELY ORGANIZED SCHOOLS

1. TIIE IMPROVEMENT OF ORGANIZATION IN THE INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL

The significance of practice in outstanding school To set
up a pattern for school organization in terms -of a list of prac-
tices which every school should adopt is no part of the pur-
pose of this study. The improvement of organization in the
individual school must depend in the last analysis not on the
acceptance of vy formal pattern, but on the painstaking
effort of the school's administrative officers to find the best
possible solutions for that school's sp'ecial problems. A de-
scription of the types of practice which distinguish superior
schools may, however, be of s'ome value to schools in general.
Procedures -which find a place in the organization of out-
standing schools do not necessarily represent procedures
which every school should attempt to incorporate. But the
fact that certain practices have been introduced and retained
in a gr'oup of superior schools suggests that these practices
are worthy of general consideration. The secondary-school
principal who interprets the practices of outstanding schools
not as features to be copied at all costs, but as features which
may provt effective, will find in a list of such practices the
basis fora critical examination of his own organization.

The purpose of this chaPter.It is the purpose of this chap-
ter to present a list of practices which may be used in this
way. Procedures in a group of schools outstanding jh com-
prehensiveness of organizatión have been compar(;(I with
procedures in a group of schools distinctly inferior in compre-
hensiveness, And withe,practices in a second group of only
average comprehensiveness. Certain praaices have been
fotind, of course, to be more or less 'eceually commoil in all the
groups. Certain other practices have been found to be
definitely characteristic of the outstanding schools alone.
These ratter practices are listed in detail in the following
pages.
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To make the analysis of practice somewhat, more sugges-
tive of methods for improving the organization of individual
schools, the lists are accompanied by comments on matters
of particular significance. In various instances procedures
which outstanding schools have not adopted are of as much
interest as procedures which they have adopted. Procedures
of the former type are pointed out. In other instances com-
ments are included as to the possible effectiveness of certain
practiaes. Visits were made in the course of the study to a
large number of outstanding schools, and practices found in
these schools were ,discussed at first liand with the schools'
administrative officers. Where the visits have thrown light
on the possible value of particular practices, that fact has
been noted.

It should be recognized that comprehensiveness of organi-
zation is not in itself a guaranty of the value of detailed fea-
tures of ()lionization. Study of the practices especially
charqcteristic of compretensively organized -schools never-
theless suggAists that in most cases the procedures are, likely
to be of definite value on their own account. They are coin-.

mended on this basis to the attention of school officers in
general.
L. METHODS USED IN DETERMINING THE PRACTICES CdARACTER-

ISTIC OF COMPREHENSIVELY ORGANIZED SCHOOL

elected for 8tuidy.The "outstanding S(l61s selected
for special aLialysis were the 6-3-3-plan and 6-6-p1an schools
which received the highest 'total ratings for comprehensive-
ness of organization among the schools included in this study.
One group. pf 25 schools was selected on the ba"sis of scores
fosothe organization of the junior high school grades, and a
second group of eqiial size was chosen on the basis of scores
for the organization of the senior high school grades. Seven
6-year schools were represented in both groups, so that the
total list comprised aip.dividual schools.

The schools selectiAl as representing inferior organizations
were the 6-3-3-plan and 6-6-plan schools which obtained the
lowest total scores among the schools studied. As among
the outstanding schools, 25 schools were chosen on the basis
cf junior high school scores and 25 on the basis of senior high
school scores. The inclusion of 11 six-year schooli in both
groups reduCed the total list to 39 individual schools.
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As a check on the differences which might appear between
clearly outstanding schools and distinctly inferior schools,
a group of average schools was also chosen. In the case of
both junior and senior high schools, the 6-34-plan or 6-6-plan
school which had received the total score halfway between
the lowest score in the superior group and the highest score
in the inferior group was selected as the middle school of
the average group. The schools receiving the 124successive
scores above and below the score for alit school were then
added to the middle school to form a group of 25. In the
list of average schools, 3 six-year schools were represented in
both junior and senior high school groups, so that the total
list comprised 47 individual schools.

Twenty-five schools were included in each 'of the grdups
to be compared _on the aáittniption, first, that ,this number
would in each case provide a group large enough to display
significant group characteristics, and, second, that the total
number of schools selected would include a small enough
proportion of the list of ayailabte sChools to leave extensive
gaps between successive groups. The three groups of
schools together comprise about 30 perpent of the schools
available for study. Approximitiely 35 per cent of the total
list of available schools thus fall between the inferior and
average schools chosen for special study, and the remaining
35 per cent are distributed between the average isuperior
schools.

The methods of selection by which superior, average, and
inferior schools were chosen might conceivably have been
refined through the use of more elaborate statistical tech-
niquee. The grOups were chosen, however, for the purpose
of allowing merely a reasonably approximate judgment as
to practices which are likely to be distinctive. It is prob-

%. able that for this particular purpose the methods used .were
sufficiently exact.

General cht&raxteristics of the superior, average, and inferior

schools compared.---That these methods resultbd in the
selection of groups of schools differing widely from eacirother
in average scores for iiéparate features of oiganization will
be apparent from the data given in Table 21 , ,The scores
for housing and equipment in t,4, juni6r high school grades
are the same for the average and superior groups. The
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score for articulation in the senior high schodl ¡rules is
slightly lower for the av.erage group than for the inferior
group. In all the remaining features of organization the

. scores increase steadily and extensively from group to group.
e.

TABLE 27.Avevige scores for comprehensiveness of organization in thejunior high school grades and the senior high school gradeS, respectively,of 25 inferior, 25 average, and 25 superior schools

Major features of organization

Junior high school grades Senior high school grades

Inferior
group

Admission and promotion
Organization of instruction
Program of studies:

Grade 7
Grade 8
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11
Gradé 12

Eztracurriculum
Guidance
Articulation
Teachinr staff
Supervision s.
Housing and siquipment_

All features

411.

12
40

32
35
36

22
22
19
20
9

11

Superior
up

20
49

42
48
52

37
43
22
22
17

. 16

258 368

Sups.Inferior Average riorgroup group group

31
es

47
64
ee

65
28
24
24
16

479

12
88

.....

35
32
ao
24
31
29
22
10

9

6 7

15
53

4. 4r am 4, 4

eo
61
61
se
41
26
25
16
14

272 408

21
65

75
82
80
51
60
41
28

17

542

In Table 28 is shown the composition of each of the thiee
groups of schools in terms of the sizes of the schools, the types
of organization represented, and the sections of the country
in wkch the schools were found. The distribution of the
school's is of no great significance as showing what classes of
schools are most likely to be inferior, average, or superior in
comprehensiveness, since the schools were taken from the
total list without regard to representativeness. It will be
noted, howevet, that the inferior schools, as might be
expected, are chiefly small schools, whereas the average and
superior schools, though they covet practically the whole
range of size groups, are predominantly large schools. The
size of the schools is reflected in their types of organization; .

the inferio'r schools are in the main junior-senior high schools
and undivided 6-year khools, while the average Fd superi
schools are about equally divided between separate and
combined orgimizations, The geographical distributicin of
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the schools is largely determined by the frequency with which
the various sections of the colintry-Avere represented in the
total list of schools available for study. There is some sig-
nificance, however, in the fact that the Western States are
extensively represented, and the Southern States are hardly
represented at all, among the schools of the superior group.-
TABLE 28.Distribution of 25 inferior, 25 average, and 25 superiorschools, respectively, in terms of average grade enrollments, types oforganization, and geographical location

Enrollment, type of organization,
and location

Junior high school grades Senior high school grades

Inferior
group

2

Average enrollment per grade:
30 or fewer
81-80
61-100
101-200
201-333._ _ . _ _ _

334 or more

Type of organization:
Separate Junior or senior
Undivided 6-year
3-3 Junior-senior

Geographical location:
New England
Middle Atlantic States
Southern States
Middle West
Western States

11

6
6

Average
group

3

1

3
3
8
3
7

Superior
group

4

1

4

2

6
7
5

6
13
6

2
1

4

17
1

15
3
7

1

6
4

12
2

15
2
8

3

5
11

Inferior
group

19

5

1

3
15
7

3
1

7
13

1

Average
group

1

5
2
8

4

13
4
8

Supe-
rior

group

7

_

3
3
7
3
9

12
3

10

3

16
1

1

4
1

7
12

The data on the distribution of the schools according to
their major characteristics are chiefly significant as showing
that the schools of each group cover a considerable range in
size, type of organization, and location. Though each group
has characteristics which tend to distinguish it from the
others, there is extensive overlapping in all these matters.
The range of characteristics represented in each group is
probably sufficient to insure that conclusions based ón cpm-
parisons among the groups will not be distorted by unfairness
in selection.

Method of identifying distinctive practice.As a means of
i4entifying the practices characteristic of the outstanding
schools, each group of schools has been compared with the
other two, and the reliability of differences in the frequency
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of specific items of practice has been computed through the
use of critical ratios.' Though a critical ratio of at least 3 is
necessary to give assurance that a difference is statistically
ieliable, lower ratios have been regarded as significant in
these comparisons. The purpose of the comparisons has
been to discover in what practices stiperior schools differ often
enough from average or inferior schools to make these prac-
tices worthy of attention. For this purpose a critical ratio
of 1.5 has been.judged large enough to be important. A ratio
of this magnitude means that the chances are approximately
93 in 100 that a difference siniilar to the difference discovered
would reappear were the measurement to be repeated among
other schools similarlY selected.

In interpreting the differences revealed by the comparisons,
two types of practice have been regarded as distincfN of the
superior schools. The first type: consists of practices reòçted
at least as frequently by the average as by the inferior schooIs
and enough more frequently by the superior schools than by
the, average schools to result in a critical ratio of at least 1.5.
The second type consists of practices reported more fre-
quently by the superior schools than by the average schools,
irrespective of the critical ratio involved, and enough more
frequently by the superior schools than by the inferior schools
to result in 'a critical ratio of 2 or more. The practices of
these two types together comprise those which a-re listed in
the following sections.

In numerous instances the differences in the frequency with
which specific practices were reported by the three group* of
schools were found to be unimportant in terms of the stand-
ards here used. Occasionally the differences with respect to
a given practice -have seemed WI be contradictoryas, for
example, in tile case of a practice reported more frequently by
average schools than by either supkior or inferior schools.
Though in both these instances the practices in question
have been excluded from the formal lists, practices are com-
mented on when either the absence of differences ofthe pres-
ence of contradictory differences seems to have significant
bearing on current educatiolial problems.

Interpretation of the lists of pra#ices.The practices
characteristic of the group of superior schools are listed

I For an explauation of the mauling of critical ratios, sae Ch. V, Sec. I-1,
257 I
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separately for the junior high school grades and the senior
high school grades. For each school unit the distinctive
practices and the comments upon the differences among the
schools are presented in connection with each major feature
of organization in turn.

To indicate the extent to which the individual practices are
reported by the superior schools, a plan has been employed
similar to that adopted in the comparisons described in
preceding chapters. Practices reported by as -many as 20
of the 25 superior schools are marked with double stars.
The chances are approximatIly 99 in 100 that these practices
would be rePOrted by a nuijority of any similarly selected
group of outstanding schools._ Kactices reported by fewer
than 10 of the 25 *schoolsò are single starred. The latter
practices may be interpreted as distinctive of outstaiading
schools, but as having not' yet become widely ac.cepted
features even of unusually comprehensive organizations.
Practices not starred at all are common in superkir schools,
though by no means universal.

-v

3. DISTINCTIVE PRACTICES IN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL ORGANIZATION

Admission and pron-wtion.The procedures in admission
and promotion which are characteristic of the most compre-
hensively organized junior high schools may be summarized
as follows:

The most comprehenttively organized junior high schools tend more
frequently than other junior high schoo1s-

1. To take the following factors into account in admitting pupils
to the school

(a) Estimates of teachers oi the preceding grade as to pupils'
ability to do the work of the grade to which they are
to be admitted.

(b) Standardized achievement test scores, or educational age.
(c) Intelligence test scores, or mental age.
(d) Intelligence quotient.
(e) Educational quotient.
(f) Acilievement quotient.
(gY * Chronological age.
(h) ** Degree of physical maturity.
(i) **JDegrée of social maturity.

" In this list of junior high school practices and in the lists that follow, practices which are
double starred are reported by 20 or more of the 25 outstanding sch6ois. Practices marked
with alines star (*)..are reported by fewer than 10 of the outstanding school&
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2. **To promote pupils when promotion seems justified, regardless
of fixed periods.

3. To take the following factors into account in determining a
pupil's readiness for promotion

(a) **Teachers' estiffiates of the pupil's ability to do the
work of the succeeding grace.

(b) Teachers' estimates of the pupil's industry, application,
or effort.

(c) Standardized achievement teal scores, or educatio4a1 age.
(d) Intelligence test scores, or mental age.
(e) Intelligence quotient.
(f) Educational quotient.
(g) Achievement quotient.
(h) **Chronological age.
(i) **Degree of physical maturity.
(j) "Degree of social maturity.

The most comprehensively organized junior high schools
follow the practice of junior high schools in general in re-
quiring completion of a inajor part of the work of the preced-
ing grade as a basis for admission to the school in the case of
normal pupils. The outstanding schools are about equally
divided between the use of annual and of semiannual pro-
motions. They are divided also between promotion by grade
and promotion by subject; 10 employ promotion by grade,
10 offer promotion by subject in all subjects, and the remain-
der offer promotion by subject either in "major" subjects
only, or merely as the schedule of classes may allow in indi-
vidual cases. For normal promotions within the school the
outstanding schools hold to general practice in requiring the
completion of one subject unit before permitting advance-
ment to the next.

It may be of interest to note that the outstanding schools
show slight tendency to infiploy the practice, which is some-
times advocated, of : mitting all pupils from- the preceding
grade either without. rvation or subject to a trial period.
Neither ,of these methods of admission is reported by more
than 1 of the 25 schools.

From the standpoint of educational theory, the lack of
agreement among the schools on methods of prombtion is
perhaps of some significance. The small size of a few of the
schools possibly accounts for the use by these schools of annual
rather than semiannual promotions, and of promotion by
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grade rather than promotion by subject. Visits to a number
of relatively large schools disclosed the fact, however, that
annbal promotions and promotions by grade are in some in-
stances being intentionally retained in spite of their apparent
disadvantages, In the experience of ,the principals of certain
outstanding schools, apprbpriate use of ability grouping and
provision for varying rates of progress within each grade
render arrangements for frequent formal promotions and for
promotion by subject largely unnecessary. Among all but
very large schools, moreover, the administrative problems
involved in grouping pupils according to ability are likely to
be increased by the smallness of the groups which result from
semiannual promotions, esucially at mid-term. A plan of
semiannual promotion and promotion by subject, coupled
with limited ability groupini, undoubtedly offers certain
advantages not found in the plan of annual promotion and
limited promotion by subject coupled with relatively exten-
sive ability grouping; yet the latter plan would seem to have
special values of its own. The relative merits of the two
plans need to be thoroughly canvassed before either can be
judged the more effective. For the present the division in
practice in this matter among outstanding schools suggests
the existence of an administrative problem worthy of further
investigation .

Organization of instruction. In the organization of in-
struction the outstanding schools differ from average and
inferior schools in the following respects:
The most kmprehgnsively organized junior high schools tend more

frequently than other junior high schools
1. To provide for a school year of more than 180 days in length.
2. **To arrange for class enrollments in such manner that the

usual class in physical training and music enrolls more than
30 pupils.

3. **To use standardized tests of mental ability and of achieve-
ment

(a) **For assigning pupils to grade or class sections.
(b) For assigning pupils to specialized subjects or curriculums.
(c) For diagnosis of difficulties in learning.
(d) For determinatku of achivement quotients or ratios.
(e) **For prognosis or guidance.
(f) **For research and experimentation.

260 1[
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4. To empey the following special features' of organization
(a) **One or more special technici tTes individualiza-for the4 tion of instruction (e. g., differentiated assignments,

contract plan, etc.).
(b) **One or more special techniques for thé socialization of

instruction (e. g., socialized recitation, group-project
method, etc.r.

(c) **Homogeneous or ability grouping.
(c1) Grouping according to specialized curriculums.
(e) Opportunity rooms for slow pupils.
(f) Restoration, remedial, or adjustment rooms or classes.
(g) Special classes for pupils who have failed.
(h) Individual coaching of slow pupils.
(i) Individual coaching of gifted pupils.
(j) Scientific study of problem cases.

The outstanding schools do not differ substantially from
the average schools in the extent of departmentalization, the
size of classes in recitation subjects or in shop or laboratory
subjects, or the length of -the school day. Practice in these
matters differs in both average and superior schools from
practice in inferior schools, but the differences would seem
to be a product of differences in size of school ratlier than of
variations in policy. 4'

A noteworthy characteristic of both the average and the
superior schools is their tendency to proiide a high degree
of specialization for individual teachers, even at the cost of
sudden introduction of departmental work. The principals
of a number of the outstanding schools which were visited
reported difficulties on the part of certain entering pupils
which seemed to be due to the sudden break in the extent of
departmentalization between the elementary school and' the
junior high school. In systems in which pupils become
accustomed to extensive departmentalization in the ele-
mentary school, the junior high school obviously need not
recognize gradual introduction of this feature of organization
as one of its special problems. Junior high schools in other
systems frequently lessen the evils of a sudden break by
special provisions for the orientation of entering pupils.
In many instances, however, it seems apparent that even
outstanding schools have given less attention to the problem
than was contemplated by proponents of 'the junior high
school movement, and less attention even than the needs of
their own pupils would show to be desirable.

126466*--83-18 [ 261 I .
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With respect to standarclized tests it is significant that all
the outstanding schools, as compared with only 15 of the
inferior schools, make use of such tests. The superior
schools report systematic employment of the tests for all
the specific purposes listed on the inquiry form concerning
school orgaiiization. ,

A small nuitnber only of the outstanding schools report
opportunity rooms for gifted pupils, though more than half
these schools report opportunity rooms for slow pupils.
Eleven of the schools offer credit for out-of-school projects or
-studies; 10 give credit for extracurriculum activity as a part
of curriculum work. In the latter practices the most
comprehensively organized schools do not differ substantially
from the average and inferior schools.

Program of studies.Differences in the program of studies
. affect both the organization of the program as a whole and

the offering of specific subjects. The differences may be
summarized as follows: ,

The most comprehensively organized junior high schools tend more
frequently than other junior high schools-

1. *To provide a combination Multiple-curriculum and constants-
and-variables organization.

2. To include under the multiple-curriculum organization, when
this type of organization is in effect, the following basic
curriCulums

(a) College preparatory. (e) Home economics.
(b) *Scientific preparatory. (j) *Fine arts.
(c) Commercial. (g) *Music.
(d) Industrial arts.

I,4),o provide the following courses in the-seventh-grade program
(a) Required courses in--

(1) *Foreign language. (4) **Home economics
(2) **Fine arts. (5) **Industrial arts.
(3) **M usic. (6) **Physical training.

(b) Elective courses 2 ilia.
(1) **Music.
(2) *Agriculture.
(3) *Physical training.

4. To provide the following courses in the eighth-grade program
(a) Required courses in

(1) Fine arts.
(2) Music.
(3) **Physical training.

'Courses are here 1Wed as elective if they are not required of all junior high school pupils.
Certain of thede coursU are commonly required of pupils electing specified curriculums.
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(b) Elective courses in
(1) Foreign language. (5) Home economics.
(2) *Fine arts. (6) *Agriculture.
(3) **Music. (7) Industrial arts.
(4) *Business training.

5. Tb provide the following pourses
(a) Requ ired- courses in

(1) Music.
.**Physical training.

(b) Elective courses in
(1) *English.
(2) Mathematics.
(3) Science.
(4) **Foreign language.
(5) Fine arts.

6.

(8) *Physical training.
in the ninth-grade program

(6) *Music.
(7) Business training.
(8) **Home economics.
(9) **Industrial arts.

(10) Physical training.
To substitute elective courses for required courses in

(a) Ninth-grade mathematics.
(b) *Eighth-grade agriculture. -

TABLE 29. Courttes offered by the majority of a group of 25 comprehen-
sively organized junior high schools

GRADE 7 GRADE 8 GRADE 9

Required:
English.
Social studies.
Mathematics.
Science.
Fine arts.
Music.
Home economics.
Industrial arts.
Physical training.

Elective:
Music.

Required
English.
Social studies.
Mathematics.
Science.
Fine arts.
Music.
Home economics.
Industrial. arts.
Physical training.

Elective:
Music.
Foreign language..

Required:
English.
Social studies.
Science.
Physical training

Elective:
Music.
Foreign language.
Social studies.
Mathematics.
Science.
Business training.
Home economics.
Industrial arts

The practices listed represent those in which the programs
of studies reported by comprehensively organized junior high
schools tend to differ from those of average or inferior schools.
To show the common practice in outstanding schools, there
is presented in Table 29 a list of the required and elective
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courses found in a majority of the 25 schools which have been
analyzed. A single-curriculum organization, without elec-
tives, is reported by 7 of the schools. A constants-and-
variables type of program, in which specialized curriculums
are not formally designated, is found in 6 schools. The 12
remaining schools offer either a multiple-curriculum or a
combination multiple-curriculum and constants-and-varia-
bles type of organization. Among the schools in which
multiple curriculums are provided, the basic curriculums.tend
to be college preparatory, scientific preparatory, general,
commercial, industrial arts, and home economics.

With respect to the program of studies as a whole, the
* varying use of single-curriculum, multiple-curriculum, and

constants-and-variables types of organization is of interest.-
Whatever the relative theoretical merits of these various
plans, it is appareht that outstanding schools are notioagrecd
in practice on illy one of the three.

The balance of emphasis on required and elective work is
also of interest. A comparison of the courses listed in Table
29 with the list of courses typical of reorganized schools in
general will show that in their seventh-grade and eikhth-
grade programs even comprehensively organized schools do
not as a group depart markedly from a4omewhat standard-
ized offering. Adherence to a largely required program in
the seventh grade is doubtless a reflection, first, of the
attempt to introduce' elective courses`gradually and, second,
of the policy of preceding elective work with required explora-
tory courses. The continued emphasis on required courses
in the eighth grade may serve a similar purpose so far as
exploration is concerned. But comprehensively organized
schools offer a wide variety of electives in grade 9; and from
the point of view of the gradual introduction of such courses
the number of electives in grade 8 may perhaps be unduly
limited. As in thee case of departmentalization, there i8
reason to believe that an entirely satisfactory transition from
elementaky -school to secondary school has not yet been
achieved.

The infrequency with which certain courses are offered
even among comprehensively organized schools deserves
special comment. Work in agriculture is found in so few

Cf. Ch. III, see. 1.
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of the schools that one may fairly question whether th
Nssibility and the desirability at least of survey courses in
this field have not been seriously neglected. Courses in
borne making for boys, recómmended by various proponents
of the junior high 'movement, are almost entirely lack-
ing in the programs bf studies of the schools investigated.
Courses in any form of industrial arts for girls are likewise
prac tically nonexistent.

In spite of their standardized programs in the seventh
and eighth grades, and in spite also of their neglect of certain
fields of study, it is clearly characteristic of comprehensively
organized schools to experiment individually with offerings
which have not as yet become generally accepted. The
range of this experimentation is indicated in the list obspe-
cific differences between outstanding schools and average or
inferior khools. From the point of view of the scbool which
seeks to improve its own organization, these differences are
likely to be even more suggestive than the list of courses
commonly offered.

Extracurriedum.In the organization of extracurriculum
activities the major differences between outstanding schools
and average or inferior schools are as follows:

The most comprehensively organized junior high schools tend more
frequently than other junior high schools

1. To provide in their extracurriculums for the following major
types of activities

(a) **Home-room organizations.
(b) **General pupil participation in school government.
(c) **Club activities.
(d) **Musical organizationti.
(e) **School publications.
(f) "Extracurriculum athletics.
(g) **Assemblies conducted by pupils.
(h) **School social affairs.
(i) **School exhibitions.

2. To regulate pupil participation in extracurriculwil activities
by

(a) Requiring participating of all pupils in certain major
types of activity.

(b) *Setting definite limits on the extent to w4ich pupils may
-participate.

8. "To set aside at least- ifiree periods in the weekly schedule for
extracurriculum activities,
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4. To provide for pupil participation in school government in suchmanner that
(a) *Certain powers and duties of the pupil organization are

determined by the pupils, without restriction by the
faculty.

(b) The pupil organization is engaged in the following activi-ties
(1) The treatment of disciplinary problems.
(2) **Maintenance of order in corridors, streets and

school grounds, classrooms, etc:
(3) Promotion of

(a) Health.
(b) Thrift.
(c) **Beauty of schoof building or grounds.
(d) **Clubs and similar extracurriculum ac-

tivities.
(e) **School publications.
(f) **School social affairs.
(g) School publicity in the community at

large.
(h) Scholarship in curriculum work.
(0 Introduction of new pupils.

(4) Regulation of school social affairs.
5. To provide for club activities in such_manner that

(a) The following major types of clubs are in active existencein the school.

(1) **Academic or "hobby" clubs (Latin, science, air-, plane, travel, etc.).
(2) Civic or ethical clubs (leaders, courtesy, "good

turn," etc.).
(3) **Liebating or dramatic clubs.
(4) **Musical clubs.
(5) **Athletic clubs.
(6) Purely social clubs.

(b) Club activities may be initiated only after the following
specified conditions have been met

(1) **A sufficient number of pupils must be actively
interested.

(2) The club program Must be definitely outlined in
advance.

(c) **Club aCtivities have been initiated in one or more in-
stances by interested groups of pupils:

6. **To use funds derive"d from certain nonathletic activities forthe support of other nonathletic activities.
Certain practices are sufficiently common among all the

schoolg to provide no clear basis for distinction. Provisionsfor the participation of pupils in graduation exercises are
reported with slight variation by a majority of the schools in
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each group. A number of the common procedures with
respect to pupils' participation in school government and w\ith
respect to club activities ail) of sufficient interest to deserve
separate mention.

Among the schools which provide for popik participation
in school government, the pupil organization is generally of
several years' standing. Its form has been adapted to special
conditions in the local situation. Important questions sub-
mitted to the _pupil organization are voted on in certain in-
stanc- F all pupils in the school, in other instances by pupil
officers and representatives only. Pupil officérs are com-
motily nominated and elected by the pupils under definite
restrictions imposed by the faculty. Certain powers and
duties of the pupil organization are usually detertnined by
the faculty, without having been submitted for approval to
the pupils; others are proposed by the faculty, subject to
acceptance by the pupils, still others are determined by the
pupils, subject either to certain general restrictions or to spe-
cific approval by the faculty. Whatever its other duties, the
pupil organization is usually closely concerned with the
schoól's athletic activities. In all these matters the practice
in the three groups of schools tpcamined is essentially the same.

There is a certain similarity of practice with respect to club
activities also. Schools which fmcourage these activities gen-
erally require that one or more teachers be willing to serve as
sponsers before a club may be initiated, and that approval of
new clubs be granted by the principal or some other super-
visory officer. In a large majority of the schools which sup-
port them, clubs are reported as having been initiated by
interested teachers.

-*No less importaht than the practices on which the schools
are agreed, are certain other practices which provide no clear
basis for distinction because they are as yet not widely ac-
cepted, even among the most comprehensivey organized
schools. Participation in extracurriculum activitiet carries
credit toward promotign or graduation in only six of the out-
standing schools. In spite of the fact that funds derived from
certain nonathletic activities are used to suport other non-
athletic activities in all but three of the schools, only eight
schools use funds earned by athletic actOities for a similar
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purpose.' The administration of funds for the extracurricu-lum as a whole is-on a.budget basis in only. six schools. Prac-,
tice in these matters has clearly not yet approached thestandards frequently suggested as desirable.

Guidance.Itv their praisions for guidance, complAen-sively organized schools are likely to show the following
characteristics:
The most comprehensively organized junior high schools tend morefrequently than other junior high schools-

1. To Make provisions for the guidance of elementary-schoolpupils who are about to enter the junior high schoolwhereby
(a) **The majority of these pupils have ha.c1 the work of thejunior high school explained to them by

(1) **Principal or teachers of the elementary grades.(2) The junior high school principal or teachers.
(3) *A spe.cial cóunselcv or the director of guidance.(b) The majority of these pupils have visited the junior high

school under the guidance of
(1) Principal or teachers of the elementary grades.(2) *The junior high school principal or teachers.
(3) *Pupils or graduates of the junior high school ap-pointed for thç puipose.

(c) The majority of these pupils have received before Omis-siv to the junior high school guidance with réspectto
(1) Choice of specific subjects of study in the juniorhigh school.
(2). Participation in extracurriculum activities in the

&junior high school.
(3) *Vvcational choices.

, 41 (4) Ethical conduct in the junior high school.(d) Parents of a majOrity of these pupils have been informedconcerning the junior high school program through
distribution of printed or mimeographed ekisianitions.2. To make proviAons for the guidance of junior high school pupilswith respect to junior high school activities whereby(a) **Practically aH pupils receive (Troup guidance during thefirstiwo or three weeks of school from
(1) A special counselor.
(2) **-Home-room- teachers.

(b) Practically all pupils receive individual guidance duringthe first two or three weeks of school from
(1) *A special counselor.
(2) Home-room teachers.

This may be due in part to the relatively limited proceeds ofjunior high school athletics.Bee the comment on this point in connection with practice in outstanding senior high schools.
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ye

(c) **Practically all pupils receive both group and individual
guidance throughout the junior high school period
from

(1) The principal.
(2) A special counselor.
(3) **Home-room teachers.
(4) Class teachers.

(el) Practically all pupils receive guidance with respect to
(1) t*Choice of specific subjects of study in the junior

high school.
(2) **Choice of curriculums in the junior high school.
(3) **Partièipation in extracurriculum activities in' the

junior high school.
(4) **Vocational choices.
(5) **Ethical conduct.
(6) **Etiquette or "manners."
(7) **Health.

5 (8) **Methods of study.
(9) **Use of leisure time.

. (e) **Parents of a majority of the pupils are informed con-
cerning their children's special problems through

(1) **The use o: printed forms (inCluding special
reports).

'(2) Individual interviews at the school.
(3) Visits to the home.
(4) Group meetings with padits.

3. To make provisions for the guidance of junior high schooli
pupils who are about to enter the senior high schoor'b

_ whereby
(a) **The majority of these pupils have had the work of the

senior high school explained to them by
(1) *tThe junior high school principal or teachers.
(2) The senior high .school principal or teachers.
(3) *Senior high school pupils or graduates appointed*

for the purpose.
(4) *A special counselor or the director of guidance.

(b) The majority of these pupils have visited the senior high
school under ttie guidance df the junior high school
principal or teachers.

(c) The majority of these pupils have received before admis-
sion to the senior high school guidance with respectto

S1) -**Clipice of specific subjects of study in the senior
high school.

(2). **Choice of curriculums in the senior high sohool.
(2) karticipiltion in extracurriculum activitiei in the

senior high school.
(4) **Vocational choices.
(5) Ethical conduct in the senior high school.
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**Parents of a majority of these pupils have been in-formed concerning the senior high school progrimthrough
(1) **Distribution of printed or mimeographed ex-

planations.
(2) *Individual interviiews.

4. To employ the following methods and materials in the guidanceprogram
(a) Conferences with,--

(1) **Individual pupils.
(2) **Individnal parents.

(b) Guidance classes (including classes in occupations).(c) Guidance or home-room periods.
(d) Standardized tests of

**Achievement lii school subjects.
(2) Probable future success in specific courses (11;og-

nostic tests).
(3) **Mental ability or general scholastic aptitude
(4) Mechanical or manipulativg ability.
(5) Personality and character traits.
(6) Specialized vocational aptitude.

(e) Examinations of
(1) **Pupils' physical health.
(2) Pupils' mental health..

(f) Ratings by teachers find others of pupils'
(1) "School achievement.
(2) **Mental ability or general scholastic aptitude.(3) "Personality and character traits.
(4) Specialized vocational aptitude.

(g) *Self-ratings by pupils.
(h) Visits to homes of pupils by

(1) *Special counselors.
(2) *Visiting teachers.
(3) Home-róom or class teachers.
(4) School nurses.

(i) **Detailed c umulative records concerningindivid ualpu pils.(j) **Exploratory and try-dut courses.
(k) Xxcursions to observe workers-in specific yocations.(I) Excursions to other educational institutions.

(m) **Library exhibits or special library activities.(n) "Extracurriculum activities.
(o) Group meetings of parents.
(p) "Formal notices or reports to parents.
(q) **Personal letters to parents.
(r) School manual or handbook.
(s) **Newspaper publicity.
(t) Posters.

(u) Articles in school publications.
(y) School "drives."

'11k
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5. To employ the following members of the school staff as active
participants in the guidance program

(a) *Director of guidance, or dean.
(b) Special*counselor.
(c) *Dil-ector of tests and measurements.
(d) Class advisers.
(e) **Home-room advisers.

The number of practices with respect to guidance in which
the most comprehensively organized schools do not differ
from average or inferior schools is small indeed. Schools of
all the groups make common use of the principal as an active
participant in the gaidance program. A majority of the
schools in each -group report the participation of all teachers
in the program. So few schools report individual interviews
with the parents of pupils about td bn tier the junior high
school, or systematic follow-up of pupils who have left 'the
school, that provision for these matten does not prove to
be especially distinctive of the superior schools. In practi-
cally all the other matters concerning which direct inquiry
was made, the outstanding schools show clear superiority.

Increased attention to follow-up and to means for securing
the cooperation of parents would seem to be desirable even
among schools which in other respects have established un-
usualljr comprehensive programs. In the matter of follow-up
none of the schools visited had developed any extensivo
body of procedure. .Several of these schools had done much
to secure the cooperation of parents, however, particularly
through making the school a centAr for various adult in.
terests. One school5 reports a systematic effort, through the
aid of the parents of pupils already enrolled in the junior
high school, to introduce the parents of elementary-school
pupils to the junior high school and its staff two years or
more before the elementary-school pupils plan to enter the
junior high school. The experience of this school suggests
the possibility of marked advantages from some such pro-
cedure, not merely in its bearing on the prógram of guidance
narrowlY defined, but in its contribution, to the difficult task
of saVuarding the transition from elementary school to
junior .high school.

Eagle Rock High School, Los Angeles, Calif.
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Articulation. In arrangements for articulation, outstand-
ing junior high schools possess the following characteristics:
The most comprehensively organized junior high schools tend morefrequently than other junior high schools-

1. To administer the program of studies in such manner that
(a) As compared with the typical sixth-grade pupil, thetypical seventh-grade pupil

(1) Has a daily schedule providing a considerably
greater number of different subjects.

(2) Finds in thei program of studies a considerably
greater opportunity for election of subjects.

(3) **Finds opportunity for promotion by subject in
a considerably greater number of subjects.

(b) As compared with the typical ninth-grade pupil, thetypical tenth-grade pupil
(1) Has a daily schedule providing a considerably

smaller number of different subjects.
(2) *Is taught by one or two fewer different teachers.2. To administer the extracurriculum in such manner that

(a) As compared with the typical sixth-grade pupil, thetypical seventh-grade pupil
(1) **Engages in some of the same extracurriculum

activities.
(2) **Engages in a considerably pater number of

different extracurriculum activities each week.
(3) **Devotes considerably more time to extracur-

riculum activities each week.
r4) **Is granted considerably more freedom in his

choice of extracurriculum activities.3. To make the following special provisions for the articulation of
= Sul 7jigot- matter and methods of teaching
(a) Between the elementary school and the junior highschool

(1) The junior high school makes special modifica-
tions in the subject matter regularly offered in

- its first year, to meet the needs of pupils admitted
from the elementary grades.

(2) Both elementary-school teachers and junior high
school teachers are appointed members of
committees engaged in formulating or revis-
ing subject matter or methods of teaching

(a) *In elementary-school courses.
(b) *In junior high school courses.

(3) **Integration of subject matter and methods of
teaching receives attention from certain subject
supervisors.
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(b) Between junior high school and senior high school
(1) Certain courses are duplicated in the junior and

senior high schools.
(2) Both junior and senior high school teachers ate

appointed members of committees engaged in
formulating or revising subject matter or
methods of teaching

(a) In junior high school courses.
(b) In senior high school courses.

(3) **Conferences dealing with t e integration of sub-
ject matter or methods oU s :ching are held be-
tween members of the junior and senior high

.) school faculties.
(4) Integration of subject matter and methods of

teaching receives attention from
(a) Certain general supervisors.
(b) **Certain subject supervisors.

4. To make the following special provisions for articulation of
extracurriculum activities

(a) Between the elementary school and the junior high
school

(1) *Elementary-school teachers are appointed mem-
bers of committees engaged in formulating or
revising the junior high school extracurriculum.

(2) *Conferences dealing with the junior high school
extracurriculum are held between 'members of
the elementary-school and junior high. school
faculties.

(3) The junior high school and the elementary school
have in common one or more supervisors who give
attention to the integration of extracurriculum
activities.

5. To make the following special provisions for the articulation of
the guidance program

(a) Between the elementary school and the junior high
school

(1) *Elementary-school teaclierse appointed mem-
bers of committees engagénn formulating or
revising the junior high school guidance program.

(2) Conferences are held between members of the ele-
mentary-school and junior high school faculties
dealing with

(a) -*The junior high school guidance program.
(b) The guidance of individual junior hikh

school pupils.
(3) The junior high school and the elementary school

have in common one or more supervisors who
give at 1- ntion tto, the integration of the guidance
pro
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(b) Between junior high school and senior high school
(1) Both junior and senior high school teachers are

appointed members of committees engaged in
formulating or revising the junior high school
guidance program.

(2) Conferences are held between members of the
junior and senior high school faculties dealing
with

(a) The guidance program in
(1) The junior high school.
(2) The senior high school.

(b) The guidance of individual pupils in
(1) The junior high school.
(2) The senior high school.

(3) The junior and senior high schools have in com-
mon one or more supervisors who give attention
to the integration of the guidance program.

The fact that even outstanding schools have not provided
a gradual administrative transition from the elementary
school to the junior high school has already been noted in
connection with the organization of instruction. This fact
is apparent also in the administrative provisions reported
tindér the head of articulation. There would seem to be a
corresponding, though less extreme, lack of administrative
adjustment between the junior and senior high schools.
Despite the attention centered on this problem in the move-ment for reorganization, the thorough integration of the
successive school units has apparently only rarely been
accomplished.

Perhaps because the problem of articulation has been
neglected in many schools there are no specific practices
under this head which are so common that they are employed
in equal measure by superior, average, and inferior schools.
There are a number of practices, however, which fail to be
distinctive because of their rarity.

In their provisions for the articulation of subject matter
and methods of teaching, few schools include any provision
by 'which pupils enrolled in one school unit nifty' take courses
in an upper or lower unit. Junior high schools frequently
modify their seventh-grade offerings to meet the special needs
of entering pupils, and among comprehensively organized
ghoois there is a certain amount of overlapping in the junior
and senior high school offerings. It is questionable, however,
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whether these arrangements are sufficiently flexible to-permit
the varied adjustments that may be desirable in the case of
individual pupils.

Even comprehensively organized schools, moreover, have
seldom adopted the plan of exchanging teachers betwee'n
upper and 1Aer units. Integration of subject matter and
methods of teaching, so far as it occurs in day-by-day class-
room work, must result from the efforts of supervisors, of
curriculum committees, 6 and of occasional conference groups,
rather than from the individual teacher's intimate acsuaint-
ance with the problems of class groups above ant below
those with which he or she is directly concerned.

In connection with the extracurriculum, provisions for
atticulation between the elementary school and the junior
high school are notably lacking in most schools. Such pro-
visions as are made tend to be characteristic only of unusually
comprehensive organizations. There is more definite atten-
tion to integration of the extracurriculum between the junior
and senior units, but even at this point no large number of
schools make any specific arrangement for articulation.

What is true of the lack of articulation in extracurriculum
activities is true in almost as great a degree with respect to
the guidance program. Even among outstanding schools
there are numerous individual schools in which programs of
guidance are in operation without any apparent provisions for.
securing effective interrelation between these programs and
the prograns of higher or lower school units within the same
system.

The practices in articulation reported by outstanding
schools are stiggestive of much that may be done in securing
the integratit of successive school units. Perhaps more
than in any o er feature of organization, however, provisions
for articulation need to be carried beyond those found even
in ouaanding schools.

In an article entitled "Articulation of the Junior and Senior High School" (American
Educational Digest, 47 : 406-407, May, 1922), Dr. Jesse H. Newlon cites the Denver prOgram
of curriculum revision in support of a plan of separate curriculum committees for Junior and
senior high schools (p. 408). No data are available in connection with the present investiga-
tion to show the extent to which separate committees, as contrasted with joint committees,
have been employed by outstanding reorganised schools. The relative merits of tbe two
plans would seem as yet to be a matter of =certainty. It will be observed, however,
that joint committees are reported by a considerable number of the outstanding schools
investigated.
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Teviting staff.In the composition of their teaching staffs
outstanding schools differ in the following respects from
average or inferior schools:
The most comprehensively organized junior high schools tend more

frequently than other junior high schools-
1. To provide staffs of which

(a) **At least 80 per cent have held positions in the school
priòr to the current school year.

(b) **At least 90 per cent have had one year or more of prior
teaching experience.

2. To have established minimum qualifications for appointment
to academic teaching positions such that

(a) Academic training amounting at least to college gradua-
tion is required.

(b) Appointments to seventh-grade and eighth-grade teaching
positions are subject to the same requirements with
respect to academic training as appointments to ninth-
grade positions.

(c) Prior teaching experience is insisted on, and
(1) *Two or more years of experience may be required.

In spite of the greater insistence of the outstanding schools
on college graduation as a qualification for appointment to
teaching positions, there are no substantial differences in this
respect in the actual composition of the staffs of the three
groups of schools. Among practically all the scildols of each
group, 70 per cent or more of the teachers hold college degrees.

It is noteworthy that the most comprehensively organized
schools tend more frequently than the other schools to set
up the same academic stanctards for appointments to teaching
positions in all three grades. The common distinction between
seventh-grade and eighth-grade positions and ninth-grade
positions has already been pointed out. Though apprwd-
mately one-third of the outstanding schools preserve such a
distinction, it is notably less prevalent among these schools
'than among the average and inferior schools.

There is general agreement among the schools of the three
groups in the requirement of professional training. All but
two of the most rbmprehensively organized schools insist on
such training. All but eight of these schools require at least
15 semester hours of professional study. Corresponding
requirements among the average and inferior schools result
in the possessidn of at least some professional trainiq by 90
per cent or more of dip teachers in practically all the schools
analyzed.
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In the matter of salary scales, less than half the schools of
any one group report a schedule by which junior and senior
high school teachers are paid on the same basis. There is
no consistent difference in this respect between superior and
average or inferior schools. Even among outstanding schools
the movement for uniform schedules thus seems to have made
no very general headway. This fact may well be a cause for
concern. The payment of lower salaries to junior high school
tea*chers than to senior high school teachers is likely to have
the obvious effect of raising the standards of teaching in the
upper school at the expense of those in the lower. A less
obvious result is the production of an unfortunate cleavage
between the staffs of the two school units. As observed in
numerous schools visited in the course of the survey, a cleav-
age of this sort makes complete articulation of junior and
senior high school work almost impossible, and frequently
prevents the assignment of individual teachers to the school
units in which their services may be utilized most effectively.
Whatever its advantages or disadvantages in other respects,
the adoption of a uniform salary schedule for junior and
senior higha school teachers would seem to promise both
improvement in secondary-school teaching and increased
flexibility in secondary-school organization.7

Supervision.The arrangements for supervision provided
in comprehensively organized schools differ from those of
average or inferior schools in the following respects:
The most comprehensively organized junior high schools tend more

frequently than other junior high schools-
1. To intrust responsibility for supervision to the following indi-

viduals or groups
(a) One or more assistant principals.
(b) Directors, supervisors, or assistant superintendents in

general charge of
(1) Academic subjects.
(2) Special subjects.
(3) Vocational subjects.

(c) Department heads or chairmen for
(1) Academic subjects.
(2) Special subject&
(3) Vocational subjects.

Cf. the discussion of this point by Gaumnits, W. H. Articulation Between Junior and
Senior Hilib &book School Life, 13; 112-114, February, 1928.
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(d) **A school council or corresponding group, which in-
eludes

(1) Principal or assistant principal.
(2) *Representative teachers.
(3) Department heads.

(e) **A general supervisory council for the school system,
which includes

(1) Superintendent, director of secondary education;
or assistant superintendent.

(2) Special directors of instruction or special super-
visors.

(3) *Department heads.
(4) *Representative teachers.

2. To employ the following methods of supervision
(a) **Classroom visitation by

(1) **PAncipal or assistant principal.
(2) Special supervisors (including department heads).

(b) Individual conferences between teachers and special
supervisors (including department heads).

(c) **Departmental meetings.
(d) **Curriculum revision

(1) Throughout the school.
(2) In individual subjects.

(e) *Experimental use of new methods.
(f) **Systematic exkmination of new textbooks.
(g) School "visiting days."
(h) *Self-rating by teachers.
(i) Rating of teachers by supervisors.
(j) Demonstration teaching.
(k) **Emphasis on outside study by teachers

(1) *During summer sessions.
(2) Through extension or correspondence courses.

(1) Self-survey of the school.

Excent for three of the inferior schools, all the schools
analyzed have separate principals. The addition of other
supervisory officers or supervisory grotips, while it reflects
the greater complexity which attends the greater size of the
average and superior schools, undoubtedly reflects also a
greater awareness of numerous special problems.

The effect of increasing the number of different supervisory
officers can be seen in the greater variety of methods of
supervision employed in the outstanding schools. Class-
Toonrvisitation by the superintendent, the director of second-
ary education, or the assistant superintendent and individual
conferences between teachers and the superintendent or the
principal are reported bY a large majority of the schools.
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The further supervisory practices which distinguish the out-
standing schools serve as supplements to these more common
methods. The wide variety of such practices is suggestive
of the systematic effort being made in comprehensively
organized schools toward the effective direction and improve-
ment of instruction.

Hawing and equipment.In housing and equipment the
following tendencies are characteristic of the outstanding
schools:

The most comprehensively organized junior high schools tend more
frequently than other junior high schools

1. **To be housed in buildings _which contain no elementary-
school grades.

2. To be adequately equipped, in the principal's judgnient, with
respect to provisions for health and physical education.

In general, the reports from the principals of the various
schools reveal markedly better physical equipment among
the average and superior schools than among the inferior
schools. The ratter schools are reported as especially handi-
capped in the adequacy of the school plant as a whole,
jiitiged in terms of the requirements of a soundly reorganized
secondary-school program. A large majority of these schools
report serious inadequacies in special features as wellmost
notably in rooms for all-school purposes (the principal's
office, regular classrooms, assembly hall, library, study rooms,
lunch room, etc'.); in shops, and in provisions for health and
physical education.

Between average and superior schools there :tire no marked
differences in housing and equipment. Where slight differ-
ences occuras, for example, in the relative numbers of
schools reporting adequate provisions for shopwork and for
home economicsthey are quite as often to the advantage of
the average group &s of the superior group. Though only
two schools,of every five in either of these groups report their
plants as a whole as being exceptionally suitable, the average
schools seem to be no more handicapped in this respect than
the most comprehensively organized sch4ols.

The comparisons of physical equipment are chiefly signifi-
cant for the evidence which they give that comprehensive-
ness of organization is largely determined by factors beyond
those in the physical situation. Among the schools of
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inferior organization, lack of adequate equipmeiit probably
has much to do with relative narrowness and rigidity of
organization. But if other factoKs are favorable, tip posses-
sion of only reasonably adequate equipment is clearly sufficient
to allow a school to attain marked superiority in organizatiaon.

4. DISTINCTIVE AACTICES IN SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL ORGANIZATION

Admission and promotion.Among senior high 'schools the
practices in admission and promotion which are characteristic
of outstanding schools are as follows:
The most comprehensively organized senior high schools tend more

frequently than other senior high schools-
1. To take the follow* factors into account in admitting pupils

to the school
& (a) Standardized achievement test scores, or educational age.

(b) Intelligence test scores, or mental age.
(c) Intelligence quotient.
(d) *Achievement quotient.
(e) Chronological age.
(f) Degree of physical maturity.
(g) -"Degree of social maturity.

2. To promote pupils
(a) Senliannually, rather than annually.
(b) *Wan promotion seems justified, regardless of fixed

periods.
(c) **By subject, in all subjects.

3. To take the following factors into account in determining a
pupil's readiness for promotion

(a) Teachers' estimates of the pupil's ability to do the work
9 of the succeeding grade.

(b) Teachers' estimates of the pupil's industry, application,
or effort,

(c) Standardized achievement test scores, or educational age.
(d) *Intelligence test scores, or mental age.
(e) *Achievement quotient.
(f) *Degree of social maturity.

Comparison of this list of senior high scVol practices with
the practices characteristic of outstanding junior high schools
will show that the total number of practices distinctive of
comprehensively organized senior high schools is relatively
small. This is not due to the fact that the three groups of
senior high schools selected for study univei.sally employ the
-same procedures. It springs rather from the relative nar-
ro ess of the policies with respect to 4admission and pro-
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motion even among comprehensively organized senioz1 high
schools. Only three procedures are 'so general among these
schools as to have been adopted by 20 or more of the out-
standing schools which have been analyzed: The requirement
that pupils complete a major part of the work of the ninth
grade before they are admitted to "the school, the use of
subject promotion in all subjects, aaciotne requirement of a
"passing" niark as a basis for promotion. The outstanding
schools are distinguished with rwsèct to other practices than
these three, not because they make unusually extensive use
of common practices but because they make some use of
practices which are hardly found at all in average or inferior
schools.

Whether senior high schools need to employ all the pro-
cedures in admission and promotion which are used by
outstauding junior high schools is perhaps' a moot question.
The fact that at least a few comprehensively organized senior
high schools have established such procedures suggests that
they may be of value at the senior high school level. Their
possible usefulness is clearly worthy of trial by individual
schools which are seeking to improve their own organizations.

Organiiation of instruction.In the organization of instruc-
tion the following practices are characteristic of the out-
standing schools:
The most comprehensively organized senior high schools tend more

frequently than other senior high schools--
1. To arrange for class enrollments in such manner that

(a) **The usual class in recitation subjects enrolls more than
20 pupils.

(b) The usual class in physical training and music enrolls more
than 30 pupils.

2. **To use standardized tests of mental ability and of achieve-ment
(a) For assigning fupils to grade or class sections.
(b) For assigning pupils to specialized subjects or curriculums.
(c) **Fot diagnosis of difficulties in learning.
(d) 'For determination of achievement quotients or ratios.
(e) For prognosis or guidance.
(f) For evaluation of teaching efficiency.
(g) For research and experimentation.

3. To employ the following special features of organization
(a) One or more special techniques for the individualization

of instruction (e. g., differentiated asaighments, con-
tract plan, etc.).
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(b) **One or more special techniques for the socialization of
instrukion (e. g., socialiZed recitation, group-project
Method, etc.).

(c) **Homogeneous or ability grogriing.
(d) Grouping according to specialized c'urriculums.
(e) *Opportunity rooms for slow pupils.
(f) *Opportunity rooms for gifted pupils.
(g) *Restoration, ,remedial, or adjustmeitt rooms or classes.
(h) Special classes for pupils who have failed.
(i) Credit for out-of-school projects or studies.
p.y Scientific study of problem cases.

As among the junior high schools, the 'variation in size4

among the three groups of 'senior high scgools is doubtless
largely responsible for the greater size of certain types of
classes in the most comprehensively órganized s9hoo1s.

The siiperior group of senior high sc14)ols, like the corre-
sponding group of junior high schools, stand opt through
their extensive use of standardized tests. The diagnosis
difficulties in learning represents the use to which suok testis
are 'most frequently put; yet of the seven different uses
specifically listed in the inquiries addressed to these schools,
all but one-Lthe determination of the achievement quotient
were reported by a maiscirity of the outstanding schools.

In connection with special featqes of organization the most
, comprehensively .organjzed senior high schools are distin-
guished by the same practices as the corresponding group of
junior high schools. The senior high schools tend, however,
to make less common use than the junior high schools of
features involving individual attention to pupils'needs. The
use of special techniques for the socialization of instruction
and the provision of homogeneous in8 are ()lily slightly
less frequent among the senior high schools than among the
junior high schools; te use of groupings according to spe-
cialized curriculums i more frequent. These, however, are
definitely group procedures. Onlr 18 of the 25 senior high
schools, as compared with 23 of the junior high schools,
employ special techniques for the individualization of in-
struction; uly6 of the senior high schools -provide oppor-
tunity rooms for slow pupils; only 15 offer individual coaching
for slow pupils. The provision of these or z" s ar forms of

t.

Cf. the copiment on the relation of homogeneous grouping t semiannual promotion and
promotion by subject, in the discussion pf admission and. promotion requirelnents in com-
prehensively organised junior high schools. (ec. 3 of this chapter.)

..
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attention to individual needs represents a phase of organi-
zation in which further developtiient may well be looked for
even among outstanding schools.

Program of studies.In the organization of the program of
studies the most comprehensively organized senior high
schools stand out in the following respects:
The most comprehensively organized senior high schools tend more

frequently than other senior high schools
1. *To provide a combination multiple-curriculum and cohstants-

and-variables organization.
2. To include under tke multiple-curriculum organization, when

this type of organization is in effect the following basic
curriculums

(a) *Scientific preparatory.
(b) *Industrial arts.
(c) *Music.

3. To include the following coursei in the offering of all three
Evades

(a) Required courses in physical training.
(b) Elective courses ò in .

(1) English. (7) **Music.
(2) **Social studies. (8) **Business training.
(3) "Matheinatics. (9) **Home economics.
(4) **Science. (10) **Industrial arts.
(5) **Foreign language (11) Physical training.
(6) **Fine sits.

4. *To include elective courses in agriculture in the elevently-grade
and twelfth-grada programs.

3.. To substitute elective courses for required courses in
(a) Tenth-wade offerings

(1) **Social studies. (4) **Business training.
(2) **Mathematics. (5) **Home economics:
(3) **Foreign language. (6) *Agriculture.

(b) Eleventh-grade offerings in
(1) Social studies.
(2) **Mathematics.
(3) "Dusiness training.

(c) T*relfth-grade offerings in
(1) Enk lish.
(2) Social studies.
(3) **Business training.

The fields of study represented in the programs 6f the
majority of the comprelonsively organized senior high schools
are shown in Table 30. The basic Curriculums in the schools

I Courses are here listed as elective which are not requIred of all senior high school pupils.
Certain of these courses are commonly required of pupils electing specified curriculum.

wier
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which provide multiple curriculums are the college prepar-
atory, scientific preparatory, commercial, industrial arts,
and home economics curriculums. As among the junior high
schools, there is no clear agreement upon any one general'
plan of curriculum organizittion. Nine of the twenty-five
outstanding senior.high schools report a multiple-curriculum
scheme .of organization, 6 report the constants-and-variables
plan, and 8 others report a combination of these plans. Of
the 2 remaining schools, 1 offers only a single curriculum
(though certain elective courses aie included), and the other
combines the single- and multiple-curriculum types of organ-
ization. Thus, while 19 of the 25 schools make at least some
use of the multiple-cuiliculum sciiem'e, there is sufficient
divVsity in the plans .of organization adopted to suggest tlie
existence of an administrative problem for whit& as yet
there is no-generally accepted solution.

TABLE 30.Courses offered by the majority of a group of 25
comprehensively organized senior high schools

GRADE 10

Reguired:
English.
Physical training.

Elective:
Social studies.
Mathematics.
Science.
Foreiv language.
Fine arts.
M usic.
Busir4ss training.
Home economics;
Industrial arts.
Physical training.

GRADE 11 4 GRADE 12

Required:
English.
Social stddies.
Physical training.

Elective
English.
Social studies.
Mathematics.
Science.
Foreign language.
Fine arts.
Music.

. Business training.
tome econotinits.
Industrial arta.

. Physical training.

Required:
English.
Physical training,

Elective:
English.
Social studies.
Mathematics.
\Zocience.

reign language.
Fine arts'.
Music.
Business trainigg.
Home economics.
Industrial arts.
Ph aim! training.

a

, Perhaps becausb the cdior high school urri um has
thus far been subjected to less far-reac i s tiny than
that of the junior high school, less v.ariety imong individual
schools is apparent in tlie offerinfs of outstanding senior 13igh

. dchools than in those of the jumor high schools. The pres-
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ence or absence of work in, agriculture provides the most
noticeable source of variation in the programs of the senior.

high schools. Only eight of the most comprehensively
organized senior high schools provide two or more years'
woirk in this fietd. Though: courses in agriculture are more
frequently reported by the superior schools than by the
average or inferior schools, the'relative infrequency of such
courses agtkin gives point to a question as to whether agri-
culture has not thus far been seriously neglected.

Extracurrimllum.In their extracurriculvms the outs0tand-
ing schools are distinguished by the following practices:
The most comprehensively organized senior high schools tend more

frequéntly than other senior high schools-
1. To provide in their extracurriculums fot the fAowing major

types of activities
(a) *Home-room organizations.
(b) **General pupil partkicipation In school government.
(c) **Club activities.
(c1) **School publications.
(e) "Assemblies conducted by pupils.
(f) **School exhibitions.

2. To regulate pupil participation in eitracurriculum activitiesby
(a) Requiring participation of all pupils in certain major

tYpes of activity.
(b) Setting definite limits on the extent to which pupils may

participate in extracurriculum activities.
3. To set aside at least three periods in the weekly schedule for

extracurriculum activities.
4. To provide for pupil participation in school government in 'such

manner that
(a) *Certain powers and duties of the pupil organization are

determined by the pupils, without restriction by the
faculty.

(b) 'The pupil organization is engaged in the following
, activities

(1) Promotion of
44or

(b) Healtli.
(b) Thrift.
(c) Beauty of school building.or grounds.
(d) **Clubs and similar extracurriculum activi-

ties.
(8) **School publications.
(f) Scholarship in (curriculum work.
(9) Introduction of new pupils.
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, (2) Regulation of
, (a) School publications.

(b) School social affairs.
5. To provide for club activities in such manner that

(a) The following major types of clubs are.in active existence
in the school

(1) **Academic or "hobby" clubs (Latin, science, air-
plane, travel, etc.).

(2) Civic or ethical clubs (leaders, courtesy, "good
turn," etc.).

(3) **Debating or dramarg clubs.
(4) **Musical clubs.
(5) **Athletic clubs.
(6) *Purely social clubs.

(b) Club activities may be initiated only after the following
specified conditions have been met

(1) **A sufficient number of pupils must be actively
interested.

(2) The club program must be definitely outlined
in advance.

(c) **Club activities have been initiated in one or more
instances by interested groups of pupils.

6. **To derive the necessary extra funds for the support of extra-
curricultm activities frOm sources other than those from
which funds for curAculum work are secured (e. g., from dues,
sale of tickets, subscriptions, sale of advertising, private con-
tributions, etc.).

7. To adopt the following procedures in the administration of
funds

(a) Funds derived from athletic activities are used t-A3 support
nonathletic aCtivities.

(b) **Funds derived from certain nonathletic activities are
used to support other nonathletic activities.

The provision of musical organizations, extracurriculum
4ith1etics, school soZial affairs, and graduation exercises in
which pupils take active part fails tote as distinctive of out-
standing senior high schools as of com)orehensively organized
junior high schools. This is because of the almost universal
provision for activities of these types among the three. groups
of senior high schpols examined.

The relatively large number of mitjor types of activities
usually included ifi the senior high school programs is perhaps
of some significance. It may at least partly account for the

=fact that comprehensively organized senior high schools
tend somewhat less frequently than outstanding junior high
schools to require participation in extracurriculum activities.
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It may account also for the greater frequency with which the
6enior high schools set limits on the extent of participation
allowed.

There is no siibstantial difference between the upper and
lower schools in the frequency with which participation
carries credit toward promotion or graduation. Eight of the
outstanding senior high schools, as compared with six of the
corresponding group of junior high school, grant such credit.

Among the senior high schools providing for pupil partici-
pation in school government, the methods of administering
the pupil organiiation are essentially the same as amohg the
junior high schools. The outstanding senior high schools are
not distinguished by arrangements through which the pupil
organization deals with disciplinary problems or maintains
order in the school building and grounds, because these func-
tions are equally common in all three of the groups of schools
investigated. In other respects pupil organizations in the
outstanding senior high schools are marked by the same prac-
tices as those which characterize such organizations in the
most compfehensive junior high schools. There is similar,

schoolsagreement between the junior and senior high in the
organization of club activities.

The fact that there is a greater tendency among the out-
standing senior high schools than among the junior high
schools to support nonathletic activities from the proceeds of
atheletics is no doubt due in a measure to the greater income
from athletics of which the senior high schools can ordinarily
avail themselves. The tendency may perhaps be traced also to
a greater systematization of the financial side of the extra&
cuniculum among the óutstanding senior high schools.
Thirteen of these schools, as compared with only six of the
corresponding group of junior high schools, report that the
administration of their funds for the extracurriculum as a
whole is on a budget basis. The adoption of a budget plan
by a majority of the outstanding senior high schools and the
tendency among these schools to use the funds &rived from
certain activities for the support of other activities are both
matters which are worthy of attention by schools' to
organize their extracurriculums -on a systematic basis.

Guidance.The reports from junior and senior high schools
both deal with procedures in the guidance of junior high
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school pupils with respect to senior high school work. Reports
from the junior and senior high schools, analyzed separately,
reveal almost exactly the same practices in this phase of the
guidance program as being especiálly characteristic of com-
prehensively organized schools. Since these practices have
already been listed in connection with the organization of junior
high school guidance, they are not rePeated below. The list
which follows comprises the distinctive practices in guidance
affecting pupils fdready enrolled in the senior high school.
The most comprehensively organized senior high .schools tend more

frequently than other senior high schools-
1. To make provisions for the guidance of senior high school pupils

with respect to senior hfgh school activities whereby
(a) Practically all pupils receive both group and individual

guidance during t e first two or three weeks of school
from

(1) A special counselor.
(2) Home-room teachers.

(b) Practically all pupils receive bóth group and individual.
guidance throuphout the senior high school period from

(1) A special countelor.
(2) Home-room teachers.

(c) Practically all pupils receive guidance with respect to
(1) **Choice of currkulums in the senior high school.
(2) Participation in extracurrimlum activities in the

senior high school.
(3) **Vocational choices.
(4) **Health.

(d) **Parents of a majority of the pupils are informed con-/ cerning their children's special problems through
(1) **The use of printed forms (including special

reports).
(2) **Individual interviews at the school.
(3) Visits to the hoine.
(4) Group meetings with parents.

2. To employ the following methods and materials in the guidance
program.

(a) **Conferences with individual parents.
(b) Guidance or home-room periods.
(c) Standardized tests of

# (1) **Achievement in school subjects.
(2) Probable future success in specific courses (prog-

nostic tests).
(3) **Mental ability or general scholastic aptitude.
(4) Mechanical or manipulative ability.
(5) *Personality and character traits.
(6) *Specialized vocational aptitude.

ut
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(d) Examinations of
(1) **Pupils' physical health.
(2) Pupils' mental health.

(e) Ratings by teachers and others of pupils'
(11, **Mental ability or general scholastic aptitude.
(2) Personality and Character traits.
(3) Specialized vocational aptitude.

(f) *Visits to homes of pupils by special counselors.
(g) **Detailed cumulative records concerning individual

pupils.
4.

(h) Exploratory and try-out courses.
(i) **Excursions to observe workers in specific vocations.
(j) Excursions to other educational institutions.

(k) Library exhibits or special library activities.
(I) Group meetings of parents.

(m) **Formal notices or reports lo parents.
(n) **Personal letters to parents.
(o) School manual or handbook.
(p) **Newspaper publicity.
(q) Posters.
(r) Articles in school publications.
(s) School 'drives."

3. To employ the following members of the school staff as active
participants in the guidance program

(a) Director of guidance, or dean.
(b) Special counselor.
(c) **Home-room advisers.

As with the junior high schools, the most comprehensively
organized senior high schools stand out in a very large number
of the detailed.practices which have been advocated as phases
of the secondary-school guidance program. The outstanding
senior high schools are not clearly distinguished by the use of
certain featuresnotably the provision of guidance with
respect to further education following upon senior high school
work, guidance in ethical conduct and etiquette or "man-
ners," and guidance in the use of leisure timebecause a
considerable majority of all three groups of schools report
these features. In the provision of special guidance classes
the most comprehensively organized schools do not &lifer sub-
stantially from the less comprehensively organized schools;
10 of the former group report such classes. But in arrange-
ments for more informal guidance periods or home-room
periods, as shówn in the preceding list of practices, the out,-
standing schools are definitely in the lead.
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Besides agreeing with the junior high schools in the
procedures which they adopt, the upper schools Wee with
the lower also in the procedures which they negléct. The
small number of junior high schools making systematic pro-
vision for securing the active cooperation of paren& and for
following up pupils who have left school has beenftcommented
on. The infrequency of reports from senior high schools as
to provisions for these same features of organization gives
added indication of the probable weakness of most secondary-
chool guidanee programs in these respects.

Articulation.The provisions for articulation between
junior and senior high schools which distinguish comprehen-
sively organized junior high schools have been listed in the
preceding, section. The outstanding senior high schools
selected for study were drawn in most instances from other
school systems than those in which the junior high schools.
were found. In spite of the difference in composition of the
juniór and senior high school groups, the reports from the two
groups resulted in identical conclusions as.to the practices in
articulation characteristic of comprehensively organized
schools. For the list of these practices the reader is referred
again to the flreceding section.

Teaching staff.In the composition of their teaching staffs
the outstanding senior high schools are characterized by the
following differences from average or inferior schools:
The most comprehensively organized senior high schools tend more

frequently than other senior high schools-
1. To provide staffs of which

(a) *At least 90 per cent have held positions ih the school
prior to the current school year. --

(b) *At least 90 per cent have had ohe year or more of prior
teaching experience.

(c) At least 90 per cent hold college degrees.
2. To have established minimum clualifications for apPointment

to academic teaching positions such that
(a) Appointees are required

(1) **To hold college degrees.
(2) *To have had graduate training.

(b) **At least 15 semester hours of professional training is
required.

Ea. (c) *Two or more years' explence is required.

The outstanding senior high schools, as might
insist in practically every case on college graduation as a
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requirement for appointment to academic teaching positions.
In this respect the senior high schools have appreciably higher
standar& than the corresPonding group of junior high schools.
The senior high schools are likewise more insistent on profes-
sional training; only four of their mu. Tiber, as compared with
eight of the junior high schools, acceptics than 15 semester
hours of professional work. In their requirements as to
experience the outstanding junior and senior high schools are
in general agreement4

As a result of the senior high schools' higher standards for
appointment, the composition of the staffs in the most com-
prehensively organized of these schools differs in certain
respects from that of the staffs in the corresponding group of
junior high' schools. The proportions of experienced teachers
and of teachers who have had professional training are about
the same in both groups. A larger number of the senior high
school teachers than of the junior high school teachers, how-
ever, have had prior experience In the same school; and 90 per

\ cent of the senior high school teachers, as compared with only
70 per cent of the junior high school teaçhers, hold college
degrees.

It is possibly significant that there are somewhat greater
differences between the most comPrehensively organized
senior high schools and the average and inferior schools than
betwegn the con-esponding groups of junior high schools.
The contrast is probably to be explained chiefly by the lower
standards for appointment maintained by ihe outstanding
junior high schools. As compared with these standards, the
standards of the comprehensively organized rhigh schools
are presumably more difficult for averae o ferior schools
to meet.

Superrision.The supervisory orranization of outstand:
ing senior high schools tends to differ inethe following respects
from that of average or inferior schools:
The most comprehensively organized senjor high schools tend more

frequently than other senior high schools-
1. To intrust responsibility for supervision to °the following

individuals dr groups
(a) A director, supervisor, or assistant superintendent in

general charge of secondary education.
(b) One or more assistant principals.
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(c) Directors, supervisors, or assistant superintendents in
general charge of

(1) Academic subjects.
(2) Special subjects.
(3) Vocational subjects.

(d) Department heads or ch4kmen for
(1) Academic subjects.
(2) Special subjects.
(3) Vocational subjects.

(e) A school council or corresponding group which includes
(1) *Principal or assistant principal.
(2) *Representative teachers.
(3) Department heads.

(D **A general supervisory council for the school system
which includes

(1) Superintendent, director of secondary education,
or assistant superintendent.

(2) Principals or assistant principals.
(3) Special directors of instruction or special supervisors.
(4) Department heads. k

% (5) *Representative teachers.
2. To employ the following methods of supervision

(a) Classroom visitation by special supervisors (including
department heads).

(b) Individual conferences between teachers and special
supervisors (including department heads).

(c) **Departmental meetings.
(d) Curriculumarevision throughout' the school.
(e) *Experimental use of new methods.
(f) **Systematic examination of new textbooks.
(g) Self-rating by teachers.
(h) Rating of teachers by lopervisors.
(i) *Demonstration teaching.
(i) **Emphasis on outside study by teachers

(1) **During summer sessions.
(2) ilrough extension or correspondence courses.

(k) Self-survey of the school.
AA comparison of the list of supervisory practices charQic-teristic of well-organized junior high schools with the list

of-practices which distifiguish outstanding senior high schoolswill show that the chief differences between the two groups/of schools consist merely in the frequency of certain pro-cedures. As indications of the kinds of practice character-istic of well-organized schools the lists are essentially thesame. The comments made An the supervisory ,programsof the junior high schools: therefore, apply equally, to thesenior high schools.
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Housing and equipment.Practices in housing and equip.
ment characteristic of the outstanding senior high schools
are as follows:
The mont comprehensively organized senior high schools tend more

frequently than other senior high schools-
1. **To be housed in a building which contains no elementary-

school grades.
2. To be equipped with a school plant which as a .whole the

principal considers exceptionally suitable in meeting the
requirements of a soundly reorganized secondary-school
program.

3. To be adequately equipped, in the principal's judgment, with
respect to the following special featur;s

(a) **Rooms for all-school purposes (principal's office,
regular classrooms, assembly hall, library, study
rooms, iunch room, etc.).

(b) **Rooms for home economics.
(c) Provisions for health and physical education.

The number of comprehensively organized senior high
schools which report reasonably adequate equipment for
their work is not appreciably larger than the number of
junior high schools making similar reports. Unlike the
average junior high schools, however, the average senior
high sohools are consisfently reported as less well erquipped
than the superior schools. It is because of this fact that
the outstanding senior high schools are characterized by
a greater number of special advaftages in housing and
equipment than are the outstanding junior high schools.

In other respects the differences among the various groups
of senior high schools require no particular comment.

Characteristics of outstanding senior high schooli compared
with those of outstanding junior high schools.To show the
so-mewhat different points of emphasis which characterize
the two school units, the major differences in organization
between well-organized junior and senior high schools and
the major likenesses between such schools are briefly sum-
marized in the folloring paragraphs.

The outstanding senior high schools appear to advantage
as cqmpared with the outstanding junior high schools in two
major features of organization-7-the extracurriculum and the
composition of the teaching staff. In their extracurriculums
the senior high schools provide quite as wide a variety of
activities as the jtgifor high schools, and seem to have planned

122466*-33-20 [ 293 1,
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for those activities somewhat more systematically, particu-
larly in the matter of their financial support. The teaching
staffs of the_ senior high schools represent a more highly
selected group with respect to both academic and professional
training than the teaching staffs of the junior high schools,
and a more stable ¡roup as gaged by their previous experience
in the same schools.

o The outstanding séntr high schools tend to-be surpassed
by 'the outstanding junior high schools in two other feittures
arrangements for adniission and promotion and the organ-
ization of instruction. In admission and promotion the
junior high schools have adopted more flexible piocedures
than those employed in most of the upper schools. In the
organization of their instruction the junior high schools make
more. direct pro. vision than did senior high schoo.ls for indi-
vidual attention to pupils' needs.

Practice in the remaining features-6f organization suggests
no clear &sanctions between the two school units, eicept as
obvious differences in the mliturity and previous training of
the puOils conperned supply such distinctions. Arrange-
ments for ajcitilation are, of course, largely common to both
units. Differences in the organization of the program of
studies are -for the most part thoe which would naturally
result from the differing needs of pupils of different ages.
In 'guidance, supervision, and housing and equipment the
practices of the schools are essentially alike.

6. THE ACHIEVEMENT OF A COMPREHENSIV SCHOOL ORGANIZATIVN

External faCtors associated with comprehensive organiza-
tion.The foregoing sections provide an acco'unt of proced-

. urea found in comprettensively organized schools which are
not found, or are found less often, in average or inferior
schools. In the course of visit's by members of the surveY
staff to outstanding schools, systematic efforts were made to
determine what external factors, if any, had been of service in
introducing these procedures. It is more than probable that
not all such fActors were discovered in any one of the schools
isited. Many of the factors which were disclosed, more-

over, were peculiar to certain local situations. There proved,
nevertheless, to be a number of factors associated with out-
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standing organizations which seemed "suggestive for secondary
schools in general. Before considering the means by which
an individual school may iMrove the comprehensiveness of
its Qwn organization, it will be appropriate to list these
factors briefly.

The first and most obvious aid to the attainment° of a
comprehensive school organization is the eristence of school
laws and regulations favorable to rforganization. The effect
on. reorganization of various State laws and regulations has
been analyzedvein detail in another project of this survey.°
In the present connection it will suffice to point out that
regulations which prevent the, development of reorganizea
schools have served in many instances as obstacles to the
attainment of thoroughly comprehensive organizations.
Laws permitting school districts to reorganize on a junior-
sent.* high school basis will obviously not insure improved
school organization. But, laws. and regulations which tend
to block such reorganization may make widespread improve-
ment difficult, if not impossible.

A second factor of importance is the eristence of 'geographical
conditions in the individual school system which (a) make pos-
sible effective articulation of the si.iiceessive school 'units and (b)
make unnecessary extensive duplication of offerings between
such units. The desirability of close association of the junior
and senior high school units has already been emphasized.
In school systems in which building probléms or other con-
siderations have made the adoption of the junior-senior type
of organizatiou undesirable, the location of a junior high
school close to the seniorlaigh school has frequently alloWed
at least some of the ackvant:ages of the junior-senior organiza-
tion to be attained. Junior high school pupils who can
profit by certain senior high school courses may be en-
couraged to elect work in both schools; certain teachers may
likewise divide' their work between the `schools; the problems
Articulation may more readily be dealt with by junior and
senior high school faculties together than is possible when
the school units are far removed from each fther. As a
means of promoting articulation between the junibr high
school and the lower grades, proximity of the junior high

Bee Monograph No. 9, Legal and Other Regulatory Provisions Affecting SeoondarY
Education.

1
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school to 'at least one of the elementary schools from ivhich
it draws its pupils has been found similarly advantageous.

A third factor which seems to maké for more effectiye
organization is the- adoption of the comprehengire.high-school
plan rather than the plan of specialized schools. Faced with
the requirement that it provide for heterogeneous groups of
pupils, the individual secondary school has before it a con-
stant refhinder of the need fór varied and flexible adjustmentsin its organization. Insofar as it is responsive to this need,
not merely its program of studies but its provisions for
admission And promotion, its organization of instruction, its
program of .extracurriCulum activities, its guidance program,and its artivilation .with other schools are likely to ip af-
fected. Where special schools ftre set aside for special e,s
of pilpils, even outstanding individual- schools givEf evi ence
of a tendency to hold to a relatively narrow and rigid or-
ganizi6ation°6in these matte From the standpoint of gen-
eral comprehensiveness of o anization, the' favorably situat-
ed school would seem's to be he school which is willing and
able to provide for its pupils' :needs, and is at the same
time forced to recognize those needs because of their obvious
variets-." ,

A final factor noted as bearing on comprehensiveness of
organization is the direction of public interest toward the junior
and senior high schools together railer than toward the senior
high school alone. In various schoot systems reorganization
has apparently been brought about in such mannv as to
focus attention chiefly op the tipper school unit. - School pub-
licity, especially in connection with athletics, has tended to
cause the senior high sc4kol to be looked upon tis sble heir 'to
the rights and priVileges °: .the old 4-year high scho.ol. . Tile
,iunior high school has as a result been Iseriòusly lieglecte0,
particularly from the financial standpoint. Among most o
the outstanding scliools investigated, the judicious use of
publicity has served to bring all six secondary grades, instad
of the upper three alone, to public attention. Though, even
under these drcumstances, the senior high school is -some-I

11 It shotld be understood that this paragraph is not intended as a complete answer to thequestion of the comparative merfts of comprehensive and specialized high schools. The pointhere raiied is solely that of the relative comprehensiveness of orgyinization of the two types ofschools in their major features. For a more extended dIscusskin of the general issue, seeMonograph No. 2, The Horizontal Organization of Secondary EducationA Comparison ofComprehensive and Specialized Schools.
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REORGANIZATION OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

times unduly favomd, the building up of interest in junior
and senior high schools' together seems to produce for each of
the schools more nearly its just share of support.

The presence of such external factors as the four Which
have been described seem to have been *of value in achieving
comprehensiveness óf organization in numerous outstanding
schools. Like the 'form of grade grouping to which a school
is subject, the presence of these factors clop nôt, 'of course,
insure effective, organization. But the fact that the condi-
tions which these fgdors imply may make effective organ-e
ization more readily possible suggests t,14e desirability of
establishing such conditions in school systems. where they
do not alreadi exist.

Achievement of comprelensive organization in individual
schoóls.Granting the existence of reasonably favorable con-
ditions, and granting also the adoption of whatever typpf
organization seems most promising in the local situati
still remains for the administrative officers of each individual
school system to determine what specific procedures are
likoly to be most valuable in their own secondary-school
organization. The lists ,of practices given in the prece4ing
seCtions may be of service in this connection. By checking
the practices Of an individual school against the practices
which distinguish outstanding schools, the eXtent t which
a given school has already incorporated distinctive koceedures
may be readily determined. Distinctive practices not fourid 4.

in the school iri question mair be considered suggestive of
appropriate next stePs in the devélopment of a more compre-...

hNsive organization-.
It-should be bonié in) mind, however, that not all the prac-

tices listed as characteristic of liuistaliding schools have been
fgund in any single schooL Thereis ipdeed room for cinestion
as to whether all these practices could be incorporated in Any
one organization without.danger of overwhelming the school
with its own thtchinery. Hence the task which confronts-
the individual sc ool is one of se" lection. From ámong the
Kactices not yet hi use, those need to be chosen which seem
to offer greatest contribution to the school's immediate needs.
Many practices, however desirable for schools in geneishi,
may not be appropriate under special local circumstances.

'Many other practicqs, though locally desirable, may be. im-
[ 297 I
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possible to put into thoroughgoing effect. Discrimination
as to what should be done and judgment as to how it should
be done are both necessary fot wise use of the lists.

Importance of maintaining consistency of organization.
One further caution should be observed in deciding upon
procedures to be added in the case of a given school. Con-
centraticin upon the development of one major °feature of
organization at a time will frequently prove a desirable
policy. But suCh concentration, continued indefinitely, is
likely to lead to overemphasis on certain features as Con-
trasted with others. If there-is justice in the assumption
that consistency a§ well as comprèhensiveness is a criterion
of good school organization,. new practices which are to be in-
troduced should be so chosen as to maintain appiopriate bal-
ance in the schOol's whole organization.

The fact that tile lists of practices set forth in this chapter
are to be regarded only. as suggestions for ihe
school can not be too strongly emphasized. The most impor-
tant use of th'ese lists should be as means of appraising an
existing organization. The lists ought in no case to dictate
school procedure. Yet as a source of clues to possible meth-
ods of improvement in school organization they are worthy
of attention by progressive schools.
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CHATTER XI : SPECIAL ASPECTS OF ORGANIZATION AS
ILLUSTRATED IN INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLS

1. PRACTICE IN INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLS AS ILLUSTRATIVE OF
GENERALLY VALUABLE PROCEDURE

Lim'itations of lists of &tailed practices. Visits to out-
standing secondary schools by members of the survey staff
have thrown light on certain aspects of organization which
do not clearly appear in-lists of detailed practices. The
problem of maintaining an appropriate distinction between
the junior and senior divions of a junior-senior high school;
method4 of meeting the needs of an exceptionally varied
schools population; the development of a comprehensive
school prógram in spite of limited funds and serious physical
handicapsthese 'are aspects of school organization of the
type in question. The ways in which certain outstanding
schools have dealt with these and similar problems are briefly
described in this final chapter.

Value of descriptions of individual schools.The various
problems touched on in theifollowing descriptions represent
only a few of the broad issué*-which individual schools must
face. The problems dealt with were chosen because they
involve common difficulties met by certain schools through
what seem to be unusually promising methods. Taken ifi
Cohjwiction with the lists of detailed practices presehted
earlier, the descriptions of these problems and of the methods
used in coping with them will give a reasonably coherent
view of outstanding Khool organizations in actual operation.

Interpretation of the Ascriptions here presenied.The de-
scriptions in each case are to be interpreted as of the school
year 1930-31. Each of the schools described was visited
during the spring semester of that year. .

It should be nottd that the descriptions ate noi intended
hs complete accounts of the organization of the schools
concepned. In the cases of each school, only those featuies

a.
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are touched on which are likely' to be of peculiar interest.'It should be noted also that the particular schools describedare by no means the only schools in the United States whichpresent illustrations of especially promising methods of deal- -ing with the aspects of organization in question. Only asmall sampling of outstanding schools could be visited inthe course of this study; and of the schools visited, no morethan a half dozen can be .described within the scope of thisreport. The necessary limitations of the study will explainwhat may otherwise seem a somewhat arbitrary selectionboth of matters chosen for discussion and of schools singledout for description.

p. A PLAY POR THE COORDINATION OF JUNIOR AND SENIOR UNITSUNDER THE JUNIOR-SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL ORGANIZATION
Achierenient of distinctiov between units without sacrifice ofneeded coo..dination.As pointed out (Ch. II, sec. 1) the

junioi-senior high school organization differs from the undi-vided 6-year organization chiefly by virtue of an adminis-trative distinction between the grades comprising the upperarid lower school units. Experience with large 6-year schoolshas convinced many administrators that some such distinc-tion is necessary; without it the upper grades tend frequentlyto receive more than their just share of attention, and theyounger pupils tend to ke unduly dominated by the older.Various plans for separating the junior and senior units are
Readers interested in more extensive descriptions of individual schools will find the fojlow-ing references of value:

Anderson, II. S. Administering a Junior High School ofyour Hundred Students. Univer-sity of Oklahoma, 1928.
Bruner, H. R. The Junior High School at Work. Teachers College, Columbia University,Contributions tO Education, No. 177, 1925.
HW, (1. H. The Development of a Junior High School Suitable to the Needs of a Small Com-munity, University of North Carolina, 1928.
Lyman, R. L. A series of articleeappearing in the School Review, as folloyis:The Ben Blewett Junior High School of St. Louis, 28:26-40,97-111, January and February,1920.

The Washington Junior High School, Rochester, N. Y., 28:178-204, March, 1920.The Junior High Schools of Montclair, N. J., 29:495-509, Sptember, 1921.The :Junior High Schools of Chicago, 32733-745, December, 1924.The Junior High Schools of Atlanta, Oa., 33:578-693, October, 1925.The Junior High Schools of Kansas City, Kans., 36:175-191, Marsh, 1928.
. The Walter H. French Junior High School of Lansing, Mich., 37:433-450, June, 1929.The Junior Schools of San Antonio, Tex., 37 :414-429, June, 1930.The first three of these referenoes provide acoounts of the progressive development of theschool organisations described. The articles by R. L. Lyman are of particular interést notmerely as descriptions of unusual schools, but for the panorama whick they give of reorgan-ization throughout the decade from 1920 to 1930.
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to be found inliidividual schools.' In certain instances the
plans in use involve such complete separation as seriously to
endanger the essential unity of the school as a whole. The
plan in effect in Eagle Rock High School of Los Angeles is of
interest because it seems to allow appropriate distinction
between the units, while at the same time it provides for the
administration of the secondary grades as a single 6-year
school.

Reasons for junior-segior rather than undivided 6-year
organization.Eagle Rock High School was established in
1927 with the two upper grades lacking. Promotions from
the tenth and later from the eleventh grade eventually gave
the school. its full complement of grades. Its total enroll-
ment in 1930-31 was approximately 1,300 pupils; its staff
consisted of a princh<d, two vice kincipals, a special counselor,Ad 63 teachers.

The school was-administered at first as an undivided organ-
ization. This scheme was retained for a time even after the
two upper grades had been added. With all six grades
present, however, the need became apparent for differentiat-
ing between the activities provided for the junior and senior
units. Trial of the plan of assigning individual teachers' toboth junior and senior high school basses, moreover, had
shown that the teachers experienced much difficultyand
incidentally wasted much timein adjusting themselves to,
the widely varying maturity and backgroupd of the pupilsin successive recitation classes. For these two reasons a
shift to the junior-senior plan of organization' .seemed
desirable.

General planfor separation of junior and senior un The
high-school teaching staff in Eagle Rock has accordinkly been
divided into tvio groups, one of which is assigned tó the
junior and the other to the senior high school grades. Witha few exceptions, the schedule for each teacher is arranged
to include classes only from the grades to which he or she is
assigned. The exceptions copsist of a small number of
teachers whose schedules cannot be filled by class assign-
ments from one unit alone. The division of assignments
among the.teachers thus results in the creation of practically
separate junior and senior high- school staffs, each staff corn-

Cf. the articles on the junior-senior organization referred to in Ch. II.
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NATIONAL SURVEY OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

posed of teachers particularly interested or competent in thework of the school unit concerned. This arrangement hasmeant no loss or dignity byi teachers assigned exclusively tothe junior unit, since in Eagle Rock High School, as through-out the Los Angeles system, the same starrdards are in effectfor the appointment of junior and senior high school teachers,and the same salary schedul6 applies to the two school units.In addition to separate staffs, the junior and senior groupshave been giyen slightly diff,erent time schedules. Timesfor the beginning and ending of recitation periods are thesame for both grouPs, but the times for begifining and endingthe daily sessions differ by a few minutes.' The junior highschool lunch periods and play periods, moreover, are kheduledat different hours from those of the senior high school. Thearrangement of the schedule results in keeping the twogroups of pupils apart from each other except' during briefperiods when their activities can be directly supervised.In extracurriculum work a similar plan has bee,n adopted.Separate programs of club activities, separate organizationsfor pupil participaition in school 'government, and separatehome ropms are provided for the two school units. Thedistinction between the units is reflected both in theseseparate groupings and in. the nature of the respectiveextractu-riculums. For the junior high school pupils theprogram of extracurriculum activities emphasizes adjust-ment 'to the school. Problems of guidance and social trainingare given a prominent place in the club activities for thesepupils; their pupil organization is-based on the home roomsas political units, and is so conducted as to place chief atten-tion on matters of specific conduct... For tbtsenior highschool pupils the program ',gives major empliasis to theencouragement of special interests. Club activities in thesenior division center about types of activity of particularinterest to relatively small groups; the senior high schoolpupil organization comprises representatives from\lhe variousactivity groups, concerns itself largely with matters of schoolimprovement and school policy, and recognizes the home-
3 As noted previougy, this account describes practice in the school for 1930-31. For theschool year 1932-33, time schedules have been adopted which provide seven 60-minute periodsfor the junior high school pupils, as compared with eight 45-minute periods for tbe senior highschool pupils. The junior and senior grbups have been still further separated by assigningthem to separate partsof the school buildings.
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room groups chiefly as social rather than as political units.
Thus both administratively and from the standpoint. of the
activities involved, certain clear distinctions have been set up.

Thso distinctions in curriculum and extracurriculum Work
alike are reinforced by the schoas supervisory organization.
Separate faculty meetings are scheduled for teachers of the
junior and senior .units, so that pròblems of peculiar impor-
tance to each unit may receive their (tile share of attention. In
the administratioh of the extracurriculum certain tea'Iìers
are given special isesponsibility for overseeing the activities
of the junior high school group as a whole, while other teach-
ers are made definitely responsible for senior high school
activities. These two measures are intended to nsure a
degree of unity in the separate divisions by allowing each
division independently of the other to determine its own
special purposes and methods.

Coordination of the work qf the junior and senior...pits.
To guard against a complete break between the junior and
senior units, definite arrangements hav'e been mode for
coordinating the school's entire program. These arrange-
ments take the form, trst, of pro-visions for certain under-
takings shared by the pupils 'of both units, and, second, of
arrangements for vertical as well as horizontal supervision.

Undertakings of interest to the school as a whole are
systematically planned for in the extracurriculum. School
plays and exhibitions, an annual flower shbw and pet show,
school field days, and athletic events prgvide opportunity for
junior and senior high school pupils to work with each other
in arranging and carrying out activities in which all have a
part. Problems of schóol conduct and general school policy,
moreover, frequently furnish occasion for definite cooperation
between junior and senior pupil -organizations and home-
room groups. The decoration of the school groundsa
matter of particular concern at the outset, since appropria-
tions for building the school did not cover the cost of land-
scapingwas undertaken to remarkable effect by the junior
sand senior pupils together. Through extracurriculum activi-
ties of these vaiious sorts the school seeks to build up co-
herent puiposes and loyalties among the pupils of all six
grades.
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In the school's supervisory organization the junior andsenior units are bound together by a number of arrangementsfor integrating the work of the school as a whole. Thesupervisory staff includes department heads for the majorsubjects of study; departmental meetings are so planned asto bring together the tea-chers of dll the grades. A boys'vice principal and a giris' vice principal are responsible fortilt; supervision of both junior and senior units. Dil-ectionof the guidance program for the entire school is entrusted toa single counselor. The principal undertakes to coordinatethe total p'rogram through general faculty meetings, class-room visitation, and continuous general oversight of theschool's work. BST these means an offset is provided to thedistinction between the units emphasized in the appointmentof separate faculties.
Value of this plan for secondary schools in general.Theresultant organization of Eagle Rock High School is one ofboth horizontal and vertical lines of emphasis and responsi-bility. Horizontally, these lines hold together the juniorand senior high school grades, respectively, aA separate units.

Vertically, the two units are definitely cobrdinated in their
contributions to the educational goals of the school as awhole.

The details of thil plan have been dictated, as the derailsof any such pran ougSt to be, by vapious special circumstancesin the local situation. Not many schools will be'in a positionto adopt exactly this scheme of prganization. Schools ofmuch smaller enrollment will unquestionably have fewersupervisory officers than are provided in Eagte Tfock; in such,schools the principal will have to ass'ume a larger 'share of
responsibility for th vertical and, horizontal coordination.Certain schools m find horizontal coordination in need of
greater emphasis than is giren tor it in the É4gle Rock scheme.In the latter case the appointment of sepa;ate supervisors forthe junior and senior units (as contrasted with separate vice-
principals for boys and girls) may represent a valuable
modification. Other modifications will no doubt be desirable:to meet the varied conditions confronting individual schools.The general plab adopted in Eagle Rock should be of wide-spread interest, however, as illustrating a practical methodof organizing a junior-senior high school. The essential
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feature of the plan 4amely, tile adoption of an organization
in which neither school unit is subordinated to the athee, yet
ia which both imifs are held to a. well-coordinated programis
one which promises marked contribution to both compre-
hensiveness and consistency in secondary-school organization.

3. ADAPTATION OF SCHOOL ORGANIZATION TO THE NEEDS OP .1
HETEROGENEOUS SCHOOL POPULATION

The community and the school population.In the preceding
chapter it was noted that marked variety in the needs of the
pupils enrolled in a given school:may often be a facior 'in
promoting comprehensiveness and flexibility in the school's
organiiation. David Starr Jordan High School, of L6s
Angeles, furnishes an example of a school whose organization
has been-shaped to meet the needs of an extremely hetero-
geneous population.

dord4n High School is situated in one of the outlying sub-,
urhs of Los Angeles. The community which the school serves
was 6riginally a separate town, and the school district is still
a more or less distinct geographical unit. The local popula-
tion includes Negroes, Orientals, Mexicans, and members of
various European races, as well as native-bor whites. The
community 18 composed largely of memt?ers of the laboring

-;'classes, with unskilled and semiskilled workers predominating.
The population of the school is as mixed -as that of the

community. In the six junior-senior high school igraqes the
school enrolls slightk more than 1,000 pupils. Thirteen
nationalities in all are epresented. Only 44 per cent of the
pupils are of America or European stock; 30 per centiare
Negroes; 24 per cent are Mexican; the rest are Japanese or
Chinese. As measured by their intelligence quotients, the
average ability of the pupils is somewhat below that of public-
school pupils in general, and very definitely below that of
most high-school pupils. The median intelligence quotient
for the school as'a whole is,approximately 95; the range in
.1930-31 extended from three pupils whose quotients were

4

it
below 65 to four plipils who scored 140 or more. Even in

-lire senior. high schoorgrades alope the median intelligence
. quotient does not rise above 100. 'i The school plant and equipment.Despite the comparative

poverty of the local community, the city has sought to provide
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in Jordan High School aschool building and school equipment
commensurate Nviili the ffeilds of the pupils. The building is

ii,,,e-tattractive, spacious, and ell planned. Closrooms, library,
auditorium, and gymna. Jim have been adfquately provided
for. Facilities for work in science and practical arts, tllug.11
in certain instances not ample 'enough to allow as compre-
hensive a pro,rram as the school wotild offer if it could, are
sufficient to permit extensive work. Various types-of equip-
ment not found in other city higli schoolsfor example, the
equipment for the boys' chef course and the girls' course in
benutAioculture, which will be .rekrred to late.r--htive been
provided to meet the sOikteial needs of pupils in this particuler
school. The building as a whole filrnishes a'striking exampleof the applicittion of a consistent poliry of offering education
in relation to local need, ratheit than in relation to local
taxable wealth.

1?etation Qf school and community.The school officer4 who
have been responsible for the organizatron of Jordan High
School and for the determination of the school's policy have
recognized the school's work as having a twofold aspect. In
corm-1)On with all other schools Jordan is confronted with the
task of determining the educational needs of its pupils and
meeting those needs tò the best elf its ability. But more than
most other saools, Jordan has had to meet special needs in
the community outside the ithool. Low standards of living
and lack of education among thy parents of its pupils, igno-
rance of principles of health and sanitation among Many 'ofthe adults of the community, lack of a seilse of responsibility
mild often positive immorality in the homes from which the

, pupils have come have handicapped the school in its primary
task. To an unusual extent the work of educating boys and
girls has had always to he accompanied, if not acqually pre-
ceded, by the education of dieir parents.

In dealing with this problem the school has adopted two-
major policies. First, it has sought to become a center for
various phases of adult life ib the community. By providing
meetings of interest td adults, school exhibitions, athletic
contests, "shows " of various lypes, alias done much to
make itself a civiz* and recreatWal center. More difficult,but even mote important, has been the task of establishing
the school as a tenter of advice and counsel. The latter has
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been in part accomplished by the offering of special evenin7
courses for adultsparticultirly "upgrading" courss in
arious skilled and semiskilled-occupations for both men and

women. It has been in part accomplished also by the per-
onal efforts of the principal. Ha vitíg lived for years in the

local community, the principal has 'wen able to build up a
wide acquaintance among the parents of his pupils. By
encouragement, by advice, and often by more tangible
:3-;sistance in matters which have frequently had little direct
connection with school work be has suc.ceeded in winning the
respect and confidence of the community both
nd collectively.
The school's second policy has been that, of adopting 21

large measure of paternalism in its dealings with the com-
munity. In this matter the school has been helped by the
obvious fact *that through its own resources alone the local
c(Immunity could support no such- school as the one which the
city has provided. The school has beet helped also by the
general respect accorded the principal. With these rein-
fôrcements tò fall back upon, the school has not hesitated to
use all the authority at its command, when it could profitably
do so, to keep its pupils in attendance even above the legal
age, to make home conditions as satisfactory as possible, and
often to determine for individual pupils what they should
study and what they should not.

These policies with respect to the community serve as a
backgrouhd for Jordan's procedures within its own organiza-
tion. The school's pokcies in dealing with its pupils are per-
haps best exemplified by its arrangements for admission and
promotion, and iby its program of studies.

Admission and promotion qf pupils.Pupils are admitted
to ;Jordan High School semiannually from six elementary
schools. Jordan has adopted die practice of accepting vir-
tually all pupils who are recommended by the elementary
school as more likely to *fit by secondary-school work than
by continuance in the lower grades. Extreme overageness
and unusual physical or social maturiey are. frequently
regarded as justifying the admission of pupils whose school
accomplishment has been markedly below the usual grade
standards.
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The policy of admitting on this basis, coupled with
the wide vaiiation in social and educational background in
the local commrunity, exerts a marked effect on the general
level of accomplishment among entering pupils. Tests of
achievement in reading and arithmetic given to pupils pro-
moted from the sixth grade in June, 1930, and January.1931,
showed a range in accomplishment from a high third-grade
to a low ninth-grade level. The average accomplishment of
thd pupils admitted during these two semesters fell at the
fifth-gratle level. In general, the school expects both a wide
range and a low average of achievement among its incoming
pupils, and is prepared to deal with" the pupils on this basis.

Once admitted to the seven* grade, pupils are given
standardized tests both of mental ability'and of achievement.
Entering pupils are assigned to class sections on the basis of
their accomplishment in these tets, interpreted in the light
of their prior educational histories. So far as the size' of the
grade enrollment permits, homogenous grouping is used in
all seventh-grade classes. For overage pupils and for pupils
who need special teaching, special programs of study are
arranged and special classes are organized whenever this pro-
cedure is feasible. The school's practice is thus to deter-
mine as accurately as possible the educational status of its
incoming pupils; to accept that status as the starting-point
for its own instruction, irrespective of formal seventh-grade
standards; and to proceed from that .point on to carry its
pupils as far forward as it can.

The plan of promotion is consistent with this general
scheme. The use of semiannual promotions allows relatively
frequent readjustments in thqi assignment of pupils to grade
and class sections or to special classes. In exceptional cases
pupils may be advanced whenever promotion seems justified,
regardless of fixed periods. Promotion by subject is em
ployed in all subjects in both junior and senior divisions,
except that in the seventh grade, which serves as a founda-
tion grade, púpils are tot Olowed to advance if they have
failed in more than one of their major subjects. Pupils
required to repeat their seventh-grade work ate trafasferred
to a higher grade-section, however, so that their further
work differs somewhat from that of the preceding semester.
The combination of promotion by subject with the use of
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homogeneous grouping makes possible, particularly in the
junior high school, the advancement of pupils at rates of
speed at least approximately commensurate with individual
abilities and needs.

The program- of studies .The program of studies reflects
a similar effort to adjust the work of the school to the pupils'
widely varying needs.

In its general form the program follows the plan of cur-
riculum organization which is in effect in all the Los Angeles
high schools. The offerings for the seventh grade and for
the first semester of the eighth grade are organized on a
constants-and-variables basis. The required work in these
grades includes courses in health and physical education,
English, social studies, mathematics, pl,nmanship, music, art,
and science. The elective work comprises courses in agricul-
ture, woodworking, automobile work, homemaking, and
music and artthe last-named courses representing offerings
in addition to th4Fequired work in these fields. At the begin-
ning of the second seme§ter of the eighth grade, pupils are
expected to choose one of five different curriculumscollege-*
preparatory, commercial, fine arts, homemaking, or industrial.
Each pupil's work in the succeeding grades centers about the
curriplum which he has chosen. Curriculum requirements
permit a considerable amount of election in eachrserebster, so
thaCin the upper grades, as well as in the lower, the program 41k

of 'studies offers numerous opportunities for adjustments to

0

individual needs.
It is worthy of note that' jordan offers no "general"

curriculum. Such a curricqlum serves in many high schools
as a catch-all for pupils ,who aspire to an academic program
but can not meet accepted academic standards. Under these
circumstances the general curriculum often enrolls pupils
who have no 'ell-conceived educational purpdse, and who
gain from the curriculum slight assistance either in deciding
upon or in arriving at consistent goal. In Jordan High
School much importance has been attached to the school's
responsibility for hjiving each pupil to make at least a tenta-
tive choice of some fairly tangible objective. Hence the
curriculums open for choice are all More or less definitely
"pointed." Changes in curriculums are, of course, allowed
and even strongly urged whenever circumstances may sug-
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gest such changes, and special curriculums are arranged for
- pupils whose interests or needs can not be met through the

established program. But the program of studies is so
organized as to emphasize a function of the school which
seems to be of unusual importance in the local situationthe

. function of assisting each pupil to arrive early in his secondary-
school career at a reasonably clear-cut notion of where he

a expects his high-school work to lead him.
The composition of the pupil population in Jordan affects

notably the choices of the various curriculums. In the
spring semester of 1931 almost exactly half the pupils in the
four upper grades were enrolled in the homemaking and
industrial-arts curriculums. Thirteen pupilsapproximately
1 iid 40 of the total enrollment in these gradeshad chosen the
fine-arts curriculum. The remainder were about equally
divided between the college-preparatory and the commercial
curriculums. Despite the relatively small enrollments in the
last two, it is possible that the commercial and academic

I .

curriculums still attract more pupils than is their due share
in a pupil group of the type with which Jordan ha to deal.
The large proportion of pupils enrolled in non cadernic
curriculums is indicative, however, of the school's effort to
direct pupils into types of work in which chances of success
will be greatest for the individuals concerned.

Adaptation of subject matter to pupils' sPecial needs. The
adjustment of the school's work to the needs of its pupils is
apparent in the general organization of the program of studies.
It is even more -strikingly evident in the courses offered
within certain of the curriculums. Of greatest general
interest are two courses already referred tothe chef course
for boys and the course in beauty culture for girls. " What's
What in Jordan," a booklet prepared by the boys of) the
'school printing department, thus describes these courses:

At Jordan, we have a large number of vocational classes, among them
one in chef instruction. It is held the first four periods in the morning,
in order that the boys may prepare luncheon for the faculty and stu-
dents find thus gain initruction in cooking palatable foods.' An in-
terested and intelligent member di this class learns, during his high-
school career, all the necessary fundamentals which prepares him to
start as a chef's or baker's helper. He is trained in the preparation of
soups, meats, entrees, vegetables, salads, pastries, and beverages.
Also storeroom practice, meal-planning, menu-making, sanitation,
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personal hygiene, care of tools and equipment, food science, etc. Thus,
the boy who starts his training with an earnest effort and appliCation of
both mind and hands is ready to go out as an efficient worker.

A popular course at Jordan is Beauty Culture. This is a try-out
course "to develop skill and knowledge in cosmetology so that the pupil
may advance in the trade as a general operator, specialist, or hop
manager." The physical traits required are simply that the gul notr
he too short or too fat, for both of fhese prove to be serious hi rances
to operators. Other requirements are neatness, punctuality, courtesy,
reliability, modesty, honesty, silence. If a girl has all of these, traits,
is 18 years of age, and has had 1,000 hours of training-in a recognized
school, she will be able to pass her State examination and secure a
State license. Many girls take this course for personal benefit, or for
credit. Credit counts as Practical Arts.

'the manner in which t4se courses came to be established
is significant of the general policy of the school. The chef
course, as its description implies, is primarily a vocational
course. Study of the probable vocational futures of boys
enrolled in the school showed that many of the Negro boys in
partic.ular were likely to go into service as cooks, waiters,
restaurant helpers, or Pullman porters. Among these boys
a large number had formed so definite a preference for work
of tiOs type that the more conventional instruction in practi-
cal arts held little appeal for them. It was to gain the in-
terest of such boys, by focusing their work on a goal of obvious
practical value to them, that the chef course was established.

The course in beauty culture had a somewhat different
origin. Prior to the introduction of this course, the school
had been attempting with only mot:ate success to interest
its girls in the imprbvement of their personal appearance.
Incidental instruction and the instruction offered in the home-
making courses seemed to have little effect. As an experi-
ment., the course in beauty culture was established, ostensibly
on a vocational basis. The course produced almbst immedi-
ate results. Both for the girls who elected it as a part of
their vocational training and for others who entered it " for
personal benefit," tEe practical nature of the work seemed to
hold a strong attraction. The course has been continued
because of its evident general value. Relatively few girls
enroll for extensive training as "cosmetologisSs," but for the
many girls who elect the course "for personal bénefit," train-
ing in beauty culture seems to achieve desable results which
less pretentious courses had failed to bring about.
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Emphasis on values which appeal to the pupils as thor-
oughly "practical " is characteristic of much of the work at
Jordan°, especially in the nonacademic courses. The large
enrollment in the homemaking and industrial curriculums is
no doubt due principally to this emphasis. Iz homemaking
the list of courses includes, among others, courses in,. food
preparation and recipes, manners and etiquette, the planning
of menus, table service and decoration, budgeting and in-
'come, financing a home, selection of a home site, planning of
house and garden, principles of interior decoration and selec-
tion and arrangement of furniture, the selection of ready-
made clothing, tile construction of all kinds of garmentsa
list which in itself is likely to have direct appeal to pupils.
Industrial I courses in the fields with which the school is
equipped to 'dealcarpentry and cabinet work, electrical
work, auto repairing, mechanical drafting, printing, horticul-
ture, and building constructionare so organized as to make
their vocational bearing clearly apparent. Within the non-
vocational as well as the vocational courses, moreover, the
work is made as immediately valuable from the pupils'
point of view as possibleas, fat example, through attention
to home gardens in the courses in agriculture, provision of
opportunity to make decorations for the pupils' homes and
for the school itself in the art classes, development of a school
band which plays at all football games as an outgrowth
of the courses in music.

It will be evident from these illustrations that the school
has sought to build up a program of studies which is at once
both comprehensive and flexible, and which is so organized
as to be particularly adapted to the somew6t unusual
group of pppils with which Jordan High School has.to deal.

Other special feature8 of organization.Lack of space for-
bids the detailed description of other special features of the
Jordan High School organization. A number of these fea-
tures nevertheless deserve at least passing mention. In
keeping with its effort to adjust its program to its pupils'
varying abilities and needs, the school has developed a
systematic plan of guidance through which pupils and their
parents are acquainted with the work of the school even
before the pupils are admitted to the seventh grade. The
school makes definite provision for supervise.d study in con.,
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nection with each major subject in the junior high school -

grades, as a means of assuring an effective foundation for
later work. Twenty-six of the school's fifty-four teachers
are mena fact which has had much to do with the school's
success in meeting the disciplinary problems a149st certain
to arise in a pupil gro.up of the type with which Jordan
must deal. The school's club activities have been placed
on a purely voluntary basis, in order to avoid the danger
of formalization; its scheme of pupil control has by contrast
been intentionally formalized through the adoption uf a plan
of merits and demeritsa combination of policies which is
again a direct result of the school's efforts to cope with a
peculiar local situation. In all these matters, as in those
which have been discussed at soma length, the school has
shown an unuuttil readiness to adapt its organization to
whatever needs have appeared ,to deserve special attention.

This tendency to fit its organization* to the immediate
situation is the respect in which Jordan High School may Ike
regarded as especially outstanding. The school's detailed
procedures are not in themselves new; every one of them
can be found in numerous other secondary schools, reorgan-
ized %and unreorganized. Nor are these procedures tilways
orthodox, as judged by current educational theories.* But
Jordan High School would seem to have ,been unusually
s"uccessful in defining its own peculiar functions in terms of
the immeclittt practical needs of its own community and
its own pupils. The school has apparently been unusually
sticcessful also in devising a combination of procedures
whether orthodox or unorthodoxwell calculated to meet
those needs. In its adaptation of accepted practices to a
clearly recognized end, it offers an example of a type of
planning which is well worthy of imitation.

4. THE DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPREIIENSIyE ORGANIZATION IN SPITE
OF LIMITED FINANVIAL RESOURCES

Relationship of school organization and financial support.
The schools thus far described haye been able to avail them-
selves of generous financial support. Schools less fortu-
nately situated may find it impossible to introduce all the
procedures which these schools have established. The sur-
vey has nevertheless revealed a large number of schools
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which in spite of limited resources have succeeded in build-
ing up unusually comprehensive organizations. Ways in
which such organizations may be achieved even in relatively
poor communities are well illustrated by the development of
the Union Junior and Senior High Schools of Hemet, Calif.

The commttnity and its schools.Hemet is a. small rural
community in Riverside County. Its schools are subject to
the provisions of the California school district regulations.
In accordance with these regulations, the town of Hemet
originally constituted an elementary-school district which
supported and controlled the education offered to pupils in
the first eight grades. Secondary educationdefined in the ,

regulations, for practical purposes, as the training offered in
grades 9 to 12, inclusivewas provided through a union
high-school district, which included not merely Hemet but
a sparsely settled surrounding area so largè as to- embrace
all or a major part of 12 other elementary-school districts.
The high-school district elected its own school board, which
by law was independent of the eIementary-school boards
both financially and in matters of educational policy. Prior
to 1920 each of the 13 elementary-school districts,included
in the Hemet Union High School district likewise elected
its own elementary-school board; so that the immediate
control of elementary and secondary ,education in this area
was in tbe hands of 14 independent elective bodies.

In 1920 six of the element& -school districts included in
the Hemet High School districNombined to form a union
elementary-school district. To promote the coordinatioil of
elementary schools and high school, the union elementary-
school board and the wiion high-school board agreed on the
election of the same man as'superintendent of the elementary
schools and principal of the high school.

The movement for Consolidation was given impetus in
Hemet by a strong current interest in secondary-school reor-:
ganization. It was hoped that the closer coordination and
more unified control of the elementary schools and the high
school might make possible the adoption of some form of
junior andsenior high school organiwtion. But a number of
serious obstacles still presented themi3elves. Control of the
first eight grades on the one hail& and of the four upper
grades on the other was-i3til1 vested in legally independent
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boards. Financial resources for til'e support of a reorganized
secondaryi-school program were exceedingly meager.* The
citizens, of the elementary-school districts, in spite of tha
generally favorable attitude toward consolidation, were by
no means universall5 convinced of the desirability of modi-
fying the established 8-4 system. All these obstacles had to
be overcOme before any marked progress could be made in
reorganization. They were eventually surmounted not, of
course, in the order in which they have been listed, but first
in one direction End then in another, as opportunity offerd.
For tEe sake of clarity, the steps taken in meeting them may
well be described in relation tó eacb obstacle in turn.

School-board cooperation in separate school districts.The
plans for secondary-school reorganization called for the
establishment of separate 3-year junior and senior high
schools. In order that these plans might be carried out,
arrangements had to be made by which control of the seventh
and eighth grades might be transferred from the elementary-
school board to the high-school board. "The difficulty of
making such arrangements will be appirent whèn it is recalled
that responsibility for raising And spending money for the
support of these graaes is legally vestoi, in consolidated
districts in California, in the elementary-school board,
and that State regulations make no provision for tran-sfer of
responsibility or authority to the high-school boards Only
through securing the voluntary cooperation of thet two
boards could the projected reorganization be accomplished.

40# As has already been noted, interest in reorganization was
strong enough in Hemet to provide a basis for such coopera-
tion from the outset. - The elementary-school board and the
high-school board were separately elected and differed in
membership. An active exchange of views between the
beards had been assured, however, by the nomination and
election.of orie man as a member of both boards. Aided by
this interrelationship and by the leadership of the 4uperin-
tendent as the executive officer of both beards, the boards
were able to come to an agreement on the crucial matters of
the allotment of funds and the direction of sehool policy.

The elementary-school board agreed in general to assign to
the 14h-school board, toward the support of a 3-year junior
high school, that proportion of the elementary-school funds
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which would normally, be allotted to the seventh and eighth
elementary grades. The elementurp-school board agreed
also to yield to the high-school board immediate authority
for the organization and control of instruction in these grades.

The financial agreement, while it established a general
policy for the support of the junior high school, did not define

-in any exac terms the amount of money which was to be
transferred a ually to the high-school board. At the time

. the agreemen was reached it seemed probable that this
amount might properly differ from year to year. The pro-
portionate amount ha 'n fact, varied to meet varying annual
needs within the sc o system. To help defray the initial
expenses of reorga s z jion, for example, the elementary-
school board assigned to the high-school board a relatively
large share of the funds available for elementary schools'.
After the junior and senior high schools had become well
established the contributions from elementary-school funds
were lessened in order'fo permit certain major outlays for
the improvement of work in the lower grades. By varying
the Nassignments from year to year the boards have been
able to administer the two funds with almost as much flexi-
bility as if a single unrestricted fund had been available.

The agreement with respect to the control of the junior
high school was likewise somewhat loosely defined at the
outset. Though immediate control of the school was vested
in the high-school board, matters of school policy were freely
discussed by both boards. The policies eventually adopted
were in practically every instance policies which bothloards
had had opportunity to approve.

In spite of the legal independence of the two boards, a basis
was thus laid for a thoroughly flexible secondary-school organ-. ization. The coopepttion of the boards was so complete, and
their policies met with such general approval, that it shórtly
became evident that %two separate boards were no longer
necessary. Since 1928,4herefore, the same persons have been
nominated and elected to, membership on both boards. As a
result the elementary schools and the junior and senior high
schools in the Hemet union districts are under completely
unified control, even though the districts still remain formally
distinct from each other.
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The securing of funds for i 7mprm'ernent of Rama Organ iza-
tion.The formation of union elementary-school district
made available no additional money for the support of the
schools involved. Under the existing State regulations,
indeed, the union district was threatened with the loss of a
part of the State aid which had previously been available for
the. separate elementary-school districts, since State-aid
allotments on the basis of the relatively large eonsolidated-
school enrollments proved to be less than on the-basis of en-
rollments in the abandoned small separate schools. Confer-
ences with the county school authorities fortunately resulted
in a continued allotmenl, to the union district of financial
sttpport equivalent to that previously granted the separate
districts. Consolidation made possible, also, certain new
eConomies in administration. But the total financial re-
sources of the Hemet schools, even wittgenerous allotments

ifrom local taxation, proved to be exceedingly limited.
Two principal means were employed for securing necessary

funds. One means was the application for Federal aid under
the Smith-Hughes law. The second was the adoption of
various devices for earning money within the schools them-
selves.

Use of Federal aid for vocational courses.Srnith-Ilughes
aid was secured by the senior high school for courses in agri-
culture and automobile repair. In 1931 these were the only
fields in which the school had undertaker; extensive voca-
tional training,' though courses were offered also in mechan-
ical drawing, woodworking* .and building construction,
machine-shop and metal work, foods and clothing, millinery,
dressmaking, and home decoration. Without Federal aid it
is doubtful that the school could have provided systematic
vocational training in any practical-arts field, so that decided
advantages have accrued to pupils in those courses which the
Federal' subsidy helps to support.

Like various other schools, Hemef has found certain disad-
vantages in the conditions attached to thQ Federal grarti. In
agriculture and automobile repairing the school can afford
to offer no upper-grade work other than that provided in the
Smith-Hugheg courses. The restrictions placed upon these4.

4 since the spring of 1931 the school has established a 2-year Smith-Hughes program in
homemaking.
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courses force 'pupils who could profit best by only part of the
work, to choose between electing it all or taking nonil of it.
Moreover, the financial burden imposed by the vocational
couNes, in spite of the Federal aid, has forced the school to
curtail its offerings in other important fields.

Opportunity to admit nonvocational pupils to a modified
part of the Smith-Hughes work might have added appre-
ciably to tiakaz.-iiitance which Hemet has derived from the
Federal subsidy, without lessening the value of the strictly
vocational courses. Opportunity to use Smith-Hughes in-
structoN in nonvocational couNes might have been similarly
Rdvantageous. Yet in spite of its disadvantages, the use of
Federal aid has unquestionably allowed the school to offer a
more comprehensive program than would otherwise have been
possible.

Thf rai*;ng of funds through productire school undertak-
the expansion of the Hemet secondary-school pro-

gram, needed funds have frequently been obtained by turn-
ing part of the training which the junior and senior high
schools offer to practical account. Three illustrations only
can be given of the mt;thods employed, though the schools
have used numerous devices for this purpose.

For the transportation of pupils the elementary-school and
high-school districts together make use of a half-dozen school
busses owned by the districts. Early in the history of the
reorganized high school, the superintendent proposed to the
school boards that the boys in the automobile-repairing, ma-
ilhine-shop, -and woodworking courses be allowed to service'the busses and keep them in repair, and to build the bodies
for new busses as rephicements became necessary. The
money saved by this scheme he- planned to use for badly
needed p equipment. The boards accepted his proposal.
As a res the schools have been able each year to use for
educatio ti nurrxses a considerable sum which would othet-
wise have been spent for transportation.

Against this device it may be argued that the plan has to
some etent interfered with the educational work of the
school. The repetition day after day of the routine tasks 111'
involved in caring for the school busses has undoubtedly
used pupils' timé which might h ive been employed in mas-
tering new skills or new understendings. The fact that the
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work which the pupils were called on to do has represented
a real job, however, is not be to overlooked. As compared
with artificial "exercises," work of this sort has undoubtedly
offered educational values of no small importance. From
the standpoint of the educational program as a whole, more-
over, the benefits dprived from the prodtictive work have
been almost unquestionable. Whatever its immediate dis;
advantages, the net outcome of this undertaking has been a
marked broadening of educational opportunity.

Again, schools needed a gymnasium, which had not
been provit ed for in the construction of the junior and senior
hicrh school buNings. To secure money for the erection of
a gymnasium through increased tax levies was virtually ut
of the question. The superintendent discovered, how -er,
that at an Army aviation field a few miles distant from
Hemet there was an abandoned hangar which could be had
for little more than th%cost of removing it. The expense of
taking the hangar apart and transporting it in sections to
Hemet could be met from available school funds. The hangar
was accordingly bought and brought to Hemet. Except for
framing the building, which seemed too dangerous an under-
taking to intiust to high-school boys, the whole work of re-
erecting the structure and remodeling it fiR a gymnasium-was
carried out by pupils enrolled in the practical-arts coumes.

Finally, the schi-)ols necliel a fund which could, be drawn
upon to make the work in vocational agriculture fully effec-
tive. Each boy electing a course in agriculture is required to
carry oui, under supervision, a practical home project. Cer-.

tain pupils enrolled in the courses ,come from families too
poor to supply the equipment and the land needed for these
projects. To overcome this difficult the vocational agricul-
ture students have established a fun.I known as the "Future
Farmers' Fund." Tae fund has been lAilt up, first, from,/
departmental winnings at the county fair; second, from ren-
tals charged for farm machinery owned by the Future Farm-
ers' organization; and third, from service fejs of 5 cents a
sack for feed and seed purchased cooperatively through the
orgariization. Out of the fund thus created loans are made
to needy pupils, to allow them to buy or rent farming imple-
ments, purchase seeds,orstock, or rent small tracts of land
for their projects. Pupils borrowing fr041 the fund are ex-
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pected to repay -their loans with interest from the eventual
sale of their pro.duce. Thus the fund continues from year to
year, 'making it possible for the school to provide thorough-
going instruction for numerous pupils who 6therwise could
not he adequately cared for.

Through similar devices the school has been able to.intro-
duce various significant features. Though often minor iu
themselves, these features taken together have added appre-
ciably to the scope of the secondney-school program.

Development of a favorable public opinion.The develop-
ment of a favorable public opinion has kept pace with the
expansion of the schools' program. As in iiur-neraus other
cbmmunities, the establiskment of an active parent-teacher as-
ociation has proved of vitae in this connection. In addition,

niaj( licies 4n the pjm. 4ration of the schools have
aided gre winlmg the de peration of thee community.

Therfir4 policy has $s*:410d iii the avoidance of coercion
in mato affectjiig th'.-Availtods school districts. From the'
outset the .tiipetinfendent of schools and the union school
boards have endeavored to carry out the program of reor-
ganization withdut the exercise of Autocrittic authority.
Much freedom of choice has beoit left to individual school
districts. The six districts which formed the elementary-
school -union weie -not required, for example, to send their
pupils to a consolidated elementary school miless they elected
to do so. One of these districts gave up its local school im-
mediately, but the remaining districts abandoned their 'ele-
mentary schools more slowly. Moreover, the highs:school
progra'm was arranged to provide as adequately as posible
for pifp' ils from the seven districts which had not joiqed the
elementary-school union. Instead of being peilalized for
(heir failure to unite with the majority, these districts were

-notified that their pupils would be admitted to the high
school either at the beginning of the ninth grade, as before,
or at the beginning of the seventh grade if individual pupils
so desired; and that in the latter case the pupils concernM
would not be charged seventh-grade and eighth-grade
tions. As a result of this policy the schools have gained
through the voluntary cooperation of the districts a degree
of support which would have been almost impossible to gain
through coercion:
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The second policy has been that of, making the Poetical
benefits of the schools' work as evident as possible to the
community at large. The local concern with agriculture
furnished especially valuable opportunities in this connec-
tion. Whenever possible, the home agricultural projects
supervised by the school have been brought to public notice.
Crops to be cultivated by the pupils have been planted On
land adjacent to that of farmers who were cultivating similar
cropssetdom to the discredit of the school projects. Live-jr
stock raised -by the pupils has been entered in agricultural
6ntst,s,. and all possible publicity has been given to the
award of prizes to the pupils' entries. The work done by
the pupils in caring for the school busses, in erecting the
school gymnasium, and in engagìng in numerous other types
of practical projects in connecti n with their training, has
been duly brought to public attention. Through such means
as these the schoOs have notAverely won strong popular
support, but have made themselves an important educational
center for the adults of the community as well as for the boys
and girls.

4,The resultant school organizdtion.This brief Account e
the development of a reorganized secondary-schot1 program
fin Ilemet will luggest the methods by which the Hemet
schools have met their principal handicapsa legal situation
unfavorable' to thorough-going reorganization, a community
able to supply orily meager funds from the usual sources, a
public opinion which at the outset was not wholly in favor
of abandoning the traditional organization.

So successfully hav%these obstacles been dealt, with that
the Hemét JunioL andaSenior,High Schools in 1931 L years
later their estabrishmentwere outstanding in comprehen-
siveness of organization. The junior high school ènrolls
approximately. 275 pupils; the senior high school, approxi-
mately 200 'pupils. Within these small schools {lave been
introduced a program of studies providing for well-planned
specialization in academic,Pcommercial, home economics,
agricultural,-and industrial curriculums; an extehsive program
of guidance; a system of admission and promotion more
flexible than the- systems offered by pally schools of much
larger enrolltent; numerous provisions for varying subject
matter .and Methods of teaching to niees individual differ-.
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ences; and arrangements for articulation which result in
exceptional coordination between the upper and lower school
units,.

Thé Organization of the Hemet secondary schools would be
noteworthy even had it been attained under ftecially favor-
able conditions. In view of the handicaps which the schools
have had to face, the comprehensiveness and flexibility of
their program are doubly significant. Tileir present organi-
zation offers a striking example of what may be accomplished,
despite strongly adverse conditions, under a leadership
combining tact, sound administrative insight, and a clear
recognition of educational goals.

5. SECONDARY-SCHOOL REORGANIZATION IN A SMALL SCIIOOL SYSTEM

Reorganization of small schools a difficult problem.The
reorganization of secondary education within small school
systems constitutes a notoriously difficult pioblem. The
problem is, in fact, so complex that it deserves and has
received extensive discussion as a major aspect of the whole
movement for reorganization.' To present an its ramifica-
tions through the description of a single reorganized school
is obviously impossible. The description of one small school
which has attempted reorganization with some success may
nevertheless be of value in illustrating certain major pro-
cedures applicable within small-school systems in general.

The effect of local factors on the 811M88 of small-school
reorganization.The school to be described is the 6-year
high school of Grosse Ile, Mich. Grosse Ile High School
enrolls a total of approximately 100 pupils-55 in grades 7

I Geneial treatments of this problem from various standpoints will be found in the following
books and articles:
Douglass, Harl R. Possibilities in the Six-Year High School for the Small Town. Educa-

tional Administration and Supervision, 9:39-61, January, 1923.
Ferriss, Emery N. Secondary Education in Country and Village. Appleton, 1927.
Oaumniti, TN. li. The 11/24411ness of America's Rural High School& U. S. Office of Education

Bulletin, 1930, No. 13.
Koos, Leonard V. Junior High School Reorganiution in Smaller Communities. Journal of

Rural Education, 4:49-65, October, 1924.
Lyman, R. L. The Rural Junior High Schools of New Hampshire. School Review, 34: 175-

184, March, 1926.
Mills, Samuel E. Features of the Junior High School in the Smaller 8600b1 of Nebraska.

University of Nebraska, 1929.
Spaulding, F. T. The Small Junior High SchoolA Study Oita Possibilities and Limits-

tions. Harvard University Press, 1927.
Winds', Eustaoe E. Administration of Junior High Schools In Rural and

*Small School Communities, Washington University, 1927.
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to 9, and 45 in the three upper grades. -In view of certain
special advantages which the school possesses a,s compared
with the usual small school, its selection for description
deserves a brief preliminary explanation.

Comparisons of practice in small schools with prar4tice in
large indicate that limited enrollment tends to prevent
marked deviation from a relatively narrow and rigid organi-
zation.' The restricted nature of practice in small schools
has made it difficult to single out schools which are unusually
comprehensive in organization, and which at the same time
are representative of what small schools can become under
ordinary conditions. Certain small schools have, of course,
been found to be more comprehensively organized than
others/. But in practically every case in which a marked
degree of superiority occurred, the more comprehensive small
schools were discovered to be exceptional, in the sense that
they were more favored in their environment or their source
of support than small schools in general. Schools which were
typically situated proved in nearly every instance to have
organizations that were also approximately typical.

Hence if a clearly outstanding small school is to be described,
it must of necessity be an "exceptional" schopl. Grosse Ile
High .School has had to its advantage two unusual factors
which gp far to explain the difference between its organization
and the organization of the average small school. First, it is
supported by a wealthy community. The financial resources
of Grosse Ile--a residential suburb of Detroit--have made
possible school expenditures beyond the reach of most small
schools. Second, the school has beén backed since the begin-
ning by a group of citizens actively interested in the town's
educational program and willing to see that program expanded
wherever expansion has appeared justifiable and practicable.
This second factor has been of no less importance than the
first. The two factors together have secured for the high
school the continued leadership of a principal whose training
and experience are superior to those of most small-school
principals the service of a relatively large staff of unusually
competent teachers, whose tenure in the school has been
much longer than that of small-school teachers in general;

CI. Oh. VIII, sea &
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and the advantage of a building and equipment remarkably
well adapted to the school's needs.

In spite of the school's exceptional background, tile
organization of Grosse Ile High School is one which merits
attention by many other small schools. Certain of the
practices which Grosse Ile has introduced cannot be parallelled
in schools of similar size unless more than the usual financial
support is available. Most of its practices, however, are
products less oi unusual wealth than of careful planning and
constructive supervision. The latter practices are especially
worthy of consideration by'principals of other small schools
who are seeking to improve their own school organizations.

.In the following general description of Grosse Ile High
School, the two types of practices are wherever possible
distinguished from each other.

Origin of the reorganized school.Until 1924 the school
system of Grosse Ile was organized according to the conven-
tional 8-4 plan. The community's interest in the improve-
ment of its schools, coupled with a building situation which
presented serious problems, led in that year to the town's
request for a survey of the system by the State department of
education. In keeping with recommendations based on _the
survey, the town abandoned the 8-4 organization in favor of a
6-year, elementary-school system followed by a 6-year high
school. The survey chárted for the reorganized school
system a general program of development which provided
guidance in the necessary initial changes. To supervise the
work of putting these changes into effct, the school committee
elected as administrative head of the system a man who has
served continuously since 1924 both as superintendent of
schools and as principal of the high school.

Building and equipment.A new building was erected fair
the reorganized high school. This fact has unquestionably
had much to do with the development in Grosse Ile of an
especially comprehensive secondary-school organization.
Planned directly in terms of a 6-year high-school program,
the building contains well-equipped classrooms, gymnasium,
assembly hall, library, science laboratories, general shop,
print shop, and rooms for home economics. The high school
is located in close proximity to the cential elementary-
school a circumstance which promotes economy in the
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supervision of both schools, and which greatly facilitates
arrangements for articulat¡pn. In tire ¡general housing and
equipment of its school p*t, as has already been noted,
brosse Ile possesses advantage's' which under present condi-
tions few small 'school systems can attain.

Admission and promotion of pupi 1,8 .The practices of the
high school in the admission and promotion of its pupils
have been less directly determined by the wealth of the
community.

The pupil population with which Grosse Ile has tv deal, is
somewhat above the normal level both in intelligence and in
home background. The average intelligence quotient of the
total high;s6hoo1 group is approximately 105. Most of the
high-school pupils come from well-to-do homes, and a major-
ity look to the school for preparation for some form of higher
education. Under these circumsces the school might
easily content itself with the conveniionally narrow academic
requirements both for admission to the seventh grade and
for subsequent advancement to higher grades.

Grosse Ile interprets its high-school admission require-
ments, however, with a considerable degree of flexibility.
Though pupils 'formally admitted to the high school are
expected to have comiileted all their elementary-school work,
exceptions are made in the case of individual pupils for whom
the usual program seems not wholly suitable. For pupils of
the latter typeputicularly pupils who are over age for their
grades, or who show unusual physical or social maturity
the question of admission may be decided quite as largely in
terms of standardized achievement and intelligence tests, of
success or lack of success in certain phases of the elementary-
school program, and of elementary-school teachers' judg-
ments of the pupils' ability to profit by junior high school
work, as in terms of the pupils' formal completion of all the
work of the elementary grades.

Promotion requirements are likewise flexibly interpreted.
Pupils are promoted annually throughout the school system.
The small enrollment of the high school Ihesemade necessary
the retention of promotion by grade in the junior high'school
grades. Promotions from grades 7 to 8 and 8 to 9 are reg-
ularly based, hbwever, on standardized test results as well as
on teachers' marks; and in individual cases advancement)
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may be granted to pupils whose age, maturity, intelligence,
and industry or general ability, as estimated by their teachers,
seem better indices of their need for promotion than their
academic standing alone. Promotions from the ninth grade
and suCceeding grades are by subject, in all subjects. Here
again standardized test results as -veil is teachers' marks Ira
regularly taken into accciunt, and exceptions may be made
in the cases of pupils who need exceptional treatment.

The principal exercises direct supervision over all admis-
sions and promotions, aeciding in consultation with the
teachers upon whatever special steps may be necessary in
individual cases. The procedures adopted in this phase of
the school's organization are thus largely a product of the
principal's effort and initiative.

Organization of instruction.Grosse Ile Hi6 School
employs the equivalent of 83 full-time teachers for its 100
pupils. This relatively large teaching staff allows a much
greater degree of specialization for the teachers than can be
achieved in most small schools. With two or three eicep-
tions, each teacher is responsible for instruction in only a

t single subject fieldthat is, in mathematics, or English, or
social studies, etc. Extensive departmentalization obviously
results in each pupil having to work with a relatively large
number of different teachers. In Grosse Ile the high degree
of departmentalization probably does not cause serious dif-
ficulties for the pupils' since the latter have already become
accu.stomed to depar ental teaching in the elementary
grades. The specia tion in teaching which the scheme
makes possible no doubt adds appireciably to the quality of
the secondary-school instruction.

Classes in the high school are necessarily small. The
largest class in the junior high school grades enrolls only 26
pupils, the smallest class, only 10. In spite of the offering
of numerous upper-grade subjects in Ethernate years, enroll-
ments in senior high khool classes range frcim a minimum
of eto a maximum of only 23, with a usual-class enrollment
or no more than 15.

The small size of the classes obviously prevents the use of
homogeneous grouping. In the assignment of pupils to
special subjects, however, and in the guidance of pupils
witir tespect to the choice of curriculums, extensive use is
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made of standardized tests, both of mental ability and of
achievement. Tests of achievement in particular are admin.,
istered twice each year throughout the school. The employ-
ment of these tests makes possible a certain amount of
systematic study of individual difficulties in learning. It
provides a basis, fu'rthérmore, for special attention to indi-
vidual differences. Such attention is afforded within class
groups by the use of differentiated assignments, by such
methods of teaching as the socialized recitation and th'e
project method, and by provisions for the individual coach-
ing of slow pupils. The small size of the classes, coupled
with the adoption of these vaTious devices, allows a consid-
erable degree of flexibility in meeting individual needs.

The extent of department2 ation possible within a small
high school is largely a produc e the wealth of the supporting

Mmu ty , since that wealth is likely to determine the size
of the school's staff. The size of recitation classes is likewise
determined in a measure by the &Immunity's ability to
shoulder a high instructional cot,. Adjustment of class work
to individual needs, however, is less directly dependent an
wealth. The procedures adopted by Grosse Ile in the latter
respect are unquestionably practicable in many schools which
.have no extraordinary financial resources, and are worthy of
special attention on that account.

Program of 8tudie8.The program of studies in Grosse Ile,
in terms of the required and elective courses offeredin each
grade, is shown in Table 31. In grades 7 and 8 all courses
are required. .At the beginning of the ninth grade each pupil
elects either the college-preparatory, the commercial, or the
general curriculum; his subsequent elections of subjects are
made from among the courses appropriate to the curriculum
selected. The school offers no harm) economics and practical
arts curriculums. Its offerings in the latter fields are suffi-
ciently extensive, however, to provide for the needs of most
of its pupils who can not profit by academic specialization.

The list of courseit presented in Grosse Ile High School is
not one which should serve as a model for small schools in
general. Planned in terms of a particular local situation, tile
balance between required and elective courses, and the spe-
cific courses included in the list or omitted from it, would not
be equally appropriate for differently situated schools. Mg
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TABLE 31. Program of studies in a small 6-year secondary school
(Grosse Ile, Mich.)

GRkDE GRADE 8 GRADE 9

Required: Required: Required:
History (Old World History (American). English.

background). General science. Algebra.
Geography. English. Physical education.
English. Mathematics.
Mathematics. Physical education. Elective:
Physical education. Chorus. World history.
Chorus. Home economics Latin.
Home economics (girls) . Junior business train-

(girls). Household mechaii- ing.
Woodworking (boys). ics and printing Manual arts.

(boys). Home economics.
Elective: *Biology.

None. Elective: Printing.

GRADE 10

None. Chorus.

GRADE 1 1 GRADE 12

I.

Required: Required: Required:
English. *English literature. **American liters-
Plane geometry. *American history. ture.
Physical education Physical education Physical education.

Elective. Elective: Elective:
Latin. French. . French.
Bookkeeping. *Chemistry: **Physics.'
**Geography. *Trigonometry.) Community p r o b -
Manual arts. Typewriting. lems.
Home economics. Commercial law and **Solid geometry.
Printing. business adminis- **Advanced algebra.
Chorus. tration. 1Pypewriting.

Shorthand. Shorthand.
Mechankcal drawing. Mechanical drawing.

I Manual arts. , Manual arts.
Printing. Printing.
Chows. , Chorus.

Offered In 1931-32 and alternate years.,
Offered in 1932-33 and alternate years.

Classes in physical training/and chorus meet 2 periods each week.
Classics in home economics, manual arts, printing, and mechanical drawing meet 5 or 10

periods each week.
Other classes meet 5 periods each week.

the Grosse Ile program illustrates the application ot at least
two principles which are likely to be of value to nearly all
small schools. First, the prograka makes liberal use of alter-
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nation of courses. Partieularly in the upper grades, where
classes are especially small and grade groups can be readily
combined, this procedure adds greatly to the possible breadth
of the school's offering. Second, the program provides for at
least the minimum needs not merely of the academically in-
clined pupils, but of pupils whose interests and abilities fall
in other major fields. Profiting by the economy gained
through alternation of subjects, the school has sought to
provide diversity in its offerings, instead of limiting its
attention to a single field.

Grosse Ile's ability to provide a relatively comprehensive
program of studies is obviously due in Rift to the size of 6e
school staff. The extensiveness of its program is due also to
skillful planning of its offerings. The two 'features of its
plan which have been particularly commented on may be
used to advantage in practically every school of limited
enrollment, quite irres-pective of the school's Aealth and to a
certain extent irrespective of the size of its staff.'

Ertracurriculum.Pupils' participation in extracurriculum
activities in Grosse Ile High School is entirely voluntary. No
scheduled periods are set aside for activitigs, nor is credit
offered for participation. The school has succeeded, never-
theless, in building up an extracurriculum which appeals
strongly enough to the pupils to lead practically all to engage
in some major type of activity.

The various types of activities provided are unusually
numerous for so small a school. The school has a general
pupil organization, the officers of which are elected by the
pupils without restriction by the faculty. Though the pupil
organization does not include separate bome-room organi-
zations, it touches directly on many phases of the life of the
school, concerning itself. with suoh diverse matters as the
treatment of disciplinary problems within the school; the
maintaining of order in corridors, streets, and school grounds;
the promotion of health, thrift, and scholarship; the beauti-
fication of the school building and grounds; the promotion of
school publications; the regulation of athletics and of school
social affairs. A large majority of the pupils engage in extra-

For an Migration of tbe use of afsimilar plan in organising the program of studies for a
6-year school of only six teachers, see Spaulding, F. T. Can the Small High-School Improve
its Curriculum? School Review, 39: 413-438, June, 1931.
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curriculum athletics. A majority also take active part in
school social affairs, school exhibitions, and school exercises
accompanying the annual graduations. School publications
enlist pupils from both junior and senior high school grades.
Musical organizations and school assemblies provide further
sources of pupil activity. The scyhool has not as yet intro-
duced systematic club activities, so that its program lacks
certain features commonly found in reorganized schools. Its
extracurriculum as a whole is clearly, nevertheless, a rémark-
ably comprehensive undertaking.

The development of so broad a program is explained in part
by the fact that Grosse Ile has been 'able to obtain funds for
extracurriculum activities from the same source as funds foe
its more formal curriculum work. As money has been needed
for the gradual introduction of specific activities, the necessary
sums have been included in the school's regular budgilt.

'The development of the extracurriculum has been furthered
also by the relatively large number of teachers included in the
school staff. The provision of an unusual variety of activi-
ties, especially, has beiin made possible by the school's
advantage in this respect.

The mòst imfobrtant -factors in establishing the program
would seem, however, not to have been primarily financial.
Of major importance has been the principal's recognition of
the value of such a program in providing A well-rounded
school experience for the pupils. Hardly less important has
been the principal's willingness to see the program grow slowly
ovt of the needs and interests of the pupils. Instead of
having been forced into sudden existence by administrative
mandate, the various activities which the school Provides
have been developed one by one over a considerable period.

The advantage of long tenure on the part of the principal
and of various members of his staff is especially apparent in
this connection. The continued service of the principal has
allowed the school to avoid a serious handicap to which many
small schools are subject:the occurrence of frequent and
radical changes in leadership and hence in educational policy.
Since it has been able to count on a consistent policy and on
a continuing staff familiar with that policy, theschool has
succeeded in gradually adding new features without aban-
doning old features of convincing value.
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Guidance.The formal guidance Program of Grosse Ile
High School is conducted entirely by the principal. Briefly
outlined, the program includes the following major features.

Before their admission to the higt school the principal
meets with each year's sixth-grade class and explains the
work of the high school to them. The fact that subjects of
study in the seventh and eighth grades are wholly required
means that s o immediate guidance is necessary with respect
to choiçe of curriculums. Sixth-grade pupils visit the high
school under the principal's direction, however, to become
acquainted with the school before 6eginning their secondary-.
school work.

Upon their admission to the school, pupils again meet with
the principal early in the school year to discuss matters
affecting their workparticularly conduct in the school and
methods of study. The principal maintains contact with the
pupils as a group throughout the junior high school period.
Ile keeps in touch with their parents, moreover, through the
use of special reportsion the work of individual pupils and
through occasional interviews with individual parents at the
school.

Prior to the pupils' election of specialized curriculums the
principal discusses with them the problem of choosing bath
appropriate currictilums and specific subjects of study.
Fran this point on, the pupils receive individual as well
as group -guidance, concerning not merely their election of
courses but their participation in extracurriculum activities,
their plans for further education following upon senior high
school work, and their conduct in mat teN of health, methods
of study, and use of leisure time. As in tile case of the lower-
grade pupils, the principal maintains contact with the pupils'
parents through special reports and individual interviews.

Conferences with pupils and their parents, assembly pro-
grams of various types, exploratory and try-out courses,
excursions to observe workers in specific vocations and visits
to other educational institutions, special library exhibits, and
various extracurriculum- activities are all used as means of
aiding the pulps in making appropriate decisions affecting
their educatiohal plans. To provide a basis for judgment
concerning the abilities and needs of individual pupils, the
school employs a system of detailed cumulative records in
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which are listed for each pupil the results of standardized
tests of achievement and ability, the results of individual
health examinations, and periodic ratings by teachers of the
pupil's school achievement. An effort is made to cónduct a
systematic follow-up of pupils who have left the school, as a
means both of providing continued assistance to such pupils
and of affording data for the improvement of guidance within
the school.

This program of guidance is obviously not as comprehen-
sive as the programs adopted by many large schools, nor is
it as comprehensive as may be necessary to meet the varied
needs' of pupils even within a small school system.8 It 1.9
greatly superior to the programs found in most simall schools,
hówever, both in its continuity and in its direct bearing upon
vital aspects of the' pupils' work. Particularly noteworthy
is the fact' that it depends hardly at all upon the wealth of
the local community. At least as comprehensive and sys-
tematic a program as this should be attainable in any school
which possesses an administrative officer of sufficient vision
and determination to put it into effect.

Articulation.The proximity of the Grosse Ile High School
building to the elementary school has been referred to earlier.
The nearness of the schools to each other, together with
the undivided 6-year organization in effect in the high
school, have permitted unusually extensive arrangements for
articulation.

A close relationship is maintained between the elementary
school and the high school in all the major phases of the
schools' work. Curriculum committees composed of teachers
from both school units have been responsible for formulating
and reiising subject matteffor high-school and elementary-
school courses alike. Conferences dealing with the extra-
curriculum of the lower high-school grades have been held
between the teachers of the two schools. Certain teachers
serve in both the elementary school and the high school; and
moat of the teachers who act /18 sponsors of extracurricultun
activities in the high school are engaged as sponsors of similar
activities in the elementary school. The means taken for
securing continuity of the guidance program between dip

Cf the procedures in guidance which distinguish comprehensively organised schools,
as listed in Ch. X.
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schools have already been described. Through his position
as administrative head of both schools the principal has
sought to assure a similar continuity in curriculum and
extracurriculum activities. In particular, he has given
attention to the integration of subject matter and methods
of teaching and to the articulation of the extracurriculurn as
a part of his general supervisory program. He has under-
taken, further, to provide from year to year whatever modi-
fications of subject matter have seemed necessary to permit
a gradual transition for each new group of pupils as they have

Ppassed from the lower school to the upper.
Within the highksctool itself the problem of articulation

has been simplified by the absence of a dividing line between
the junior and senior high school grades. The same teachers
are in most cases responsible for the teaching of both upper--
grade and lower-grade courses. Pupils enrolled in the lower
grades are allowed, if they can profit by it, towlect upper-
grade work; and upper-grade puNs may take lower-grade
courses if such courses are appropriate in their programs.
CommittAes of teachers have been given responsibility for
formulating subject matter and methods of teaching in fields
of study covering all the grades. The same teachers act as
sponsors for both upper-grade and lower-grade extra-
currictilum work and the extracurriculum for the school as a
whole is in part a product of staff committees. As in the case
of articulation between the elementary school and the high
school, the integration of the instructional program within
the high school has been made an important part of the
principal's plan of supervision.

Without exception, these various arrangements for articu-
lation are products of systematic planning rather than of
unusual local advantages. As such they represent provisions
which are entirely feasible within °any small school system
which can count on effective administrative leadership.

Teachi/418taff.-w-Grosse Ile has unquestionably been aided
in the development of its present high-school organization by
the quality of its teaching staff. Of the 10 teachers devoting
all or a part of their time to teaching in the high school in
1930-31, 9 had held positions in the school prior to that school
year. Five of the teachers were men. All-had had profes-
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sional training and all were experienced teachers. All but
two were college graduates.

As may he judged from the compositiop of its staff, Grosse
Ile's standards for its teachers are high. For appointments.
to academic teaching positions the same qualifications are
required throughout tbe high-school grades. Teachers must
be college graduates, 'must have had at least 15 semester
hours of professional training, ttnd must have had two or
more years of teaching experien4. A single salary schedule
is in effect for all high-school teachers.

The adoption by a small school system of such standards as
these, and the cons,¡steni employment of Wachers whoicould
meet then), would have been impossible in recent years in
any but a relatively wealthy community. To provide As low
a pupil-telicher ratio as that found in Grosse Ile is.still out of
the quéstion for most smAll schools. Conditions with.respect
to the supply of teachers are changing so rapidly, how6ver,
that even schools with limited financial resources may shortly
fuvi it in their power to build up experienced and well-trained
staffs: The standards exemplified in Orosse Ile thqs suggest
a gold to which other small schools may not unreasonably
aspire.

Superriqon.Though the quality of the teaching staff
in Grosse Ile Iligh School no doubt accounts for niany of the
schbol's outstanding characteristics, the chief explanation of
the school's superiurity in organization is to be found in its
supervisory program. The school has no special supervisors;
responsibility for oveAight of the details of its work, as well
as for the formulation of eneral educational policies, is
borne wholly by the principal. Observation of classtoin
teaching, conferences with indivictual teachers, and meetings
of the faculty as a whole furnish, as in most schools, a con-
tinuing basis for the program of supervision. In addition,
the principal has*ouglit to improve the quality of instruction
and t,o give direction to the school's work thrpugh a system-
atic self-survey of the school, through a progiam of curric-
ulum revision in individual subjects of study, through pro-
visions for the systematic examination .4. of new textbooks,
through arrangements for `,` visiting :days," and through the
encouragement of sunlit* and exteril3ion study by individuál
teachers. The effects of this supervisory program are in part,
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at least, discernible in the.various phases of the school's work
described in the preceding pages.

Features of organization applicable to other small schools.
The foregoing account of Grosse Ile High School provides a
descriptiQn of the major features of the school's organization.
The account inay,43aaps best..be concluded 4-)37 a brief list
of the features likely to be of widest significance. From the
standpoint of small-high-school practice in general, those
filatures would seem most worthy of attention which have
resulted not so much from the school's unusual external ad-
vantages as from constructive administrative leadership.

The school's arrangements for flexibility in admission and
promotion clearly fall under the latter head. So likewise do
a number of its provisions for meeting pupils' individual needs
within separate class groups. The use which this particular
school makes of standardized tests may he more extensive
than is practicable in less wealthy schools, yet at least a
limited use of such tests is not out of the question in most
small schools. The general methods employed in the organ-
ization of the Program of studies, if not the specific course
offerings included in the program, are applicable to small
schools everywhere. The plan used in the development of
extracurriculum activities is súnilarly capable of widespread
adoption, providing only that continuity can he assured in
general administrative policy. The program of guidance is
one which is practicable even in schools of very limited finan-
vial resources. Finally, the various arrangements for ar-
iiculating the programs of the separate levels of the school
system involve practices which are at least to some extent
feasible in any small school.

All these features of organization are not merely theoreti-
cally practicable but have actually been put into effect in an
individual small. school. This in itself is a fact which de-
serves emphasis.

6. ECONOMY OF TIME AS A FUNCTION OF SECONDA4Y-SCIIOOL
ORGANIZATION

Reduced emphasis on economy of time.With the increasing
spread of the funior high school movement, at least one major
change in emphasis he% occuued. Early proponents of re-
organization attached great importance to the possibility of
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achieving economy of time for the more capable pupils,
through allowing such pupils to complete the normal second-
ary-school program in less than the usual number of years.°
Recently reorganized schools have tended on the whole to
give less attention to this aspect of organization, emphasizing
instead the general enrichment of the secondary-school
program.

This change may be variously explained. It has no doubt
resulted in part from changes in economic and social condi-
tions; there has perhaps been less pressure in recent years for
the speedy completion of secondary education than was the
case two decades or more ago. The change has no doubt
been furthered by the development of new methods of deal-
ing with individual differences within the general school
program. In considerable measure, however, the change
would seem to have been due to the numerous administra-
tive difficulties which reorganized schools encounter when
they attempt to Tr vide for varying rates of progress.
Where separate j and senior high schools have been
established, the gap between the two units frequently acts
as a serious obstacle to pupils' advancement more rapidly
than at the normal rate. The shortness of the usual 3-year
junior and senior periods, moreover, tends to limit the extent
to which provision can be made fo i ial-progress groups.
These difficulties, and others of s si ¡ attire, may have had
quite as much to do with the lessened attention to economy
of time as may more fundamental educational considerations.

Except for the administrative difficulties involved, it is
probable that many more schools than is now the case would
regard provision for rapid progress as a major function of
theiv organization. Hence an account of a school system
which has particularly emphasized this function should be of
general interest. The school system in question is that of
Little Rock, Ark. Within this system the schools have been
specially organized to allow a shortening of both the elemen-
tary and the secondary periods for pupils who are willing and
able to proceed more rapidly than the average.

Major feature8 of a plan for 8ecuring economy of time.The
Little Rock schools are administered on the 6-34 plan,

o'Cf. the summary of early ointments for -1. :tion preeentecnn Bunker, F. F. Reor-
organization of the Publlo-8chool System, Ch. IU. U. 8. Bureau of Sclueatkin
1916, No. 8.
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with separate junior and senior high schools. The system
includes three junior high schools, which ha-ve a total en-
rollment of approximately 3,500 pupils. The Little Rock
Senior High School enrolls approximately 2,200 pupils. 10

Courses in all the schools are offered on a semester basis,
with semiannual promotions.

The plan for securing economy of time for the more able
pupils in the secondary-school grades of the Little Rock
system consists essentially in setting up uniform subject-
matter requirements for each field of study, and in providing
arrangements by which pupils may fulfill these requirements
at various rates of speed. Differences in quality of work are,
of course, taken into account in judging pupils' accomplish-
ment. Unusual attention is given, however, to securing in
the case of each pupil as rapid progress as the pupil's indi-
vidual ability may pvrmit, so that'each pupil may form the
habit of working at a high degree of effort and efficiency.

Three major arrangements are employed to allow varying
rates of progress. First, the schools make definite provision
for the election of extra work by capable pupils during the
regular school sessions. Second, special summer courses are
offered for pupils who may wish to shorten their secondary-
school programs. Third, the gap between junior and senior
high schools is so bridged as to allow an unusually flexible
promotion scheme. Each of these arrangements merits at
least brief description. 4

Provisions for election of extra courses by capable pupils."
Opportunity to elect extra courses during the regular school
session is offered only to pupils who secure "A" or "B"
marks in all their major subjects. By taking full advantage
of this opportunity, especially capable pupils may shorten
their junior and senior high school programs by one half-year
in each case.

Opportunity for extra work in the junior high school grades
is provided in certain instances by allowing capable pupils
to elect one more than the usual number of courses in a given
semester. For most pupils, however, the opportunity to do

1 In addition to its secondary schools for white pupils, Little Rock maintains &year high
school for Negro pupils. Only the schools for white pupils aie here considered.

11 For a general consideration of this practice and s ritlert on its extent in secondary schools
of the country, see Monograph tio. 13 of this survey, entitled "Provisions for Individual
Differences, Marking, and Promotion."
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extra work is afforded through special rapid-progiéss sections.
Pupils whose previouswork meets the requirea standard, and*
whose health, Maturity, and general ability make rapid
progress desaable, may be assigned at the beginning of any
semester to one of these sections. During each semester the
sections cover two half-years' work in one of the major sub-
jects. A different subject is "doubled" each half-year.
Hence membership in a rapid-progress section for four
semesters places a pupil a half-year in advance of his normal
grade group in all four of the recognized major subjects.'2
Since promotion is based primarily on accomplishment in
these subjects, the advancement thus gained allows a pupil
to be admitted to the senior high school at the end of two and
one-half years of junior high school work.

Junior high school pupils may not anticipate senior high
school work by "doubling" in more than four subjects, nor
by "doubling" more than once in any one subject. They
may, however, gain less than a full half-year's credit by
electing fewer than four semesters of extra work. The fact
that certam pupils take advantage of this latter opportunity
means that various "odd" credits must be recognized in
admitting pupils to the senior high school. The method of
providing for pupils who have earned such credits will be
described in connection with the plan for assuring effective
coordination of school work at upper and lower levels.

In the senior high school grades, arrangements for per-
mitting pupils to earn extra credits are somewhat simpler.
They consist merely in allowing the abler pupils to include
one more than the usual number of courses in their programs.
Since the school offers promotion by subject in all subjects,
capable pupils enjoy a considerable degree of freedom in
determining their own rates of progress.

In addition to providing opportunity for earning extra
credits in its own courses, the senior high school grants credit
for acceptable wfrk done under other auspices. Corre-
spondence courses of secondary-school grade offered by the
State University may in particular be presented by students

11 This is true only, of course, in case the rapid-progress section has been able to complete the
work outlined for it. A rapid-progress group occasionally proves unable to advance with
sufficient speed to cover the necessary ground in the time available. In such cases attention is
shifted from rapid progress to enrichment of the usual program. Pupils who do rapid-progress
work are expected to work only at a high degree of efficiency without being unduly pushed.
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as a part of their high-school programs. The senior high
school is inclined to give full allowance, furthermore, for
credits transferred from other institutions, on the assump-
tion that its own obligation is to gage the atility of its pupils
by their performance rather than by more arbitrary credit
standards.

The foregoing arrangements apply to pupils enrolled in the
junior and senior high schools for full-time study. The
senior high school offers courses also for students who can
devote only part time to school work, at hours at which these
students can take\advantage of such courses. The courses in
question are elected chiefly by pupils who have had to leave
school early in order to earn a livelihood. Credits gained in
the part-time courses may be used on the same basis as those
obtained in full-time work, toward' satisfying the school's
requirements for promotion and graduation. Though the
part-time work is not "extra" in the same sense as t
courses added to normal loads by full-time studetits; trot
types of courses represent outgrowths of the same funda-
mental policythat of providing full opportunity for pupils
to gain as much education as possible, as rapidly as possible.

Summer 8eIsion for advance credit and ' make-up."
*sides being permitted to obtain advance credit fbr extra
work during regurar sessions, capable pupils are encouraged
to undertake summer study. Summer courses, unlike extra
regular session courses, are open not merely to "A" and
"B " pupils, but also to pupils who are required to repeat
certain courses because of failures in their regular work, and
to pupils with average records who need a small number of
advance credits to permit early graduation.

The summer session in Little Rock is an optional session.'3
The work of the summer school is so organized, however, as
to meet as fully as possible the standards for regular-session

es. The school is conducted in the high-school build-
ing, ònd draws its teachers largely from the regular high-

13 A small tuition fee is regularly charged for work in summer courses, though no earnest
pupil who can not afford to pay the fee is barred from summer work on that account. The
practice of ch4ging for tuition is reported to have had good results in two respects. First, it
has tended to eliminate from the summer session pupils who were not interested in enrolling
for a serious purpose. Second, it has tended to keen pupils from slighting their work in
regular session merely because they could look forward to "making it up" in the summer.
The prospect of having to pay for failure has apparently been in certain, cases a strong incen-
tive to serious effort.
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school staff. The session is six weeks in length. Summer
school begins immediately upon ,the close of the spring
semester, so that there is no interruption of school work for
pupils who elect the summer courses. Classes meet for six
days each week, from 8 to quarter past 12 o'clock daily.
Since pupils are &owed to elect no more than two courses
during any one summer, the relatively long school day makes
it possible to arrange for daily supervised study in connec-
tion with each course. The summer courses given under
these conditions are credited as full equivalents of corre-
sponding half-year courses in the regular sessions.

The opportunity for extra work which the summer school
offers has proved /to be of value in a number of ways. Its
usefulness is obvibus in the case of especially capable pupils
who wish to shorten their periods of secondary-school'
attendance, and of pupils who have failed and need to make
up work required for graduation. In addition, the summer
session allows pupils to take work not open to them during
the regular year. College-preparatory students, for example,
may elect courses in shorthand, typewriting, or general
business subjects; and pupils *who are seeking to meet specific
vocational requirements may take subjects nee'ded for special
certificates. Summer work is also of service in providing
speciaksollege-preparatory work for pupils who have changed
their college plans. Moreover, the summer courses make it
possible for pupils whose high-school standing is irregular to
adjust their high-school programs. In this latter respect
pupils who have lost time through transfers from other
schools, through changes from one curriculum to another,
or through absences during regular sessions are likely to be
especially benefited. The summer school thus furnishes a
useful supplement to the work of the regular year undei a
considerable Variety of circumstances.

Though not a part of the formal summer-school arrange-
ments, the provisions made by the senior high school for
"parallel reading" during the summer deserve mention in
this connection. The English department of the 'school
issues at the close of each spring semester aalt, of the books,
which are to be required for reading during" the fall semesterr
of the following year. Cppies.of these books are withdrawn
from the school library and placed in the city library, where
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they ere readily accessible. Pupils who are not enrolled in
the summer school are encouraged to do their reading in the
summer as a means of lightening their work for the following
semester. Shortly after the opening of school in September,
examinations are given on the required reading, and pupils
obtaining satisfactory grades are excused from such reading
during the semester. The opportunity to anticipate regular-
session work in this way offers a further means by which
pupils may advance more rapidly than at the usual rate.

Provisions for coordinating junior and senior high school
work .Opportunity to gain extra credits, either during iegu-
lar sessions or in the summer school, could obviously be of
only limited value without careful coordination of the work
of the junior and senior high schools. In spite of the fact
that it is handicapped by having separate junior and senior
organizations, the Little Rock school system has succeeded
in largely removing the gap between the schools for rapid-
progress pupils. The chief means employed in doing so have
been two.

First, each major subject field throughout the system has
been put in charge of a special supervisor, who has been
made responsible for appropriate grade placemept of mate-
rials and for the general integration of the course of study.
The supervisorsliave devoted particular attention to estab-
lishing grade standards in terms of specific goals for each
semester's work, so that the requirements for advance
credits may be defined with reasonable accuracy.

Second, arrangements have been made through which,
when need wises, pupils may take both junior and senior
high school comes at the same time. Thus pupils may be
granted promotion by subject between the junior high schools
and the senior high schools as well as within the separate
schools.

The latter provision is sufficiently uncommon among
separately organized junior and senior high schools to require
explanation. It depends for its success in Little Rock largely
on the geographical location of the schools. Of the three
junior high schools in the system one is situated within a
stone's throw of the senior high school. The nearness of
these two schools makes it possible for pupils enrolled in
either school to take certain cotses in the other. Accord-
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ingly, ninth-grade pupils who are ready for certain senior
high school courses and tenth-grade pupils who have
defiOencies in one or two junior high school courses are
permitted to include in their programs appropriate courses
in bóth schools. Ninth-grade pupils living outside the
district of the junior high school in question may be trans-
ferred to this school for their final semester of lower-school
work. Through these arrangements the Little Rock school
system allows a flexibility of progress from the lower second-
ary grades to the upper which is seldom found except in
6-year schools.

By thus defining requirements in each subject field, and
by putting into effect a thoroughly workable scheme for
advancing pupils from junior to senior high school as fast as
their accomplishment justifies, the Little Rock schools have
gone far toward overcoming tip formidable obstacles to a
rapid-progress scheme presented by separate secondary-
school units.

Methods used in popularizing the rapid-progress plan.
Little Rock has not been satisfied, however, merely with
making varying rates of progress possible. The schools
have taken definite steps to insure the use of the rapid-
progress plan, by bringing it directly to the attention of the
pupils 'and their parents.

An innovation which has done much to popularize the
plan has been the introduction of a special commencement for
pupils who complete their high-school programs in the sum-
mer session. The senior high school holds three commence-
ments annuallyone in January, one in May, and one in
July so that pupils receive their diplomas immediately upon
finishing their work, no matter how irregular their programs
may have been. In the list of graduates appearing on the
printed program for each commencement, the names of
pupils who have graduated in a year or a half-year less than
the normal time are specially emphasized. The commence-
ment held at the close of the summer session is by no means
the least impressive of the three. It is conducted 'out of
doors in the late afternoon of the last day of the summer
school, in surroundings which help to make it an unusually
colorful ceremony.
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The schools also rely upon direct advertising of the rapid-
progress plan. In April of each year, posters are placed in
the junior and senior high school buildings, urging summer-
school attendance. Assemblies, articles in the school publica-
tions, and general school publicity are likewise employed to
bring not merely the summer school but the rapid-progress
scheme as a whole to the attention of the pupils and their
parents.

The most effective means for insuring appropriate use of
the plan has been found, however, to be discussion of the plan
with home-room groups and with individual pupils. Such
discussion forms a regular part of the guidapce program.
The possibility of saving time in their junior high school
work is explained to capable pupils during their first semester
in the school. Letters are sent to the parents of such pupils,
strongly urging the use of the rapid-progress plan, outlining
various schemes for completing the junior high school course
in two and one-half years, and requesting parents to indicate
their approval or disapproval of the plan. In tift senior
high school a similar procedure has been adopted. The
program of each pupil admitted to the school is carefully
drawn up in conference with the pupil concerned, and
opportunities to shorten his period of attendance are pointed
out to him. Through such advance planning, and through
subsequent correspondence and conferences with parents,
the school seeks not merely to insure the appropriateness of
each pupil's choice of work but to help the pupil complete
his program in the shortest possible time.

Results of the rapid-progress plan .The results of the rapid-
progress plan as thus administered may be gaged by certain
data for 1930.

In that year 23 per cent of the secondary-school pupils
who were enrolled at the end of the regular session attended
summer school. Eighty per cent of these pupils were taking
advance work; 20 per cent were doing review or make-up
work. Ninety-seven per cent of the total number completed
their summer-school courses.

In that year also, 74 pupils-1 in every 6 in a graduating
class of 435received their high-school diplomas from a half-
year to a year earlier than thd" time at which they would have
been graduated under the usual year-by-year scheme.
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Ninety-six pupils were graduated at the end of the summer
session. Thirty-six of these had completed their work a
half-year early ; others had taken advantage of the summer
courses to make up previous loss of time in their programs.

Clearly the rapid-progress plan in Little Rock represents
no mere paper program. The plan is not only there to be
used by pupils who may properly avail themselves of it; it
actually is being used by a considerable proportion of the
secondary-school enrollment.

Appropriateness of the rapid-progress plan for secondary
schools in general.Whether the plan here described will
commend itself to secondary schools in general must depend
in large measure upon at least two important corisiderations.
The first consideration is that of the relative value of rapid
progress as compared with an enriched program for especially
abfe pupils. The issue between these methods- of meeting

O individual differences is by no means dead, and various
school systems may well be expected to deal with it in various
ways. The second consideration is that of the conditions
necessary to put a rapid-progress scheme into full effect.
Little Rock has been ,favored in its own undertaking by a
number of special circumstances. Its advantage in the loca-
tion of certain of its schools has been pointed out. It has
had in its favor also a relatively large secondary-school
enrollment, which has greatly facilitated provision for rapid-
progress sections, for promotion by subject, and for the
arrangement of special programs for ,individual pupils.
Schools less fortunately situated will in many cases not be
able completely to parallel the Little Rock organization,
however fully they may approve its purposes and its methods.

The rapid-progniss scheme adopted in Little Rock repre-
sents, therefore, neither a complete nor a final answer to the
question of economy of time in secondary education. The
scheme is nevertheless of distinct interest as evidence that
economy of time can be achieved under a school organiza-
tion addressed directly to that end, and as a suggestion of
means by which certain major administfative obstacles
may be overcome.
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7. REORGANIZATION IN AN "UNREORGANIZED" SCHOOL

Difficulties faced by a 4-year high 8chool. Comparisons of
reorganized and unreorganized secondary schools have shown
that conventionally organized schools tend in general to be
inferior to reorganized schools in both comprehensiveness
and consistency of organization." The differences between
the two types of schools can not be satisfactorily explained in
terms of the inability of the conventional schools to adopt
any specific feature of reorganized-school practice. The
differences would seem to be more largely attributable to at
least twakfactors which are often difficult to analyze. In the
fu-st place the conventional form of organization offers seri-
ous obstacles, even though it does uot present an absolute
barrier, to the introduction of desirable practices. In the
second place conventionally organized schoals tend to be
subject to the tradition of certain formal standards and
procedures from Niihickireorganized schools, by the mere fact
of reorganization, are felatively freb.

Evanston Township High School, of Ev:. ton, Ill., is a
4-year high school which is quite as subject as most conven-
tional schools to disadvantages both of form of organization
9d of tradition. Certain features of the school organiza-
tion in Evanston merit description as examples of what can
be accomplished despite the handicaps of the conventional
grade grouping.

Evanston TQwnship High School is a school of approxi-
mately 2,500 pupils, serving a thoroughly heterogeneous pop-
ulatioftt The school is supported and controlled under the
general regulations for township high schools in effect in the
State of Illinois." These regulations provide for high-school
districts which are only occasionally coextensive with the
local elementary-school districts. In the case of Evanston
ihe high-school district includes two complete elementary-

)school dis9 cts and small areas served by two others. Re-
sponsibili y for support and control of the high school is
vested in a separate high-school board, which elects the high-
school principal. Entirely independent boards are respon-
sible for the elementary-school districts, each of which has

14 See (' hs. III. IV, and VII.
Is For a general discussion of the Illinois school-district regulations, see Monograph No. 8

of the survey, entitled ' District Organization and Secondary Education."
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its own superintendent of schools. No two of the boards in
the Evanston area overlap in their composition, nor are the
administrative Lind supervisory officers for the high-school
and elementary-school districts in any instance the same
persons. As a result of tilese conditions the Evanston ToWn-
ship High School is completely set apart, legally and finan-
cially, from the schools below it.

The restrictions imposed on the high-school organization
are obvious. Evanston is apparently committed to a 4-year
high school so long as the present schooL district law remains
unchanged. Within its organization, moiéóver, the high
school is under greater pressure than most 4-year schools to
confine itself to conventional procedures. Not merely is it
relatively free from external compulsion to introduce changes
in practice ; it actually can not introduce changes which are
in any important respect dependent on corresponding changes
in the elementary grades unless it can secure the voluntary
cooperation of entirely independent school officials.

Until very recently, furthermore, the high school has tended
to emphasize preparation in the classics as its major objective.
Its inheritance of a strongly academic tradition has had one
admirable outcome in the respect which has been built 'up
for high standards of schoiarship. Less admirable has been
the narrowness and formality in the school's program which
this tradition has tended, to produce. The conception of the
school held by the community, by the pupils, and byitaima---
staff,csas a school concerned almost exclusively with academic
training, has been no less an obstacle tq the introduction of
practices cVaracteristic of reorganized schools than has the
complete separation of the school from the lower grades in
the public-school system.

To bring about a change from the conventimial program
under these conditions has required both a revision of internal
practice in the high school, and a development of cooperative
relations with the elementary schools serving the same school
population. Both the internal changes in the.school and the
changes affecting the relationship of the high school with the
elementary schools are of interest, since they involve types
of practice likely to be of peculiar value to schools committed
to the 84 organization.
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Internal reorganization in a 4-year school. Revision of
practice within the_school has been undertaken slowly. The
principal has in general followed the policy of making the
need for a specific change clearly felt before the change itself
has been proposed. Changes in the program of studies, for
example, have been brought, \about not through arbitrary
alteration of the established program, but as a result of full
divussionfirst in meetings of the faculty, and later with
representative groups in the communityof the needs of
various types of pupils. Through development of supporting
sentiment 4mohg the groups affected, each new practice
introduced hits thus had some assurance of permanence.

Certain changes in tite program of studies illustrate the
type of modifications thwugh which the school has sought to
increa.4 the comprehe4siveness of its organization. To
provide lundament41 instruction not offered in the preceding
grades, gourses in civics and science have been required of
nintli-gritde pupils. Special " opportunity " courses, further-
more, have been added to the regular work in English,
mathematics, world history, biology; commercial geography,
and home economics, " to enable . . . pupils who are not
particularly gifted in a scholastic way to do wortah-while work
well' adapted to their needs and abilities with a normal degree
of sucacess." The high-school 'program as a whole is so or-6

ganized that pupils must elect specialized curriculums at the
beginning of the ninth grade, but the first year's work in the
various curriculums has been made sufficiently general to
allow any necessary transfers from one currieulum to another
without serious loss. College preparatory curriculums still
hold- a. dominant position in the program of studies. The
school has flevertheless been giving an increasing place to
other-than-academic specialization, first through enrichment
of the general, fine arts, and business curriculums, and more
recently through. the introduction of courses in home econom-
ics for girls and practical arts for boys. The work in home
economics has been made extensive enough to permit four
years of study in this field. Courses in practical arts thus
far include two years of woodworking, two years of automo-
bile mechanics, and four years of mechanical and architectural,
drawing the addition of courses in other fields is contemplated
as rapidly as the çourses can be effectively organized.
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Through these v>arious extensions in its offerings the school
is gradually developing a program of studies which will even-
tually parallel, within a 4-year 'grade grouping, the programs
offered in thé upper grades of outstanding reorganized
systems.

In keeping with the general policy underlying the expansion
of the school's organization, the extracurrioulum hfis been
permitted to grow only as fast as clearly recognized needs
have called for expansion. No formal activity periods have
as yet been included in the weekly schedule, and pupils are
entirely free to refrain from participation in activities.
The development of special activities has been atrongly
encouraged, however, whenever pupils have shown active
interest in particular undertakings. As a, result, the school
now provides at least a limited amount 9f opportunity for
participation in practically all the only recognized
types of extracurriculum activity. An informal pupil
organization is engaged in the' promotion and regulation of
numerous student projectsschool publicationsf intramural
athletics, school social. affairs, and the like. Without any
elaborate club program formulated in advance, clubs have
been established to provide an outlet for a considerable
variety of pupil interests. Intramural athletics attract a
large number of the pupils. Musical organtions, school
publications, student assemblies, and seholisocial affairs
provide further ppportunities for the development of varied
interests and abilities. As in the case of the school's program
of curriculum work, the program of extracurriculum activities
is being added to year by year, in ways which bring it in-
creasingly in harmony with . the programs undertaken in
reorganized schools.

Concurrently with the expansion of its curriculum and
extracurriculum offering's, the school has been developing an
extensive system of educational guidance. A director of
guidance has been appointed for. the schoohas a whole, and
mtain teachers have been s4ecte4 as special advisers.
Each adviser is responsible for personia oversight of the
individual pupils in his charge. The sci)ool has gradually
made an increasing amount of infòrmation available to the
advisers concerning each purila cumulative record of the
pupil's school progress, results of standardized tests of
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ability and achievement, reports on periodic health examina-
tions, ratings of the pupil's qualities by the teachers. who
have come in contact with him, and data on the pupil's
home environment, general prospects, -and educational
ambitions, In each successive decision which the pupil.
has to make with respect to his school work.., he has oppor-
tunity for a conference with his adviser. The individual
attention thus given is supplemented by more general
guidance through such agencies as the school handbook,
discussion of educational pr ls in home-room groups,
articles in school publication

lit5
eetings with parents, and

the like. The school has not thus far undertaken a compre-
hensive program of .TocErtional guidance, \its distinguished
from educational guidance. It has still . to introduce,
moreover, such widely recognized features as special guidance
classes, and systematic:exploratory or try-out courses. YOt
its preseiit provisions for guidance represent a marked
advance over those .which are characteristic of conven-
tionally organized schools.

The school has undertaken extensive changes in still
other major directions. In particular, it has been devoting
careful attention to the revision of its courses 9f study in vari-
ous fields, and to the improvement of methods of teaching.
The new procedures introduced in connection with the
program of studies, the extracurriculum, and the program
of guidance thus constitute only a part of the school's
wproach to the improvement of its work; yet they may
sTrve to indicate the nature of the internal reorganiation
which is being canied out.

Changes in practice affecting the upper elementary-school
grades.For obvious reasons, changes dependent on cooppra-
five relations with the elementary schools in the'Evanston
area have laad to be unaértiiken eveñ more slowly than
changes within the high school it,elf. The most import*
general modifications in the work of the seventh and eighth
grades have thus far concerned the content of the' curriculign
and the provisions for guidance of pupils about to enter the
high school.'

Revision of subject matter in certain funAamental co es
has been undertaken bir joint committees of elximenta y-
school and 14h-schoo1 teachers. Each such conunittee
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has dealt with the curriculum not in the seventh and eighth
grades alone, but in grades 7, 8, and 9 considered as a unit.
Thus far the curriculum in English has been extensively
revised on a cooperative basis, and a beginning has been
made in coordinating the courses in social studies and science.
Further curriculum revision is planned as opportudity
permits. The work already undertaken has been of hardly
less value in bringing about a fuller understanding by high-
school and elementary-school teachers` of each other's
problems, than in securing-appropriate curriculum content.
The extension of the plan of cooperative curriculum-
study seems to promise increasingly closer relationships*
between the upper and lower schools.

Development of the guidance program in the lower
grades has had a similar effect. The changes introduced
in_ the lower-school guidance programs, though they are no
more important than the changes in curriculum content,
bulk somewhat larger in the school's general organization
than do the procedures for curriculum revision.

Under the leadership of the director of guidance in the high
salool, arrangements have been made by which eighth-grade
pupils are given a considerable measure of help in planning
their high-school programs before they leave the elementary
school.. The eighth-grade teachers serve as home-room
advisers. To asgist these teachers in their guidance of indi-
vidual pupils, the high school issues a bulletin in which are
presented, for the teachers' use, data on the probabilities of
pupils' success in the various high-school curriculums, as
indicated by scores on achievement tests given in the ele-
mentary school; suggestions as to the courses likely to be of
greatest value to pupils of various levels of ability; an ex-
planation of the high-school program of studies; and direc-
tions for filling out the pupils' election cards.

The high school itself comes in direct contact with the
eighth-grade pupils through an arrangement by which these
pupils and their home-room teachers visit the school, with
high-school pupils serving as their escorts. In the course of
this visit the activities of the school are explained by high-
school pupils and by members of the school staff. The
parents of prospective pupils are likewise informed of the
opportunities which the high school offers, chiefly by means
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of printed bulletins and of group meetings conducted under
the auspices of the parent-teacher associations.

An important adjunct to the guidance program consists in
the preparation by the high school of an annual report of the

arks of first-year pupils. This report is issued each Febru-
ary;-and shows the distribution of the marks obtained by
the pupils from each elementary school in each of the first-
semester subjects. Sent to all the elementary schools from
which pupils are promoted to Evanston Township High School,
the reports offer a means by whichlach elementary school may
compare the accomplishment of its pupils with that of pupils
from the other schools in the district, and a means also by
which each school may gage the solindness of the advice
which it gives its pupils in their choice of high-school courses.

The elementary schools in turn provide the high school
with a record of the seventh-grade and eighth-grade work of
each entering pupil. The forms used for this purpose have
been developed by a joint. committee of elementary-school
and high-school teachers. They allow a cumulative record
of progress from the seventh grade through the twelfth, so
that the high school has for the usa of its own home-room
teachers and advisers detailed information with respect to
each pupil from the beginning of the nominal secondary-school
period.

The scheme of guidance made possible by these various
meansbulletins to the eighth-grade teachers, visits of pupils
to the school, the giving of information ti) parents, reports on
the success of first-year high-school pupils, and cumulative
records covering seventh-grade and eighth-grade workis
obviously neither as comprehensive nor as thoroughly inte-
grated as that which might be pi4ovided in a 6-year secondary-
school system. It offers marked advanages, however,
over the meager provisions for guidance in mist unreorgan-
ized systems. Furthermore, it provides the nucleus for a gen-
eral plan of lower-school guidance which promises to become
an increasingly valuable feature of the school ofganization.

Attainment of effective cooperation between high school ancl
elementary whools.The establishment of a scheme of co-
operative curriculum revision and the introduction of an
improved system of guidance represent, as has been noted,
the principal general changes which have been brought about
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as means of improving the coordination between the upper-
school and lower-school programs. Individual elementary
schools in the Evanston district have from time tö time
modified their organizations in still other respects. In a
number of instances, for example, these schools have placed
their teaching on a departmental basis in the seventh and
eighth grades; one or two schools have instituted at least
partial promotion by subject; a number have made special
provisions in their organizations for indiviaual differences
in pupils' abilities and needs; and in certain cases the ele-
mentary whools have revised their programs of studies to
conform more closely to the programs found in reorganized
schools. The changes already described are of major inter-
est in the present connection, however, not merely because
they have affected the majority of the pupils entering the
high school rather than the pupils from a few, elementary
schools only, but because they have been brought about
largely through the efforts of the high school itself.

As with the modifications which the high school has made
in its own program, these changes have resulted from full
and open discussion of specific problems. That the high
school has been able to enlist the active cooperation of the
elementary schools has been due to a number of factors.

In part this cooperation has no doubt resulted from the
extensive publicity given to the high school's program. The
principal and various members of his staff have used every
favorable opportunity to discuss the work of the school with
representative groups in the community-, and to show the
relation of the secondary-schbol program to the whole local
program of public education. Through discussions of this
type much has been done to enlist the interest cial the citizens
not merely in the high-school program as such but in the
development of effective relations between the upper and
lower units of the school system.

Cooperation between these units has also been .promoted
by the Iiigh school's readiness to recognize the needs of pupils
sent to it by the elementary schools. The high school ac-
cepts its mitering pupils on the basis of simple promotions
from the lower grades. The modifications made in the high-
school program of studies to adapt the work of the school to
the needs of various types of entering pupils have already been
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noted. These modifications, and others of similar intent,
have provided tangible evidence of the school's willingness to
do its share in any program of cooperation.

Finally, cooperative rélations between the schools have
been furthered by the high-school principal's personal and
professional relationships with the superintendents in his
district. The principal has frequently taken the initiative
in seeking direct coordination of the upper-school and lower-
sciwörwork. He has at all times been ready to discuss mat-
ters pertaining to this problem, in an effort to arrive at a
course of action equally acceptable to all the school groups
concerned. His interest in coming to mutual agreements,
rather than decisions based on purely arbitrary or authorita-
tive action, has unquestionably been of especial value in the
development of harmonious school policies.

Possibilities of improvement in the organization of the average
4-year school.The organization of Evanston Township High
School is still in process of development?' The changes
which have been made in the school's internal practice and
in its relationships with the elementary schools represent
-only a beginning in the projected extension of the secondary-
school program. Whether Evanston can eventually actiieve a
secondary-school organization completely equivalent to that
of outstanding reorganized schools depends upon factors not
clearly predictable. But the progress already made is in itself
significant. It suggests that even the school which is inevi-
tably bound down to the conventional grade grouping can raise
its organization much above the conventional level. Evanston
has apparently achieved this result very largely through
systematic efforts to provide for the specific needs of its pupils,
through willingness to initiate changes in its own organization
and to ask for ntipessary changes in the organization of
other school units, and through constant interpretation of its
problerris in relation to those of the school system as ti. whole.
These means are open to every conventionally organized
school. They do not promise instant improvement in school
practice. They do, however, provide a basis for gradual im-
provement in which each successive gain is likely to be lasting.

16 During the year 1931-32 the school made arrangements for regular guidance periods in
addition to the individual conferences provided earlier; for an elective course in careers to deal
with the problems of pupils most in need of such a course; and for work in remedial reading.
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8. EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP AND SCHOOL ORGANIZATION

The six school organizations described in this chapter were
established to deal with widely different educational prob-
lems. As a result, the practices adopted by the schools
concerned have likewise been widely different. The schools
have had in common, however, one characteristic of so much
importance that it deserves specific mention. That charac-
teristic has been the intelligent direction given to their
programs by principals, vice-principals, and superintendents
possessed of professional initiative, broad social vision, and
sound understanding of education.

It is no doubt a mere truism that the quality of a school's
organization must in the last analysis be chiefly dependent
on the ability of it4administrative officers. Yet in a study
which has necessarily dealt with forms and practices in or-
ganization more largely than with the personalities behind
them, this truism may occasionally have seemed to be left
out of due account. If this has been the case, even brief
consideration of the outstanding schools here described may
serve to emphasize a fact which can not be overemphasized:
that the quality of educational leadership, rather than the
form of organization in itself, must eventually determine the
effectiveness of any school organization.
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PART II

RECENT GROWTH AND PRESENT STATUS
OF THePUBLIC JUNIOR COLLEGE

BY O. I. FREDERICK

CHAPTER I : RECENT GROWTH OF JUNIOR COLLEGES

1. SCOPE OF 71IIS PROJECT

Approximately 2,000 articles, research studies, ana books
attest an active and widespread interest in the junior-college
movement.' The most comprehensive books on' the subject
are those by Koos 2 and by_Eells.3

This report is concerned primarily with the recent growth'
of junior collegeà (for white students) operated under public
auspices and with their status in regard to control, housing,
and relation to high school. In compliance with the general
policy of the survey, private junior iolleges are considered
very briefly and Mr comparative purposes only. Negro
junior colleges and lower divisions of.colleges and universities
(if located on the same campus) are not included in this
investigation. Special types of reorganization are considered
in °Part III of this report. Articulation of high school and
college and kinds of innovation affecting students at the
junior-college level are dealt with in this survey in Mono-
graph 10, Articulation of High School and College.

f. METHOD OF INVESTIGATION

It seems apparent that valid comparisons can be made
between different investigations only if the procedures
employed are virtually the same. Therefore, in order to ascer-
tain growth and trends the procedures to be enumerated for this
study for 1981 are practically identical with those used by Koo8 4

Ee1k3, Walter Crosby. Bibliography of Junior Colleges. U. S. Office of Education, Bul-
letin, IMO, No. 2. Lists 1,600 references.

Koos, Leonard V. The Junior College. Minneapolis, University of Minnesota Press,
1924. 682 pp. 2 vols.

The Junior-College Movement. Boston, Ginn & Co., 1925. 438 pp.
3 Fells, Walter Crosby. The Junior College. Boston, Houghton-Mifflin Co., 1931. 833 pp.
4 Koos, Leonard V. Recent Growth of the Junior. College. School Review, 36 : 256-268,

April, 1928.
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ain 1922 and 1927. Throughout this report, data for 1922 and1927 are taken from his findings.

In January, 1931, a 2-page checking list was sent to all thelocal public and State junior colleges in the United Stateswhich were listed by Campbell.' At intervals, second andthird requests and finally a personal letter prepared byLeonard V. Koos wde utilized to increase the number ofresponses. The inquiry form asked those replying to listnames of junior colleges recently organized. By this pro-cedure a few newly organized institutions were discovered;all except one of these appeared in the directory of the juniorcollege the following year.6
The count of junior colleges maintained under publicauspices may be somewhat more nearly complete for 1931than for 1922 and 1927, due to the existence of directoriescompiled by the American Association of Junior Colleges ia1931 and 193t. However, the procedures employed by Koosin 1922 and 1927 were such as probably to locate not farfrom all the junior colleges in operation at those dates.Usable responses have been recéived from 127 of the 136local public junior colleges and 30 of the 39 State juniorcolleges. The junior colleges maintained in connection withlocal publie-school systems are classified as local public (here-after designated public) junior colleges and those largely*supported and controlled by the State are grouped togetheras State junior colleges. The junior colleges in Mississippi areincluded in the latter classification because they are countyr joint-county schools "supported mainly from Stater esources in a State ip which the county is not a dominant,,t educational unit."' This classification was based on corre-spondence with officers of the State Department of Educationin Mississippi.

The count for 1931 includes two junior colleges which wereto begin operation at the opening of the school year 1931-32.One junior college offering three years of college work was notincluded because the respondent planned that it wouldbecome a 4-year college the next year.
Campbell, Doak 8. Directory of Junior Colleges, 1931. Junior College Journal, 1 : 223-23.5,January, 1931.

Directory of the Junior College, 1932. Junior College Journal, 2 : 235-248, January,1932.

Koce, Leonard V. Reoent.Growth of the Junior College. School Review, 36 : 25g, April,- 1928.
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The small amount of information to be reported concerning
private junior colleges is taken from the directory of the
junior college,8 excluding figures for private junior colleges
for Negroes. For tile nine public junior colleges and the nine
Suite junior colleges which did not reply to the inquiry form
in 1931, data concerning enrollment in 1930-31, classification
as public or State (except in Mississippi), geographical loca-
tion, and date of establisliment of the junior college are taken
from the same directory. Other findings are based on replies
to the inquiry form only.

S. GROWTH OF JCWIOR COLLEGES

Increases in total number of publicly supported colleges
and students.The total number of public and State junior
colleges known to be in operation during 1931 was 175. This

I number was two and one-half times as large as in 1922, nine
years earlier. The enrollment in freshman and sophomore
college grades only and exclusive of those in extension courses
was 47,329,. or almost six times that in 1922. An increasein
size of units is apparent.

Public junior colleges.Three-fourths of the public junior
colleges are maintained in'city school districts (not restricted
to places with 10,000 or more inhaKtants), one-eighth in
union high-school districts, one-te h in junior-college dis-
tricts coterminouas with two or more union high4chool
districts, and the other few in township high-school districts.
The union high-school diitricts are prevalent in California
and the township-high-school districts in Illinois.

Nearly four-fifths of the institutions included in this inves-
tigatio'n are public junior colleges; that is, parts of local
public-school iystems. Their ^number has trebled in the
9-year period from 1922 to 1931, increasing from 46 to.136.
During the nine years the enrollment grew to more than
seven times what it was in 1922, from 5,163 to 37,662.

The average increase per year in the number of schools was
11.9 for 1922 to 1927 and 7.8 for 1927 to 1931, This decrease
in the rapidity of development is shown graphically in Fig-
ure 1. The average increase per year in enrollment in first and
second college years only (exclusive of students in extension

1 Campbell, Doak S. Directory of tbe Junior College, 1932. Junior College Journal,
2: 23S-248, January, 1932.
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courses) was 2,244 for 1922 to 1927 and 5,320 for 1927 to1931. This much-accelerated rate of growth is indicated inFigure 2. Thus the pace has slackened with respect to num-ber of new units but augmented in terms of number ofstudents trained.
TABLE 1.Number of public and State junior colleges and number ofstudents enrolled in 1922, 1927, and 1931

Type of unit
Number of schools Number of students

1922

Public
State

2

1927

24
105
31

1931

4

136
39

1922

5, 163
3, 276

1927 1931

7

16, 38.2
3, 763

37, 662
9, 667

Total 70 136 175 8, 439 2 0, 145 47, 329

The number of public junior colleges reporting to havebeen organized in the two years 1928 and 1929 was onlyequal to the number for the single peak year of 1927. Itseems logical to conclude that this was due, in pftrt at least,to the fact that fewer communities in the States concernedwere in need of new public junior' colleges after the rapiddevelopment in 1927. The numtkr of public junior collegesreporting to have been organized in 1930 and 1931 was onlyone-third as many as for the two preceding years, which werenot peak yeari This leads to the conclusion that economicconditions since the autumn of.1929 probably have had an-effect. This explanation fits in well with the acceleration interms of number of students because it seems plausible thatin adverse times more students than usual would attendjunior colleges while living at home in preference to spendingmore money to attend colleges or universities away fromhome. In certain States, laws passed since 1927 specifyingconditions to be met before a new public junior college canbe established may have had some slowing effect, but thishaas dot been a major factor for the movement as a whole,because States not affected by such legislation show the samedecline in number of new units organized.
State junior colleges.In 1931 there were 39 State juniorcolleges as compared ,with 136, public junior colleges. Theaverage increase per year in the number of State junior col-
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leges was 1.4 for 1922 to 1927 and 2 for 1927 to 1931, a
noticeable augmentation. The average increase per year in
the number of students was 97 for 1922 to 1927 and 1,476
for 1927 to 1931', an extremely %narked acceleration in
growth.

A comparison of Figures 1 and 2 shows that the public
junior colleges have developed much.more rapidly in number
of units and in number of students than the State junior
colleges.

The State junior colleges are a diverse and relatively un-
stable group. They include three units maintained as parts
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of normal schools or teachers colleges, 11 county or joint-
county schools largely supported and controlled by the State
in a State in which the county is not a dominant educational
unit, 2 as branches ,of State universities, 8 agricultural or
agricultural and mechanical arts colleges, and a miscellaneous
group di other educational institutions under State control.
A notable decrease has occurred in the number of junior
colleges in normal schools and teachers colleges. There were
1 g such units in 1922, 7 in 1927, and 3 in 1931. In'Inost, if
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not all, of these cases the giving up of the junior college wasin some way related to extension to 4-year-co11ege status.On the other hand, the 8 agricultural or agricultural andmechanical arts colleges and the 11 junior colleges in Missis-sippi, which stress agricultural curriculums, constitute one-half of all the State junior colleges and have increased signifi-cantly in number since 1922. Thè most rapid increase hasbeen in the Mississippi junior co1leg6, the number of unitsmounting from none in 1922 to 3 in 1927 and to 11 in 1931.The enrollment advanced from none in 1922 to 1,633 in 1931.

TYPE OF UNIT

PUBLIC

YEAR

1922

1927

1931

STATE

1922

1927

1931

20 40 60

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320

a
,

,

o

o

a

a

FIGURE 3.Median enrollment and range of enrollments of the middle 50 per cent of publicand State junior colleges in 1922, 1927, and 1931. (The line represents the range of the mid-dle 50 per cent; the square locates the median)

Private junior colleges..Exclusive of junior colleges forNegroes, the number of private junior colleges has increasedfrom 137 in-1922 to 189 in 1927 and to 273 in 1931. Thenumber of students enrolled in freshman and sophomorecollege grades advanced successively from 7,682 to 15,485 to36,068. During the nine years the number of units doubledand the enrollment was multiplied by almost five. As aresult the average enrollment per school in the first two col-lege grades grew from 61 to 138. The figures for 1922 and1927 are from studies by Koos, and the ones for 1931 are
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derived from the directory for the junior college, 1932.
Reference to these sources was made early in the chapter.

4. INCREASE IN SIZE OF JUNIOR COLLEGES

Notable growth of junior colleges with respect to size of
typical or average units is presented in Table 2 and Figure 3.
A comparison of Figures 1 and 2 shows the same fact. Both
the number and the enrollment of public juniot colleges and
L5t,ate junior colleges have grown rapidly, but the enroll-

ment has so far outrun the number that'a very marked in-
crease in size of institutions has resulted. The tentative
desirable minimum standard of 150 or 200 students proposed
by Koos 9 is being attaiued by an ever-increasing proportion
of the junior colleges, ne-arly half of the public junior colleges
and fully half of the State junior colleges having reached it.
TABLE 2.Median enrollment, range of enrollments of the .middle 50 per'cent, and average enrollment of public and State junior colleges in 19,1927, and 1931

Measure

First quartile
Median
Third quartile

verage

1

Public junior colleges State junior colleges

1922 1927

2

1931

4

39
60

151
143

49
103
194
18

75
138
304
277

1922 1927

28 73
78 101

195 164
158 157

1931

7

112
187
278
248

!COON, Leonard V. The Junior-College Movement. Boston, Ginn & Co., 1925. pp.380-381.
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CHAPTER II : DISTRIBUTION, ESTABLISHMENT, AND
RELATIONSUIP TO THE HIGH 'SCHOOL

I. DISTRIBUTION OF JUNIOR COLLEGES

The distribution of the 136 public junior colleges and 39State junior colleges of the United States in 1931 is shown onthe outline map designated as Figure 4.
The absence of these types of institutions (except for the1-year junior college at Springfield, Mass.) from New Englandand the Middle Atlantic States is conspicuous. They arewidely scattered throughout the other parts of the 'UnitedStates, 17 States having public juniorC,olleges ahd 14 Stateshaving State junior college*: Both tyPes are found in fiveStates. The States having the greatest number of publicjunior colreges are California with 33, Iowa with'27, and Texaswith 17. The States with the largest niimber of State juniorcolleges are Mississippi with 11 and Uklahoma with 7.The basis fpr a comparison of the Iriumbet of public and, ofState junior colleges in the different sections of the UnitedStates in 1922, 1927, and 1931 is afforded in Table 3. At allthree dates very few of these types of schools were found inNew England. Both types have had a rapid development inthe South. in the Middle West and .the West the publicjunior colleAs have had a pronounced growth, but the num-berqf State junior colleges has remained practically the samesir-ice 1922.

TABLE 3. Distribution by sections of the United Staffs of public andState junior colleges in 19u, 1927, and 1931

Becttpn

New England and Middle Atlan-tic States ...... ...... -

Southern States
Middle Western States
Western States

All sections

Public junior
colleges

.19°4

2

2
1

25
18

46

1927 1931

3 4

3 1

18 25
54 73
30 e 37

105 136

State Junior col-
Totalleges

1922 1927 1931 1922 1927 1931

11 I 8 le

11

10

24 39

2 3
4 30

36 62
28 41

70 136

1

45
82
47

175
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REORGANIZATION OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

t. DATES OF ESTABLISHMENT OF JUNIOR COLEEGES

Information concerning the years of establishment of the
junior-college work for the 134 public and the 39 State units

in operation in 1930 has been compiled cumuMively, and the
result is presented in Figure 5. It is to be noted that junior
colleges which were discontinued before the school year-
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NATIONAL SURVEY OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

1930-31 are not included. It is apparent that nearly all ofthe junior colleges operated under public auspices have beenestablished as such within the last 20 years and that themomentum of the movement increased rapidly until 1927.After that year the growth in ntunber of institutions slackenedsomewhat, but the number of students enrolled mounted evenmore rapidly than before (Table 1), and the result was muchlarger units by 1931 (Table 2).
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FIGURE 5.Number of junior colleges of two types in operation at each 3-year interval from1900 to 1930, inclusive

PROPORTION OF STUDENTS Thi,PIRST COLLEGE YEARData collected for tile 3t.ear 1931 front 127 public junior col-leges and 30 State junior colleges furnished the basis for therémainder of this report. Nine of the public and none of theState units were 1-year schools. Some of these 1-year juniorcolleges were established in 1931 and probably added sopho-more work in 1931-32. Only a very few schools of eitherpublic or State type offer courses beyond the sophomore yearof college. In these schools only" a 'small proportion of thestudents are enrolled in the advanced courses, Nearly all
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REORGANIZATION OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

the institutions are coeducational. In the schools (of both
types) which contain two college grades, 67 per cent of the
regular students in those grades are in the first college year.
Thus the mortality is approximately 50 per cent from the
first year to the-second year of college work.

4. RELATION OF THE JUNIOR COLLEGE TO TIIE HIGH SCHOOL

Musing ofpublic junior colleges.Ninety-eight, or 77 per
cent, of the 127 public junior colleges reporting are housed in
the same buildings as high schools, 8 per cent are housed in
separate buildings on the same school sites as. those used by
high schools, aftd 12 per cent are located on special junior-
college sites. The types of housing of the few remaining units
are various. The practice with *respect to housing differs
somewhat from one section of the United States to another.
To illustrate, the per cent of the public junior colleges housed
on special junior-college sites not used by high schools'is 21
in the South, 4 in the Middle West, and 25 in the West.

Housing of State ¡unior colleges.Eighteen, or 60 per cent,
of the 30 State junior colleges reportihg are housed in the
same buildings as the high-school departments, 13 per cent are

. located on the same sites as high-school departments but in
separate buildings, 17 per cent are located on separate
funion:eollege sites, and 10 per cent are housed in.other ways.

Organization of the junior college in relation to the high
school.Thus, apprcaimately seven-eighths of the public
junior colleges and almost three-fourths of the State junior
colleges are housed on the sanie sites as high schools, usually
in the same buildings. Twenty per cent of the public junior
colleges and 43 per cent of the State junior colleges are re-
ported' to be integrated with one or 'more high-school grades.
If specific detailed responses with respect to degrees of inte-
gration had been requested in the inquiry form, the amount
of integration probably would tiave been found to be greater
thin reported. Many schools may have reported the junior
college organized separately from the.high school becituse in
certain respects the two units were organized separately,
4though in other respects the two units may have been
integrated. The replies with respect to housing give credence
to this view. This conclusion also seems warranted by the
findings of an intensive investigation of degrees of integration
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between junior college and high school made by Kefauverand Bullard.' They obtained data from 48 public and Statejunior colleges and 56 private junior colleges. The institu-
tions varied in size and were widely distributed. The rela-
tionship between junior college and high school was ascer-
tained with respect to administrative heads, teaching staff,
students in the same classes, students in extra-class activities,
and housing. More integration was found in that study than

-is apparent from the single response called for in the short
form sent out in connection with this project.

No State junior college reports a contemplated change in
organization. Three public junior colleges report committal
to a change from separate organization to integration with
the high school, but no reply indicates contemplation of an
opposite change.

6. SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS I AND II
State junior colleges are a diverse and relatively unstable

group. The number of units in normal schools and teachers
colleges has decreased steadily from 18 in ¡p22 to 3 in 1931.
Most, if not all, of the decrease has been elte to the institu-
tions attaining a 4-year-college status. Other types of State
junior colleges have much more than offset this decline. Itmay be nóted especially that all 11 of the junior colleges in
Mississippi have developed since 1922. Three-fourths of the
public. junior colleges are in city school systems and most of
the Others Wm in districts coterminous with one or more union
high-school districts. A few are in township high-school
districts.

Approximately seven-eighths of the public juhior colleges
ahd almost three-fourths of the State junior colleges are
housed on the same sites as the high schools, usually in the
same buildings. Other investigations reveal other ways in
which junior colleges and high schools are rather commonly
integrated.

The States with the greatest numbers of public junior col-
leges are California, Iowa, and Texas. In all three sections
of the United States typified by these States the development
of new public junior cçlleges has been rapid. The StatesAg11

Kefauver, Grayson N., and Bullanl, Catherine. The Organization of the Junior C011egeas an Agency of Democracy. Washington, D. C., Department of Secondary School Principalsof the National Education Association, March, 1931. Bulletin No. 36, pp. 182-191.
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with the largest numbers of State junior colleges are Missis-
sippi and Oklahoma.

Exclusive of those for Negroes and those which are lower
divisions of universities and located on the same campuses,
the number of public junior colleges known to be in o-peration
in the United States in 1931 was 136, the number of State
junior colleges was 39, and the number of private junior col-
leges was 273, a total of 448. In frzihman and sophomore
college grades and exclusive of studena taking only extension
courses, the ,enrollment was nearly 38,000 in public junior
colleges, almost 10,000 in State junior colleges, and more than
36,000 in private junior colleges,' a total in excess of 83,000
students.

Almost all junior colleges operating under public auspici:os
have been established as such during the past two decades.
The momentum of the movement steadily increased until
1927. After that date the growth in number of institutions
slackened somewhat but the enrollment mounted even more
rapidly than earlier. The result has been larger institutions.

Four points stand out prominently. First, junior colleges
operating under public auspices are commonly integrated in
one or more ways with high schools or high-school depart-
ments. Second, private junior colleges are more numerous
than public and State junior colleges combined, but typically
have much smaller enrollments in the freshman and sopho-
more college grades. Third, in all three types of junior
colleges the enrollment has grown more rapidly in recent
years than has the number of institutions. The result has
been larger units. Fourth, the phenomenal growth of the
junior-college movement is evidence of a vitality which
merits for the movement the seriouNbnsideration of those
interested in education.

I Not including 11 private junior colleges for which enrollments were not reported.
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PART III : SPECIAL REORGANIZATIONS OF
SCHOOL SYSTEMS

BY LEONARD V. K008

CHAPTER I : REORGANIZATIONS TO SAVE TIME

1. THE CONCERN OF THE PROJECT
The special reorganizations represented.With hardly anexception the "special reorganizations" represented in thisproject are the unusual reorganizations involving one or bothjunior-college years as well as the grades below. In the fewsystems represented that do not now actually include someportion of the junior-college period, it will be shown thatthe extension to include the additional years has at sometime at least been contemplated. This presence of the junior-college problem is one respect in which the project differsfrom Chapter IV of Part I of this monograph (by FrancisT. Spaulding and O. I. Frederick) dealing with "exceptionalforms of organization," although a few of the systems theredealt with will again come up for attention here. The con-cern of that chapter is with a much wider variety of patternsof organization. Because of its consideration of reorgani-zations involving the junior college, it is inevitable that thisproject would deal also with certain systems and schoolsrepresentea in Part II of this monograph (by O. I. Frederick).In the present instance, however, the treatment is moreindividual and intensive and is less concerned with the merenumerical frequency of the different organizational patterns.The two main groups of reorganizations considered.In par-ty' ticular, the systems and sclaools considered in this project arethose that have been set up (1) to econornkze time or (2) towork out an integration of junior-college years with the high-school years below. One of the accompaniments of integra-\ tion is the lengthening of the units represented, at least ofthe junior-college unit. The plans to save time will be de-scribed in the current chapter and the plans to achieve inte-gration in the second chapter, which is at the same time theclosing chapter both of Part III and of the entire ipono-
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graph. The assumption is not that reorganizations of the
first type have no other purpose than to save time, but that
this seems to be a cardinal, if not the chief, feature of such
plans. Similarly, integration is almost always a chief pur-
pose of the lengthened units resulting from reorganizations
of the second type, although the concept of integration must
be broadened to incorporate all that is implied in the several
reorganizations. It should be stated further that the sep-
aration into two groups does not signify that they are fully

fdistinct. In fact, some of the plans to save operate to
integrate high-school and college education, while certain of
the plans to integrate contain arrangements to economize

. time. The separate treatment recognizes both the domi-
nance of one of the two purposes and the convenience in
considering the plans of reorganization represented.

An important aim of this report is to present an analytical
description of the plans of reorganization. The plans to
gave time to be treated at some length are those at Kansas
City, Mo.; Joliet, II; Salt Lake City,'Utah, Concord, N. H.;
Tulsa, Okla.; Baltimore, Md.; and in the Laboratory Schools
at the University of Chicago. Most of the plans effecting in-
tegration to be described are those at Pasadena, Ventura,
and Compton in California; Moberly, Mo.; Hillsboro, Tex.;
at Jo Ian Tarleton Agricultural College; at Stephens College;
and at the University of Chicago in its newly projected 4.-year
college, which includes the last two years of the high school.
Other j)lans in this group .will be dealt with more briefly.

0
S. THE EXPERIMENT IN KANSAS CITY

Generl: feature8.--Kansas City, Mo., had for many years
maint ed an 11-grade school systemone of very few
Northern cities doing so. In 1915 a junior college was
added, which has been operated as a separate unit in a build-
ing formerly housing high-school work. In" this system,
therefore, the usual 14-year period carrying students through
the second year of college work has been compassed in 13
years. In 1929 the authorities obtained permission of the
North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
to conduct an experiment looking toward the furthet reduc-
tion of the 13-year period to 12 years. The earlier econo-
my of time had been effected in the lower school years.
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"Ithis statement is warranted by the maintenance before the
advent of junior high school reorganization of 7-grade rather
than 8-grade elementary schools. In the experiment being
described it is proposed to save the additional year mainly
by economies during the last four years of the present
system, although certain readjustments are also taking place
in the secondary-school grades below.

The experiment doses not include the original separate
junior-college unit, which is still being maintained. The
experimental group is housed in the Northeast High School,
one of the senior high schools of the city, and the students
are drawn from the section served by this school. This
group is a part only of the entire enrollment of the school,
and a program is followed which is independent of-that for
the rest of the school. Registration in the group is voluntary
and begins with the tenth grade, which may be understood
to correspond roughly to the eleventh grade in a 12-grade
system. The experimental program undertakes fo carry the
student in three years through the last two high-school and
the first two college years. The courses of the first year of
the 3-year program are referred to as high-school courses
and those of the second and third years as' college courses.
A group has entered the experiment each September, begin-
ning in 1930, and the first of these three groups is scheduled
to complete the program in June, 1933.

The age of studentl'enrolled.7-The visitor acquainted with
ages of students in typical freshman courses in college will
be stimulated by the youthful appearance of students in the
groups enrolled in this experiment to speculate on their
4ges. During his visits to classes the writer made inquiries
°of the students concerning their ages. The outcome of this
type of inquiry may be illustrated by referring to one class
in analytic geometry in which the students were found to
be dominantly 16 and 17 years of age instead of 18 or 19
years, the typical ages of freshman students in this course
in colleges generally.

The results of this type of inquiry prompted making a
request to the school authorities in Kansas City for further
evidence ¡permitting more reliable, even if only Aim*, statis-
tical measures. It was found that the median age of the
first group (166 students) enrolling in the experimental grotip
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in September, 1930, was 15 years 6 months. The median
age of students of the same classification in the nonexperi-
mental group (juniors) in Northeast High School was 15
years 9 monthsslightly older than in the experimental
group. For all students in Kansas City of the same grade
classification the median age was 16 years, which is 6 months
older than in the experimental group. The median age
reported for the experimental group explains the relatively
young age of mast of the students in the class in analytical
geometry as reported.

A few additional figures concerning the ages of students of
similar classification in tther systems to those just entering
the experimental group will give point to the ages just cited.
For a random sample of students entering in September,
1931, the eleventh grade of the Pasadena system, which will
be represented in the following chapter, the median age. was
16 years 2 months. For all students in the same grade in
the Ventura system it was 16 years 6 months. For all
eleventh-grade students in certain smaller school systems of
Minnesota in 1923-24 it was 16 years 10 months.' We may
therefore predict that students in the experimental group in
Kansas City moving through its 3-year period on schedule
NVill be typically two years younger than students completing
the second college year after having been promoted regularly
through the conventional system.

The ability of the 8tudents.From certain tests administered
to the students of both ex-perimental and nonexperimental
groups in September, 1930, the date of inception of the new
program, some notion of the relative competence of the
students in the experimental group may be obtaineti.
Among these was the Otis Self-Administering Test (Form A),
which has been widely used as a test of intelligencè. The
median score on the test for the experimental group was
46.9. For other students of the same classification in North-
east High School the median was considerably lower, being
40.6. In another school in the city, Central High Sehool,
it was 45.7. For certain subject-matter tes.(s given at the
same time there were comparable differences in scores in
favor of students in the experimental group. Although the

I Based on data on p. 67 in Leonard V. Koos, The America& Secondary School. Ginn &
Co., 1927.
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medians suggest a large extent of overlapping of the distri-
butions of scores (which can not be reported here), they
nevertheless indicate some superiority of/students in the
experimental group. The reader conversant. with the
typical superiority of younger students over older students
of identical grade classification may have anticipated this
conclusion from the evidence reported above concerning the
younger age of students in the experimental group.

The superiority of the experimental group as illustrated in
the evidence referred to is an outcome of the manner of
approach in securing students for the new arrangement.
The plan was dixscribed by the school authorities in charge
before an assembly of all students nearing the end of the
grade preceding the initial grade of the new plan. During
the exposition only students were encouraged to volunteer
for the new plan who had been successful in previous high-
school work. At the same time mediocre students were not
forbidden to register and a number of this type did actually
enroll. A study of the degree of competence of such students
in the new plan in comparison with those who had received
higher marks during earlier high-school years should add to
the means of appraisal of the whole program.

The methods of appraisal qf the new plan.The plans for
appraisal of the new plan include (1) the administration at
the end of courses and of the 3-year period of tests that have
.been used with students in institutions conventionally
organized and (2) comparison of the success of graduates of
this plan who later transfer to higher institutions with
students who have traversed the customary route in the
customary number of years. Because of the time required
for the accumulation of evidence along both lines no con-
clusive proof of the practicability of the new arrangement is

at hand at this writing.

3. TIIE JOLIET EXPERIMENT

The iurpose and pkn of the experiment. Another of the
6xperiments significant for reorganization at the high-school
and junior-college level authorized by the North Central
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools is being
carried 2,11 in the Township High School and Junior College
at Joliet, Ill. Vae specific purpose of this experiment is to
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eliminate the duplication found in high-school and college
courses. The plan of experimentation involves the offering
of college courses to both high-school seniors and college
freshmen. The complete plan of the experiment includes

carrying it into a number of subject fields, hut work on it
was first undertaken in the field of chemistry. In conse-

quence, most of the evidence available relates to chemistry
and more will be reported here about that phase of the experi-
ment than about other subjects in which the work has not
been carried as far.

The experiment in college chemistry.Fortunately a com-
plete report of the experimedation in chemistry is available
at this writing, a report prepared by the head of the depart-
ment, R. L. Frisbie, and the superintendent of the Joliet
Township High School and Junior College, W. W. Haggard.'
The authors reiterate that the purpose of the experiment
"was to remove, if possible, duplication found in high-school
and collegt courses in general inorganic chemistry." Ex-

panding this statement, they go on to say

In the beginning the experiment was organized to answRr, if possible,

the two following questions: (1) Should the content of a course in high-

school chemistry be principally cultural, or should it be comprehensive
and thorough? (2) Need there'be any difference between the course
in general chemistry taught to seniors in high school and the course
taught to freshmen in college?

The authois call attention to the two main objections that
have been raised to the adyisability and possibility of teach-
ing college courses- to high-school seniors'. The first is the
belief held by some that high-school pupils are not mature
enough to undertake such a course or that they are not
serious-minded enough to carry it to completion

q.

in other words, that the pupil must not and can not do college work
until three months have elapsed after his graduation from high school
and he finds himself on a college campus in the so-called "college
atmosphere."

The second objection is-that, even if such a course could be
given successfully, it would benefit 'only the small proportion

Frisble, R. L., and Haggard, W. W. College Chemistry in High School. School Review.

41.* January, 1933.
I Op. cit., p. 41.

Loc. cit.
I Op. cit., pp. 41-42.
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who plan to attend college, more especially thse who expect
to take advanced c.ourses in chemistry.

On the nature and interest,:tt' of the group from which most
of the students in the experiment are drawn, FrisbFe and
Hacraard haye the following to say:6

e

was found
\In a study of the plans of these pupils it that more th n SO

per cent contemplate attending college or university and that almo t as
large a percentage will probably continue the study of chemist rA in
college for at least one year. From 12 to 20 per cent of these cla. 'es
are composed of boys complet ing t he industrial-arts curriculum, prep r-

. ing for skilled trades rather than for professional careers. Certainly 1

the fundamental chemistry they can acquire is none too much fur thi
group. In fact, several of these boys have become so absorbed in tht
subject that they have gone on to college and specialized in the various
fields of "science.

The outcome (f the experiment in chemistry. Two tests in
chemistry have been administered to the students taking the
corirse in inorganic chemistry. Both were tests that. have
been given to students completing courses in general inor-
ganic chemistry in higher institutions. The first of These
was the University of Iowa Chemistry Training Test, Re-
vised, Form A. Cornog and Stoddard 7 have reported the

.. 'results of aininistering this test to 474 freshmen completing
the course in general chemistry at tile University of Iowa,

a Purdue University, the University of Illinois, and the Okla-
homa Agricultural and Mechanical College. The second
test is the Noll Achievement Test in General Inorganic Chem-
istry used with students at the University of Mirinesota.

There is no need to repeat here all the measures of corn-
Parison reported by Frisbie and Haggard.* It will suffice to
state that the median scores for each high-sfhool group f.oni
1928 to 1932, inclusive, on the Iowa test are alrhigher tb n
the median reported by Cornog and Stoddardsome of them
much higher. The median scores for 1931 and ^1932the
only yeaN in which the test was given-4)f high-school seniors
on the Noll test were higher than that of freshmen !it the,
University of Minnesota, but not strikingly so.

These high-school seniors actually did better on the tests
than the junior-college students taking the course. The
authors explain the superiority by the selection represented

A*# Op. cit., p. 42 .0 s7 Cornog, Jacob, and Stoddard, George D. The Chemistry Training of High-School and
College Stu4ents. Journal of Chemical Education, 6:64-412, January, 1929.
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in those at the high-school level taking the course. They
report that "it has been a .most difficult task to bring the
junior-college freshmen up to the high-school level of achieve-
ment," especially as most of these students were taking
chemistry OS their required science, and consequently "could
not be expected to show profoundest in the subject nor
aptitude for it."

The evidence here summarized and the experience of the
authors in connection with the experiment prompts them to
make the following summary of the advantages of the plan.

1. It .trves as an incentive for a higher g-rade of work in high-school
c!lemistry.. It aids materially in bringing before hig-h-school pupils the nature
4.f a collegiate grade of work and thus enit;)les them to begin their
college programs with a better idea of what is before them and with the
rig4t type of study habits largefy formulated. In brief, it helps liasten
their educational maturity.

3. It does away with unnecessary repetition in general chemistry,
which is deadly to the better students.

.1. It enables the students to secure thorough courses of a year's
Itqwth in both general chemistry and qualitative.analysis prior to the
sophomore college year, at which time quantitative analysis or organic
chemistry or both are usually Included in a college chemistry prograsm.
The writers believe that the year courses me.ntioned constitute a neces-
&Iry foundation for any chemistry or closely allied curriculum.

5. Finally, the course thoroughly covers and fits in with the wide
,variet of courses in the two branches of chemistry named which are

n operation in different colleges and universities.
The committee of the North Central Association delegated
observe and report on the experiment made the following

re ommendation: 9
w present recommendation is that whenever individuals submit
dmission] the specific requirement in Carnegie Units set up by a

ONen uhiversity with a full unit of chemistry in addition, they may
rcceiv university creak tor the chemistry taught at the twelfth-grade

t i be counted as credit toward the bachelor's degree, and as accred-
ited nistryepari passu withuniversity freshman credit in eq4gu1va1ent

courses.\,

The c\ommittee further suggested that the4lan be extended
to other\ subjects, those named in the rep67t. being physics,
America history, mathematics, foreign language, and
English. \

op. Cit., p. 4
I North Centr1 Association Quarterly, 5:195, September, 1930.
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Application of the plan to American history and Enolish.
An experimenj. analogous to thaLcarriedbon in chemistry has
been begun in American history, I;ut has not yet bad time to
yield results as unequivocal as in the first experiment. To
selected high-school seniors was administered a general college
course in this subject.. Certain obstacles have arisen 'that
did not present themselves in the conduct of the experiment
in chemistry. One of these is the infrequent appearance of a
general course in American history in Colleges and univensi-
ti.es. Although such a course was Jormerly often given,
recerit years have seen a notable shift toward courses dealing

'with certain periods, so that it has turned out all but impossi.
ble for the authorities at Joliet to find iiigher institutions
giving the cotirse that would at the same time be willing to
join in giving the tests used in the experiment,. Another
obstacle emerges in the tests to be used. With the c eges
abandoning the general course, there has been little atter ion
to the development of tests usable, in such a course. Besides,
the development of satisfactory tests in the field of the social
studies, because or the nature of the outcomes desired, is a
more difficult task than in physical science like chemistry.

The approach in Englisfillas not proceeded as far as that
in American history. In the spring of 1932 it was planned to
administer at the opening of school in September to a group
of selected high-school seniors the course in English required
of freshmen in the University of Illinois. Steps were taken
to identify the persons who' were to take it, but so many of
those who were selected were already planuing to take the
college course in chemistry that administrative difficulties
were encountered in endeavoring, tp make up a-claAs of suitable
size for experimOtation..

The proposal in this fie f! merits actual tritil, and we may
hope that a later attempt will find .the eueriment feasible.
We may hope, too, that the whole experiment will be extended
to a wide .range of basic college coursés. Extending the
concept of the plan, it is not unthia.able that a group of
pupils might be selected as early as in the first year of the
4-year high school at Joliet and moved tough the six years
"of high school and junior college in ayear period. If this

. were done, it would ..be. desirable to select those who are
fairly assured* of being financfally, as well as scholastfcally,.
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able to continue their educati6n beyond the -junior-collee
level, so as to avoid their being forced out of school to seek
employment at too young an age.

4. SAVING A YEAR IN SALT LAKE CITY AND CONCORD, N. Ik

Working out the plans to save a year.The description
above of the reorganization in Kansas City, Mo., began by
referring to the system there as an 11-grade system. Two
other systems in States with schools typically on a 12-grade
basis which are operating 11-grade systems are Salt Lake
City, Utah, and Concord, N. H. Because of certain obvious
similarities ,of the organizations in operation, the systems
will be dealt with in.direct Comparison with each other.

After working at the reorganization for several years, the
Salt Lake City system graduated its first classes completing
4he 11-grade organization in 1929. In that year, the sçbools
graduated two groups .of classes, one group having been on
the 12-grade and the other on the 11-grade basis. In -this
system the saving was effected during the elementary-school
period. At the same time that reorganization to save a year'
was being accomplished, the schools were shifting to a basis
involving junior and senior high schools. The distribution
of grades into units tyward which the first, steps were taken
in 1925 was the 7-2-2, not inchiding the kindergarten, and
this is now the prevailing, arrangement of the system.
However, there are exceptions, one being the inclusion of
small groups of mid-year ninth-grade pupils in the 'senior
high schools. Thus, the full range of work offered in these
senior high schools is two and one-half years. In effecting re-
organization, the eighth grade.became.the first high-school year
and it is still so designated in the published program of studies.

The 11-grade plan in Concord has been in operation
much longer tha.n in Salt Lake City, as it began in 1910.
This system also early effected junior high school re6rgaiiiza-
11011, claiming to be among the first in the couniry to be
conunitted to reorganization. The plan of organizntion at
present is the -6-2.18. Thus it differs from that in Salt
Lake City by havin.g 6-year elementary schools and a 3-
grade senior high school.

The age« goils.-2---* 'Because the saving of lime seems
to be the salient consideration in plans like -those at Salt
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Lake City and Concord, it is quite to the point to note the
ages of pupils at various stages in their progress through the
schools. To aid in this, certain measures of ages have
been computed which arb introduced in Tables 1-4, on
which comments will neNt be made.

TABLE 1.Firs? quartile, median, and third quartile ages (as of Septem-
ber I, 1931) of pupils entering the first grade of one elementary schoolin Salt Lake City.and two elementary schools in Concord, N. H.

Measure

First quartile
-1 Median _

Third quartile _ _ _ _ _

Salt Lake City

Boys Girls

2,

6. 1 6. 0
6. 5 6. 3
6. 9 6. 7

Btoth

4

Concord

Boys

5

5. 9
6. 1 ,

.0 6. 5

Girls Both

7.

5. g - 5. 9
6. 2 6. 2
6. 6 6. 5

The first of these tables reports the first quartile, Tedian,
and third quartile ages of pupils entering the first grade of

'certain schools in Salt Lake City and Concord. The pupils
on whose ves these measures were computed were enrolled.
in schools rvarded by the loud authorities as representa-
tive of conditions in the systems. The median age of both
boys and girls entering the first grade in Salt Lake City
was 6.4 years. For Cóncord it was 6.2 years. This is
indicative of ages- 'oiii adrnissioft approximately the same as
for the .usual 12-grade system. For example, the median
a'sge of first-grade pupils at Lynn, Mass., in September,
1926, was 6.1.1° This is practically the same age as was
just reported for Concord, but it . about a third of a year
youhger than for Salt Lake Cit It may . be that the
authorities in 'this Western city, having put their system
ori an 11-gr4le basis, apply 4;;on1éwhat more rigidly than the
typical system thr age of 6 years as the age of eutrancz to
the first grade. -ilowever, i'lle difference is hardly a notable
one and is no-t large enough to suggest a policy, sometimes
apPlied in.- S'outhern, 11-grade sys :Ai of discouraging
entrance before the sr enth year of

The mime measures of the ages of pup s in these systems
near the point of ,transfer from elementary-school- to high-

.

to Computed from age-grade diAributton on p. 188 of the Report of the Survey of the Schools
of Lynn, Mass. George D. Strayer, director, Bureau ot Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, New York City, 1927. 368 pp.
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school grades are shown in Table 2. For Salt Lake City
data are available for grade 7 which wouid be the last
elementary-school grade in schools on the 74 plan. "For
Concor4.the data are for grade 8, or the first high-school year
in such a plan. The query that is likely to arise concerning
the claims a the saving of time in 11-grade systems is whether
pupils move forward tin schedule, that is, by one grade each
year. The assumption of progress at the rate of a grade per
year is vasily tested. The method of testing for the seventh
p-ade in Salt Lake City is to add 6 years to the median age
of fast-grade pupils as reported in Table 1. This would
bring 12.4 years, whereas the median age reported in Table 2
is 12.7. This discrepancy of 0.3 year is no larger than that
found in many systems operating' 12-gr1,1 e systems. The
analogous test applied to grade 8 in Concord (adding 7 years
to the median age of first-grade pupils) brings the same
difference of 0.3 yeai f. The median age of eighth-grade
pupils ir Lynn,.Mass.," in 1926 was 13.5 years, which is 7.4
years More than the median age of 6.1 years reported above
for the fist grade in the same city; the difference of 0.4 year
is approximately the same as in the systems designed to save

year.
a e.

TABLE First quartile, median, and third quartile ages (as of Sep-
teinlyr 1, 1981) of pupils in grade .7 of a junior high school in 'Salt

._Lake City and in grade 8 of a junior high school in Concord, N. H.

Measure

First qUartile
Median
Third vartile

Salt Lake City, grade 7

Boys Girls

2 3

12. 3 12. 3
12. 7 12. 7
13. 4 13. 3

Both

4

12.. '3

12. 7
13. 4

Concord, grade 9.

Boys

5

Girls

6

Both

7

13. 1 13. 0- 13. 0
13.5 13.4 13. 5
14. 1 14. 0

AV-
The next point at which ages are considered is the eleventh

or final grade of these 11-grade system. ,The same measures
are reported for this grade in Table 3 as were computed for
the grades represented in earlier tables..o, This table also
makes possible a comparison of ages of pupils in the eleventh
grade oT systems not commItted to saving a year, namely,

II Computed from the same source end In ascertaining the median age`bf first-grade pupils
as cored above.
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thos.e in Pasadena and Ventura, Calif. These two systems
are represented in the descriptions of the following chapter.

TABLE 3.-First quartile, median, and third quartile ages (as of Sept. 1,1981) of pupils in grade 11 of schools in Salt Lake City, Concord,N. H., and Pasadena and Ventura, Calif.

Measure

Salt Lake City_

cr:

o

Finn quartile
Median
Third quartile

2

16. 0
16. 5
17. 2

e-

15. 9
16. 4
17. 0

o

Concord Pasadena

.c5
13:1

7 8

piEs

o
cr4

13

15. 9
16. 5
17. 1

16.2
16.8
17.8

16. 0
16. 4
16. 9

18. 1 15. 7
16. 5 16. 4
17. i 17. 7

15.
16.
17.

I East High School.

Ventura

o
.4
-64

0

11 12

6 15. 9 15. 8
2 16. 6 16. 9
0 17. 4 17. 1

P
al

13

15. 9
16. 5
17. 3

The median ages for all pupils represented in the measures
for Salt Lake eity and Concord as shown in this table are
identical, being 16.5 years. For Salt Lake City the differ-
ence between this age and the median reported in Table 2
is 0.2 year less than the 4 years that might be expected if
pupils progressed at the rate of one grade each year. For
Concord the difference in age is 3 years, which corresponds
exactly with the three grades intervening between the
eighth and the eleventh.

Turning to the measures for Pasadena, we find the median
there lower by a few tenths of a year than in the 11-grade
systems, suggesting progress at almost exactly the normal
rate of one grade per year. The medians for Ventura are
practically identical with those for the shortened systems.
The general impression from %the group of comparisons
made possible in Table 3 is thgt, as measured by chrono-
logical age, the systems at Salt Lake City and Concord
appear to have saved approximately a calenclitr year. /

This conclusion is borne out also by a comparison from
within the Salt Lake City systèrn alone. The comparison
is made possible by the fa t that in 1929 two classes were
graduated ftom the high sc ools,,(1) the first one to com-
plete the work of the 11-grade plan and (2) the last one to
traverse the complete 12-grade route. The measures com-
puted are reported in Table 4 and are given separately for
East and West High Schools. Small diffetences are found
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for the two high schools, the measures being slightly greater
for West High School than for East High School. These
difference.5 are probably explained by the difference in the
populations served by the two schools. However, the
differences between the eleventh-grade and twelfth-grade
graduates are the really significant differences in the table,
and these are so close to a full calendar year as to bear out
the claims of authorities in the system that a year has
been saved.

TABLE 4.-First quartile, median, and third quartile ages (as of June,
1929) of eleventh-grade and twelfth-grade graduates of East and West
High Schools of Salt Lake City

Measure

Eleventh-grade graduates Twelftb-grade graduhtes

East nigh School West High School East High School

Boys Girls Both

1 2 3

1,
First quartile__ 16. 8
Median_ 17. 2
Third quartile. 17. 7

16. 6
17. 1
17. 5

4

16. 7
17. 1
17. 6

Boys
I

Girls Both

16. 8
17. 3
18.0

6

16 8'
17.2
17.7

7

16.8
17.2
17.8

Boys Girls Both

17. 6
18. 2
18. 7

West High School

J

Boys Girls Both

11 12

17. 5 17. 6 17. 9 17. 6
17. 9 18. 0 18. 4 18. 3
18. 4 18. 6 19. 2 18. 7

13

17. 8
1S. 3
18. 9

, Comparative success in higher institutions of eleventh-gradè
and twelfth-grade graduates.-One test of the efficacy of the
training in the 11-grade system as compared with the 12-
grade system is the subsequent success in higher institutions
of the graduates of these two types of organization. To be
sure, it should by no means be regarded as the sole test, and
complete appraisal of the plan that aims to save a year re-
quires that it pass inuster on other criteria as well. A worker
in the Salt Lake City system, Artimr E. Arneson, has applied
this criterion in a careful investigation Comparing the success
of the eleventh-grade and twelfth-gradeagraduates of 192 9

in the University of Utah during the academic year 1929-30.
The study is deserving cif more than the brief description of
its method and statement of findings that can be accorded
to it here."

Before turning to the comparisons made by Arneson it is
desirable to give some inipression of the proportion of the

" The full study is reported in Arthur E. Arneson, Accomplishment During the Freshman
Year at College as Affected by a Shortening of the Pgriod of Elementary- and Secondary-School
Education. Master's dissertation, The UniversIty of Chicago, 1932. 42 pp.
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graduates of the high schools of Salt Lake City in 1929 who
continued their education in the Univemity of Utah. The
facts are presented in Table 5, the numbers of graduates being
based on lists supplied to the present writer by the school
authorities of Salt Lake City '3 and the number: attending
the university being taken from Arneson's report. The total
number of graduates of both plans in 1929, not given in the
table, was 1,326, while the total number entering the univer-
sity was 384, or less than 30 per cent.

TABLE 5.Numbers of eleventh-grade and twelfth-grade °graduates of East
and ¡Vest High Schools in Salt Lake City in 1929 and the numbers of
these graduates continuing their education in the University of Utah in
the autumn quarter of 1929

High school and grade
Graduated I

Entering
the Univer-from high say ofschool Utah

East:
a,

Eleventh 299 173
Twelfth

West:
A

t 4
428 139

Eleventh 2.4 44
Twelft h 345 78

East and West combined:
Eleventh., 167
Twelft h 773 217

The facts cited from Arneson's study of the success of
graduates going on to the University of Utah are presented-
in Table 6. These facts relate to age, percentile scores on the
Ohio Psychological Test, and the median marks earned in the
university. Two medians are rePorted under each of these
headings for each group of students, one for the group attend-
ing during the autumn quarter and the other for students
remaining for three quarters.

The median measures for the "autumn-quarter" and " full-
year " groups of Table 6 may be first compared. As concerns
age, the medians reported are identical for these °two groups.

. Certain of the medians of the full-year group as reported
in Arneson's thesis are slightly smaller than for the autumn-
quarter group, but this is because he reports fractions of
months; when reported correct to the nearest month, as is,
done in this table, the slight differences disappear. Such
slight differences as appeared were in favor of the full-year

13 Through the courtesy of George A. Eaton, Awistant Superintendent of Schools.
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TABLE 6. Median ages, median percentile scores on the Ohio Psycho-
logical Test, and median marks of eleventh-grade and twelfth-grade
graduates of Ectst and West High Schools of Salt Lake City in 19?9
attending the University of Utah during the auttlmn quarter and for the
full year

lt

Measure

Median age:
Autumn quarter.
Full year

Median percentile score on Ohio Test:
Autumn quarter
Full year

'Median mark:
Autumn quarter
Full year

Eleventh-grade gradu- Twelfth-grade gradu-
ates ates

East West East West
High High Both ! High High

School School School School

2 3 4

!

,

117-2 ¡ 16-11 ;

17-2 16-11

1

; 166.6 : 4S. 3
66. 6 1 45 0

;

i 1. 34 1 . 90 !

1. 43 . 90

Both

,

17-1 17-11 1S-3 1 1S-0
17-1 17-11 1S-3 ! 1S-0

I

60. 4
62. 1

1. 26 i

1. 33

62. 5
62. 3 '

i

1 19 al.

I 1. 26 :

51. 3 1

49. 4 1

1. 03 i

1. 24

60. 5
60. 4

1. 14
1. 25

I Correct to nearest month. 3 Correct to nearest tenth.

group; that is, the median ages for this group were slightly
younger. The sets of median percentile scores on the Ohio
test for autumn-quarter and full-year groups are also rather
strikingly similar. One notes that, .contrary to expectancy
in relation to additional selection between the first quarter
and the full year, the scores for both. eleventh-grade and
twelfth-grade graduates of West High School are lower for
the lull-year group than for the autumn-quarter group.
Almost all the median marks are slightly higher for the full-
year group than for the autumgn-quarter group, which is in
line with expectation, since students surviving to the ttiird
quarter would comprise a somewhat more selected group
than all students enrolled in the autumn quarter.

We may turn now to the comparison Tor which the table
Was chiefly rowpiled. It may be noted that the difference
between the median ages of eleventh-grade and twelfih-grade
graduates in both high schools is 11 monthsonly a month
less than the full calendar year that might be expected. The
differences for the two schools separately are not the same,
the differencefor East High School being 9 months and that
for West High School being 16 months. Notwithstanding
this difference in age, the median percentile scores on the
Ohio test of eleventh-grade and twelfth-grade graduatts are
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strikingly similar. The reader will note that for East High
School the score is higher for the eleventh-grade graduates
than for twelfth-grade graduates, while for West High School
the relationship is reversed. The median mark of all eleventh-
grade graduates is slightly higher than dull of all twelfth-
grade graduates. A similar relationsilip exists between
median marks for eleventh-grade and t*elfth-grade graduates
of East High School. However, the relationship is reversed
for West High School, the median mark of twelfth-grade.
graduates, which is slightly higher than that of eleventh-
grade graduates. In explaining this reversal, Arneson directs
attention to the higher percentile rank on the Ohio test of
the twelfth-grade graduates. By means of standard formulas
applied by Arneson he computed measures from which he
concludes that thé differences between the median marks,
although. dominantly in favor of the eleventh-grade graduates,
are not statistically significant. However, the upshot of the
evidence is clear: The eleventh-grade graduate did fully as well
in his first year of work at the University of Utah as did the
twelfth-grade graduate.

Although no such systematic comparison of the success of
eleventh-grade and tweltth-grade graduates of the Concord
High School as that made for Salt Lake City has been possible,
the authorities in the New England city have received assur-
ance of the relative success in higher institutions of graduates
of the shortened program. We are permitted, without citing
names, to quote from a letter received by the school adminis-
tration at Concord from the dean of an estimable college near
at hand.

I have recently made.a study of the grades made at Collegeduring the first semtste\r of the freshman year of the classes whichentered during the period 19151926 and I am sure that you will he
interested in the results. When we consider only those schools which
!lave sent us at least 25 men during the above period, first honor goes
to the Concord High School, which has sent 'us 39 men with the remark-
able average of 2.404 out of a possible 4. Here it should be goted the
average 6f the entire freshman class is approximately 1.820. 4

It may be recalled from the foregoing description that the
Concord system was on tk.. 11-grade plan throughout. the
period mentioned and thatThe giaduates-of this system were
in competition with students gradualefrom 12-grade
systems.
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The junior college a, part of the complete picture.Doubtless
many critical readers, while considering the significance of
the evidence in Table 5 concerning the numbers of high-
school graduates in Salt Lake City in 1929 and the propor-
tions of these graduaites who continued their educa,tion in
the University of Utah, wondered abòut the more than 70 per
cent who were not included among the students at that in-
stitution. To be sure, certain other students went on to
other higher ingtitutions, but because the University of
Utah is in the Salt Lake City community, the total number
of these must have been smaller than the group attending
the locaj institution. These readers might concede the ad-
vantage of saving a year for most students continuing their.
education through a college or university, but they would
direct attention to the great body of .graduates who undef
the new plan are forced out to seek employment a year earlier
than in the 12-grade system. This criticism is given point
in these days of unemployment even for a large proportion
of the adult population. The readers might at once con-
cede the argument òf immediate financial economy in the
system put forward by advocates of the shortened period of
education, but would be more concerned over what th-ey
regard as serious social losses.

Toward justification of the new plan in Salt Lake City it
may be said that as completely envisaged it comprehended
two years of junior-college work. The Tecommendation by
the administration of the introduction of junior-college work
is a matter of recoyd. That this upw d extension of the
system was _contemplated may be see J the fact that the
senior high schools as now operating include only two or two
and a half grades. The administration was under no illusion
that a completely satisfactory fin t41 unit in secondary educa-
tion could be limited to this brief period of training. That
the upward extension has not been made may be explained
by the date by which the plan of saving the year was achieved :

by 1929 we were already experiencing the first serious effects
of the depression. ,

- Judging by correspondence with Superintendent Rundlett,
of Concord, upward extension to indudp junior-college years
has been in the mind of the administration as a desirable
next step in rounding out the plan in 'that community.
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5. ()VIER PLANS TO SAVE TIME

Other reorganizations aiming at the saving of time.Three
other plans of organization to save time will be considered
in the remaining portions vq the current chapter. Limita-
tions of space make it n ssary to deal with these plans
more briefly than has been done for those represented in
earlier sections of the chapter. The three plans referred to
are those in the school systemof Tulsa, Okla., in certain
high schools of Baltimore, Md., and in the Laboratory
Schools of the University of Chicago.

This report will not deal with experiments being carried
on in crtain higher institutions which are admitting selected
high-school juniors. It does not take up again a significant
plan of economy of time in operation in Little Rock, Ark.,
which is described in Chapter XI (Section 6) of Part I of this
monograph. Nor does it attempt to draw on the highly sig-
nificant Report of the Commission, on Length of Elementary
Education," although it contains a great deal of evidence
germane to the issues involved in the present report.

The experiment at Tulsa.Two experiments in the interests
of the saving of time which have been authoriz e by the
North Central.Association of Colleges and Second ry Schools
have already been described in this chapter, ,namely, those
at Kansas City and Joliet. A third experiment in the same
direction, although somewhat differently conceived, was
authorized to be conducted at Tulsa, Okla. This experiment
involves the shortening to 12 years, for the more competent
students, of the 14-year period of general education extending
from the fit -1t, grade of the elementary school through the
junior college. The complete program includes a careful
study, classification, and grouping of students and a complete
rewriting of courses of study to achieve enfichment for all,
the enrichment for the superior gi-oup to include at ytie top
the first two years of college work. Because of the/ special
concern of this chapter with programs of reorganization to
save time, this description can not do justice to the whole
plan in Tulsa as one aiming to enrich and vitalize the work of
pupils of all abilities,Athe less capable of, whom will move
through the progra:m at an average rate of one grade per year

14 supplementary Educational Monograph, No: 34, November, 1927. The University of
Chicago. 167 pp.
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while pupils at the other extreme of ability will compass the
14 years of work in 12 years.

The arrangements being worked out aim to car7 the more
(*able pupils through the 6-year elementary school in 5
years. This leaves 7 years for the work normally included
in the remaining 8 grades of the junior high school (3 grades),
the senior high school (3 grades), and the junior college.
Thus, according to the plan, the selected pupils will begin
the work of the junior high school at an age at which the
normal pupil is entering the sixth grade and he will complete
the second yelr of junior-college edueation while the normal
pupil is about ti.eaedy to enter the first year of college work.'5

It is entirely logical that the first approach in such an
experiment w9u1d be an attack on the problem of classifying
and grouping pupils. Following- progress toward solving
this problem, the staff at Tulsa has been able to set at work on
the pioblem qf differentiated curriculums for the different
groups. A regent letter from Superintendent Prunty reports
that the work on the curriculum is this year (1932-33)-going
forward under two different committees of the faculty, one for

*retarded pupils and the other for accelerated pupils. The
elementary-school cuniculum has been revised in the.. funda-
mentals where, in addition to the enlargement of the testing
program, the staff began, due;g the seeond semester,' to

*select pupils for the entering 7-13 grade in the junior high
schools to be carried through the secondary sehool on the
new program. In connection with the work, the personnel
records developed by the American Council on Education
have been installed in the junior high schools and similar
records will soon be installed in the elementary schools.

Adequate appraisal of the feature of the experiment that
involves the saving of two years camtot, of course, be accom-
plished until the pupils have been carried through the period
of school grades included in the plan.

plan in Baltimore.The plan of saving time which is
in operation in Baltimore is essentially one of acceleration
by permitting capable pupils to take an increased number of
subjects. Plans of thiA kind are described in Chapter I,

u The program of studies tentatively proposed for the group doing 14 years of work in 12
years, as well as kbrief desalption of the whole plan will be found in the Report of the Com-
mittee Appointed to Supervise the Tulsa Experiment. Ntirth Central Association Quarterly,
6:264-" December, 1931.
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of Part III of Monograph N. 13 of the National Survey,
Provisions for Individual Differences, Mtirking, and Pro-
motion. It is unnecessary to present here more than the
briefest description of the arrangement.

The plan has been in operation in Polytechnic High School
in Baltimore saince 1901. The pupils enrolled in the plan
carry enough subjests to cover in four years not only the

o high-school work; Sit the first year of college Work as well.
A, number of higher institutions of bnquestioned standards
admit the graduates of the accélerated program to sophomore
standing. The fact that they have done so over long period
of years must be indicative of the success of the plan. In
1930-31, 776 boys were enrolled in the accelerated curricu-
lums, 113 of these being graduated.

The plan is operative arso in City College, another high
school in Baltimore, and graduates are similarly admitted tq
sophomore standing in-higher institutions. The number pf
boys enrolled in 1930-31 was 180, of whom 16 were graduated.

The plan in the Laboratory Schools of the University of
ChiCago.This plan is the only one of those described in
this cl±a)/eti which has been worked out under private aus-
pices.' °Going directly to the introduction of the plan, with-
out depicting the background in President Harper's early
advocacy of a shortened period of general education, we may
'record that the University Elementary School had been
reduced from 8 to 7 grades in 1913, ,onlY four years after
Charles H. Judd was placed ill charge of the School of4Educa-
tion. Four years later, that is, ine1917, the first class was
graduated 'from the University High School which included
pupils who had completed the 7-year elementary school.
The 6-5 plan in o0eration at .this writing was instituted in
1919 by making the seventh grade of the elementary school
the " junior high school ', òr "subfreshman" class of the high
school,.

The fact that the Univtrsity High School admits pupils
who, have finished the University Elementary School and
pupils from other elementary schools who have completed
8 grades of work makes possiblp a comparison of a group oflot
graduates of the high school who have had (exclusive of
kindergarten) 11 years of school training with a group whoa, have had 12 years. Such a comparison has been made, by
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a

John C. Mayfield.'6 This studY compares the two group's
in various ways, but oa, concern will he only with intelli-
gence, as indicated by7lie intelligence quotient, age, and
scholarship. For the sake of brevity, comparisons will be
restricted to measures of central tendency or to other equally
simple indices.

(1) The median intelligence quotients of the two groups
of graduaies of the-University High School classes from 1922
to 1927, inclusive, were, respectively, University Elementary
School (236 graduates) 1 15, non-University Elementary
School (351 graduates) 112. This represents a small differ-
ence in favor of the group continuing from the University
Elementary School.

(2) The median ages in months of pupils at graduation
from the high school (classes of 1 918 to 1927, inclusive) were:

niversity Elementary School (332 graduates) 206; non-
University Elementary School (465 graduates) 2 11: The
difference between the medians is five months; that is, the
median graduate of the University Elementary School group
is 5 months younger than the modian graduitte of the other
group. The difference is not, a full year, but a month less
than a half year. It is interesting to compare these median
ages with those for Salt Lake City reported in Table 4. To
make the comparison, it is necessary to reduce the ages in
months just reported to years and tenths of years, with the
following results: University Elementary School group, 17.2;
non-University Elementary School group, 17.6. The medians
for the eleventh-grade graduates in the two situations are
virtually identical. 1-40vever, the medians for the twelfth-
grade graduates are greater by from 0.4 to 0.7 year than those
of the corresponding group in the University High School. It
may be that the difference is in part owing to greater selection
among puils transferring from other elementary schools to
the University High School than among pupils promotede
from an elementary school to a high school in a city system.

(3) Comparisons of scholarship were nIle by Mayfield
for two periods because of the use during these periods of
-different plans of marking. From figures worked out by him
it is possible to report that for the period 1918-192 3 the per-

" A Comparative Study of Two Groups of Pupils in the University high School of the
University of Chicagol Master's dissertation, The University of Chicago, 1928. 147 pp.
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centage of marks of 85 or higher given to the University Ele-
mentaey School 'group was 34.8 Hand for the rion-University
Elemen tary School group, 29.3. Beginningwith 1923 a systemof designations, in which " R " and "N " wek the two highest,
was used. For the period 1923-1927 the percentages of these
received by the two groups were, respectively, 8.2 and 7.2.The conclusion drawn by Nlayfield from these and relatedtypes of evidence is.that " the shorter University Elementary
S-chool course enables pupils to graduate from the Univer-sity Iligh School at an earlier age and fits them as successfully
for a high-school career as do 8-year elementary schools." '7

Since practically all ritituates of the Univ rsity HighSchoof continue their education in some higher *nstitution,the criticism could not lodge against this 11-gra e plan thatmight be raised against such a plan, the graduates of whichare tobrust Out to seek employment, at an age a year youngerthan graduates of 12-grade systems..
All plans to save time described in this chapter have iìsome way or another taken account of the junior college.This is no less true of the plan in the laboratory schools %of the

University of Chicago with which we are irere concerned.-JAs early as 1918-19, superior students in the University HighSchool were permitted to take certain j,unior-college coursesof the university for credit toward the bachelor's.degroe. Thefirst courses so taken were inEnglish. By 1922-23 the listof courses so taken had been extended to include also junior-college history, juniortcollege mathematics, junior-collegeFrench, economics, and business adniinistration. Duringthat year 68 high-school sernors earned a total of 15,7 majo.rsof college cxedit.lelh this way certain students were savingmore than the one year represented in the difference ;betweena 12-grade and an 11-grade plan of_ organization. \
Before leavjng consideration of the situation in the labora-tory schools at the University of Chicago it is pertinent to,mention a further step in reorganization authorized by theboard of trustees of .the university in January, 1933. Be-cause this is in the nature of an integration of high-whooItind college years, it is described in the next chapter.

17 Op. cit., p. 145.
1$ Statement based on evidence reported on p. 12 of Studies in Secondary Education, II.Supplementary Educational Monographs, No. 28. February, 1926. UniverMty of Chicago.202 pp.
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CHAPTER II: REORGANIZATIONS TO ACHIEVE
INTEGRATION

1. THE REORGANIZATION AT PASADE.yri

Tile concern of the chapter.----11-wa* to be expected that,
with the intr9duction into public-school systems of an
8-year period o'rsecondary education Abovosthe elementary
school, certiiin systems would undertake a simplification of
the arrangement which inclu'des a long succession of four
school units,- namely, The elementary school, the junior high

school, the snior high school, and the junior college. The
effort at simplification brought on the organizational pattern
to which several systems shortly committed dimly s, the
6-4-4 and 5-4-4 plansthat -is, the plans that incluae 6 or 5
grades in the elerpentary school, 4 grades in the junior high
school, and 4 grades in the combined senioi high school and
jumor college. ,

The examples of' the type are not numerous. They are
fewer now, at least nominally, thai might have been reported
three or iihr years ago. The fact is that, withoot knowledge°
of the changes which would be involved in a Aorganization
aiming at actual integration of the junior caegt1 With the
upper high-school years, certain systems were_enthusitistically
committed to the plan hut subsequently abandonfti it.
However, it may be doubted whether these school systems

tak ever went farther than the first* steps, and none of those
abandoning Me plan can, be said to have done" more than
lake on a few of the superficial characteristics of an integrated
upper 4-year-unit.

The public-school systems represented in the reorganiza-
tions emphasizkl iii the analytical description of the current
chapter w re mentioned near the opening of the cinipter
ifnmediatel preceding. A few millother public unit§ be
more briefl described. As stated at the point referred to,
the experimental integrations in tWo priv.ate institutions
Stephens College and the University of Chicagowill also

4 .be considered.
In the statements made Concerning the plans, attention

.. will be 4irected chiefly to reorganiztition in the upper portions
0 . [ 391 I_ a
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of the extended period of secondary education, the portion
in'cluding the later high-school and the junior-college years.
This practice is followed for the most part becabse of the
greater emphasis on the lower portions of the full period of
secondary education in Part I of this monograph, and also
because of the limited resources and time available for the
investigations co4nected with this project.

The 6-4-4 plan at Pasadena, CalifThe best known of the
6-44 reorganizations is that at Pasadena. In the spring of
1928 ihe board of educatibn in that city formally committed
the schools of the system to this plan of organization. Pre-
viously there had been considerable discussion of the plan
and perhaps some preliminary steps toward it without
official committal. Following this action of the board, fea-
tures of the plan 'were worked out during the remaining
months of the school yetfr and during the summer. The
actual initiation of the plan was accomplished af the opening

-of the new school year in September, 1928.
Prior to the reorganization to jithieve the 644 arrange-

ment, tile dominant organizational pattern of the system in-
. cluded 6-year elementary schools; ¡tailor high schools enro1lin4

grades 7, 8, and 9; and a combined senior high school with
grades 10, 11, and 12 and a junior college with both years of
junior-college work. After the reorganization has ,been
Orected the dominant pattern included 6-year elementary
schools; junior high schools enrolling grades 7, 8, 9, and 10;
and a junior college enrolling grades 11, 1 , 13, and 14. An
eXception to these dominant patterns bef re and after rear-
rangement was the Muir Technical Hih School, a smaller
high school enrolling grades 7 to 12, inclusive. Pupils w
complete the work of this school and continue in the sy: tern
transfer to junior-college work in the central plant.

The description and analysis here of the 4-year junior
college resulting from this rearrangement,deal with only a few
main features and relate chiefly to progress toward integra-
tion of high-school and junior-college years. The reader
interested in further details of this reorganization should
examine other descriptions that have been made available
hi. print.' The degree of integration will be shown .by draw-

1 One of the best of these, from the standpoint of its exposition of the plan and the oonsider-
ations in its favor, is an article by Dr. John W. Harbeson, principal, bearing .the title, The
Pasadena Junior College Experiment. Junior College Journal, 2:4-10, October, 1931.
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ing on evidenc.e relating to the administration, the teaching
staff, the extracurriculum, the curriculum, and the rate of
progress of students through the new 4-year uriit.

Administration.The work- of administering the ,4-year
unit at Pasadena is that of a single staff responsible for the
entire period." This applies also to the organization for
guidtimce.

Teaching assignments of the staff. ,significant criterion
of the degree of integration of high-school and junior-college
years in a 4-year unit like the junior collegd at Pasadena is
the extent to which the conventional line of separatiL is
disregarded in assigning instructional responsibilities to mem-
bers of the teaching staff. The tradition of separation of
high-school and college work operates in the direction of
assigning as few individual instructors as possible to teaching
respoiasibilities at both levels, while standards and standard-
izing agencies in the junior-college field lean toward encour-
aging separation. The efforts- at separation seem prompted
by a fear of." contamination " of college standards of work
by* too intimate an association of high school and junior
college.

The facts concerning teaching assignments of members of
the staff of the 4-year junior college at Pasadena are shown in
Table 7. Tlie "lower" and "upper" divisions of this table
refer, respectively, to the first and second pairs of grades in
the new junior college; that is, the eleventh and twelfth grades
and the thirteenth and fourteenth \trades (or first two college
years). A glance at the lowest rof figures indicates that
two-thirds of all who teach in the institution give instruction
in both divisions, while only about an eighth give all their
time to the lower division and about a fifth, all their time to
the upp\er division. The proportions differ somewhat for
teachers of academic and of special subjegts, but it is seen
that in both groups those with responsibilities at both levels
far outnumber those teaching in a single division only'. It
is clear that great progress has been made in this aspect of
integrating high school and junior college. The process is
aided in Californii by the fact that the "General Secondary
Credential", which is a certificate to teach in iecondary
schools, muires a full year of training beyond the bachelor's
degree and authorizes teaching at either level:
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TABLE 7.Numerical and percentage distribution of instructors of aca-demic and special subjects in the Pitsadena Junior College according totheir assignment to teach in the lower division only, the upper division
only, or in both divisions. (Data for 1931783)

Subject
li

Lower division
only

Upper division
only

\
Nw%both divisions All

Num-
ber

Per
cent

Num-
per

Per
cent

Num-
ber

Per
cent

Num-
ber

Per
cent

1 2 I 4 1
5 s 7 8

Academic 1
Special

Total_ _. _ _ - - - - - -

18
4

P. 9
2. 5

25
9

15.
5.

5 '
6

60
4.,

37. 3
29. 2

101
60

62.7
37.3

20 12. 4 34 21. 1 107 66. 5 161 100. 0

1 The small number of individual instructors giving instruction in both academic and specialsubjects have been tabulated as teachers of academic subjects.

The extracurriruhnn. A major test of integration in the
realm of the extracuniculum is the extent to whicir member-
ship in student organizations disregards the traditional line
of division between high school and college. Facts concern-
ing the vertical spread of membership in student orgddiza-
tions in the Pasadena Junior College are presented in Table
8. By examining the lowest 'row of figures the reader will
note that for more than three-fourths of the 86 organizations,
student membership is from both below and above the tradi-
tional line of separation of high school and college. About a
sixth of the organizations include members from the upper
division only and an even smaller proportiön include members
from the lower division only. Here again we have evidence
of a high degree of vertical integration of the 4-year junior
college.

TABLE 8.Numerical and percentage distribution of extracurriculumorganizations of the Pasadena Junior College according to membershipin them of students in the lower division only, in the upper divisiononly, or in both divisions. (Data for 1931-82)

Membership by sex

Men's
Women's
Coeducational

Total _ _ ..... _ _ - _

Lower division
only

Upper division
only Both divisions All organisa-

tions

Num-
ber

4

Per
cent

Num-
ber

Per
cent

Num-
ber

Per
cent

4

1. 1
4. 7

4
2
8

4. 7
2. 3
9. 3

20
25
22

7

Num-
ber

Per
cent

23. 3
29. 1
25. 6

24
28
34

5 5. 8 14
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The curriculum.Concerning the offering of the Pasadéna
Junior College, it may be said that in general it is broad and
generous. This breadth has been promi)ted by the view-
point to serve the diverse interests and needs of a large
student body. One- finds work in both high-school and
junior-college years suited to those who will continue to
higher levels of education and to those whose formal training
will be concluded within the period included in this 4-year
unit. On the score of vertical integratiónlof the curriculum,
however, it is not possible to speak with as much assurance
as on integration through assignment of instruction to the
gaff and through membership in student organizations.
One reason for this is that facts pertinent to curriculum
integration were more difficult to gather, especially within
the limits of resources available for this project. Another
reason is the fact that standards of accreditation and stan-
dardizing agencies, reflecting the traditional organization as
they do, operate as obstacles to curriculum integration.

Nevertheless, it is side to say that, even under these
conditions, some progress toward integration of the curricu-
lum has been made. As one discusses the problem with
members of the staff who teach in the same subject fields at
both high-school and junior-college levels, it soon becomes
apparent that these teachers are working out a more effective
articulation of courses given at the two levels. Because
they teach at the high-school level, they know what has
been covered there. They are thus better ible than teachers
who do not have such contacts to avoid some of the usual
repetition in courses at the junior-college level of what is
comprehended in courses at the high-school level, And besides
better able to achieve a more acceptable sequence of content
and method than is possible where the work is given* by
different teachers or in separate institutions. Conversation
with counselom, too, ,who advise students concerning their
curriculums for the full 4-year period discloses that they tInd
to recommend against the taking of courses in which reloe-
tition of content is obviousfor example, the taking of both
the high-school course in general chemistry and the college
course in general inorganic chemistry.

Economy of time.Considerationpf the problem of curric-
ulum integration and improved articulation requires that
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some 'reference be made to the possibilities of economy of
time in the longer 4-year unit as compared with shorter
separate units. It might be expected that econoniy of
time would reran t through the covering of more content in
the more advanced of a sequence of courses because of ieduc-
tion in the amount of rePetition or through the more rapid
progress of brighter students that might be encouraged in the
longer unit as compared with separate shorter units. That
economy of the first type can to some extent be achieved is
suggested by the outcome of conferences with instructors
as already' reported. Whealer econoniy through, more rapid
progress has been accomplished may in part be determined
from consideratio4 of the ages of studeints. Certain measures
of the ages of students entAring the Pasadena Junior College
were presented in Table 3 of till) foregoing chapter. A com-
parison of the same ,measures for students in their first year
of college work in the Pásadena Junior College reported in
Table 9 shows a difference of two years or more, a fact which
does not suggest that any considerable proportion of students
were during their first two years in this 4-year unit moving
through it at a ra4 of more than one grade per year. This
absence of acceleration is to be expected from what wadsaid
ábove concerning standards and standardizing agencies in
theii relationsilip to high-school and college levels of work.
The evidefnce concerning ages of freshmen at the University
of Minnesota induded in Table-9 tends to emphasize the
fact that progress through the pasadena Junior College is
not at a rate greater 'than one grade per year. Of the two
groups represented for the University of Minnesota, the
group from the Twin Cities and suburbs is more nearly

Sp comparable to the Pasadena group because most students
in both these groups could live at home while *attending their
respective institutions. It must be partly on this account
that the corresponding measures of ages are greater ftr non-
Twin City than for Twin City students.

The fact that traditional standards have operated as -ob-
sthcles to economy of time in the Pasadena situation is made
clear by a recent development there in the relations of the
junior college and the University of California. By virtue
of a recent cooperative agreement it will be possible to capi-
`talize to a greater extent on the form of organization main-
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TABLE 9. First quartile, median, and tilird quartile ages, in years andmonths, of students in the first college year in Pasadena Junior Collegeand of freshmen in the University of Minnesota'
.IAges computed as of September 1]

Measure

640

First quartile
Median
Third quartile

Pasadena Junior
College

Men

2

Universit y of Minnesota

4,

Twin Cities and
suburbs

Wom-
en

3
OCIIkr

18-5 17-7
1S-10 18-5
lib-10 19-1

Both

4

Men Wom-
en

17-11
lg-7
19-7

17-8
18-5
19-2

Both

7

Outside Twin Cities
and suburbs

Men worn- I Both

17-6

19-1

18-4
19-1
20-2

1R-1
1S-K
20-6

le

18-2
19-0
20-3

I.
I The evidence concerning the ages of freshmen at the University of Minnesota (in 1921)is quoted from Table LX, p.170, in Leonard V. Koos, The Junior College. Minneapolis,The University of Minnesota, 1924. 682 pp.

tained in Pasadena. The agreement gives permission to
enroll students who are in the second semester of their ti-elfth
year in upper-division or freshman college classes for degree
credit before they have acivally been graduated from the
twelfth grade. In .other words, all students who either have
finished or are in the process of finishing the requirements of
graduation from the twelfth grade and have time left for
additional courses, may make elections from the curriculum
of the upper division instead of taking a light program or
electing courses of lighter content from high-school years.
As a result of this change in policy it is believed that from
10 to 15 per cent of the students will be able to finish the eight
semesters of the 4-year junior college in seven semesters.2

s. TIIE REORGANIZATION AT VENTURA

Development of the 6-4-4 plan at Ventura, Calif.The junior
college at Ventura first emerged just as have most other pub-
Alic junior collegesas a 2-year upward extension of a 4-year
high school. The high school was the Ventura Union High
School, which, like other union high schools of California,
was underlaid by a number of elementaiy-school districts. In
1929, the year following committal to the new plan by Pasa-
dena, the 6-44 plan was adopted. To accomplish this it
was necessary to arrange for the withdrawal of grades 7 and 8

I This statement based on portions of a letter from Dr. John W. liarbeson, principal of the
Pasadena Junior College, dated January 21, 1933.
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from all elementary schok bringing them together with all
pupils of grades 9 and 10 in the plant used up to the time of
working out the reorganization by both the Union High,
School and the junior college. In the meantime a new plant
had been completed for the new4-year junior college, to which,
when it was ready for occupancy in 1930, all students in
grades 11 to 14, inclusive, were transferred. In 1932 a shop
building was added to the new plant, and complete plans
include the further addition of a-gymnasium and auditorium.
The enrollment in the 4-year unit in February, 1932, was
746, with 418 in the lower division and 328 in the upper divi-
sion. The full enrollment for the entire school year 1931-32
was somewhat larger. Although this enrollment' does not
compare With the more than 3,000 junior-college students
at Pasadena, it is large enough to make for a strong institu-
tion with a generous curriculum and to offer excellent possi-
bilities for integration. Considering the brief period this
4-year-unit has been in existence, much progress has been
made toward integration.

Admlitistration.Administraiis;e control in the Ventura
Junior College is by the same staff over the entire range of
four school years.

Teachin,g assignment8 of the staff..Inquiry concerning the
assignments of individual teachers to instruction in 13-oth

lower and upPer divisions finds this to have been carried
even farther proportionately than in the junior college at
Pasadena. This fact is town in Table 10, in which it may
be seen that 36 of 40 teachers gave instyuction in both divi-
sions, only 3 teachers and 1 teacher, respectively; giving
insttuction in the lower and upper divisions ouly.

I.
TABLE HINumerical distribution of instructors in academic and

special subjects in the Ventura Junior College, according to theirlassign
ment to teach in the lower division only, the upper division only, ofin
both divisions. (Data for 1981-32)

_
3491

.

Lower Upper BothSubject division division divisions All
. . ( only only

1 3 s 4 6

Academic A. 3 1 17 21
Special

Total 3 . 1 38 40
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The extracurriculum.The integration' of the student
body, as measured by the membership of students from both
lower and upper &visions in extracurriculum activities, is
also even more marked in this junior college than in Pasadena.
The number of orgaftizittions is both totally and proportions&
ately smaller than at Pasadena, but in all the 13 organiza-
tions reported, membership includes students from both
divisions.

'Integration in other respects will not be reported, hut
may be assumed to have made cohsiderable progress during

-the few years of operation of this 4-year unit.
5. TIIE REORGANIZATION AT MOBERLY

Steps in the reorganization at Moberly, Mo.The junior
college at Moberly was established in 1227. It was founded
as a 2-year institution separate from thg high school. Classes
were at first conducted in rooms above a store not far from
the high sch9ol, and the only facilities the high school and the
junior college used in common were the laboratories. The
destruction by fire of the high-school building in 1929 called
for a building program and, preliminary to the program,
a building survey was made.' Thé report of this survey
recommended the adoption of the 6-4-4 plan. The junior-
college building cialed for in the recommendation wagrready
for occupancy in September, 1931,4 when most of features
of the pew organization became effective. The chief excep-
tion is that as late as the spring 'of 1932 the 9ighth, ninth,
and tenth grades only were included in the lower secondarir-
school unit, although the rounding out of the plan includes
bringing the seventh grade also into this unit.

Teaching assignments of the staff .The assignment of the
staff to instruction in the lower and upper divisions in the
4-year junior college may be noted in Table 11. The pràt
portion of individual teachers giving instruction in both
lower and upper divisions is much smaller than in the junior
colleges at Pasadena and Ventura, as reported above, being
less than a third. An explanation of the difference is to be
found in the different standakds of minimum preparation for
hi&h-school tind junior-college teachers in. Missouri and Cali-
,31418, M. G., A School-Building Program for Moberly, Mo.- University of Missouri

Bulletin, 30, No. 16. Education Beriest No. 28. Columbia, Mo.
tarpenter, W. W., New Building for Moberly Junior College. Junior College Journal

019424, December, 1930.
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fornia. In Missouri the standard is 'higher for the junior
college than for the high school. For the lower unit in this
State the bachelor's degree is the minimum, Whereas, in
California, as alreadysi- réportod; the "General Secondary
Credential," applicable to bot high-school and junior-i>

college levels, requires a year work beyond the bachelor's
degree.

TABLE 11. Numerical distribution of ins?ructors in academic andspecial subjects in the Moberly Junior College according to their assign-ment to teach in the lower division only, the upper division only, or inboth divisions. (Data for 1931-32)

O

Subject

Academic
Special

Total_ _

Lower
diviNion

only.

2

5
3

8

Upper
division

only

a

6
1

7

Both
divisions

4

All

2
15
6

6 21

Integration in other respects.However, integration of the
4-year junior college at Moberly had been carried much:
farther in 1932 than is indicated by the proportion of teachers
giving instruction in both lower and upper divisions. The
progress toward integration is indicated in the following
quotation from a report submitted in 1932 by M. A. Spohrer,odean of the junior collége.

.

The faculty meets and acts as a uni4 The students upongentering
usually expect to take a 4-year course. The sophomore year (of the
new 4-year unit, which corresponds to the last high-school year] is golager as much of a breaking point as formerly. The students use the
same library, reading rooms, laboratories, and classrooms. They are
not segregated in any way from this point of view. . . . The students
hold joint assemblies and all mingle there. Clubs and organizations
are open to all. Perhaps the most potent factor for Unification has
been athletics. Student8 from both divisions are eligible for both the
varsity and second teams. The students cheer a united team..

Dean Spohrer indicates that least progress has been made
in reorganizing the curriculum to achieve integration, but
that at least a beginning along desirable' lines.can be reported.

A There has been but little reorganization in the curriculum. Here
there is still a distinct division between the upper and lower groups.
Students in the lower division are not Witted to enroll in upper
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division classes, except in physical education, when thi-grciiips are com-
bined. There is still a duplication of courses in certain fields. How-e'er, the distinction is probably po greater than that.which any college
or university makes between its lower and uKper years. Steps are
being taken to better conditions. First, present Lind future plans call
for the elimination of much of the '-duplication. A committee of
English teachers has 'already eliminated duplication in the four years,
except where repetition is advisable. Committees in other fields will
act in a similar manner soon. In addition, a 4:year guidance program'
is being formulated. The program of each individu,al student will be
arranged so that duplicating courses will be tivoided. Second, ter-
minal courses will be added after surveys have determined the courses
'of greatest allay. Finally, the present curriculum will be revised,
wheii and where advisable.

4. REORGANIZATIONS IN OTHER PUBLIC JUNIOR COLLEGES

The organization al Hillsboro, Tex.Ailother of the redr-
t ganizations to effect integration .of high-school and junior-

college years is to be found at Hillsboro, Tex. The present
organization is the 5-4-4 %plan, the 5-grade elementary-school
unit reflecting the 11-grade system characteristic oT Texas
and certain othef Southern States. The junior college In this
system was established in 1923. The 4-yev junior:college
plan was subsequently instituted. According to a published
exposition of the institution by one who Made a special study
of this junior college, William G. Campbe11,5 integration has
been accoMplished in some respects, while in others the two
college years are still kept separate from the two high-school
grades. The four grades are hòed in the same structure,
but to some extent the ewo pairs of grades---that is, what have
been referred to in this chapter as lower and upper divisions
have the bulk of their Class work on different floors: Although
the teachers of the upper two years are heads of departmefits
for all four years bf the school, instructional assignmen6 do
not seem to disregard the line of separation between high-
sChool and junior-college years. Student organizations are
for the most part open to students of both levels, but, because
of the organizatiori of institutions.with which athletic com-
petitions are carried on, two sets of athletic teams are main-

.tained. The integration of the curriculum seems to lag in
'this junior college as it lags in the other institutions so far
described in this chapteil. The impression gained from read-,

k The Hillsboro 4-Year Junior College. Junior Collets Journal, 2 ; 20,2438, February, 1932.
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ing Campbell's report is that integration has not been carried
as far at Hillsboro as at Pasadena, Ventura, or Moberly.

The mo;ee recent reorgallization at ebompton Calif.The
present plan of organization at Compton is the 6-44, but
the development has been sufficiently unique to make both
this development and the plan now in operation deserving
of special attention.' The junior college was established
in 1927. At that tinie it was housed with some effort at

4 separation in the plant of the Compton Union High School,
which was, like most of the union high schools of California,
a 4-year institution. The Compton Union High School
district contains five elementary-school districts. Through
the exercise of unusual leadership, the elementary districts
were contmittepi to releasing control to the high-school dis-
trict of pupils in the seventh and eighth grades, to the end
that juniót high school i:eorganization might be effected.
Five junior high schools were built, one jn each elementary
district. These were opened in Septaitiber, 1930. During
the ¡ear 1931-32 the central unit was a 5-grade institutions
inclusive of the 3-grade senior. high school and the junior
college. The 6-4-4 plan was put in operation in Septembir,
1932, at which time the tenth grades were retained in the
five juniorligh schools, leaving only the last two -high-school
and ihe first two college yech.s for the integrated 4-year unit
to be maintained in the plant formerly occupied by the 4-year
high school and junior college. No evidence concerning the
extent of integration achieved in the new unit has been
gathered during this first year of its operation.

The plan at Salinas, Cali f.--At Salinas, as at Compton, the
first development of a secondary school was a 4-year high
school in a union high-school district. Junior-college work
was begun in 1928. In the present administration this
6-grade period has been divided into two units of three
grades each, both units being housed in a single plant, but
with some separation between the two units. Thus, the
.shools -of the area- served by th61 high school and junior

The reader interested in a more extended statement concerning the plan at Compto\n,
including a brief explanation of its development, a description of the external features, and

emphasis on the peculiar advantages of the plan in a situation like that at Compton, is referred
to an article by O. Scott Thompson, principal and superintendent of the system, entitled
"The Uni6n High School District and the 6-4-4 Type of Organization." California Quar-
terly of Secondary Education, 8 :164-168, itinuary, 1033,
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college may be said to be maintained on an 8-3-3 basis. A
few years ago unsuccessful efforts were made to secure control
for the union high-school district of the pupils of seventh and
eighth grades so as to make possible a more fundamental
reorganization involving the introduction of the junior iligh
school plan. The objective at that time was the 64-4 plan.
The present plan of uniting the last year of the high school
with the two junior-college years appears to be an effort to
secure some of the advantages of integration that are assumed
to itçcrue from the more fundamental reorganization.

Tfie plan at Iowa Falls, Iowa.The superintendent of
schools at Iowa Falls reports that system to be on the 64-4
plan. The last four grades of this 14-grade system are
housed in the same set of buildings and make use of a plant
formerly used by a small private college, Ellsworth College.
The junior college is on this account known as Ellsworth
Junior College. A letter from the superintendent indicates
that "practically all of the faculty teach both high-school
and college classes," but sepaiate administrative officers have
charge of the high-school and junior-college years. The
general impression left by the report is that less integration has
been accomplished in this unit than in the other 4-year units
previously described.

The John Tarleton Agricultural College.Two institutions
on State foundations in Texas, the John Tarleton Agricul-.
tural College and the North Texas Agricultural Cqege, are
reported to be maintained as 4-year junior colleges, whkch, like
most of the units described in this chapter, begin with the
third.year of thé 4-year high school and end .with the secoild
college yean The nature of these institutions may be indi-
cated by describing briefly only the first one of these a*s just
named. Description ig aided by a recent article dealing with
this particular college.7

The John Tarleton Agricultural College is under the control
of the 33oard of directors of the Agricultural and Mechanical
College of Texas, and is refetred to as a "branch" of the
parent institution. This connection makes John Tarleton a
State institution. Iterves two main objectives, the ,first of
which is to provide-

7 Davis, J. Thomas, John Tarleton Agrieulttgl College. Junior Cbllege Journal, 2 : 188-190,

. January, 1932,
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terminal or finishing courses for those young men and women who
desire specific training for specific purposes and yet who do not expect
to continue through the field of advanced education. These courses
are provided especially in- the field of agriculture, home economics,
mechanics of all kinds, efigineering, business administration, and such
other vocational lines as may be desired on the part of the students
The second objective is to provide preparatory education for students
who plan to continue beyond the junior-college level. A special virtue of
the school pointed out by its friends is the fact that maturer students who
have not had the advantages of a high-school education can here continue
their education without the embarrassment they would feel in a local

public high school on account of association with immature children.

.Such an institution can unquestionably render a useful
service. As may be judged from the main consideration in

this chapter, however, the concern here is not this more
general issue of usefulness, but the degree of integration
of high-school and junior-college years. The trend of the
discussion in the article arfeady drawn upon is toward
an integrated institution. Integration is suggested also
in the classification of students in the 4-year arrange-
ment is freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and seniors. The
data on enrollment presented in Table 12 are not as reas-
suring. The number of freshmen-:---students in the third
high-school yearreported was only 10 and the number of
sophomores was only 90. By contritst, the number of jun-

. iorsstudents in the freshmen college yearjumped up to
445 and the number of seniors was 274. Another way of
puttifig this contrast is to say that the enrollment in the first
two years of this institution was 100 while that in the last
two years was 719, or more than seven times as large. The
difficulty of working out a fully integrated 4-year unit
is emphasized also by the evidence concerning the number
of students completing the Nsiork of the sophomore year
who enter the junior class. In a communication to the'
writer on this subject, Dean J..Thomas Davis reports 65
students finishing the work of the sophomore class in 1930-31,
and 46 of these students enteripg the junior class the fol-
lowing year. This means that those entering from the
second-year class in 1931-32 made up only about a tenth of
all 'students in the third-year class. The obstacles_ to
working out a fully integrated 4-year junior college in such
a situation are too apparent to require elaboration.

Op. cit., p. 1.
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TABLE 12. Distribution by sex and classification of students enrolled in
John Tarleton Agricultural College, 1931-82

Sex Fresh-
men

Men.... 6
Women 4

BOth 10

Sopho-
mores

38
52

90

Juniors

4

305
140

445,

Seniors

107
167

274

Specials Total

7

75 531
32 395

107 926

The difficulty does not arise in 'the unwillingness of authori-
ties in such an institution to admit students at the lower level;
it is a result of the availability of lbcal public high school
which goes far to set aside the need of providing high-school
education in State institutions. It will be surprising if an
increased availability does not, in the years to come, decrease
rather than increase the possibility of maintaining an
integrated four-year 'init.

s. REORGANIZATIONS IN PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS

The experiment at Stephens College.In line with the policy
in other projects of the National Survey of Secondary Educa-
tion, attention in this project has been focussed chiefly on
special reorganizations in public school systems. Similarly,
in line with the policy of the survey, inquiry has been made
among private institutions in order to discover innovations
suggestiveYof desirable lines of progress for public schools.
In the j4itor 4:-coll e field, notwithstanding private units of
this type far outnumber public units, much less of organiza-
tional experimentation appears to be going forward in
private than in public institutions. Outstanding exceptions
are the experimental program at Stephens College, Columbia,
Mo., and in the new college being projected at the University
of Chicago. Accordingly,. discussion in ts section will be
mostly of these two programs, although some rference will
be made also to the frequency among private junior colleges
of 4-year and other integrated units.

The experiment at Stephens College was authorized ty the
North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
in 1927. The full text of the resolution authorizing the
experiment is as follows

North Central AmmolatIon Quarterly, 5:1964, September, 19/10.
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Voted that Stephens College be p*mitted to carry on an edur,ational
experiment for a period of five years envolving the downward extension
of the jt.inior college into the fields of junior and senior high-school
education and contemplating the obliteration of the lines of demarcation
now existing between the last year of the usual 4-year high school and
the first year of the junior college; provided that in order to assure the
maintenance of-proper junior-college standards the president of Stephens
College be reQuired to report annually on the progress of the experi-
ment`to a committee of three persons appointed by the chairman of the
Commission [on Institutions of Higher Education].

6

As worked out, the experhnental program was to includé,
among others, three major elements, namely, (1) the study
of group; of students during their progress through the full
4-year period, beginning with the third high-school year and
extending through both years of the junior college; (2) the
development- of a 4-year curriculum suitable for young women;
and (3) comparison of the success of students at the upper
high-school and the jimior-college levels in the same courses.

Experience and results in certain phases of the experiment
have proved highly helpful and illuminating. This has not
been true of the element that involved carrying students
through the full 4-year course. The obstacle here was that,
in spite of conscientious effort on the párt of the authorities
in charge, it turned out to be impossible to recruit a large
enough number,of students at the level of the third high-
school ;ear who would continue through to the end of the
fourth year of the experimental unit. As many as 30 to 40
students would enter, but never more than a few of these
would continue into the junior-college period proper. Thus,
for almost all the students in the groups at this level, the
institution was never more than a 2-year school. In fact,
many remained only a single year. In the meantime the
enrollment at the level of the freshman and sophomore college
years was always large and unquestionably ample for all
comparisons involved in the experiment. The explanation
of the difficulty in the way of developing a 4-year unit
determined in this way must be sailar to that mentioned
above in discussing the John Tarleton Agricultural College:
In the area served by Stephens College the facilities of public
high-school education are so generally available that students
of the type that will enter an institution at the level of the
third high-school year away from home and continue through

[ 406 ]
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junior-college years are so uncommon as to discourage efforts
at achieving an integrated 4-year unit of the kind projected".

From the standpoint of outcome the two other elements
pf the experiment were more successful. The new courses
developed are suggestive of desirable reorganization at the
same level in other institutions. Particularly is this true
of four orientation courses in vocations, social science, natural
science, and the arts and [esthetics. The phase of the experi-
ment undertaking to compare the success of high-schpol and
of junior-college students in the same courses, pall& that,
in general, when the factor of intelligence was controlled by
matching students on scores on an intelligence test, the
students at the high-school level did about as well as freshman
and sophomore college students. Such evidence goes far to
prove that the traditional line between high schoofand college
is an arbitrary one.

Four-year and other integrdted units among private junior'
colleges.Examination of recent annual directorie of junior
colleges compiled by Prof. Doak S. Campbell, secretary of
the American Association of Junior Colleges, finds more pri-
vate than public junior colleges reported as 4-year units.
This difference in favor of private institutions persists in the
last of these directories, that for 1933.° To be sure, the
degree of integration represented varies- from institution to
institution, but it may be assumed that in most instances it
has not been carried far. It usually begins by designating,
the respective classes, beginning with the third high-school
year, as freshman, sophomore, jtmior, and senior. In same
institutions integration go littlb further thaa this. Two
chief obstacleaiiinder. One of these is the restrictions on
enrollment in high-school years found above to apply to
John Tarleton Agricultural College and Stephens College.
This obstacle seems noteto apply ih all private 4-year units,
although it does apply in most of them. The other obstacle
is omnipresent. This is the same factor found in earlier por-
tions of the chapter to apply to the 4-year public units: It is
the traditionally different standards brought to bear on all
high schools and junior colleges irrespective of the purposes
in some to obliterate the line of separation between them.

I. Cam Obell, Doak B., Directory of the Junior College, 1933. Junior College Journal,
3:217-231, January, 1933.
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The record of integrated units at the high-school and
junior-college levels would not be comple_te without a brief
statement concerning still another type of institution main-
tained under private auspices in this country. Reference
here is to a group of 10 institutions in various States known
as "Concordia Colleges" and fostered by the Missouri,Synod
of the Lutheran Church. Certain of these institutions date
back to the middle of the last century. In effect, they are
transplantations to this country of the German Gymnasium,
offering a curriculum -following rather closely the pattern of
that institution. From the beginning they served as pre-
paratory sc400ls to the theological seminaries which gave
training for the Lutheran ministry. It is probábly within the
truth to' saST`that. these transplanted Gymnagia were the first
institution§ ilk tlii§ tountry in which high-school and college
levels of training were integrated. -

The integration at the University of Chicago.The last of
the programs of integration of high-school and junior-college
years to be referred to in the present report is the one recently
announced by the University of Chicago. Among the
releases for publication after the January, 1933, meeting of
the university's board of trustees was the following brief and
moddst statement:

In order to permit the extensiori of the benefits of the new educa-
tional plan of the University of Chicago to students in the University
High School, the last two years of that school have been placed under
the jurisdiction of the college. Students in these years of the high
school will receive instruction from the college faculty, which, beginning
next fall, will be augmented by the addition of certain members of the
faculty of the high school.

As heretofore, registration in the high school will be limited to day
pupils. Graduates of other high schools Ai,continue to enter the
college as freshmen on the usual basis.

This announcement is a logical sequel to published dis-
cussions by President Hutchins of the reorganization of the
American system 'of education which he deems desirable."
This reorganization would include a 6-year elementary school,
a secondary school of "three or four years," andther unit of
the same length above this secondary school, and at the top
of this structure the university. The integration of the last
two years of the University High School with the present

I' See Hutchins, Robert M., The American Educational System. School Review,
41:96-100, February, 1933, ,

-
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College (corresponding in length with the typical junior-
college unit) which seems to be contemplhted in this action
will provide what will be for Iiiost students traversing both
periods a .4-year college underlying the University proper.
We are justified in ,anticipating, however, that this latest
development will afford students in tlie downward extension
of the college the opportunity for progress through the new
unit at a rate more rapid than one grade per year, so that
considerable proportion& may complete the new unit in less
than four years. Some should be able -to complete it in
three pars. The expectation would be that, with the
economy alieady *effected in the University Laboratory
Schools as this was described in the Miegoing chapter, indi-
vidual pupils beginning their education in the University
Elementary School might complete the work of this elemen-
tary school (of 6 grades) , of the University High School
(of 3 grades), and of the new college in 12 years, the period
usually requirèd to complete the work of the elementary
school and high school. Little more can be said in further
description of the new development at this writing because
detailed plans are just being made and have not yet been
announced.

The school situation of the country is at a stage where
satisfactory development jf this downward extension of the
University's college' can exercise a signal influence on the
organization of school systems and higher institutions.
The evidence of the foregoing part of this mo'nograph reports
that about three-fourth§ of the large number of lotal public
junior colleges are housed with high schools. In most of the
remaining fourth the junior colleges are housed in buildings
near at hand. At the same time, out of respect for tradition
and standards of accrediting agencies, those in charge are
typically trying to keep the high school and the junior college
apart. By demonstrating the ,feasibility of a college that
integrates two levels of Mucation which are essentially one,
the University of Chicago will provide !school authorities
with what 'will appeal to them as a logical solution of a
perplexing problem.

We are encouraged in the expectation of constructive
influence of the projected deyelopment at Chicago by the
instances of integration already undertaken in the schools

[409 ]
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of the country as these have been described in this chap-
ter and the one immediately preceding. The freedom of an
institution like the University of Chicago should make it
possible to add new meaning to this period of education,
a period believed by many to be less significant now than
most other levels in the system. It seems entirely appro-
priate to look forward to the new unit in the American sys-
tem that will,emerge from this integration as the new college. .

The history of collegiate education in this ci itry, including
the established fact of the depression into Hgh-school years
of the college c culum, also provides an justification
for dropping the q cation "junior" fro. the names of
such institutions an calling them simply 1"colleges." To
those who are concerned over whether the -' riod of educa-
tion represented is collegiate or secondary ii)Inay be pointed
out that it corresponds in,level and functial with the later
years of the secondary schools in the countri s of continental
Europe which directly underlie their universities.

6. AN OVERVIEW

The special reorganizations considered.The chief concern
9f this monograph is the reorganization of secondary educa-
tion in this countty represented in the advent of the junior
high school and of the junior college.' One of the policies
of the National Survey of Secondary Education calls for
the study chiefly of innovations, and even though both
reorganizations have proceeded at a rapid rate during the
last 20 years or more, junior high schools and junior colleges
are still sufficiently novel as compared with the great body
of schools to justify including in the survey the study that
has. been made of them. Even more in line with this policy
is the more intensive study of individual schools attempting
the unusual, represented in Chapter IV (Section 1) of
Part I of this monograph prepared in collaboration by
Francis T. Spaulding and O. I. Frederick, and in the two
chapters of this conciudig part dealing with "special re-
organizations."

Almost a score of reorganizations have been dealt with
in this concluding part of tie monograph. 'The treatment
has divides them into two groups, (1) the reorganizations
to save time, considered in Chapter I, and (2) the reorgani-
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zations to achieve integration of high-schoól and junior-
college years, cohsidered in the present chapter. The 9pecia1
reorganizations considered under the heading of reorgani-
zations to save time are the experiments or realignments
in the public schools of Kansas Cjty, Mo.; Joliet, Ill.; Salt
Lake City, Utah; Concord, N. IT.; Tulsa, Okla.; Baltimore,
Md.; and in the University of Chicago Laboratory Schools.
Those -co- nsidered under the heading of feorganizations to
achieve integratiç. are the rearrangements in public schools
at Pasadena, Venty:ra, Compton, and Salinas, Calif.; Mober-
ly, Mo.; Hillsl. , Tex.; Iowa Falls, Iowa; in the John
Tarleton Agricul College in Texas; in Stephens College;
and the College ..f the University of Chicago. With -two
exceptions the re..cganizations examined- involve the work
of the junior co_ age, and in the case of the exceptions,
extension of the .z:stfem to include the junior college was
at least.c9ntemp1elted.

The approaches to the saving of time in the first group
are varied. In most of the group the usual 12-grade system
has been shortened to 11 grades. The saving has been
effected chiefly in the elementary grattes. The first of the
Northern systems to go. on this basis was Kansas City.
Others of the group now on this basis are Salt Lake City,
Concord, and the laboratory schools at the University of
Chicago. Kansas City is now carrying on an experiment
aiming to save another year in high-schopl and junior-
college grades. At Joliet the procedure is to enroll selected
high-school seniors in freshman college courses. At Tulsa
the approach is through a careful classification of pupils and
the preparation of differentiated curriculums"; the cur-
riculum of superior pupils will be planned to carry them
through the second year of college work in 12 years. In
Baltimore capable high-s.chool pupils carry additional sub-
jects and do five years of work in four years, subsequently
entering higher institutions as sophomores.

With the exception of a single institution, the reorganiza-
tions to integrate set up a 4-grade institution including the
last two years of high school and the two years of the junior
college. The exception is Salinas, where only the last high-
school year has been joined with the junior pollege. With
two exceptions, all such of these reorganizations as are in

411 ]
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local school systems, namely, Pasadena, Ventura, Compton,
Hillsboro, and Iowa Falls, include junior high school units 9f
four grades. One of these exceptions is Salinas, with a
3-grade high school comprehending the ninth, tenth, and
eleventh grades, and the other is Moberly, where the junior
high school now includes only. the eighth, ninth, and tenth
grades but will later include also the seventh grade. The
degree of- integration in these reorganizations varies. Inte-
gration begins with the himsing of high-school and junior-
college years in a common plant. It often includes some
assignment of i4clivi4ual staff members to tea.ching at both
high-school anor junlor-college levels and membership of
students at both levels in the same extracurriculum organi-
zations. The integration does not as often affect the cur-
riculum in this respect much more progress is desirable.

A comparison of the two groups.The reader is warned
against assuming that the reorganizations in each of the
groups as they have been described have no other special
purpose than those implied in the groupingin the first
group, to save time, and in the second group, to integrate
high-schowol and college work and thereby to work out a better
articulation in the school system. The grouping aims
merely to bring out what appears to be the or a major pur-
pose f the special reorganization. Additional purposes in
certai6 individual reorganizations were expressed or implied
in connection with the statement concerning each above.

The fact is that no hard and fast line separates the two
groups. On one hand, the experiments at Kansas City,
Joliet, and Tulsa all involve the integration of high school
and college in one way or another. On the other hand,
certain of the _pla_ns in the second group have aimed or are
*taming at saving time for the student: The reorganization
in Pasadena by the new cooperative arrangement with
authorities at the University of California by permitting stu-
dents in t t upper half of the twelfth grade to take college
courses; t s -.organiz'ation at Stephens by an arrangement
for studen begin college courses while still in hih school
years; the projected 6llege at the University of Chicago by
extending the features of its new plan, which includes oppor-
tunity for accelerated progress, into the last two high-school
years.
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Even the remainder of the second group may be assumed
to be effecting something in the way of economy of time,
because individual stair members in the integrated units who-
give instruction in identical subject fields on both sides of
the arbitrary line separating high-school and junior-college
work will be aware of the large amount of overlapping in the
usual courses at these levels as these are ordinarily taught,
and will terid to work out a better articulation of courses
than, obtains in institutions hi which the leveN 'ire separately
administered. This ss4 ll give time for the addition of content
to the courses represented. Also, guidance workers in in-
tegrateCi units will more often advise individual students
against taking both of two courses covering much the same
ground givevt the two levels, for eXample, the high-school
course in general chemistry and the college course in gener
inorganic chemistry, the high-school and ccAlege courses in
economics, etc. Such students will, instead of going over
ground they have already traversed, make contact with what
is t,o them new content in further courses in these or in other
subject fields.

The foregoing discussibn directs attention to the two
possible methods of economizing time. One of these is the
obviobs procedure of reducing the length of time required to
traverse a given period of education. Reorganizations of
the first type here considered obviously belong in this
category. The other procedure is to enrich the period of
education without shortening it, as is possible in reorganiza-
tions of the second type. Advoc5tgs of reorganizations of
the fint type can, however, contetraivith some justification,
that their procedure achieves both-types of economy of time,
more especially for students continuing to higher levels of
education.

The argument fot etonomy through shortening the period
of training is it potent one as it applies to students destined
for professional or other advanced training at the university
level. It is somewhat weakened when applied to systems
that do not include junior-college years or do not afford other
facilities for continuance of education. Pupils who complete
the shorte4ed programs of elementary-school and high-school
education and who do not continue their educa,tion are thus
thrust out to seek employment at earlier ages than are
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characteristic of youth completing systems not effecting this
type of economy of time. Such an outcome might be
acceptable when and where opportunities f9r employment
are at hand for those who complete thé shortened programs.
The present economic crisis has accentuated the danger of
shortening the period of elementary-school and high-school
training witchout, at the same time, extending the period of
education to include junior-college years, but it has also
helped to bring home to us the significance for education of
the decrease over a lo,ng period of years in the proportion of
young people in- employment and the need of making some
type of provision in the schools for increasing proportions not
employed. The argument for economy of time in this sense
must now be accompanied by á proposal for upward exteti
sion of the system to include junior-college years. Otherwise,
the focmerly exceedingly pówerful positive argtiment of
finaKial saying by means ofilthe shortened system will be

y art more te ingan ativ argumen arising out
or.of the economiA0 so-cikieloss n ,..ed from the presence

in society of vast nu'mbeis of drgaiuzçd unemployed youth.
The secoit oup of reo ni: 49114, bn the other hand,

with their lo ger integrated'units; giould, more *often than
they do, provide arrangements foimoving pupils through the
schools more rapidly than at the traditional rate. This can
be done at the same time that trainitiglorogfams thioughout
the period represented are enriched. 'The pupils undertak-
ing the shortened programs should, however, be carefulbr
selected in oP#er that only those who can and should con-
tinue their forNatal education beyond the junior-college level
are admitted tò them. The criteria of selection should in-
clude not only promise of scholastic proficiency at the higher
level, but also the practicability from the financial stands-
point of the individual student's continuing his education.
The work of selection must be the responsibility of guidance
workers in these reorganized institutions.

The need of continuow study anti appraisal of these sPecial
reorganization 8.The foregoing analytical description of the
special reorganizations considered has been accompanied by
a partial attempt at appraisal, sometimes factual and some-
times speculative. Although the brief examination that has
been possible finds most, if not all, to be promising innova-
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tions, no one of them has reached a stage that it does not
require further scrutiny and further improvement in the light'
of results of such scrutiny. The present brief report brings
together for the first time information concerning practica
all such reorganizations in order to facilitate comparison
that similarities and differences may be made to stand out,
to make moie apparent certain important issues involved,
and to stimulate more investigation in such a fruitful field.
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APPENDLX A

A LIST OF SECONDARY SCHOOLS (SUPPLYING DETAILED
INFORMATION FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH

PART I) WHICH REPORT EXCEPTIONALLY
CONfPREHENSIVE ORGANIZATIONS

School administrators itterested in increasiilg the com-
prehensiveness of their schools' organizations will frequently
find it of value to study the organization ,of schools which
are already somewhat outstanding in comprehensiveness.
The follosking list of schools may be of service in this con-
nection. The schools, included in the list are those sub-
mitting detailed reports on their organization for use in this
study, whose scores for at least five of the nine major fea-
tures of organization equaled or exceeded the upper-quartile
scores for all schools of equivalent siu.' T6 schools marked
with a star (*) attained the standard adopted for consistency
of organization as well: In all thé major features their scores
equaled or exceeded the median scores for schools of equiva-
lent size. The list thus comprises schools reporting excep-
tionally comprehensive organizations in a majority of their
features; the starred schools combine exceptional compre-
hensiveness with a high degree of consistency of organization.

The schools are classified under two main heads: Those
whose reports showed unusual comprehensiveness in the
junior high school grades, and those whose reports indicated
unusual comprehensiveness in the senior high school grades.
The grades represented in each school are shown in paren-
theses after the name of the school. Undivided 5-year and
6-year schools (indicated by the figures 7-11 or 7-12) and
juni'or-senior high schools (indicated by the figures 7-9:10-12,
or 7-8:91-12) appear in both junior and senior high school
divisions in cases in which the reports from these schoofs
show unusual comprehensiveness of organization in both
school units.

I For an account of the method of scoring used, see Ch. I. Certain of the schools listed sub-
mitted reports too late for inclusion in the group comparisons presented in the body of this
study. The repotts from these schools have, nevertheless, been scored, and the schools
hare been listed on tile basis of the scores obtained.
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For convenience in reference the schools are listed accord-
ing tosections of the United States, with the schools arranged
alphabetically by States and cities under each section.

It should be borne in mind that this list is based upon only
a sampling of the secondary schools of the country. The omis-
sion of a given scbool from the list does not necessarily mean
that that school fails to meet the staridards for excePtional
comprehensive ess of organization; it may mean simply that
the school in qluestion was not included among those which
submitted detailed reports on their organization in connec-
tion with this project of the survey.

It should be borne in mind also that this list is based upon
reports for the school year 1930-31. Changes in the organ-
ization of individual schools since that time may have altered
their positions in the total list of schools considered.

1 SCHOOLS REPORTING EXCEPTIONALLY COMPREHENSIVE ORGANI-
ZATIONS IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL GRADES

New England*.
Troup Junior High School (7-9) , New Haven, Conn.
Leominster Junior High School (7-9), Leominster, Mass.
*Milton High School (7-9 :10-12), Milton, Mass.

Middle Atlantic States:
Croton-Harmon High School (7-12), Crbton-on-Hudson, N.Y.
Estee Junior High School (7-9), Gloversville, N.Y.
Central Junior High School (7-9), Allentown, Pa.
*Chadds Ford Junior High School (7-10), Chadds Ford, Pa.
Cheltenham Township High School (7-9:10-12), Elkins Park, Pa.
*Southmont Borough High School (7-9:10-12), Johnstown, Pa.
Independent High School (7-12) , Milford, Pa.
Manheim Township High School (7-9:10-12), Neffsville, Pa.

§outhern States.:
*Union Springs Junior-Senior High School (7-9: 10-12), Union

Springs, Ala.
Lake Helen Junior High Scllool (7-10), Lake Helen, Fla.
Parker High School (7-11), Greenville, S.C.
Zundelowitz Junior High School (7-8), Wichita Falls, Tex.

Middle Western States:
Ploomington Junior-Senior High School (7-8:9-12), Bloomington,

Ind.
Emerson Junior High School (7-8), Muncie, Ind.
Mton Junior-Senior High School (7-8:9-12), Afton, Iowa.
Hays Junior-Senior High School (7-9: 10-12)," Hao, Kans.
Salina Junior High School (7-9), Dearborn, Mich.
*Grosse Ile High School (7-12), Grosse Ile, Mich.
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Menominee Junior-Senior High School (7-9:10-12), Menominee,
Mich.

Eastern Junior High School (7-9) , Pontiac, Mich.
*Aurora Junior-Senior High School (7-9:10-12), Aurora, Minn.
Boonville Junior-Senior High School (7-9:10-12), Boonville Mo.
North Royalton High School (7-12), Brecksville, Ohio.
*Orange High School (7-12) , Chagrin Falls, Ohio.
Upper Sandusky Junior High School (7-9), Upper Sandusky, Ohio.
*Eugene Field Junior High School (7-9), Tulsa, Okla.
Wilson Junior High School (7-9), Tulsa, Okla.
Wilson Junior High School (7-9), Appleton, Wis.
Janesville Junior-Senior High School (8-9:10-12), Janesville,

Wis.

Two Rivers High School (7-12), Two Rivers, _Wis.
Waukesha Junior-Senior High School (7-9 : 10-12), Waukesha,

Wis.
Western States:

*Claremont Junior-Senior High School (7-9:10-12), Claremont,
Calif.

Hemet Junior High School (7-9),. Hemet, Calif.
Burroughs Junior High School (7-9), Los Angeles, Calif.
* Dana Jurilor High School (7-9), Los Angeles, Calif.
*Eagle Rock High School (7-9:10-12), Los Angeles, Calif.
*Jordan High School (7-9: 10-12), LO8 Angeles; Calif.
* Ring Junior High School (7-9), Los Angeles, Calif.
San Fernando High School (7-9:10-12), Los Angeles, Calif.
Van Nuys High School (7-9:10-12), Los Angeles, Calif.
Piedmont Junior-Senior High School (7-9 : 10-12), Piedmont,

Calif.
La Jolla High School (7-12) , San Diego, Calif.
South Pasadena Junior High School (7-9) , South Pasadena, Calif.
Alamosa Junior-Senior High Schpol (7-8 : 9-12) , Alamosa, Colo.
South Junior High School (7-9), Colorado Springs, Colo.
Baker Junior High School (7-8), Denver, Colo.
* Fountain High School (7-121), Fountain, Colo.
* Lewistown Junior High School (7-8), Lewistown, Mont.
Beaver Junior-Senior High School (7-9 : 10-12) , Beaver, Utah.
Sandy Junior High Schpol (7-9), Sandy, Utah.
Laramie High School (7-12) , Laramie, Wyo.

a. SCHOOLS REPORTING EXCEPTIONALLY COMPREHENSIVE ORGANI-
ZATIONS IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL GRADES

New England:
Milton High School (7-9 : 10-12), Milton, Mass.

Middle Atlantic States:
Glen Ridge Junior-Senior High School (7-9 : 10-12), Glen Ridge,

N.J.
*Croton-Harmon High School (7-12), Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y.
Southside Junior-Senior High School (7-9 : 10-12), Elmira, N.Y.
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Central Rural High School (7-9 : 10-12), Sherburne, N.Y.
Cheltenham Township High School (7-9 : 10-12), Elkins Park, Pa.
Hazleton Senior High Scbool (10-12), Hazleton, Pa.
*Southmont Borough High School (7-9 : 10-12), Johngtown, Pa.
Stowe Township High School (7-8 : 9-12), McKees Rocks, Pa.
Independent High School (7-12) , Milford, Pa.
Manheim Township High Scool (7-9 : 10-12), Neffsville, Pa.
Reading Senior High School (10-12), ReadON, Pa.
Titusville Senior High School (9-12), Titusville, Pa.

Southern States:
*Union Springs Junior-Senior High School (7-9 : 10-12), Union

Springs, Ala.
Atherton High School for Girls (9-12), Louisville, Ky.
Reynolds High School (8-11), Winston-Salem, N.C.
Parker High School (7-11), Greenville, S.C.

Middle Western States:
Evanston Township High School (9-12) , Evanston, Ill.
Oak Park and River Forest Township High School (9-12), Oai

Park, Ill.
Bloomington Junior-Senior High School (7-8 : 9-12) , Blooming-

ton,
Afton Junior-Senior High School (7-8 : 9-12), Afton, Iowa.
Cherokee County Community. High School (9-12), Columbus,

Kans.
Hays Junior-Senior High School (7-9 :4%0-12), Hays, Kans.
Community High School (9-12), Norton', Kans.
Ottawa Hills High School (7-9 : 10-12) , Grand Rapids, Mich.
*Grosse Ile High School (7-12), Grosse Ile, Mich.
Menominee Junior-Senior High School (7-9 : 10-12), Menominee,

Mich.
*Aurora Junior-Senior High School (7-9 : 10-12), Aurora, Minn.
Boonville Junior-Senior High School (7-9 : 10-12), Boonville, Mo.
Wellston High School (9-12), Wellston, Mo.
North Royalton High School (7-12), Brecksville, Ohio.
*Orange High School (7-12), Chagrin Falls, Ohio.
*Heights High School (10-12), Cleveland Heights, Ohio.
Grandview Heights High School (7-12), Columbus, Ohio.
Weathersfield Township High School (7-12), Mineral Ridge, Ohio.
Enid Senior High School (10-12), Enid, Okla.
*Central High School (10-12), Tulsa, Okla.
West High gchool (10-12), Green Bay, Wis.
*Janesville Junior-Senior High School (8-9 : 10-12) , Janesville,

Wis.
Waukesha Junior-Senior

Wis.
Western States:

Claremont Junior-Senior
Calif.

High School (7-9 : 10-12), Waukesha,

High School (7-9 : 10-12), Claremont,

Union High School (10-12), Hemet, Calif.
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*Eagle Rock High School (7-9 : 10-12), Los Angeles, Calif.
*Jordan High School (7-9 : 10-12), Los Angeles, Calif.
Roosovelt High School (10-12), Los Angeles, Calif.
Sap Fernando High School (7-9 : 10-12), Los Angeles, Calif.
*Van Nuys High School (7-9 : 10-12), Los Angeles, Calif.
North Hollywcod High School (7-12), North Hollywood, Calif.
Piedmont Junior-Senior High School (7-9 : 10-12), Piedmont, Calif
La Jolla High School (7-12), San Diego, Calif.
Santa Rosa High School (9-12), Santa Rosa, Calif.
Torrance'High School (7-12), Torrance, Calif.
*City and County Senior High School (9-12),- Lewistown, Mont
Alsea High School (9-12), Alsea, Oreg.
Grants Pass High School (9-12), Grants Pass, Oreg.
Beaver Junior-Senior High School (7-9 : 10-12), Beaver, Utah
Láramie High School (7-It)? Laramie, Wyo.
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APPENDIX 13

A LIST OF NEEDED INVESTIGATIONS OF SCHOOL ORGANIZATION
REVEALED IN PART I

The present study of secondary-school organization has
been subject to at least three major limitations. First, there
has been no opportunity for thorough validation of the system
of scoring used in judging the organization of ,individual
schools. Second, a number of promising clues have had to
be disregarded in the analysis of various types of organization
and various sizes of schools, .for want of the time and funds
necessary to follow all such clues to a definite end. Third,
the brief time interval covered, by the study has prevented
any long-term analysis of the effects of various types of
organization under varying conditions.

The defects arising from the*imitations may eventually
1)i removed if certain further studies can be made. Schools
of education or individual _students of educati8n will be
interested, it is hoped, in adding to the investigations de-
scribed-in this report. The following list of possible further
investigations is presented as a suggestion of Wipes of studies--
which might prove fruitful.

This list does not pretend to be all-inclusive. Many
investigations which are not specifically menti ned will occur
to the thoughtful student as having direct b aring on the
problems of school organization. The studies uggested are
those which will most directly supplement the particular
investigationi already made, or which will provide desirable
checks upon the conclusions set forth in the preceding pages.
A. Subjects suggested for further investigation for which data gathered

in the present study may be used as a partial Muds.
1. The validation of a system of rating the organization of an

individual secondary school; in particular, the determina-
t tion of relationships betweenr-b.

(a) Practice in detailed aspects of organization and pupil
achievement.

(b) Practice in general aspects of organization and pupil
achievement.

(c) Practice in general aspects of organization and the
judgment of competent specialists as to effective-
ness of organization.
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2. Analysis of the extent to which effectivenesein one major phase
of organization is dependent upon special effectiveness in
one or more other phases of organization.

3. More exact analysis of the typical organization of conventionally
organized schools, as Ei means of gaging the effects of reor-
ganization.

4. Detailed antlysis of the organization of outstanding private
schools, as contrasted with the organization of public schools.

5. Study of the organization of private secondary schools used as
agencies of public instruction, as contrasted with the organi-
zation of comparable public schools.

6. Analysis of various special types of organization not sufficiently
represented in the present study to allow detailed investiga-
tion; in particular, analysis of

(a) The 4-year junior high school organization within unit
enrollment groups.

(b) The undivided 5-year high-schoal organization within
unit enrollment groups.

(e) Secondary-school organizations forming, parts of 11-
grade public-school systems.

(d) Secondary-school organizations which include junior-
college units.

7. Detailed investigation of the faCtors which cause individual
secondary schools either notably to exceed or notably to fall
below the norms for organization of schools of their type and
size. (Study of this problem may properly be a phase of
the validation of norms. On the assumption that certain
norms have been accepted as valid, it is here suggested as a
problem in the determination of causal relationships.)

8. De4ailed study of methods by which schools necessarily handi-
capped either in size or in type of organization may improve
their organization.

9. Further evaluations of various types of organization in schools
falling in enrollment groups not adequately represented in
the present study; in particular, study of schoOls separately
classified

(a) In subdivisions of average grade enrollments below 30.
(b) In subdivisions of average grade enrollments above 333.

10. More exact analysis of the differences in organization between
large and small schools bra segregation of schools in type
groups and a determination of thellifferences between large
and small schools common to all the type groups.

11. Investigation of the maximum effectiye size of school under
various types of organizatiqn.

12. Study of the relationship between effectiveness of organization
and per-pupil outlay for items immediately associated with
organization.
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13. Recurrent studies of school organization, according to methods
similar to those employed in the present investigation, to
provide:

(a) Facts concerning the status of school organization
on a nation-wide basis, in the light of which progress
in organization may be determined periodically.

(b) Periodic data on the relationships of the various ele-
ments in the national program one to another.

B. Subjects suggested for further investigation for which few or no
data have been gathered in the present study.

1. Study of the relative holding power of schools of various
sizes and types over a period of years.

2. Investigations of the relationship between differentiation
in salary schedules among separate units of the school
system, and

(a) Articulation between the units.
(b) Pupil achievement in the separate units.

3. Study of the relationship between the sources of support
for extracurriculum activities and the scope of the extra-
curriculum.

4. Study of the relationship between the effectiveness of
homogeneous groupings, and the use of

(a) Semiannual as contrasted with annual promotions.
(b) Promotion by subject as contrasted with promo-

tion by grade.
5. Investigation of the effects of extreme departmentalization

in the junior high school grades.
6. Comparison of both the administrative and the educa-

tional effects of various types of curriculum organization.

t.
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